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In fintech, China shows 
the way: AliPay mobilizes 
for world-wide expansion

 
Let us see: What traditional banks have 

done in the fintech sphere in the last 

year? What allows new mobile players 

to compete with these giants? Have 

they succeeded? How expansion of 

Apple Pay and Samsung Pay threatens 

traditional banks and benefits newcom-

ers?

 

Despite the fact that the development 

of e-wallet industry attracts much 

attention, more and more questions 

concerning end-client value and busi-

ness results arise and it is still too early 

to be confident that e-wallet industry is 

going to compete with banks and pay-

ment systems. More so, the direction 

of main players’ development seems to 

be more important than their current 

figures.

 

If one assesses achievement of real 

business objections (such as end-user 

and merchant value, frequency of use, 

product line diversification, turnover 

and revenue), only a few companies 

stand out – a historical giant PayPal and 

Chinese AliPay (and WeChat Pay too). 

But the latter have their own problem, 

common for all Chines fintech play-

ers – it is hard for them to go abroad 

and attract users from other countries. 

Right now, they are expanding mostly 

through Chinese tourists going abroad 

– as they travel and spend more year by 

year, and local sellers (and banks) are 

gradually opening for Chinese payment 

systems and e-wallets. There is no value 

for non-Chinese clients so far in using 

AliPay and WeChat Pay. Thus, there is 

an opportunity for foreign-born mobile 

banks (with better local market sense 

and adaptation to it) to be acquired by 

Chinese giants in the mid-term per-

spective.

Solutions from Apple (Apple Pay), Goo-

gle (Google Wallet and Android Pay) 

and Samsung (Samsung Pay) demon-

strate crude functionality: they allow 

users only to add cards and pay. Only 

geeks and early adopters use these 

means frequently as they are inclined to 

either test new solutions or make them-

selves look fashionable and advanced. 

Cash-back and discount campaigns 

boost installs, however, when they are 

over, the effect subsides. In no coun-

try, consumer habits are considerably 

changed because of the spread of these 

solutions.

 

The only crucial point of competition 

among these players is their geograph-

ical coverage (and number of connec-

tions from local banks). Apple Pay is the 

most widespread, while Android Pay is 

available on nine markets (USA, three 

countries in Europe – Great Britain, 

Poland, and Ireland, five in Asia-Pacif-

ic – Singapore, Australia, Hong Kong, 

New Zealand and Japan), Samsung Pay 

and Google Wallet eager to catch up 

with these players.

 

Sooner or later the question will rise: 

what value do these wallets bring to 

their users? And if they are not able to 

develop new functions in a manner 

similar to that of PayPal (after separation 

from eBay it has diversified its product 

line and increased speed and quality 

of new solutions’ introduction), they 

will only be able to evolve by purchas-

ing mobile banks (which have worse 

figures, but better solutions), remittance 

services, mPOS-acquiring start-ups, 

etc. This question will become relevant 

by the end of 2017 already.

 

Also, new players appear on the field 

– smartphone makers Xiaomi and 

Huawei. Most probably, Oppo, LeEco 

and other fast-growing makers will join 

the race in the near future. As the client 

base of every player will dwindle, the 

issue of differentiation from com-

petitors will soon become the most 

important one (and this event will mark 

the beginning of a long M&A period for 

start-ups, which test their products on 

local markets).

 

The only country, except for China, 

where surge in e-wallets’ development 

and market penetration is observed, is 

India (while the client base is steadily 

growing, there will not be so many pos-

sibilities for monetization, as in China, 

for another two or three years). There 

are 10 large players in India. All of them 

showed formidable growth of client 

base and investment volume: Paytm 

(AliPay/Alibaba are among stockhold-

ers), with $1B worth of transactions, 

177M users (147M active for the last 

year, 80M – in December 2016) and 2M 

merchants, is going to launch its digital 

bank solution and attract the first $60M 

in investment at $4,83B valuation; 

Mobikwik, with 30M clients and 75K 

partner-sellers, attracted $90M in in-

vestments; FreeCharge, with 100K part-

ner-sellers; Ola Money, related to “Indi-

an Uber” Ola, wants to use taxicabs as 

an offline network of financial services 

providers (service also builds a huge 

Wi-Fi network based on Wi-Fi trans-

mitters installed in cabs). Development 

of all services depends on seamless 

and efficient online/offline integration 

(O2O), which is a characteristic feature 

of Asian markets. E-commerce growth 

whips up need for bigger wallet-on-de-

livery mode payment share (now more 

than 80% of payments account for 

cash-on-delivery). Taiwanese Mountain 

Capital (subsidiary of MediaTek) and 

Japanese holding GMO invest heavily in 

e-wallets and online acquiring.

 

All these projects share the Chinese 

companies’ main problem – it is hard 

for them to expand abroad (foreign 

agents arrive in India as well as in China, 

meanwhile, new competitors spring-

up). Take Paytm, for example – it has 
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not still integrated its solutions with 

these of its main stockholder – AliPay 

– and it doesn’t go abroad. While there 

are many similar unbanked markets all 

over the world – Indonesia, Vietnam 

(local player Momo has attracted 2.5M 

clients, 1M of whom use not only pay-

ment solution, but also e-wallet, which 

enabled Momo to attract $5.7M at first 

stage, $3M from Goldman Sachs some-

what later and $25M form Standard 

Chartered Bank), Thailand, Myanmar, 

Latin American and African countries 

(African telecom operator Net1 invested 

$40M  in Indian e-wallet Mobikwik).

 

Traditional and direct banks (like First-

Direct, CapitalOne, MetroBank and SBI 

bank) are often skeptical about neo-
banks and challenger banks as they 

claim to be able to copy and introduce 

“features” of these newcomers and their 

mobile apps are not legging behind in 

terms of functionality of the product. 

In my opinion, differences are rather 

drastic in most of the cases – apps 

and solutions from the two parties are 

as similar as built-for-petrol car fitted 

with electric engine and Tesla. Firstly, 

new solutions are built according to 

mobile-first, not branch-first para-

digm, and this approach elevates user 

experience and product impression to 

absolutely new level (UX). Secondly, 

new players are focused on new mar-

ket clients (not on the whole market, 

which is always comprised of current/

old clients mostly), that influences 

their brand positioning, language of 

communication and perception. These 

clients, as said, have never been served 

by traditional banks – by force of age 

or geographical position, as develop-

ing countries are characterized by low 

level of banking services penetration. 

Thirdly, a new level of client service and 

support is characteristic of newcomers 

– one may ask any question (literally 

any question in any sort of language) 

in messenger or via video communi-

cation in a manner he asks for advice 

from a friend - and he will be answered 

immediately. To consider neobanks as 

another distribution channel or cost 

cutting possibility is a fundamental 

mistake. To be purely online service or 

a traditional company, selling certain 

product via online channels, are two 

absolutely different things.

 

Neobanks and challenger banks raised 

more than $300M of investments in the 

last year (at the beginning of it Atom 

bank alone raised £100M in one deal). 

They complement many other fintech 

verticals, creating many opportunities 

for M&A deals and partnerships with 

high level of synergy. E-wallets have 

either a weak functionality (Apple Pay, 

Samsung Pay and Android Pay) and 

low level of customer retention or poor 

scalability (AliPay, Paytm). Direct banks 

are little outdated technologically now 

(and they need some shake-up) and 

have a weak geographical coverage. 

P2P/online-lending platforms show 

high marginality and growth rates, but 

their customer acquisition cost grows 

day by day and they need to obtain in-

formation about new clients in advance 

to lower credit risks, while offering new 

service for current clients, increasing 

customer retention. PFM/PFP services 

don’t attract the same attention as 

neobanks, but they could give the latter 

better differentiation and better under-

standing of clients’ long-term plans. As 

concerns mPOS-acquiring companies 

(Square, SumUp, iZettle), they own such 

a huge amount of data, not only about 

their merchants, but also about their 

merchants’ clients (purchases, card 

availability, contact details), that doesn’t 

influence their business and capitaliza-

tion because they don’t serve clients of 

their clients in any way (except for a raw 

solution from Square.Cash).

 

Further, the idea of fintech banks’ ar-
rival is actively circulating now. That is, 

if earlier a  fintech company used to be 

sold to traditional banks, that embed-

ded it in its product range, corporate 

processes and old services’ culture, but 

now the functionality of fintech compa-

nies is strong enough to enable one 

to construct a fintech bank, consisting 

only of new services, which would have 

a client base big enough to compete 

and earn profit. So, the main question 

concerning the future of a fintech bank 

idea is – what is going to be a core of 

such a bank? It is clear from the tech-

nological point of view, that is should 

be a BaaS platform. However, from 

client interface point of view neobanks 

could be a good fit for this role.

 

And they are actively looking for their 

place in this process – almost all new 

players (Tandem, Monzo, Starling, N26) 

have announced that they are going 

to build a product with open archi-

tecture and APIs in order to be able to 

integrate freely with external services 

and allow their clients to interact with 

these services, using already familiar 

interface. German mPOS-acquiring 

service SumUp integrated with such 

“non-banks” as German Fidor and 

Finnish Holvi. Youth American Moven – 

with online lending service for students 

Commonbond. Neobanks N26 from 

Germany and Monese from Great 

Britain – with British online remittance 

services TransferWise and Currency-

Cloud, accordingly.
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Another unexpected sensational trend 

is crowdinvesting (equity crowdfund-

ing). For the last six months two British 

challenger banks – Tandem and Monzo 

– raised £1M each from their current 

and potential clients at Seedrs and 

Crowdcube platforms, accordingly. 

These news was positively received 

by investing community – because 

it is not simply about “raising £1M on 

the market”, but rather about planting 

your idea into your clients’ minds and 

inspiring them to risk their money to 

help you to build your service. This case 

is a good example to follow not only 

for neobanks, but also for other fintech 

companies.

 

For the last year two important events 

occurred, indicative of high level of 

attention to fintech and growing level 

of competition in this area. Three deals 

were closed: Russian Rocketbank, 

German Fidor and Finnish Holvi were 

acquired by Russian “Otkrytie”, French 

BPCE and Spanish BBVA, respectively. 

Several traditional banks launched their 

digital solutions independently – Amer-

ican Goldman Sachs launched GSbank, 

Singaporean DBS – Indian digibank 

and American JP Morgan Chase – its 

solution for Indonesia (however, it is 

still early to speak about success or 

any decisive advantages on the part of 

these players).

 

It is interesting to observe a trend of 

demographically targeted neobank cre-

ation, like British Monese for expats in 

London, Danish Ernit and Singaporean 

YoloLite – for children and their par-

ents, British Loot and Hong Kong Neat 

– for students. An idea of online banks, 

targeting SMB, has a huge potential – 

besides already mentioned Holvi and 

Tochka, new players appear in this area 

(all of them in Great Britain, for now): 

Anna, Tide and Civilized Bank.

 

There are many innovations in the 

sphere of client communications too: 

neobanks employ not only call cen-

ters with support of messengers and 

video-calls, but also chat-bots (Rus-

sian Tochka and Indian digibank), Siri 

integration (N26, Monzo) and Alexa 

integration (CapitalOne).

 

Looking at dynamics of mobile bank-

ing use, one can observe, that most 

of the growth is concentrated in two 

overlapping segments: youth (18-29 

years old) and developing markets 

(notably, unbanked markets). Examining 

geographic distribution of neobanks, 

we can observe that most of them are 

located in Europe, with some interest-

ing solutions in USA and Canada, big 

demand in Brazil and low activity in 

Asia (which motivates Asian banks and 

investors look closely at what is created 

abroad, invest in it and work in collabo-

ration with the teams involved on how 

to bring these solutions to Asian mar-

kets). The UK is the leader: Monese (55K 

installations of mobile app, £41M worth 

of transactions), Tandem (raised £22M 

being valued at £65M), Monzo (35K 

clients in a waiting list), Starling (raised 

new round of $70M investments), 

Atom (has bought Grasp development 

agency and is attracting £100M to get 

into mortgages market), four banks 

have already got  a new type of license 

(Atom, Tandem, Monzo, Starling). There 

are some interesting solutions from 

Scandinavia: Danish LunarWay and Er-

nit, Sweden Tink (raised $10M from SEM 

Ventures, 300K users, going to enter 

10 new European countries), Finnish 

Holvi, after the sale of the company to 

Spanish BBVA (for a sum of $80M as 

rumored), is going to expand to new 

markets as well. German N26 attracted 

$40M from a pool of investors, headed 

by Hong Kong Horizon Ventures (200K 

in 8 countries in 1,5 years, got their own 

license recently, but are getting many 

negative reviews concerning their client 

support). VaroMoney (raised $27M and 

is actively engaged in the development 

of PFM functionality) and ZeroFinancial 

from the United States seem attractive. 

There is a splash of activity in Canada 

– and among neobanks too (Koho with 

7K clients in a waiting list, EQbank as 

an alternative to traditional mortgage 

market players). Asia is poorly repre-

sented by Honk Kong Neat, Singapor-

ean YoloLite, Vietnamese Momo and 

Timo, Russian Tochka and Rocketbank, 

new Pakistani startup Finja (e-wallet 

and microfinance). The most interest-

ing market now is Brazil, where after 

the success of NUbank (a new $52M 

round of investments raised at a $500M 

valuation after 3 years of existence, 1M 

people in a waiting list – and 300K are 

now at verification stage), new follow-

ers, such as Neon, emerge.

 

Last year was marked by an active “flirt-

ing” of traditional banks with fintech. 

American (Goldman Sachs, Bank of 

America, JP Morgan, Wells Fargo, BNY 

Mellon, First National Bank) and Euro-

pean (Unicredit, Barclays, HSBC, BBVA, 

Deutsche bank, BNP Paribas, Societe 

Generale, ABN Amro, IdeaBank, ING, 

Nordea) banks were more proactive in 

their work with fintech, than Asian (DBS, 

OCBC, UOB, Mandiri, Maybank, China 

Bank Savings, Mizuho, Siam Commer-

cial Bank, KBank, BBL, State Bank of 

India, Airtel bank), Australian (ANZ, KIWI) 

and African (Africa's First National bank) 

banks. Middle East banks are currently 

just eyeing the industry and have not 

been seen acting.

 

American banks are past “abruption” 

and “ignoring” phase – more and more 

they invest in startups, open APIs and 

their platforms for third-party devel-

opers. European players are still on a 

previous stage of market “probation” 

and strategy formation – they launch 

accelerators (“too many innovation labs 

– too few innovations”) and hackathons 
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and partner with others. Asian banks are 

more of announcing their grandiose 

plans, then implementing them – even 

Australian and African banks seem to be 

more pragmatic in comparison.

 

Generally, all large banks are prone to 

make fuss over themselves at the start 

and then barely provide any informa-

tion on their activities: it was an issue 

with the launch of the digital bank from 

Goldman Sachs in the beginning of 

April, followed by an autumn launch of 

their online-lending platform, and R3 

banking blockchain consortium (are 

there any news concerning it besides 

information on another bank entry into 

and withdrawal from the consortium?) 

or a €200M venture fund from Uni-

credit, which has not given any updates 

since its launch.

 

Banks’ area of interest is currently very 

limited. Most of deals and internal 

activities are focused on investments 

(online trading, robo-advisory, wealth 

management, PFM, PFP), online lending 

and blockchain. In mobile remittances 

and e-wallets/e-banking their activities 

are more restrained. Among other inter-

esting trends – launch of digital banks 

by big traditional players – GSbank 

from Goldman Sachs in USA, digibank 

(now in India, soon – in Indonesia) 

from Singaporean DBS, ACCESS On-

lineSM (in Indonesia) from JP Morgan 

(their mobile banking solution has 

already reached the first place in USA 

in usage, overtaking platforms of Bank 

of America and Wells Fargo; they also 

appointed Alex Sion from Moven as a 

head of mobile business applications). 

Many segments and niches haven’t 

been exploited yet. Big potential lies in 

banks “openness” to collaboration with 

startups from any area, ability to engage 

with them vie open APIs and bank-as-a-

service platforms.  

BaaS is becoming the
sexiest vertical in fintech

 
Last year’s proliferation of FinTech start-

ups increased the pace of integration 

between the leading companies (such 

as Dwolla, Kantox, CurrencyCloud, 

Braintree, OnDeck and many others) 

via open APIs – and now there are 

hundreds of them. Indeed, why would 

you reinvent the wheel, if this feature 

is not your competitive advantage and 

there are many quality solutions on the 

market? On the other hand, the abun-

dance of possibilities for integration and 

obsolescence of their back ends incen-

tivized banks, such as BBVA, to switch 

from one-by-one direct integrations to 

massive deployment of new stacks of 

solutions with the help of APIs specially 

created for this purpose. In countries, 

where there are no such banks – and 

we are talking here about most coun-

tries in the world – or where startups 

are eager to speed up their expansion 

by a partnership with several banks in 

several countries, BaaS (bank-as-a-ser-

vice) platforms have emerged.

 

Big banks sensed that such platforms, 

together with FinTech startups with 

well-made APIs, represented a hidden 

threat for them, commoditizing their 

business and levelling their advan-

tages (such as availability of licenses, 

processing center, compliance depot 

or card issue service) and began to 

promote an idea of BaaP (banking-as-

a-platform), where bank represented 

a focal point of startup ecosystem and 

“services-customers” chain (ABN Amro 

and Sberbank fall under this case). The 

explanation for such a behavior is quite 

easy to come up with – banks want to 

secure the last mile, in other words, the 

final relationship with their established 

customer base. In China, FinTech giants 

AliPay and WeChat Pay follow the same 

footsteps now. 

The historical homeland of BaaS ap-

proach is the USA. Such players as The 

Bancorp and CBW Bank have been sys-

tematically acting as platforms success-

fully hosting American FinTech startups. 

New players like BBVA struggle for 

this piece of the pie too. Spanish BBVA 

applies different strategies to different 

markets – where it doesn’t have a big 

client base (as in the USA), it follows the 

BaaS model, but where it dominates the 

market (Spain), it makes an emphasis on 

the BaaP strategy. Speaking of down-

sides of American (and Chinese) BaaS 

platforms, we should note that none of 

these platforms gives an international 

access, although there is a great need 

for this. There are 50 countries in Eu-

rope. In Asia, where most of the Earth’s 

population lives, and the majority of it 

being unbanked, there are 48 countries, 

in Africa – 54, in the Middle East – 19.

 

The most actively developing BaaS 

market is Europe - partly due to the 

support of regulating bodies, which 

incentivize banks, insurance companies 

and other players to open access to 

their platforms to external players – in 

particular, by issuing PSD2 directive – 

partly due to the emergence of new 

players, who satisfy the general market 

need in technological mediator. The 

largest of such mediators is German 

Wirecard, valued at $5B, which has 

expanded to the majority of Europe-

an countries and opened an office in 

Singapore in order to penetrate the 

Asian and Near East markets. The goal 

of this company is to expand its services 

worldwide. In every country, the com-

pany seeks to obtain its own license, 

but in a number of cases, it is forced 

to work with a local bank (thus turning 

itself into a BaaP solution with respect 

to this bank). Despite the fact that 

Wirecard hosts a number of prominent 

startups, such as N26, Curve, Monzo, 

TransferTo, Loot, Revolut and others, it 

is far from doing as lucrative a business 

with them as its American peers – and, 

consequently, it grows mainly by serv-

ing large traditional players - e-wallets 

(AliPay), telecom companies and retail-

ers,  which look closely at new financial 

services. As Wirecard states, they are at 

the very beginning of the journey and 

the market could easily incorporate 

other 3-4 big players. In Europe, new 
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competitors spring up on a permanent 

basis : SolarisBank (Germany), IbanFirst 

(France), UAccount (Great Britain). So-

larisbank has a peculiar business model 

– the company is a part of FinLeap 

accelerator (like Rocket Internet, but 

in FinTech), which has created a single 

center of infrastructure development 

for its startups and delivered its prod-

ucts as white-label solutions to final 

clients with the help of open APIs. At 

the end of 2016, the project secured its 

first banking license in Germany (while 

IbanFirst was able to get a hold on 

banking license in Belgium).

 

With the exception of BAASIS in Sin-

gapore, one can hardly find a project 

promoting BaaS approach in Asia, Africa 

or the Middle East. If such projects do 

not appear in the near future, then, 

considering infrastructural unprepared-

ness of the local environment ham-

pering the ability of FinTech startups to 

launch quickly and scale up efficiently, 

the majority of incumbents will die 

together with the hopes of Singapore/

Hong Kong/Seoul/Tokyo to become 

the next FinTech hubs. Unlike its peers 

anywhere, BAASIS focuses on infra-

structure development in Asian-Pa-

cific area and does not want to obtain 

any licenses (and compete with local 

banks) – instead, it intends to choose 

one partner bank per country, allowing 

traditional players to lend their infra-

structure (in a manner Amazon lends its 

infrastructure via Amazon Web Services) 

to startups. 

 

Many traditional back-end (core 

banking systems) solution developers, 

like Swiss Crealogix (CLX) and Malay-

sian Silverlake, see great potential in 

serving the needs of not only traditional 

players, but of newcomers, too. They 

try to find their niche in more and more 

BaaS-oriented world (although for the 

moment they only offer banks to make 

them BaaP-enabled). 

Insurance companies 
became more active 
(than banks in fintech)
in insurtech

 
Online insurance is one of the most 

dynamically developing FinTech sectors 

and it will evolve in a separate sector in 

a couple of years without a doubt. The 

main hot points are the USA (Lemon-

ade, Oscar, Zebra, Metromile, Slice, 

Stride, PolicyGenius, Bunker) and Ger-

many (FriendSurance, FinanceFox, Clark 

and others). Other countries – Great 

Britain (Trov, FitSense), France (Alan), 

Poland (DocPlanner), India (CoverFox) 

and China (PingAn Good Dooctor, 

Huize Insurance) – cannot boast of so 

many new players.

 

Meanwhile, Chinese insurance compa-

nies (PingAn) and Hong Kong investors 

(Horizon Ventures) could give a head 

start to any other players in terms of 

practical results. As always, American 

and Chinese players focus only on the 

corresponding domestic markets (Lem-

onade and Metromile want to cover all 

country by 2017) and only European 

players think in terms of expansions 

(with FriendSurance and Trov enter-

ing the Australian market, FinanceFox 

expanding to Switzerland and Austria, 

while DocPlanner is operational in 25 

markets).

 

As online insurance sector passes the 

formation stage, price comparison, 

product aggregators and brokers 

(Zebra, PolicyGenius, Bunker, Finance-

Fox, Alan, CoverFox) account for the 

majority of the market. However, as in 

the case with FinTech as a whole, such 

services flourishing now will subside in 

the future and make room for players 

able to deliver added value for their end 

client and give him an enhanced range 

of services. Otherwise, they will have 

to migrate to complementary sectors 

for survival and retention of their client 

audience. For example, Oscar Health 

is very active now in many areas from 

arranging doctor appointments online 

and developing solutions for tele-

medicine to opening a new hospital in 

Brooklyn (in order to increase cus-

tomer loyalty and revenue per client 

by providing more complex services 

for its clients), and working with small 

employers from the audience’s point of 

view.   

 

All at all, companies focus more and 

more on work with SMEs instead of 

big companies, which is an apparent 

trend caused by the growing role of gig 

economy (composed of freelancers, 

employees, and clients of intermediary 

marketplaces and on-demand services). 

Slice, Stride, Bunker and CoverFox offer 

their Uber-like services for the new 

types of employees (and clients), which 

did not exist before. Metromile and 

Slice sell insurance services according 

to pay-per-mile and pay-per-use mod-

els, respectively, demonstrating clearly 

an on-demand approach and catering 

to the needs of low mileage drivers.

 

Another interesting approach, also 

borrowed from the pool of overall 

economy trends, is p2p-insurance. 

Such services as Lemonade and 

FriendSurance allow one not to obtain 

an individual insurance policy, but to 

become a member of the insurance 

group, consisting of people you proba-

bly know or at least people with similar 

need and circumstances as you have, 

instead. In case the insurance event 

does not happen, the money is paid 

back to the members (with a deduction 

of the platform fee).

 

The rapid development of online 

consumer lending leads to increased 

demand for online insurance services: 

electronics insurance, sports equip-

ment insurance and even musical 

instrument insurance (available at Trov, 

for example). The high sales volumes 

of fitness trackers and increasing use 

of fitness apps instigate the emergence 

of companies aggregating and analyz-
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ing this kind of information about your 

physical activity (like FitSense). Inno-

vations in AI and chat-bots lead to an 

emergence of services, which automat-

ically offer products (Clark) or foresee 

critical situations (Quartet). 

InsurTech and HealthTech are rapidly 

converging nowadays and this devel-

opment seems logical. Insurance giant 

PingAn has launched PingAn Good 

Doctor to enable people to arrange 

doctor appointments online or get 

telemedicine services (it has 77M of 

clients and 250K doctors on board). 

Quartet allows people to consult with 

a community of therapists and auto-

matically analyzes their symptoms. 

DocPlanner and Doctoralia also allow 

patients to make an appointment with 

a doctor online– the first has 8M clients 

in 25 countries, the latter – 9M in 20 

countries.

 

Services of the new generation grow 

at ever-increasing pace by relying not 

only on organic growth but also on 

merging with each other – DocPlanner 

has just acquired Doctoralia, Metro-

mile has recently purchased insurance 

carrier Mosaic Insurance to handle the 

underwriting of its policies itself.

 

More and more investors are being 

attracted to InsurTech/HealthTech 

segment. It turns out that insurance 

companies are more active in InsurTech 

than banks used to be in FinTech, 

seems they have learned from the un-

successful experience of the latter not 

to resist changes or ignore them.  A co-

lossal $500M (at $3B valuation) Round 

was raised by PingAn Good Doctor, 

MetroMile raised $191.5M, Oscar - 

$150M (valued at $3B), Quartet attract-

ed $40M, Lemonade - $34M ($60M 

in total), FinanceFox - $5.5M ($28M in 

total), Huize Insurance - $30.8M, Zebra 

- $17M (of $21M in total), Trov – $25.5M, 

DocPlanner - $20M ($34M in total), 

FriendSurance - $15.3M,  PolicyGenius 

- $15M ($21M in total), Clarck – €13.2M, 

Alan – €13M, Slice - $3.9M, Bunker - 

$2M, FitSense – £0.3M.

Can the blockchain do 
to finance the same what 
the Internet did to media?

 
The world of blockchain is very frag-

mented and the abundance of imple-

mentation opportunities, the technical 

complexity of the subject and media 

hype around the industry greatly dimin-

ish one’s ability to separate the wheat 

from the chaff in any particular case.

 

Let us first talk about cryptocurrencies 

as the most “high-profile” segment, 

which is at the same time the least 

interesting one for the real innovations 

(and only shareholders benefit from 

it). There are more than 150 crypto-

currencies in the world, of which there 

are about 30 “famous” ones, with 10 of 

those accounting for the lion’s share of 

transactions. Most of the mining capac-

ity is situated in China, with 60% of min-

ing controlled by 4 Chinese pools and 

Georgian-American BitFure being the 

largest miner outside of China. There 

are about 50 active exchanges with 

another 50 recently leaving the market. 

Nine exchanges are the major ones and 

the three largest are in China. The most 

traded currency pair is not BTC/USD, 

but BTC/RMB (Chinese yuan). China 

demonstrates a fabulous ability to blow 

and burst bubbles – take, at the very 

least, the example of People’s Bank of 

China, which has started to mop up the 

online lending market, polluted by nu-

merous fraudulent and (near)bankrupt 

firms). A speculative topic calls for sup-

port by speculative tools: high-frequen-

cy trading and trading with leverage are 

the most actively developing segments, 

together with derivatives being issued 

(and second derivatives), and more 

and more index funds appearing every 

day. It all looks like Ponzi scheme to an 

outside observer, the only question is – 

who is going to win and who is going 

to pay for it?

 

E-wallets represent a more interest-

ing segment indeed, especially those 

allowing users to use and keep several 

different currencies simultaneously and 

using cryptocurrencies as a universal 

base unit for accounting purposes, 

they issue payment cards for clients, 

enabling people to pay offline and 

online with the money kept in e-wallets. 

Examples are Hong Kong Xapo (raised 

$40M in another round in 2016, actively 

expands in Argentina and Venezuela) 

and British Wires. The adjacent market 

sector of crypto ATMs looks more like 

a PR campaign than a real market with 

slightly more than 1000 ATMs installed 

in the whole world and manufactured 

by only 3 companies.

 

ICO (initial coin offering) is an amusing 

innovation of the market. It is a mix of 

IPO (selling of company's stock but for 

cryptocurrency instead of "standard" 

money), crowdfunding (as people buy 

products and services, which are to 

become available in the future) and 

p2b-lending (with lending of compa-

ny’s cryptocurrency). The total amount 

raised during ICOs in 2016 is around 

$250M. A DAO (Decentralized Autono-

mous Organization), instantiated on the 

Ethereum blockchain, was created with 

an objective to provide a new decen-

tralized business model for organiz-

ing both commercial and non-profit 

enterprises. The DAO (another compa-

ny involved in tokenization of houses, 

cars and other property of the partic-

ipants for subsequent sharing) raised 

a record-breaking $150M from 11K of 

enthusiasts and $50M of these were 

“stolen” after hackers exploited some 

vulnerabilities of the DAO’s underlying 

code. 

 

The most interesting (and perspective) 

blockchain-related spheres are strictly 

outside of the cryptocurrencies’ realm 

- they include solutions for health-

care and logistics industries, land sale 

support, governmental and corporate 

workflow solutions. Estonia, a global 

leader in e-government, has recent-

ly launched a unified medical record 

database, accessible to hospitals and 

insurance companies, in partnership 

with the blockchain startup Guardtime. 

Prescrypt works along the same lines in 

partnership with SNS Bank and Deloitte 

in the Netherlands, BitHealth – in the 

United States. Swedish government to-

gether with ChromaWay and a partner 

bank is going to test blockchain smart 

contracts for a land registry, which are 

to simplify the life of buyers, sellers, 

and banks, using land as a collateral on 

regular basis. BitFury launches a similar 

initiative in Georgia, whereas BitLand 
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enters Ghana and Honduras (and have 

plans to expand to Nigeria and Kenia). 

UAE launches Blockchain strategy to 

become paperless by 2020. The state of 

Delaware, hosting numerous compa-

nies from other states and countries, is 

to introduce a blockchain-based sys-

tem of company registration, an issue 

of shares, recording of Board Resolu-

tions, redistribution of shares as a result 

of purchase and sales transactions 

(Singaporean Otonomos is developing 

a similar solution for a number of coun-

tries). British Everledger assists banks, 

insurers and open marketplaces in a 

reduction of risk and fraud by digitally 

certifying diamonds, art objects and 

high-end bottles of wine.

 

Among the FinTech sectors, the most 

interesting are those not related to pay-

ments and remittances: trade finance, 

stock issue, and trade, solutions for 

effective workflow between banks and 

their corporate clients. But in reality, 

main activities account for remittances 

or the establishment of new banking 

standards through various associations 

and consortia. Singaporean DaoPass 

sells client identification service to 

FinTech startups, telecom operators, 

messengers and e-commerce players 

from different countries. Two American 

companies, R3 consortium, and Digital 

Asset Holdings fight for the right to be-

come “Swift 2.0” for banks all over the 

world. The first consolidates 70 partner 

banks (although three main players – 

Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and 

Santander -have recently abandoned 

consortium), which own 60% of its 

stock, and it was going to raise $200M 

this year but was able to attract only 

$150M. The latter raised two rounds of 

$7.2M and $60M. It focuses more on 

existing blockchain projects buyout – it 

acquired Elevance Digital Finance in 

2016 and Blockstack.io, Bits of Proof 

and Hyperledger earlier. Ethereum has 

launched numerous joint initiatives 

with banks, trying to secure its niche by 

providing valuable services for tradi-

tional market players. In the sphere of 

remittances some projects (as Ameri-

can Circle, which raised $60M in 2016 

at $428.3M  valuation) put emphasis on 

provision of services to the end con-

sumers, while others (such as American 

Ripple, which attracted $55M, valued 

at $339M and Canadian Blockstream, 

which also raised additional $55M) are 

more focused on the cooperation with 

partner-banks in order to establish a 

faster and cheaper remittance infra-

structure. Interestingly, Asian investors 

actively invested in all three companies: 

Chinese Baidu and CreditEase invest-

ed in Circle, Japanese SBI bid money 

on Ripple, while Hong Kong Horizons 

Ventures made an investment in Block-

stream. First ones are actively growing 

in the Chinese market; the second has 

strong positions in Japan and Southeast 

Asia, whereas the third doesn’t expand 

actively to other Asian markets. 
 

Tinder for money: Venmo 
(TransferWise, Azimo, etc) 
as social network you've 
never heard of

 
The segment of online remittances 

is one of the most dynamic fintech 

segments, mostly due to the huge in-

terest from social networks and instant 

messengers. Similar blockchain-based 

startups have so far attracted much 

attention but haven’t made a strong 

impact on the market yet.

 

Messengers have aggregated enor-

mous audiences: 1.2B WhatsApp users, 

over 1B audience of Facebook Messen-

ger, 858M Viber users, 846M people 

using WeChat, 220M - Line, 158M 

- Snapchat, 100M -Telegram, 48M - 

KakaoTalk, 5M - Slack (whose success 

encouraged WeChat and Line to launch 

their own solutions for their audience). 

All the above-mentioned companies 

are striving to become “more than a 

messenger”. Most of them are interna-

tional, except for WeChat, KakaoTalk 

(the number of their users outside 

Korea has dropped from 10M to 6.8M 

people, which makes a 15% decrease), 

and Japanese Line (having a large 

market share in Thailand and some SEA 

countries). Two of them went public: 

Line in 2016 (the quoted market prices 

are stable with approx. $7.3B capital-

ization) and Snapchat in early 2017 (the 

quoted market prices are volatile, now 

being “calibrated”, with capitalization 

around $22B).

 

Asian messengers, such as WeChat, 

KakaoTalk, and Line, are much bet-

ter monetized than their American 

counterparts are, due to their high 

diversification of the product range: 

an application enables you to order a 

taxi, shop online, pay bills, play games, 

make payments and transfer money. 

WeChat has 846M users, 300M of 

which use WeChat Pay. The service has 

gained $46M in remittance fees, which 

allows assuming that its annual volume 

of transactions is about $550B (almost 

double the turnover of PayPal with its 

$282B). The company has integrated 

with Apple Pay and Starbucks to expand 

its penetration in China, and with Adyen 

to allow foreign customers to top up 

their e-wallets in other countries in nine 

https://goo.gl/a1TmBf
https://goo.gl/QjVocH
https://goo.gl/IYINaT
http://daopass.com/
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more currencies. Unlike AliPay, which 

is WeChat Pay’s main competitor in 

China, the company has not yet started 

its active foreign expansion by invest-

ing into or acquiring foreign fintech 

startups. The success of KakaoWallet 

encouraged KakaoTalk to make it a 

separate company. In 2016, it gained 

the online banking license from the 

regulator and in early 2017 attracted 

$200M in investment from AliPay.

 

Such players as Facebook Messenger 

and Telegram have been actively devel-

oping chatbots and integrating games. 

Facebook Messenger now offers online 

money remittances not only in the US 

but in Europe as well (the company has 

obtained the e-wallet license in Ireland). 

There was no news on the topic from 

WhatsApp in 2016, except for rumors 

from India that the company was going 

to launch online remittances there. In 

this country, the service has 200M users 

(over 15% of the entire customer base), 

and the mobile wallet FreeCharge has 

integrated with the messenger. Back in 

2014, Snapchat partnered with Square 

to launch its money transfer service 

(however, no news on the progress in 

this area so far). In 2016, it was ru-

mored that an online trading service 

for youngsters like Robinhood was 

going to be launched (again, rumors 

remained rumors). Talking about neo-

banks, we are currently seeing many 

mobile banks for “Snapchat generation”, 

so maybe the acquisition of one of 

them could allow the company to take 

on financial services, as well as improve 

monetization of its customer base. In 

the American and European countries, 

startups like TransferWise, Azimo, Cur-

rencyCloud and WorldRemit are more 

active in remittances via messengers 

than messengers themselves are. Most 

likely, they will be finally acquired, as it 

was predicted by the market two years 

back. This would make the most sense 

for the messengers, which haven’t suc-

ceeded in this area. 

 

As in many other fintech sectors, 

the majority of the leading online 

remittances companies are based 

in the US (Venmo, Dwolla, Remitly, 

ClearxChange) and UK (TransferWise, 

WorldRemit, Azimo, Revolut, Cur-

rencyCloud). There are some strong 

remittance services localized in France 

(Lydia), Ireland (CurrencyFair), Israel 

(TravelersBox), South Korea (Toss), Sin-

gapore (Instarem, Fastacash, Kashmi), 

the Philippines (Ayannah) and other 

countries, but in fact, they are just 

growing their assets to be acquired by 

bigger players (like Israeli Xoom was 

acquired by American PayPal), and can 

barely change the market landscape. 

Otherwise, the local players will have to 

expand their product line horizontally, 

rather than compete with international 

single-product companies for a market 

share. Remittances are at their core very 

low margin businesses and as a result, 

must have exponential growth of their 

client base or have to increase margins 

by offering new complimentary prod-

ucts. Competing by offering just quality 

is not enough.

 

Outreach expansion requires constant 

cash infusions, therefore, the major-

ity of startups attracted new capital 

in 2016: TransferWise - $26M (overall 

$117M, valued at $1,1B), WorldRemit 

- $45M (valued at $445,8M), Azimo - 

$15M, Revolut - $4,8M and additional 

$10M, Remitly - $38,5M (overall approx. 

$100M), CurrencyFair €8М and $8,8M, 

Toss - $23M and $23,7M,   AirWallex 

- $5M, TravelersBox - $10M (overall 

$15,5M), Lydia - $7,8M, Instarem - $5M. 

Compared to Venmo, which processed 

$17,6B in remittances in 2016, other 

players’ turnovers are much smaller: 

Toss - $3B, Revolut - $0,5B.

 

While big messengers and social net-

works like Facebook, KakaoTalk, Line, 

WeChat are just entering into the social 

remittance market, being inspired by 

the enormous success of WeChat in 

China, online remittance startups are 

actively integrating with chatbots for 

remittances: TransferWise and Azimo 

(which has raised a new round from 

Rakuten, the owner of Viber) have inte-

grated with Facebook Messenger, and 

Lydia has integrated with Slack. There is 

a lot of experimenting with the integra-

tion of AI technologies and remittances. 

 

Remittance companies used to com-

pete for developed markets, like Trans-

ferWise in Canada, Japan and the US. 

However, in 2016 we saw a massive mi-

gration towards Asian countries: Azimo 

entered the Asian market, WorldRemit 

was developing in Africa and Remitly in 

Latin America. The unbanked mar-

kets now have their regional leaders 

(Ayannah in the Philippines or Red Dot 

Network in Myanmar), which enable 

both new applications and traditional 

leaders to integrate their online and 

offline strategies. 

 

In addition to the integration with 

chatbots, in 2016 remittance startups 

started to launch complimentary prod-

ucts that attracted even more interest 

from customers: PayPal’s Venmo start-

ed integration with the points of sale 

connected to PayPal, allowing them to 

accept offline payments through the 

app. The move from pure remittances 

towards offline and payments should 

allow companies to increase reve-

nue from the client base (historically 

remittances attract a large number of 

customers, but have low marginality). 

Surprisingly, we have not seen major 

partnerships (or M&A) between remit-

tance services and mPOS-acquiring 

players. However, there are a few ex-

amples: Ezetap has integrated with Pay-

tm and Mobikwik in India, while Square 

develops Square.Cash following the 
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same logic. There are two promising 

ways to expand a product range and 

increase the profitability of a customer 

base: South Korean Toss has launched a 

micro lending and PFM service for its 4 

million young customers. Singaporean 

Kashmi is also considering the develop-

ment of PFM service, and subsequently 

a full-fledged mobile bank for the 

youth audience (not only in Singapore 

but also in unbanked markets: the 

Philippines, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, and 

Cambodia).

 

It’s now obvious that the historic re-

mittance giants consider newcomers 

to be not just a threat, but also mar-

ket-shifters, and as a result, the giants 

are making attempts to re-think their 

role in the new digital world. Western 

Union, MoneyGram, XpressMoney have 

launched new projects on API integra-

tion with new players, and are trying to 

leave newcomers behind by establish-

ing more close partnerships and joint 

projects with banks. The world's largest 

fintech company Ant Financial (AliPay) 

is waiting for approval of its acquisition 

of MoneyGram for $880M, dropping 

the latter out of the race. It’s a win-win 

deal for both parties: MoneyGram gets 

an opportunity to find its place in the 

online world and enter the Chinese 

market, while AliPay achieves close of-

fline integration through their access to 

350K partners in 200 countries (each of 

120M Chinese tourists spends annually 

about $875 abroad), which are con-

nected to banks with 2.4B of customer 

accounts in total.

 

Both traditional giants and newcom-

ers are looking towards the open APIs 

development in order to become a 

platform rather than work with the "last 

mile" - customer relations: American 

Dwolla with 650K clients has also shift-

ed its strategy in this direction.

 

Telecoms are trying to find their place in 

the market: British Lebara has launched 

Lebara Money in an attempt to replicate 

the success of mPesa from Vodafone in 

Africa, but it’s too early to evaluate the 

results. A technological solution and 

a product that customers like are two 

different things. To this end, it would be 

much less risky and eventually cheaper 

to acquire one of the startups.
 

Acceptance of card 
payments stimulates 
business growth

 
Jack Ma, Alibaba founder, continues to 

emphasize that Alibaba is not a retail 

trade platform, but rather a channel for 

small and medium businesses allowing 

them to boost their growth, connect 

with clients all over the world and 

compete with world-leading com-

panies on equal footing. mPOS and 

online acquiring fintech startups take a 

similar stance. These companies, just 

as Jack Ma, see their mission in not just 

provision of cutting-edge payment pro-

cessing to large companies, but also in 

delivery of technologies and analytical 

tools to help one to grow his business. 

Their motto says “Don’t spend less, just 

earn more money”.

 

Online acquiring market grows vigor-

ously all over the world - however, it 

seems that there is some shift in bal-

ance to the side of bigger companies, 

enjoying leadership premium. Large 

companies grow faster than the smaller 

ones. This raises a question of what sort 

of future awaits smaller companies. Will 

they be bought by traditional payment 

processing giants in order to strengthen 

their technology stack and increase 

competitiveness (perhaps, but at lesser 

valuation), acquired by leaders, such 

as Stripe, Klarna and Adyen, to provide 

them access to new markets and niches 

(hardly), or merged with other fintech 

startups to add to the ecosystem of 

services in respective countries (most 

probably)?

Braintree (a part of PayPal) has 

grown 25 times in three years 

(Q2’2013-Q2’2016) after the acquisi-

tion. Stripe, which is operational in 25 

countries (and is actively growing its 

business in the UK, Ireland and Scan-

dinavia), has raised a $150M Series D 

round ($460M in total) at a $9B valua-

tion (one year ago it was $5B). His Euro-

pean peers – Adyen from the Nether-

lands and Klarna from Sweden, valued 

at $2-$3B each – grow strongly and 

compete successfully. Adyen, which 

works with Uber, Facebook, and Netflix, 

adds WeChat Pay as a new payment 

method and onboards Etsy and Sabre 

Airline as clients, expanding heavily to 

Brazil, Hong Kong and Australia. Klarna, 

which has acquired the European 

license for banking activities, considers 

getting it in the USA and is developing 

its SME lending (in partnership for now) 

and offline acquiring solutions.

 

Turnover-based lending for SMEs 

(PayPal Working Capital and Square 

Capital come to mind) and mPOS 

acquiring are complementary segments 

for online acquiring (and vice versa 

– Square again). WePay, which, after 

the US and Canada, starts to develop 

its business in the UK, also expands to 

mPOS acquiring.

 

Many Australian online acquirers also 

have a high turnover. eWay, with a cli-

ent base of 25K, was acquired for $50M 

by GlobalPayments (which also bought 

Ezidebit for $305M in 2014). 

E-commerce boom leads to high 

growth rates of online acquiring in 
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India. Amazon buys EmVantage, its 

competitors Flipkart and Snapdeal 

develop their own solution and acquire 

other players. The local Transerv with a 

monthly turnover of $15M attracts $15M 

in round C.

 

Despite stable e-commerce growth 

in Southeast Asia, the regional players 

(2C2P, Omese, Red Dot Payments) do 

not develop as fast as their Israeli peers 

do, for example, Credorax, which has 

attracted $80M and Zooz - $24M, with 

the total funding of $40.5M. There are 

no big players in Europe apart from 

Klarna and Adyen (Rocket Internet’s 

Paymill was acquired by Klick&Pay for 

undisclosed amount) – only niche 

companies are present in the market.

 

After Square’s IPO, the attention to the 

mPOS segment has decreased signifi-

cantly – although one can expect a 

revival of interest taking into account 

the steady demand for such services 

and expansion of fintech services to the 

SME segment in general. New services 

are poised to seek for a “core” to unify 

ecosystems, as well as for data sources 

and cheap client acquisition channels.

 

Square is still unprofitable (with its 

competitor SumUp reporting profitabil-

ity just recently) - as well as the majority 

of mPOS players. However, the success 

of Square.Capital (which demonstrates 

high level of profit margin coupled with 

low level of risk – just as a structurally 

similar PayPal Working Capital) prevents 

one from concerns about its profitabil-

ity potential. mPOS acquiring may turn 

into a channel of client acquisition, a 

way of differentiation and a source of 

data for credit risk tackling for Square, 

while the company will make money 

on SME lending and complementary 

products. The question is rather – if, 

and when other players are going to 

scale to this segment (and iZettle has 

already launched its service).

 

So far it is not clear, how justified is the 

proprietary production of readers for 

the mPOS players (Square, SumUp, 

Ezetap). Some analysts refer to it as a 

competition advantage for it allows 

companies not to depend on hardware 

suppliers. Others regard it as a costly 

distraction. Overall, this approach is 

perfect in case you are building a com-

pletely proprietary ecosystem so that 

you would be in control of the value 

chain (like Apple).  The same reasoning 

applies to acquiring own payment pro-

vider license instead of partnering with 

banks – while you increase one-time 

expenditures, thus possibly hindering 

your expansion for a while, with the 

license you are more flexible and agile 

and this makes your development in the 

local markets cheaper and faster.

 

Recently Square has made equally 

questionable and interesting move to 

offline, starting to sell its riders via Apple 

stores. On the one hand, it is indeed 

an interesting distribution channel and 

objectification of the product that helps 

the client to remember the company 

thus inclining more to buy its services. 

On the other hand, this objectification 

focuses client’s attention on hardware, 

making it unclear whether he buys 

plug-and-play hardware box or busi-

ness analysis software, allowing him to 

reshape his business – new opportuni-

ties may potentially harm perception of 

the service’s value.

 

Square is still a trendsetter in terms of 

its speed and quality of product line 

diversification: both with its own solu-

tions (Square.Cash, Drawler, Invoices 

and open APIs), and with purchased 

products (Framed Data for Square Cap-

ital) and partnerships (Intuit, Xero and 

others in order to enter the Australian 

market). SumUp has integrated with 

neobanks Holvi and Fidor. Indian Ezetap 

represents an interesting example: it has 

integrated with popular e-wallets Paytm 

and FreeCharge, opened APIs, it doesn’t 

charge any additional fees for transac-

tions, earning on monthly subscriptions 

for their app with data and analytics.

 

List of directions for “migration” of 

mPOS services includes not only 

analytics and lending, but also online 

transfers (including transfers for SMEs, 

a market with high potential, by the 

way), online acquiring (as is the case 

with Square after the latest updates of 

its APIs), new cash register solutions 

and cloud management systems. So far, 

nobody has ventured into this direction; 

however, establishment of new mobile 

neobanks for SMEs could be a very 

perspective move. 

 

Geographically, mPOS projects are lo-

cated mostly in the USA, UK, Germany, 

Brazil and India, with Australia being a 

new and interesting venue for new-

comers from all over the world. There 

are some small players in Southeast 

Asia, Africa, China, Japan, South Korea 

and West Asia; however, if they don’t 

consolidate in the following year, they 

will most probably die. 

 

For banks mPOS acquiring is still just 

another form-factor (the same story as 

with many other fintech products and 

services) and not a completely new 

system dedicated to value creation for 

SME clients. Therefore, they feel their 

solutions are competitive given their 

partnerships with Ingenico, GoSwiff, 

WePay or FirstData. It is equivalent to 

interbreeding Tesla’s body and your 

old school petrol car and calling it an 

“electro car”. One should change many 
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things and processes inside so that 

clients could fell in love with it. And 

sales of these rough-and-ready services 

support this statement. Apparently, 

telecom operators are going to follow 

the same road (Vodafone has launched 

a similar service with Ingenico and OTP 

bank in Hungary, Indosat with GoSwiff 

and BNI – in Indonesia) if they don’t 

invest in independent companies with 

original strategies and strong teams 

(look at the success of mPesa in part-

nership with Vodafone).

 

Another complementary direction is 

the production of new cash registers 
(usually tablet-based), coupled with 

the development of business manage-
ment software (usually cloud-based), 

including payments, CRM, marketing, 

HR and purchase management tools. 

Most of such newcomers are from the 

US (Square Stand, AllSet, Poynt, E la 

Carte, ShopKeep, Revel, Breadcrumb, 

Clover, Toast and Lavu), Canada (Shopi-

fy POS and Lightspeed), Australia (Vend, 

Albert) and Singapore (Mobikon and 

other players). There are a few other 

small-scale projects in Germany, Esto-

nia, Russia, Malaysia and Indonesia.

 

One half of the players makes an 

emphasis on hardware sales (Poynt, 

Square Stand, SumUp Stand, Shopify 

POS, E la Carte, ShopKeep, Albert, Rev-

el, Breadcrumb), the other half (AllSet, 

Vend, Lightspeed, Clover, Toast, Lavu, 

Erly, Mobikon) focuses on the software. 

Again, the latter have an advantage 

of easier scaling and ability to expand 

quicker to any country in the world, 

however, customer engagement is not 

that pronounced in this case. 

 

Most of these solutions (AllSet, E la 

Carte, Breadcrumb, Mobikon, Toast, 

Lavu) focus on F&B sector (cafés, bars 

and restaurants).

 

Some players are parts of bigger com-

panies: iqPOSitive (bought by Revel), 

Square Stand (Square), SumUp Stand 

(SumUp), Shopify POS (Shopify), Albert 

(Commonwealth bank), Breadcrumb 

(was initially purchased by Groupon, 

which exchanged it for share in Up-

serve in 2016), Clover (First Data).

 

These companies have relatively small 

client bases and transaction volumes, 

considering the potential of SME 

segment, however, investments and 

valuations are high: E la cart attract-

ed $15M in debt and $28M in equity 

financing with 85K paying clients and 

$1B of turnover this year; LightSpeed, 

with 36K clients and $13 B worth of 

transactions raised a $30M Round A 

from Accel; Revel, with 30K clients, has 

accumulated $130M in 5 rounds for the 

last 6 years; ShopKeep – 23K clients 

and $70M investments in total; Vend – 

18K clients and raised  $9M; Mobikon 

– around 3.5K clients; Toast has over 

1000 clients and raised a $30М Series 

А round; Lavu – a $15М Series А round; 

AllSet attracted $2.5M round A from 

Andreesen Horowitz and other inves-

tors with 8500 orders in 180 restaurants 

in 3 US cities.

 

The segment is highly integrated 

with mPOS acquiring only, whereas 

immense opportunities offer partner-

ships with such sectors as P2B- and 

SME-lending and online factoring. Yet 

again, such services don’t capitalize 

their client data (big data and online 

scoring), while they have it in quantity 

and quality good enough to facilitate 

targeted offers of other fintech services 

(mobile wallets, remittances, mi-

cro-lending etc.)
 

Five new alternative ways 
to get money for business 

 
Despite the fact that the main stir 

among foreign media is caused by 

online- and p2p-lending for individuals 

(such as LendingClub and Kreditech), 

the market for alternative lending for 

business has grown a lot over the past 

few years. This sector is a way capa-

cious in terms of growth potential, as 

traditional banks offer a historically bad 

service for SMEs. To date, the range of 

tools is wide enough:

• Get money from online services that 

facilitate lending to business (online 

SME lending services);

• Sell your receivables from counterpar-

ties and partners to another company 

or obtain a loan guaranteed by them 

(online factoring);

• Attract private investment (P2B-lend-

ing);

• Attract private investors as sharehold-

ers (crowdinvesting);

• Ask potential customers for money 

to implement your product/service 

(crowdfunding).

 

Talking about online SME lending ser-

vices, it is worth to mention that three 

of the largest U.S. players, - OnDeck, 

Kabbage and CAN Capital, - have 

formed ILPA alliance to standardizes the 

processes and rules of the industry, the 

rules for companies willing to distribute 

debt capital. They have also launched 

the SMART Box, which compares 

prices and conditions of such websites. 

Industry consolidation is a vital issue, 

and we must give credit to these three 

players for their proactive role. On-

Deck, which launched an IPO in 2014 

(although its stocks have fallen from 
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$20 to $4-5), lends to SMEs from the 

balance and as a marketplace; it is also 

actively increasing partnerships with 

banks (JP Morgan Chase, Credit Suisse, 

which has provided it with $200M, as 

well as small banks). Kabbage (which 

has raised $240M in investment and 

disbursed $2B worth of loans) is also 

actively teaming up with partner-banks 

and developing consumer lending mar-

ket through its subsidiary called Karrot. 

CAN Capital (with $6B worth of 170К 

loans disbursed to 70К merchants) also 

focuses on the partnership with banks.

 

Online factoring as an alternative 

source of capital for SMEs is also ac-

tively developing: such services either 

purchase accounts receivable from 

their balance sheet or sell them to 

partner banks, or act as intermediary 

marketplaces selling to other market 

participants (they lend either from the 

balance or on the pledge of accounts 

receivable as marketplaces). 

 

According to Fundbox (with $325M 

market capitalization) over the last 12 

months, the total amount in unpaid 

invoices across the U.S. is approximate-

ly $825 billion. This problem exists not 

only in the U.S. (where there are Hijro\

Fluent Network and other compa-

nies): a lot of services already exist and 

emerge in the UK (Tungsten, Platform 

Black, Due Course, Market Invoice) and 

other countries (Indian Kredx, Capital 

Springboard in Singapore, Australian 

Waddle, InvoiceBazaar in UAE). 

 

Smaller banks are interested in such 

platforms (both lending and factor-

ing) because they provide investment 

opportunities and automation of 

cooperation with SME-customers – as 

far as they cannot compete with the big 

banks in this sphere.

 

This sphere (online factoring) is very 

complementary to companies involved 

in supplier relations automation (ac-

counting, expenses, e-invoicing) such 

as: Taulia (attracted Series D round from 

BBVA and other investors, was planning 

its IPO, but postponed it to next year), 

Tradeshift (850К customers, dozens of 

them featured in Fortune500, $10B in 

transactions per year, raised a $200M 

round from PayPal and other investors 

and is valued at $500M), and even older 

business networks like Ariba (2М com-

panies, $1T in transactions, are actively 

penetrating the Chinese market) and 

The Interface Financial Group (such old 

companies are now actively seeking 

for new niches in a rapidly changing 

market). Automation business marginal-

ity is rather low, but the customer base 

is very large. It holds great promise not 

only for partnership but also to mergers 

and acquisitions. Not to mention the 

online accounting services like XERO 

and QuickBooks by Intuit (most of the 

new services have their decision-mak-

ing process based on data from these 

companies). These giants are facing a 

challenge, which can be described by 

a motto “Disrupt yourself”. It feels as 

if they soon begin to “stall” under the 

weight of their past.  

 

Niche solutions for a specific target 

audience are a success. For example, 

the online lender Bluevine (raised $49M 

in Series D funding from Citi Ventures 

and other investors, has got a $200M 

portfolio and has recently launched a 

related product - extension of credit 

facility – under the brand name Flex 

Credit), which focuses on F&B- com-

panies. As well as FastPay (with a $1,5B 

portfolio, which raised a round from 

Citi Ventures and other investors) has 

launched “FastPay for Enterprise” solu-

tion for digital media sector.

 

C2FO is an interesting company, which 

does not offer online factoring but 

rather provides opportunities, algo-

rithms and processes to motivate your 

partners (through discounts or bonus-

es) to pay receivables faster. The service 

is operational in 70 countries and 

has already "motivated" $1B in “early 

payments” (and raised a round from Citi 

Ventures and other investors). Some 

companies allow you to automate and 

better manage procurement: Basware 

(public company with capitalization 

of €527М), Coupa (has recently gone 

public, $1,3B capitalization), and a new-

comer Procurify.  

 

Blockchain has got enormous appli-
cation opportunities: not only in terms 

of transactions, but also for storage, 

verification, deals signature, compli-

ance and verification of contractors, 

and many other related processes. As 

well as online insurance for this kind of 

transactions, suppliers and contractors, 

and their debt.

 

P2B-lending services are also growing, 

like Funding Circle (over £1B worth of 

loans) and Nucleus (a variety of prod-

ucts for SMEs ranging from overdraft 

to factoring for different segments) 

in the United Kingdom. Despite the 

abundance of services, solutions and 

technologies, this kind of startups are 

practically absent in Asia, Australia, 

Middle East and Africa. 
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Such Singapore platforms like Funding-

Societies, MoolahSense, CapitalMatch 

and NewUnion experimentally partner 

with major banks (DBS) to offer lending 

to the customers considered too small 

by banks with their subsequent “resale” 

when they grow up to the appetites of 

traditional giants.

 

Some interesting results are shown by 

the French Lendix (which has become 

a country leader, acquired its compet-

itor Finaquare, and is now expanding 

to Spain) and Indian Loanzen (which 

finds SMEs related to their major net-

work-partners as suppliers).

 

The most well-known crowdinvesting 

service is AngelList (SecondMarket and 

SharesPost can be barely called start-

ups), and all other projects around the 

world are small to medium in compari-

son with AngelList.

 

The rapid surge of activity in this area 

in Asia comes from Malaysia, which 

was the first to issue crowdinvesting 

licenses (Crowdo, CrowdPlus, Fund-

edByMe). Following the Malaysian 

example, Singapore has turned atten-

tion to the sphere and licensed Fund-

edHere, Crowdo and OurCrowd (this 

Israeli startup has also raised funds from 

Singapore UOB Bank).

 

Crowdinvesting in real estate continues 

to gain momentum as an independent 

sector. In addition to the well-known 

RealtyMogul, we would like to high-

light a new US player RealtyShares, 

Malaysian EthisCrowd (Islamic banking 

investments) and Chinese Dvocaitou.

The partnership of such platforms 

with stock exchanges is also worth 

paying attention to: it is a pre-IPO tool 

or trading tool for tech companies 

with low capitalization in comparison 

with the main stock exchange board: 

SyndicateRoom with LSE and a number 

of Singapore startups with SGX (many 

Asian startups currently prefer to be 

placed on ASX).

 

The cooperation of crowdfunding 
platforms with large companies is 

gaining scale: Amazon has launched 

a separate marketplace for products 

developed as a result of crowdfund-

ing campaigns, while IndieGoGo has 

established a partnership with General 

Electric, Harman International Indus-

tries, Hasbro and Shock Top. Giants can 

now test their new ideas and technolo-

gies in a more interactive manner and 

using the services that contact with the 

most open to novelties users. Platforms 

also receive new major customers and 

engage their audience. 

 

Platforms are building an ecosystem of 

complementary services: IndieGoGo 

launches equity crowdfunding (crowd-

investing); Tilt – online remittances; 

KickStarter has acquired a crowdfund-

ing startup for musicians and artists 

called Drip (with Patreon and Show4me 

present in the niche). 

 

However, despite the acquisition of 

KickStarter, it's too early to talk about 

market consolidation through M&A (al-

though, this would be a logically sound 

stage of development judging by the 

number of startups in this sector, many 

of those cannibalize each other in their 

fight over the same customers).

 

The scaling ability and plans of the 

majority of crowdfunding services 

generate questions and doubts. Except 

for KickStarter, which is now present 

on 18 markets after its expansion to 

Hong Kong and Singapore, the rest of 

the companies are demonstrating poor 

scalability. 

 

PayPal has heightened our interest to 

crowdfunding market with two news. 

The company has canceled guaran-

tees of reimbursement for the goods 

purchased through crowdfunding. This 

proves that the market is attracting a 

lot of attention and it makes up a large 

share of transactions for the giant, as 

well as indicates that the number of 

defaults in the production and delivery 

of prepaid products has risen. The sec-

ond news turned out to be a rumor that 

PayPal might acquire one of the market 

leaders GoFundMe ($3B turnover, 

$600M capitalization, 25М users). 

 

An interesting trend is that platforms 

also attract equity capital through 

crowdfunding\crowdinvesting: for 

example, CoAssets is listed on the ASX 

(which is in fact rather crowdfunding 

than classical IPO), or Crowdcube 

attracted 8 million pounds from 300 

thousand of its members. 

 

Many countries are currently con-

cerned with how to support and accel-

erate the development of their startup 

ecosystems (including focus on fintech) 

and it would be logical to provide their 
financial market support not directly, 
but through this type of platforms. For 

example, countries such as Singapore, 

Malaysia, Hong Kong, Korea, Japan 

offer a large number of grants and 

co-investment programs for startups. If 

they had provided them automatically 

after a market player had reached some 

positive results, it would have simplified 

the market processes and accelerated 

the development of ecosystems, as 

well as made the market itself more 

transparent. For example, Indonesia is 

currently considering such a partner-

ship interaction; iAngels is being imple-

mented in Israel, while Santander Bank 

provides 50\50 co-financing through 

CrowdFunder platform.
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The God of online lending 
is in the detail, not in the 
“online” or “lending” parts

 
More and more online lending services 

appear (“Too much of them” as people 

in USA and China say), they of many 

types and flavors. There are payday 

lending (PDL) services, general lending 

for larger amounts (up to $45K) and 

longer terms (up to 5 years), student 

loans, consumer lending (for online 

and offline purchases), auto loans and 

mortgages (not many players still), 

P2P-lending and online pawnshops – 

and all of them are only available for 

individuals. We are separately analyzed 

5 types of online lending for SMEs 

already. At the same time every ser-

vice has its focus – some target more 

reliable borrowers, giving them cheaper 

(in comparison with banks) loans and 

loan refinancing offers; some see the 

segment of people with absent, poor 

or bad credit history as more perspec-

tive, offering them accessible (and 

usually more expensive) loans. These 

credit facilities, in turn, may either use 

their own money for lending or serve 

as intermediaries for banks or microfi-

nance institutions. If we multiply all the 

above-mentioned, we will get about a 

hundred types of online lending. 

 

The past year put forward the question 

of lending startups’ refinancing (so they 

would be able to lend money to ev-

er-increasing client base) as the number 

of these startups and growth rates of 

these businesses make them seek for 

sources of external financing such as 

credit lines from pension, insurance 

and hedge funds (which are not able to 

invest in lending startups directly due 

to inherently high risks of the latter) and 

loans from banks with cheap money. In 

certain cases they also turn to portfo-
lio securitization (when the debt of 

similar maturity structure and liquidity 

risk is assessed by external auditors, 

pooled and sold to investors wholesale 

as security) since venture financing 

can’t provide enough money for them. 

Specialized platforms offering such 

securities appear and facilitate trading. 

As far as securitization is concerned, 

while big players are coping with it by 

themselves, smaller firms need special-

ized platforms and funds to act as their 

intermediaries. Credit portfolio securi-

tization issue (as well as accessibility of 

long-term and cheap financing sources 

in general) is crucial for India and 

Southeast Asia, where the abundance 

of lending startups and their inability 

to scale-up to the national level lead 

to “hen and egg” problem (not enough 

money as long as there are not enough 

borrowers and vice versa). Japanese 

and Korean funds could play facilitat-

ing and unifying role if they untie this 

Gordian knot.

 

USA and China are the two countries, 

where online lending is highly devel-

oped. In China, p2p platforms are most 

widespread, whereas in the USA there 
are many balance sheet lending com-
panies. Elevate issued $3.1B worth of 

loans to its 1.4M clients and was able to 

extend its credit line by $545M in 2016.  

Avant lent $3B to 500K clients, sold 

$255M worth of asset-backed securities 

and got another $392M as a credit line 

from JP Morgan and Credit Suisse. Pay-

off lent more than $6B to its 2M+ clients 

and attracted in 2016 new rounds 

of $70M and $46.8M in investments 

($300M of investments and credit lines 

in total). Bestegg issued $1.5M worth 

of loans in 2015 and sold $205M of 

asset-backed securities in 2016. Micro 

lending service LendUp, which is oper-

ational in more than 23 states already 

and actively promotes its new credit 

card, attracted $47.5 M of investments 

with $0.5B evaluation. Pave (securitized 

a $300M portfolio in the beginning of 

2016) raised an $8M Series A round, 

Ascend attracted additional $11M.

 

In other countries, however, lending 

startups exist and demonstrate high 

growth rates too, even if there are 

quite a few of those. German Kreditech 

raised $11M from IFC and $10.4M from 

Rakuten, which are seasoned investors 

with big influence. Canadian Lendful at-

tracted $15M in a new round; Borrowell 

(which now provides credit scoring 

and enables to track one’s own credit 

history for free) raised another $6.4M.  

In Asian-Pacific, there is something 
worth our attention only in China. 
Hong Kong WeLab (under the brands 

WeLend in Hong Kong and Woladai 

in China) changed its business model 

from p2p to b2c lending, raised $160M 

from Malaysian sovereign wealth fund 

Khazanah, Dutch bank ING (which 

provided another $25 M for the devel-

opment in Hong Kong) and Chinese 

state-owned Guangdong Technology 

Financial Group at a $1B valuation. In-

dian IndiaLends (partners with 30 banks 

and MFOs) attracted $4M from Ameri-

can Express Ventures. India, Southeast 

Asia and Australia do not show any 

signs of forthcoming breakthroughs.

 

Point-of-sale lending (POS lending) is 

booming. There are two segments: one 

for online and the other one for offline 

sellers. Affirm, working with borrow-

ers under 35, has already shipped its 

solution to 850+ offline sellers and 

more than 10 big e-commerce plat-
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forms. In round D the company raised 

$100M ($420M in total). Canadian 

startup FinanceIt attracted another $17 

M (sold its solution to more than 1000 

customers). Russian REVO raised $20M 

(with another $5M in 2015), American 

BlisPay — $12.75M at seed stage (now 

they are in a process of raising of similar 

amount of money), LoanHero — $2.5M 

($4.2M in total, integrated with 100+ 

stores). China Rapid Finance has an 

interesting strategy: they grow mostly 

due to numerous partnerships with 

e-commerce platforms (in such indus-

tries as tourism, electronics, games 

and apparel), focusing on EMMA-cli-

ents (Emerging Middle class Mobile 

Active), however, in order to spread 

to offline segment, they have opened 

around 70 offices. The company has 

got more than 1.2M customers already, 

announced strategic partnership with 

Tencent (owner of WeChat, invested in 

American lending startup Payoff) and 

raised $90M in total in two rounds of 

2016 with evaluation at $1B. Also, this 

platform doesn’t spend its own money 

issuing credit — it acts as intermediary 

between client and partner banks, 

which couldn’t reach him otherwise. 

German Kreditech pursues the same 

strategy (although it credits only online 

purchases currently).

 

Online pawnshops have also shown 

interesting business strategies. They 

work for two fundamentally different 

target groups: British Borro (which 

raised £5.6M of new investments) issues 

loans to wealthy borrowers secured by 

art objects (most common collateral), 

expensive apparel, jewelry, cars, real 

estate (it accounts for £20M of £200M 

worth of loans issued); while Philippine 

PawnHero, on the contrary, issues 

small amounts to subprime borrowers 

against goods that can be found on 

Alibaba (and in case of loan default the 

pledge can be resold on Alibaba).

 

Just as in the case with other segments 

related to online lending, advices on 

personal finance management and 

planning, credit history and its improve-

ment are complementary services. 

The same holds true for online lending. 

Affirm bought PFM app Sweep, while 

Payoff and Commonbond integrated 

with mobile bank Moven with inbuilt 

PFM functionality. Partnerships among 

services become more common. Avant 

has integrated with LoanDepot via 

API, while student-targeting Credible 

issues retail loans in partnership with 

leading online lending platforms such 

as LendingClub, Prosper, Avant, Upstart 

and Pave.

 

Integration with online trading and 

investment management services is 

another complementary segment. Such 

services allow their clients not only to 

invest money in stocks, but also to lend 

it on online lending platforms. As an 

example, Canadian lending service Bor-

rowell has integrated with Wealthsimple 

investment platform, while American 

online trading players think about inte-

gration with p2p-platforms. 

 

Although the American market flour-

ishes, the problem of having too many 

players in the market is present. A small 

startup Vouch, which has raised $10M 

earlier, is closed, medium-size Circle-

Back Lending stopped loan disburse-

ment in October of 2016 (“due to the 

problems with online lending industry 

in USA on the whole”). In addition, 

Argon Credit “has faced growing risks”. 

American Elevate and China Rapid 

Finance postponed their IPOs to 2017.

 

Let's turn back to the problem I have 

mentioned above: the "hen and egg" 
issue (sufficiency of both borrowers 

and funds to lend to them) is gradu-

ally turning into the "vicious circle" 
problem (to attract enough capital one 

has to be skilled at risk management, 

which forces one to differentiate on 

the market not by the price factor but 

by focusing on the target audience and 

understanding its behavior). Another 

problem is "ecosystem presence" 

(when an attracted client leaves, if not 

offered any new products).

 

Investors on these platforms become 

more pragmatic and they are no longer 

hooked by the fresh approach of proj-

ects, but tend to look more at expected 

profitability versus potential risks. They 

also become bigger (the key players 

in capital deployment through such 

services are funds and banks), and as a 

result startups are required to improve 

their reporting and process man-

agement (more expertise in securing 

loan portfolios, than in innovation in 

finance). As I have already mentioned, 

there is a whole new wave of startups 

(and funds) that focus solely on invest-

ing in this kind of services (for example, 

Russian-American Black Moon). 

 

A mere idea of a loan marketplace (me-

diator space between capital holders 

and potential borrowers) is no longer 

relevant: you need to be as focused 
and differentiated as possible: to man-

age risks better (by means of big data or 

localization for some specific audi-

ence's needs), or have some unique 
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offer (on specific conditions, pledge or 

its absence, ways of issuance, specific 

clients), or the largest amount of money 

to invest (then again we return to the 

question of clients number and quality 

of risk management). 

 

Right now, one can name only three 

countries, where p2p-lending has 
become a successful phenomenon: 
USA, Great Britain and Chinа. USA’s 

market leader LendingClub ($10,9B 

disbursed in loans, 1,7M borrowers, 

142K lenders), that historically targets 

the most reliable lenders and refinances 

loans at lower interest rates, has seen a 

decline in its growth rates (because of 

the regulatory pressure) and the stock 

prices. The company is looking for the 

new growth drives in business diversi-

fication: it attracts new type of lenders 

($1,3B from National Bank of Canada) 

and has launched auto loan refinancing 

(a $4T market, where only $40B of the 

total amount disbursed is refinanced). 

The second largest player Prosper ($5B 

portfolio), which works with more risky 

borrowers at higher interest rates, is 

actively developing complementary 

products: for example, PFM-service 

Prosper Daily (former BillGuard) and 

CreditCardOptimizer startups.

 

The Chinese market is bigger (both 

because of the sheer size of the country 

and the low level of banking services’ 

availability, which enable online lenders 

to be more important and affluent here 

and in fact from the market itself), but 
also very ambiguous for a number of 

reasons. First, there is a risk problem: 

there are around 2000 p2p-platforms 

and more than 1000 of them neither 

stand out in in terms of their products 

nor improve their risk management. It 

creates a bubble effect of the grow-

ing level of bad debt. Secondly, such 

products are overvalued: they all are 

Chinese, they work only in China and 

have Chinese funds as shareholders. 

What is going to happen when this 

chain is broken, nobody knows. These 

players’ expansion to other markets or 

active fundraising from foreign inves-

tors could have given more assurance 

about their transparency and stability of 

their growth. The two biggest players 

are Lufax and JieDaiBao. Lufax, affiliated 

with a major insurance company Ping 

An, has $482B in transactions from 

234М users and has attracted $1.2В at 

$18.5B valuation from Bank of China 

and other Chinese investors to expand 

to new sectors (for example, wealth 

management) and has plans for IPO 

in Hong Kong in 2017. JieDaiBao has 

raised $380М from Chinese investors 

at $7.8В valuation, but is also best 

remembered for the scandal over the 

naked pictures of its female borrowers 

accepted as a collateral (10GB of these 

pictures have appeared online, even 

some of those borrowers, who paid 

back their debts on time). The compa-

ny considers it normal (money do not 

smell, as they say, if the profitability 

is high enough). Their success drives 

smaller players, such as Duarong (has 

attracted $59М at B round, being val-

ued at $153М), Weijinsuo ($46М round 

A), Junrongdai ($12M round A) to repeat 

it. Many of them crash along the way in 

this race: eSuDai (330К clients), Ezubao 

(900К clients) and a number of smaller 

companies are under investigation or 

closed because of an evidence of them 

building a Ponzi scheme. 

 

In Europe, p2p-lending is not as 
developed as other online lending seg-

ments. Apart from Great Britain’s lead-

ing company Zopa (implemented three 

new types of p2p-loans depending on 

the borrower’s risks, launched auto 

loans and mortgage refinancing, pub-

lished API for external developers and 

planned to get a digital bank license), 

we can mention only several players 

from other countries: France - Younit-

ed Credit (attracted a $16,5М Series E 

round, issued $330М in loans, were 

expanding to Spain and Italy), Latvia - 

Mintos (requires to specify collateral 

at loan disbursement, also works with 

clients from Lithuania, Estonia, Germa-

ny, the Netherlands and Great Britain), 

Germany - AuxMoney (268,3М euro 

loans) and Lendico (also developing in 

Spain, Poland, Austria, South Africa, the 

Netherlands and Switzerland). In other 

world regions - Africa, Middle East, 

Latin America (let’s mention Argentina’s 

Afluenta) and Asia (Indian LenDenClub) 

- p2p-lending is not well-developed in 

comparison to online micro-lending or 

P2B-lending. 

 

As described above, almost all startups 

in this field work within the borders 

of one country, while the necessity to 
unite lenders and borrowers from 
different countries is becoming more 

and more audible. The developed 

markets (Japan, Korea, Singapore, 

Hong Kong) are well endowed with 

money and have low interest rates. The 

developing economies like India, Brazil 

and Indonesia are in need of capital 
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(preferably at lower interest rates, which 

are still high enough for investors from 

the developed markets). In order to 

make the movement of capital possible, 

platforms need to work their way to 

international expansion and have a suf-

ficient level of trust (brand awareness, 

sufficiency of the present audience and 

experience in risk management). Most 

probably, in the near future we will see 

the services, which will give people an 

opportunity to lend and borrow money 

across borders, leveraging advantages 

of the best-in-class services in each 

country.

 

Online student loans represent anoth-

er very interesting niche. Such players 

as Affirm and Credible have already 

started to expand their product lines 

to provide not only personal loans, but 

student loans too. American public 

company SoFi, a market leader, actively 

expands its business model to b2c (not 

only student loans, but mortgages as 

well) and b2b (Credit Opportunities 

Fund, created by SoFi, allows institu-

tional and private investors acquire 

pooled loans from SoFi and other play-

ers) segments. The Fund has recently 

sold a portfolio with AAA rating by 

Moody’s worth $380M, which sounds 

like an investment opportunity for 

pension and insurance funds (which, in 

turn, would open this newly emerged 

market to conservative investors).

 

However, the size of SoFi makes it 

unwieldy over time – and it opens 

doors to such players as Commonbond 

(which has recently acquired PFM start-

up Gradible), Affirm, ClimbCredit and 

Earnest (all of them being approximate-

ly of the same size). Smaller players 

follow the leaders – LendKey, Credi-

ble and LendEDU, for example, have 

already launched their student loans’ 

refinancing programs.

 

There is a pool of interesting proj-

ects focusing on particular needs 

(and behavioral trends) of some client 

groups. SelfScore, for example, allows 

international student to build a credit 

history in the US by issuing them credit 

cards – and this is a niche of up to 1M 

borrowers a year.  

Noteworthy, this sector is actively de-

veloping only in the US despite the fact 

that student loans are a burning issue 

everywhere. Only British Future Finance 

(has raised $13M in equity and $143M 

of working capital to finance credit 

disbursement and expanded to the 

German market recently), Indian Slice-

Pay and Indonesian Cicil (all of them 

are very small startups) are developing 

in this field.  This is strange consider-

ing that people from Singapore, Hong 

Kong, Japan and Korea spend con-

siderable amount of money for their 

education.

 
The main fintech battle

The biggest and most important war of 

Fintech is the war with financial illitera-

cy. Bill Gates (Microsoft), Mark Zucker-

berg (Facebook), Pierre Omidyar (eBay) 

began to support it actively in 2016. But 

we are going to talk about “fintech for 

unbanked” later. Let’s discuss now, how 

this problem was approached by finan-

cial services price comparison sites, 

financial planning, and online trading 

platforms, finance-related big data and 

online scoring platforms, chat bots and 

virtual assistant developers.

 

Price comparison sites become quite 

popular when a market is mature 

enough, yet still growing – people need 

some sort of a guide when they make 

their choice. This is the advantage of 

such services (in the stage of market 

formation, such aggregators accu-

mulate more audience than all service 

providers in total), as well as their weak 

spot: when the market is saturated and 

a client chooses a satisfactory service 

provider, the motivation for using such 

services slumps. 

 

The only way for aggregators of bank-

ing and insurance services to counter 

this unwanted tendency is to play with 

forecasts: to migrate in new segments 

and come up with new services for their 

customers. Neobanks, PFM/PFP, and 

online scoring (credit history assess-

ment) solutions, p2p lending platforms 

are the most obvious choices. These 

players accumulate at some point a 

large number of customers and a large 

amount of their data, but if they don’t 

evolve, they eventually fail after about 

three years of growth in average. 

 

Not long ago Google has closed its 

Google Compare service, compar-

ing terms of banking and insurance 

solutions in Great Britain and USA. 

This example demonstrates that even 

innovative giants are often not able to 

find the right approach to clients – and 

there is always a space for newcomers.

 

The large traditional bank JP Morgan 

Chase decided to strengthen its posi-

tions on car loans market by interacting 

with clients at an earlier stage when a 

customer decides which car model to 
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choose. The bank has integrated with 

online service TrueCar, which allows 

people to compare different options 

not only for a loan and insurance but 

also for a car purchase from different 

dealers. This is a positive example of a 

player, which has expanded its product 

line by collaborating with new tech-

nology players. Three online lending 

services for SMEs – OnDeck, Kabbage 

and CAN Capital – have formed an ILPA 

alliance to standardize processes and 

rules for lenders, and have launched 

their SMART box service, a loan com-

parison tool to help small businesses 

entering the online lending market 

better compare finance options.

 

Such services also develop rapidly in 

Asia (due to high growth rates and 

active market). A Hong Kong holding 

company CompareAsiaGroup (with 

a presence in Hong Kong, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, 

Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam) has 

attracted $40M in Series A round 

($45M in total) from Goldman Sachs 

and other investors. Indian BankBazaar 

(cooperates with 50 banks and has the 

audience of 5.5M visitors a month) has 

raised a $60M round C from Amazon 

(India is an important market for them) 

and other investors for expansion to 

Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, and 

UAE. Many new companies spring up 

in Malaysia – LoanStreet, SavingPlus\

Jirnexu (present also in Indonesia) and 

iMoney. Meanwhile, a sector of real 

estate and mortgage aggregators is 

booming in Great Britain (like Habito 

and Trussle).

 

The services focused on work with 

centralized credit bureaus in developed 

countries, such as the American leader 

CreditKarma (service boasts 50M users, 

who assess their credit histories and 

manage over $3T in debt, and has a 

$3.5B capitalization) or newcomers, like 

British ClearScore (attracted 2M users 

in a year), are developing in a more 

predictable and stable way. However, 

this model restricts their potential and 

scaling capabilities as well.

 

The services, which work in develop-

ing countries with users with absent or 

insufficient credit history, operate in a 

riskier segment, but their growth poten-

tial is unlimited. This is quite natural 

as credit potential is probably more 

significant than credit history. American 

ZestFinance is the most striking exam-

ple. It has attracted the Chinese search 

engine Baidu as a shareholder (80% of 

search queries in China) and expanded 

with its support to China to analyze the 

credit rating based on search queries, 

geolocations and payment transactions 

of customers.

 

Besides China, where the market 

significantly depends on government 

decisions and actions of the BAT 

companies (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent), 

Indian market looks very promising for 

newcomers as it’s rather big but more 

fragmented and of less density. Phil-

ippine international company Lenddo 

has recently expanded to India and 

some local players, such as IndiaLends 

and CreditViday, have appeared. This 

year the Southeast Asian markets will 

probably wake up to new trends, with 

Indonesia being the largest market in 

the region.

 

Projects targeting specific needs of 

certain customer groups (and their 

behavior data) draw much attention 

too. SelfScore analyses credit histo-

ries of foreign students in the USA and 

derives credit scores (compare it to the 

British mobile bank Monese that targets 

expats). NovaCredit, meanwhile, works 

with immigrants in the USA, focus-

ing on those from India and Mexico. 

There is an advantage in this focused 

approach – you can clearly see what 

information is relevant to your analysis 

when you narrow the scope of the que-

ry. In addition, targeted solutions appeal 

more to the clients.

 

Observing actions of big centralized 

credit bureaus – Experian (partnered 

with JD Finance to fight online fraud) 

and Equifax (launching a pilot program 

with P2B lending platform InvestDen) 

– they obviously realize that the market 

is changing, as traditional approaches 

do not allow these giants to tackle their 

new clients’ problems in an efficient 

way. How much should these “di-

nosaurs” change? This fundamental 

question is addressed in many books 

and articles such as “The Innovator’s 

Dilemma”.

 

Yet another “exit” took place in PFM 
segment in 2016 – American Prosper, 

one of the leading p2p lenders, ac-

quired BillGuard for $30M (now called 
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Prosper Daily). One year earlier, other 

American companies in this segment 

were acquired: Yodlee was bought for 

$590M by the wealth management 

technology provider Envestnet (they 

acquired WheelHouse Analytics in 2016 

as well), LearnVest - for $250M by the 

insurance giant Northwestern Mutual, 

while Social Money (SmartyPig) was ac-

quired for $10.6M by the student lender 

Sallie Mae. In 2014 British payment pro-

cessor Misys bought Hungarian devel-

oper of PFM solutions IND Group. While 

Mint, after 3 years of development, was 

bought for $170M by Intuit in 2009.

 

You can barely compare any PFM solu-

tion with Mint in terms of the customer 

base, as the company has over 20M 

clients – even Brazilian GuiaBolso and 

American BillGuard with 2M and 1.3M 

clients accordingly pale in comparison. 

As for other independent players, their 

client base is measured in hundreds of 

thousands of clients – Tink has 300K, 

Trim – 50K, TrueBill – 40К, Nexonia – 

1.2K of SMB clients, Seedly, in beta for 

now – only 500. 

 

A new wave of interest in PFM solutions 

enabled many companies to attract 

new rounds: Digit raised $22.5M ($36M 

in total), GuiaBolso - $17M, Money-

Forward - $11M ($48M in total), Tink 

- $10M, Meniga - $8.8M, Trim - $2.2M, 

TrueBill - $1.4M (with valuation at 

$17.5M), Penny - $1.2M,  Plum - $0.5M. 

American fund Ribbit Capital is one 

of the most active investors in this 

segment. 

One could make several interesting 

observations looking at the trends of 

PFM market. The majority of services 

are purely American (they are of the US 

origin and operate in the US only), with 

a few exceptions: Yodlee has previously 

worked in several developed markets 

and partnered with Limitless, a similar 

platform from SAR; E-susu develops 

solutions for unbanked markets with 

Ghana as a starting point; TrueBill 

is used by people from 132 coun-

tries. Among European services, only 

Swedish Tink (with clients in 10 Euro-

pean countries) and Icelandic Meniga 

demonstrate the desire to expand 

internationally. It is noteworthy that 

PFM rarely works as a stand-alone solu-

tion, but it effectively complements 

many other services like mobile banks 

(Moven’s partnership with Money-

Desktop, move of Singaporean Kashmi 

into PFM market and full-scale mobile 

banking, American Trim and Swed-

ish Tink eager to develop their virtual 

banking solutions), p2p (acquisition of 

BillGuard by Prosper), student lending 

(NextGenVest, acquisition of SmartyPig 

by Sallie Mae), insurance (Northwestern 

Mutual deal with LearnVest) and wealth 

management (Envestnet’s acquisition of 

Yodlee) solutions.

 

Deposit products (micro savings) are 

actively promoted as a mandatory 

element of financial literacy and an 

effective tool of financial management 

by such services as Digit, Qapital, Plum, 

E-susu. Beside PFM services targeting 

students, there are other interesting ex-

amples such as LearnVest, which initial-

ly focused on women, but expanded its 

solution to reach other audiences later.  

The rapid grow of AI technologies and 
chat bots has influenced the develop-

ment of such startups as Kasisto, Digit, 

Qapital, Penny, Trim, Plum, Cleo.

 

Some services (this is more typical of 

Non-American projects) grow by inte-

grations and partnerships with banks. 

Icelandic Meniga serves a quarter of 

the population of Iceland, while in 

other countries it attracts new clients 

with the help of strategic partnerships 

with banks. Nexonia in Canada (targets 

SMEs), Kasisto and GeeZeo in the USA, 

TaxTrim in SAR and MoneyForward and 

MoneyTree in Japan develop in the 

same way.

 

The main problem of online trading 
startups is their focus on traders. 

Whereas the number of current or wan-

nabe traders is very small. Still, many 

people would probably like to have a 

possibility to invest! Traders use the 

greed of their customer as their main 

motivation (to have higher yields and 

pay fewer commissions). Whereas other 

themes, not related to money, motivate 

and appeal to people much more often 

– music, cinema, food, sport, travel and 

many others. Take media as a mirror 

of the economy as a whole –media 

business makes up a small percentage 

of the audience. The main challenge for 

a new generation of online trading ser-

vices is how to involve non-traders in 

the investment process rather than how 

to lure clients from traditional brokers. 
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There are not many players, who are 

capable of attracting new clients to 

the market. Against the background of 

the latest financial crisis eToro takes 

advantage of clients' growing distrust 

of institutional players' investment 

advice (unlike their clients such com-

panies profit from trading no matter 

what) and attracts newcomers to its 

social network by allowing them to 

see the performance of investment 

strategies of successful investors from 

all over the world, to compare them 

and choose the most appropriate one 

(while investors, in their turn, monetize 

their knowledge and experience). Motif 
Investing stakes on a hypothesis that 

a desire to invest in this or that com-

pany arises not when you have read 

the financial statements or carried out 

technical analysis, but when you are 

surprised or disappointed with some 

events you care about. The platform 

sells "motifs" (investment ideas) and 

not stocks. Currently, the platform 

hosts 151 professionally built motifs, 

more than 9,100 published community 

created motifs and upwards of 130,000 

motifs customized by their community. 

The startup develops the partnership 

with its shareholder Goldman Sachs 

and has recently partnered with Yahoo 

Finance (to enable one to track motifs 

in their app). Loyal3 allows brands with 

many followers to sell their stock to 

strengthen loyalty (“stocks instead of 

likes”). In June 2016 T-Mobile gave its 

postpaid loyal customers free share of 

its stock. Robinhood created a service 

for a new generation of investors – they 

are actively using Snapchat and don’t 

understand the message of abstruse 

and boring trading services, as well as 

peculiarities of their nontransparent 

pricing. In 2016, the company reached 

a turnover of $12B and launched 

subscription service to monetize on its 

client base. A New startup HedgeAble 

tries to follow the same way. Trading is 

traditionally considered the preserve 

of men, while Ellevest focuses on the 

education of women, their interaction, 

and involvement in trading.

 

The second biggest problem of online 

trading startups is their focus on specu-
lative trade (in stocks, currency pairs, 

bond, ETFs or whatever). Whereas there 

are much more open possibilities to 
invest long term – deposits, real estate 

investments (RealtyMogul), direct lend-

ing (P2P and P2B), product investment 

(Kickstarter), startup investment (Angel-

List) or investment in a big fast-grow-

ing nonpublic company (SharesPost, 

SecondMarket). What is more important 

is to understand that for the majority 

of clients investment is not a goal, it is 

a way – a way to reach their financial 

targets. And it is more important to help 

clients to define their goals – for exam-

ple, with a help from PFM/PFP solutions 

(LearnVest).

 

All the mentioned companies are 

American. As well as many others in this 

sector: SigFit (800K clients and $350B 

of assets managed; raised $40M from 

UBS and Santander), Betterment (150K 

clients with $4B of AUM; launched 

Betterment for Business and collaborat-

ed with Uber to provide Uber’s drivers 

with personal retirement plans; raised 

$100M at $700M valuation), Personal 

Capital ($3.4B AUM; raised $50M at 

$500M valuation), Acorns (“invest your 

spare change”;850K clients, majority 

of them being 18-34 years old; raised 

$30M from PayPal and Rakuten, total 

investments comprised $62M), Sprin-

kleBit (10K clients; attracted $10M 

investments, $13.7M in total). There are 

many white-label solutions, which in-

tegrate with brokers and banks to serve 

clients’ needs – Addepar, Advizr, Jem-

Step, MyVest, NextCapital, Riskalyze.

 

There are some big players in Europe 

too: British Nutmeg (25K clients with 

£600M assets; raised a £42M round re-

cently, total investment volume - £72M) 

and German Raisin (50K in Europe with 

€1.4B in assets; allows investing money 

via a wide range of tools, has integrated 

with 20 banks and recently launched 

French and Spanish versions). Japanese 

Monexo went to an IPO and launched 

its venture fund to invest money in 

complementary fintech startups. 

Another Japanese company – Mon-

eyDesign (Theo) – prefers to expand 

by partnering with banks. Singaporean 

startups – robo-advisor AlgoMerchant, 

investment trigger trackers CallLevel 

and TraderWave – are rather small now. 

Hong Kong 8 Securities (Chloe) tries to 

copy Robinhood’s business model in 

Hong Kong and Tokyo. In the mean-

time, American services enter more and 

more markets. Robinhood (in partner-

ship with Baidu) and eToro (partnered 

with Lufax) expanded to the Chinese 

market. DriveWealth has recently 

entered the markets of Argentina, Chili 

(with Alkanza) and India (with SIC). 

During the last year, several startups 

were bought: JemStep (by Invesco), 

MyVest (TIAA) and Singaporean Trade-

Hero (by British-German Ayondo).
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• In 2014 and especially in 2015, level of investment noise in 

fintech reached its maximum, which caused massive inflow 
of “unprofessional” money from different investors, who 
just followed the hype, without deep investment analysis 

and understanding of the industry. Invested capital didn’t 

reflect the real operational and financial achievements of 

newly funded startups.

• Business metrics (customer base, transactional volume, 
revenue and income) of many notable Fintechs in 2016 
were not impressive at all (actually most of them are still 

unprofitable and growing not as fast as expected) that is 

why many investors finally cooled down. As an example, 

you can take a look at public fintech companies: still they 

are still unprofitable or just reached breakeven (Square, 
Lending Club, Ondeck)

From my point of view, there are few reasons for this:

Top5 observations 
of the Fintech market in 2016

Amount of financing deals (#) Region distribution of funding (%)

47

38USA

Asia
Europe

Other
8

8

Note/source: Source: Capital IQ, FT Partners, Pitchbook, The Pulse of Fintech, 
Global Analysis of Fintech Venture Funding, KPMG International and CB Insights (data provided by CB Insights) May 25th, 2016. 

+36% +6%

2015Q1

Q2

Q3
Q4

Q1
Q2

Q3

Q4

2016

308

366

410
398

442 428

378

343

Investments in fintech annually ($B)

2,5 2,9
4,4

12,3

20,3

23,6

19,1

0,3 0,4

2,2 2,5

1,5

2,9

5,5

6,8

5,8

14,5

6,1

13,0

VC Backed fintech investments

Other fintech investment

+16% +52%

+165%

+65%

+16%

-6%

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

4,5
Ant Financial 

2016 was the first year when investments
into Fintech didn’t grow

Amount of financing deals in 2016
Fintech 1091
AI related  658

EdTech 415

AdTech  343

Clean / Green Tech  213

AR /VR  171

Robotics  95

RegTech  89

Wearable Tech  85

Ag Tech  68

This time has come: VC investments into FinTech indus-
try have not grown globally and the market has almost 
reached its saturation point in 2016.

The amount of VC investment in 2016 was $23.6B USD 
which is 16% higher than in 2015, however excluding Ant 

Financial investment deal of $4.5B (which is abnormal for the 

whole tech industry, not even fintech), the fintech market 
decreased by 6% in 2016.

1
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At the end, I have to mention that FinTech undoubtedly remains #1 industry in the VC space by investment volume and it’s 

even increased its share to 19% of the whole VC market in 2016, while overall VC industry slightly decreased in 2016 (by 9%).

However Fintech is still #1 VC industry with 23% share
in Q4 2016 and it’s growing  

$109B

$140B
$128B

$12.3B
$20.3B $23.6B

201620152014

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

19,4
(88,2%)

25,1
(89,5%)

2,6
(11,8%)

3,0
(10,5%)

2,7
(10,4%)

4,1
(12,3%)

4,1
(12,1%)

6,1
(13,8%)

23,3
(89,6%)

29,0
(87,7%)

29,9
(87,9%)

27,9
(86,2%)

38,0
(77,3%)

23,9
(90,5%)

29,6
(87,1%)

36,7
(81,6%)

20,6
(79,2%) 17,5

(76,1%)

in total funding 
from 2015-9% Global investments, $B

Fintech investments, $B

 
of growth 

of fintech share 
in 2016

+5%
7,0

(22,7%)

3,1
(9,5%)

4,4
(12,9%)

8,3
(18,4%)

5,4
(20,8%) 5,5

(23,9%)

Global financing activity is down. 

VC deals activity declined 24% YOY,

and financing activity is down by 9%;

However, looking deeper into distribution, investments into 

financial technologies gained its scale within 
VC investments,

grew to almost 23% (+5% rise) since 2015;

Asian (Chinese) mega deals dominate
the global fintech market

Payments

Lending

Insurance

Fintech
for SME

Banking

Big Data

Financial
management

 North America
14 companies

$2.25B

 Europe
3 companies

$648M

 South America
2 companies

$262M

 Asia
11 companies

$8.7B

Top 30 companies made

>50%
of all fintech funding

Lending
prevailed in 2016

with 12 deals out of 30
gone to this field

While North America saw
the biggest number of deals, 

Asia leads
a total funding volume

Blockchain
has not entered the TOP-30 

largest deals list yet
– looking for 2017

Ant Financial  $4,5B B

Lu.com $1,2B B

JD Finance $1B n/a

Qufenqi $449M Late

Oscar Insurance $400M C

Ion Investment $400M PE

U51 $310M C

China UnionPay $296M n/a

CommonBond $275M Late

Fenqile $235M D

Mosaic $220M Seed

HeTai Insurance $218M Seed

Payoneer $180M n/a

WeLab $160M B

Clover Health $160M C

Weidai $153M C

Lendup $150M B

Stripe $150M n/a

Hero FinCorp $150M n/a

EDM Group $145M n/a

Nubank $132M C-D

XP Investimos $130M PE

PaySimple $115M n/a

MetroMile $103M D

Kreditech $103M C

Betterment $100M E

Fractal Analyst $100M n/a

Affirm $100M D

Avalara $96M n/a

Ygrene Fund $95M n/a

Wealth
management

Asia became #1 Fintech market in the world with almost 
50% share of global VC volume
Asia’s share of global Fintech investment is 47% in 2016! 
Sounds impressive? What is even more impressive is that 

more than 80% of invested capital went towards firms in 
China, meaning that China has finally become the domi-
nant power on the global fintech landscape, surpassing US 

and all others, which was never the case before 2016.

2
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China

Singapore

Nigeria

USA

Hong Kong

Anticipated Fintech IPOs
CompanyCountry Exchange SegmentJustification

NYSE Planned

TBA Planned

Nasdaq

Lending

Planned

NYSE Planned

HKEX InsurancePlanned

HKEX Postponed

HKEX Postponed

SGX TradingPlanned

LSE Postponed

TBA

Payments

Planned

Nasdaq Postponed

Lack of significant exits (M&As and IPOs) in the Fintech 
industry, however assuming them to happen in 2017
Unfortunately 2016 was quite poor for notable exits in the 
fintech space. While quite descent amount of M&As hap-

pened, only few of them can be considered as successful 

for founders and investors. Most of fintech startups were ac-

quired to get an access to their technology, not because of 

their business successes, meaning that multiples were quite 

low (similar to traditional software companies and much 

lower than in tech VC). IPO exits looked even worse — only 

few traditional payment and financial services companies 

went public, no any bright startups.

However it worth noticing that few awaited IPOs were postponed in 2016 and we expect to see them in 2017. Below is 
our TOP10 of potential IPOs:

3

Note/source: Source: Capital IQ, FT Partners, Pitchbook, The Pulse of Fintech, Q1 2016, Global Analysis of Fintech Venture Funding, 
KPMG International and CB Insights (data provided by CB Insights) May 25th, 2016. 

Key M&As Key IPOs

n/a

n/a

n/a

$130M

n/a

$130M

n/a

n/a

#Banking

#mPOS

#Banking

#Lending

#Payments

#Payments

#Insurance

#Lending

Company Date

10/28/16 NASDAQ

NASDAQ

NYSE

NASDAQ

BATS

Copenhagen

$146M 63%

39%

81%

21%

76%

-18%

$133M

$238M

$101M

$253M

$2400M

10/28/16

10/28/16

10/28/16

10/28/16

10/28/16

Volume Exchange Total Return
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Payment and Lending verticals still dominate the Fintech 
market, blockchain doesn’t justify high expectations (yet)
Lending and Payments startups still dominate on the 

FinTech market, accounts for more than 50% of the industry 
both in number of investment deals and M&A deals. The fast-

est growing segment is Insurtech, which doubled its share 

in 2016. Blockchain still remains a relatively small vertical: it 

accounts to less than 2.5% of the whole industry, despite a 

lot of noise and PR around it.

4

2015

28

33

21

10
4
4

31

25
26

20

15

7

13

21

13

8
2

19

25

Payments

Banking* /Lending

23
Capital Markets / 
Wealth 
Management

15 Financial 
Mangement

8 Insurance

10 Fintech for SME*

19

20152016 2016

Distribution of

financing deals
(by # of deals, %)

Distribution of

M&A deals
(by # of deals, %)

* Fintech for SME – accounting,
supply chains, security & regtech

* Banking – e-Wallets,
Bank infrastructure startups

Interesting top investment deals in 2016

Note/source: Source: Capital IQ, Mattermark, Dow Jones, Life.SREDA VC analysis

Lu: Wealth management solutions

Lfex: Financial advisory services

Also offers financial consulting, desing 
services, financial application develop-
ment and market research, data analysis

Products

Postponed its IPO to 2017, which 
could, which could raise as much as 
$5B in proceeds for the Company

01/2016

Lufax announced it had raised $1.2B in 
Series B round;

Valuation is $18.5B, 10B higher than 
previous round;

Ping an Assurance have remained
the largest investors in Lufax;

Traction

Ji Kuisheng
Shanghai, ChinaHeadquarters

Founded
CEO

$1.2BFunding

Lufax

2012

Alipay - China’s most popular online 
payment service;  

Micro-loans program and Alibaba’s 
digital bank, MyBank.

Sesame credit scoring system

Products

450M users;

Ant Financial is to go public soon;

58% of all online transactions 
happening in China is done via Alipay.

04/2016,

completed its Series B at $4.5B;

Last year’s undisclosed Series A
valued the firm at $45-50B;

Ant Financial & Alibaba has invested 
$680M in Paytm, acquiring 40% stake 
in the venture

Traction

Jack Ma
Hangzhoud, ChinaHeadquarters

Founded
CEO

$4.5BFunding

Ant Financial

2004

Provides health insurance through its 
online and mobile platform for 
comparing insurance plans

Search, compare, and purchase Oscar 
insurance plans, free check ups, etc.

Products

Currently covering over 40k health 
providers, 70 hospitals

Boosted enrollment by almost 300% - 
from 40k to 150k customers in one year

02/2016

“Oscar” announced it raised $400M
in a financing round led by Fidelity 
Investments

Company valuation is $2.7B

Previous investors:
Google, Khosla, General catalyst

Traction

Josh Kushener
New York, USAHeadquarters

Founded
CEO

$400MFunding

Oscar Insurance

2013

A no-fee MasterCard Platinum credit 
card managed by mobile phone;

Real-time spending analysis, personal-
ized categories for tracking payments 
and ability to lock the card from the app.

Products

Has had 7 million applications, with 
500,000 applications currently on the 
waiting list;

75 million purchases have been made 
via the Nubank card

12/2016

Nubank had raised $80M +$52M in a 
Series D funding led by DST Global + 
debt;

Nubank was previously valued at 
$500M after it raised $52m in Round C 
in Jan’ 2016.

Traction

Daviv Veles
Sao Paulo, BrazilHeadquarters

Founded
CEO

$132MFunding

Nubank

2013

Lending Payments Insurance Banking

In my top of fintech investment deals in 2016 there are companies from different verticals: 

1 payment, 1 lending, 1 insurtech and 1 digital bank (interesting that it’s from Brasil, not UK)
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King’s change in the unicorn battle: Chinese fintech behe-
moths surpassed US peers
Even without considering Ant Financial ($60B+ valuation), 

Chinese fintech giants occupy the Fintech Hill: Lufax, 
ZhongAn and JD. And these companies are notable not only 

due to their huge customer bases, operational records and 

funding attracted. They create a unique customer journey 
by expanding their product line and significantly increas-
ing value proposition for the end-users. As an example, Lu-

fax, started as a p2p-lender, successfully jumped into wealth 

management business providing opportunity for Chinese 

customers to invest into foreign stock.

5

Fintech unicorns: 4 Chinese giants are in TOP5 in 2016
25 fintech unicorns globally valued at $150B in aggregate value

Fintech Unicorns Valuation

2015

24 unicorns

$112B Total valuation

2016

$150B Total valuation [+$38B]

25 unicorns
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Disclaimer: Public companies are not included; only $1B>;
no SaaS, Cloud, enterprise software, hardware etc; only FinTech 
accordiing to Life.SREDA

$B

Who will be able to compete with these monsters from 

China in the next few years for the global leadership? I bet 
on Stripe, TransferWise and SoFi who seem to be the most 

sustainable or/and scalable businesses in the fintech world. 

While Chinese players are fighting for local leadership, 
some of the US/EU players has successfully started global 
expansion and conquer emerging countries in Africa, LatAm 

and Asia.

Exciting time for Fintech!
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1. Barclays, Goldman Sachs, Citi, Santander and BBVA are 

leading the fintech show, however their investment ap-

proaches are different. While GS, Citi and Santander invest 

with the main target to get a direct return on investments, 

BBVA and Barclays make more strategic investments aim-

ing to get both — financial return and value for core banking 

business.

2. In 2016 top Southeast Asian banks, considering global 

trends and experience, started to follow Chinese/HK/Japa-

nese/Korean megabanks with playing active role in FinTech 
in Asia, to name a few:

DBS, OCBC, UOB from Singapore; MayBank, CIMB, Hong 
Leong and RHB from Malaysia; Siam Commercial Bank and 
KasikornBank from Thailand , Mandiri from Indonesia and 

many others.

SE Asia will be an interesting case to test fintechs and banks 

cooperation: in this region banks started to be active in 

FInTech before the market was actually formed, meaning 

that they will have a significant influence on the future of the 

whole fintech industry and it’s intriguing how (and if) they will 

be able to manage it.

Fintech Results 2016: Banks and Regulators

~30% banks
invested via their own
venture instruments

– VCs, accelerators, incubators

Banks are getting more and more active in Fintech

Barclays, Goldman, CITI, Santander and BBVA are leading the show 

Major Bank Investments to VC-backed Fintech Companies

-2015 -2016
more companies
funded by banks

in 2016

+61%

Top South-Asian banks are starting to follow 
Chinese/HK/Japanese/Korean megabanks

with playing active role in FinTech: DBS, OCBC, UOB, Siam Commer-
cial Bank, Mandiri, RHB, MayBank, CIMB, KasikornBank and others

laucnehd a bunch of initiatives related to fintech  

Leaders are 
mainly from developed 

fintech regions

US, UK, Europe.
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In 2016 traditional banks across the world finally realized the 

upcoming big changes in the whole financial and banking 

industry (I don’t use too buzzy word “disruption” anymore ) 

and are clearly getting more and more active in the FinTech 

space. Partnerships and product integrations, accelerators 

and innovative labs, direct investments and venture debts, 
corporate VCs and fund-of-fund investments  —  banks 

started to use all available mechanisms in order not too lose 

in the digital war with the new hungry players.

1
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Enable Citi card members to use their 
Citi Cards with PayPal online, in-app 
and in stores

P2P payments, provides making 
payments via the social networks

Offering investing advice and 
data-driven recommendations

P2P-lending. Enables local SMEs to 
borrow short-term business loans

Study and test blockchain technology 
to enable payment transactions 

Provides direct financing to SMEs

To contribute to the acceleration of 
the rollout of its digital strategy

Online wealth management plat-
form

Automotive pricing and information 
website for car buyers and dealers

Offering its clients access to equity 
crowdfunding opportunities

Use Fincast to advise customers on 
the types of financial products they 
need to meet their investment goals

To offer a TD and Westpac
branded spending app

Banks and Fintechs partnerships across the world are 
growing, mainly in Wealth Management, P2P/P2B lending 
and Blockchain

An extensive interest was shown by banks and financial 

institutions partnering with robo-advisors, digital wealth 
managers. In addition, there is a growing tendency by banks 

to partner with P2P and P2B lending companies (Santander, 

UOB, Belfius Bank, Alfa Bank, etc).

Asian banks are widely partnering with Fintech accelerators 

in order to pilot new products with fintechs residents. Many 

pilots were initiated in 2016 between blockchain companies 

and banks worldwide (SG, SCB, Barclays, etc)

Direct investments, Venture Debt and M&A are 
getting more and more popular tools to execute 
digital strategy for top banks

Considering this list of investments, it’s clear that 
most of banks are looking for strategic benefits 
for their core business, that is why most of invest-

ments are made into complimentary companies: 

those which product can be integrated into bank’s 

product line, and mainly used as a new digital chan-

nel for clients acquisition as well as better service 

and support.

However our observation in 2016 that several 
banks has already started to invest into fintech in 
order to diversify their core business and hedge 
their risks for the long-term play, without a target 
to integrate fintechs into existing banking busi-
ness.

2

3 Q4
D N/A

Q4
A $8,3M

Q3
A $8,3M

Q3
undisclosed

Q2
A $14M

Q3
$19.67M

Q2
$33MD

Q2
$56M

Q2
D $75M

Q4
$100M
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EMEA
UK sets out open banking API 
framework
Aimed for the creation of an open banking standard 
that makes it easy to share and use financial data, 
arguing that the move would improve choice for 
customers, promote competition;
#regulation #bank #UK O
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The cohort of the regulatory 
sandbox closed 
69 firms from a diverse range of sectors, geogra-
phies and sizes have been accepted. 24 applications 
met the sandbox eligibility criteria and were 
accepted to develop towards testing
#regulation #opportunities #UK
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A specially created
“Fintech” licence 
Plans to encourage crowdfunding and the market 
testing of new technologies. FinTech firms, with a 
minimum of $300k in capital, are allowed to accept 
funds from clients, up to $99m, which remain 
outside the depositor protection scheme and are 
not subject to the same regulations, auditing and the 
capital requirements applied to banks. 

#Implementation #Switzerland  #EU #2016
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Standardized mobile and
internet payments (PSD2) in EU

PSD2 enables bank customers, both consumers and 
businesses, to use third-party providers to manage 
their finances. In the near future, customers may be 
using Facebook or Google to pay bills, making P2P 
transfers and analyse spending, while still having 
money their safely placed in current bank account.

#Announcement #Payments #Global #2017

P
ay

m
en

ts Solvency II is a programme 
for insurance regime
It introduced a new, harmonised EU-wide insurance 
regulatory regime. The Solvency II programme is 
divided into three areas, known as pillars: Financial 
Requirements (Capital Requirement and etc), 
Governance & Supervision (Own Risk & Solvency 
Assessment) and Reporting & Disclosure (Insurers 
required to publish details of the risks facing them).

#Implementation #Insurance #EU #2016
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Introducing a European 
Standard for e-Invoicing
The European Commission announced the 
e-invoicing directive require all 28 EU member 
states to use specific e-invoicing standards for all 
B2G e-invoices by November 27, 2018. Europe’s 
current e-invoicing adoption rate of 24 percent is 
expected to rise to 95 percent by 2024 and accrue 
savings of approximately 64.5 billion euros ($72 
billion) per year for businesses.

#Announcement #e-invoicing #EU #2018
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APAC
South Korea permits for 
banks to invest in Fintechs
Currently financial laws, financial institutions are 
allowed to buy stakes only from companies in the 
same business sector. The FSC have included 
fintech companies in the scope of the financial 
industry. 
#banks #2016
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MAS establishes
a dedicated Fintech Office
MAS and the National Research Foundation opened 
a dedicated FinTech Office to serve as a one-stop 
virtual entity for all FinTech matters and to promote 
Singapore as a FinTech hub. 
#opportunity
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MAS established
a regulatory sandbox.
To allow more flexible application of the regula-
tions, while maintaining safeguards to protect 
consumers and the wider financial system. 

Si
n

g
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o
re Financial Sector Technology 

& Innovation scheme
MAS committed $225M ($166.48M USD) under the 
“FSTI” scheme to provide support for the creation of 
a vibrant ecosystem for innovation. Si

n
g
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6 P2P Lending Licenses 
Granted in Malaysia
Six P2P lending licenses were granted in Malaysia 
recently, making them the first authorized platforms 
in the ASEAN region. 

#p2p lending #license #2016
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Korea has launched
a platform for banks
The platform allows financial institutions to build 
services that automatically populate financial 
information for new customers.
#banking #2016 H

o
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gHong Kong to launch
banking fintech 'sandbox'

H
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o
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gHong Kong establishes

a Facilitation Office
HK Monetary Authority established the FinTech 
Facilitation Office to facilitate the healthy develop-
ment of the FinTech ecosystem in Hong Kong and 
to promote Hong Kong as a FinTech hub in Asia.

#opportunity #2016

P2P Firms Regulation
in Indonesia 
The draft regulation proposed that a Fintech 
company is required to have Rp. 2 billion in working 
capital and is required to show Rp. 2.5 billion 
applying for a business license.

To help maintain Hong Kong's competitiveness as
a financial hub by supporting the development of 
fintech in the banking sector
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Malaysia issues the Fintech  
Regulatory Sandbox 
To experiment with FinTech solutions in a live 
controlled environment which is accompanied by 
the appropriate safeguards

#opportunity
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Establishing an infrastructure 
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Central Banks are also in the FinTech 
game: the UK sets the tone, SE Asian 
regulators are becoming the most 
active and fastest

Central Banks of Asia became the 

most active regulators in the fintech 

space globally: Singapore, Hong Kong, 

India, China, Malaysia, S.Korea, Japan 

launched dozens of useful initiatives 

(licenses, guidelines, sandboxes, incen-

tives etc) to help fintech industry to ma-

ture within the regulated environment.

Most of activities are focused on establishing 
an early stage infrastructure and development, 
to name a few:

However the UK and Europe regulators are still the 
benchmark for the whole world: Open Banking Standard, 
PSD2, Fintech licenses for neo-banks are the most nota-
ble regulation changes in the global fintech industry:

4
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USA
In May, the third and final 
part of the 2012 JOBS Act, 
Regulation Crowdfunding, 
went into effect
Regulation Crowdfunding allows any American 
startup or small business to raise up to $1 million 
from friends, family, and followers on debt and 
equity crowdfunding platforms registered with the 
Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC). 

During the course of the year:

21 debt and equity crowdfunding platforms 
were launched and one, Ufunding Portal, shut 
down by the SEC because it seemed to be 
missing some of the statutory requirements 
required of a funding portal.

Investors committed $19 million to the 186 
campaigns and transfered $17.9 million to the 79 
funded campaigns.

Over 21,000 individual investments were 
recorded for 2016. The average investment was 
$833, and the average number of investors in a 
funded campaign was 331

The average valuation for a funded campaign 
was $5.3 million.

#crowdinvesting #results #USA #2016
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g Financial technology 
start-ups to get a license
to bank
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency  are 
planning to create a new type of banking license (for 
example, trust banks and credit card banks) that will 
allow upstart financial technology companies to 
expand more quickly across the country. A special 
purpose national bank must conduct at least one of 
the following functions: fiduciary activities, receiving 
deposits or lending money. 

The licenses from the Office of the Comptroller of 
the Currency, which oversees many national banks, 
will be available to companies like Square and 
Lending Club that accept deposits, facilitate 
electronic payments or lend money.

Many technology firms have been pushing for some 
sort of new regulatory system that would allow 
them to cut through the patchwork of state and 
federal laws that govern financial activities and make 
it hard to expand nationally.

The OCC acknowledged that Fintech companies’ 
business models vary widely and that therefore each 
application should be reviewed individually. 

#p2p #license  #USA #2016
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Shaping certain sectors

Source: Fintechranking.com

The US fintech market is quite mature and regulated, 
however several initiatives happen there as well, mainly 
aimed on shaping certain sectors within an industry:

Overall trend towards active involvement of Banks and 
Regulators into FinTech industry gives all other players, 
such as entrepreneurs, startups and investors, a clear sign 
that the industry is getting mature and sustainable, and 
can develop further as a stand-alone market, providing 

more opportunities for building new businesses with the 
support of government and existing incumbents on the 
market.
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Asian market is the main driver for the growth
of global Fintech industry in 2016 of ggggglobal Fintech industryyyyy in n 2016 

0,5
1,5

6,3

9,8

2013 2014 2015 2016

Investments in Asian Fintech by year ($B)

257 
DEALS

221
DEALS

156
DEALS

Ant Financial 

$4,5B

Zhong An 

$0,92B

Asian Top 7 financing deals in 2016
Capital invested in 7 companies accounts for 78% of all invested capital in Asia

Note/source: Source: DJ PRO, CB Insights, Life.SREDA VC analysis, Capital IQ

=$7,6B

=78%

invested in top 
7 companies

of all capital
invested in Asia

Company Sector Amount Stage Country

  Payments $4500M Series B China

 Lending $1200M Series B China

 Lending $1000M N/A China

 Lending $449M Late China

 Lending $160M Series B HK

 Lending $153M Series C China

 Lending $150M N/a India

The total invested capitalC in Asian Fintech
continued to grow in 2016, despite few 
mega deals that made >60% of the 2016 
total;

In Asia, almost 70% of dollar investments 
in 2016 went to Chinese companies;

257 deals are counted by Life.SREDA

Fintech in ASIA in 2016
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Diversity of the market:
while China dominate Asian Fintech market
by amount of funding, India is #1 by number
of Fintech deals.
Different fintech verticals started to grow.

Note/source: Source: DJ PRO, CB Insights, Life.SREDA VC analysis, Capital IQ

Investments in Asian Fintech by sector
(by number of companies funded, % )

Regtech

Lending e-Wallets Big Data Insurance

Crowdfuning /investing

Payments Blockchain For SME Remittance

Investments PFM/PFP

Banking

21

13

13 6

6 5

5

5

4

4

3

8

7

Lending e-Wallets Big Data Insurance Banking

India

35%

5%
7%

Japan

6%
China
23%

Singapore

15%

Malaysia
2%

Indonesia

4%
Philippines

3%
Korea

Others

Investments in Asian Fintech by country
(by number of companies funded, %)

Lending, Payments, Wealth management 
and Ewallets are the top 4 sectors
that made almost 50% of all investments
in Asia. 

India, China and Singapore 
are the top 3 countries, where
more than 60% of all fintech
investments went in 2016. 

Interestingly, Pakistan, Laos, Myanmar, 
Bangladesh, Vietnam and Cambodia 
together have 8% of the total Fintech 
funded companies in 2016.
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25% of all deals in Asia are at series B, C
and above ($15M+) and mainly made
in China and India. 

Cheque size # of deals Origination of startups,% Top sectors with such cheque

Disclaimer: almost 25% of companies are not included, due to undisclosed amounts
and very low cheque sizes from accelerators and incubators

$15M – $4.5B 45

Lending Insurance

Payments Other

39% 23% 17% 21%

India

China

Japan

Others

44

42

8
6

$3M – $15M 52
Other

Lending Insurance

17% 57%14% 12%

Big Data
India

Singapore

Indonesia

Others

46

16

11

27

$100K – $3M 87
Other

Payments

Lending

Wealth Management

20% 56%14% 10%

India

Singapore

Thailand

Indonesia 

Others

42

26

8
8

16

The top 45 biggest cheques mostly went to 
Indian and Chinese lending and payment 
companies

Lending, Payments, Insurance received 80% 
of the top largest 45 deals

The second highest cheques mostly went to 
Indian startups  working on payments and big 
data

Companies are mixed, Lending and Big Data 
startups dominate

The third highest cheques mostly went to 
India and Singapore, however, very mixed 
and saturated from everywhere

Wealth management and payments startups 
dominate, but holding only 35% of all invest-
ments
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Investments into Fintech
in South-East Asia Region dropped by 40% 

Top 5 deals ($M)

By georgraphy (%)

2015

2015

2016

2016

2016

60 62

1112

8

6

9

9

9

8

4
4

Singapore

Philippines

Indonesia

Thailand

Vietnam
Others

deals57

245
143

58
M-DAQ
Singapore $82,5M

MatchMove
Singapore $30M

GroupLease
Thailand $30M

ItBit
Singapore $25M

Fastacash
Singapore $15M

Momo
Vietnam $28M

Quoine
Singapore $20M

Funding Societies
Singapore $12.6M

Coins
Philippines $5M

Smart Karma
Singapore $3.5M

2015

Total Fintech
companies

Funded
in 2016 (#)

Funded
in 2016 ($M)

APAC #of deals
Share in Asia

APAC

APAC $$$
of deals

Share in Asia

Singapore’s fintech ecosystem by 1/2017

Payments / Gateway Exchange

mPOS / POS / Developers Payments Blockchain

Payments $40.6M

Big Data /
scoring

$4.5M Remittances
/ for SME

$39.0M mBanking /
e-Wallets

$40.6M PFM / 
comparison

$30.7M Crowdfunding
/ Crowdinvesting

$13.1M Insurance $1M

Blockchain / crypto $35.6M Lending $4.8M Investment / wealth mng $47.6M
SME loans

Invoice fin  / factoring Personal loans

120 32 $81.5M

Total Funding
‘13 – ‘16

$220.3M 4822%

Largest segment Fintech deals
in Asia ’16

Investments /
wealth

management ~257

TToToTotatatallll FiFiFiFintntntececechhhh
companies

FFuFuFu dndndnd dededed
in 2016 (#)

FFuFuFu dndndnd dededed
in 2016 ($M)

APAAPAAPAC #C #C # fofof ddeadeallsls
Share in Asia

APAC

APAAPAAPAC $C $C $$$$$$$$$$
of deals

Share in Asia

TToToTotatatallll FFuFuFu dndndndiininingggg
‘13 – ‘16

LLLaLaLargrgrggesesesttttt sesesegmgmgmg enenenttttt FiFiFiFiFi ttntntntececechhhhh dddedede llalalalsss
in Asia ’16

Investments /

Total investments
and deals number ($M and # deals)
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Number of rounds and Amount of capital
invested in blockchain (# and $B)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

3 83

344

458
54212

31

54

99
119

Blockchain market
analysis , 2016

Major Acquisitions in 2016

undisclosed

undisclosed

undisclosed

undisclosed

undisclosed

undisclosed

There is a decreasing
tendency towards launching
new blockchain companies:

 2016 169
 2015 221
 2014 233
  new companies launched

There is an increase
in investment rounds:

 2016 119
 2015 99
 2014 54
  rounds

There is an even sharper 
increase in funding:

 2016 $542M
 2015 $458M
 2014 $344M
  invested

all
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Investment traction.
Rise of sustainable businesses
that raise a large investments

VC investment traction.
cheques are up due to rise
of later stage investments

In 2016, investments in later stages grew significantly, 
seed investments decreased in overall funding
from 69% in 2015 to 57% in 2016

Number of rounds by stage (%) Funding by stage ($M)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

100

57

22

13

72

14

12
2

71

9

17

69

12

15

Seed

Series A

Series B

Series C+

Other

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Seed

Early

Late

53

306

60

33

203

598
9

97

50

Amount of funding to later stage companies grew 
significantly,shows that seed companies are 
showing solid results and get big funding after

Note/source: Source: Crunchbase, CB insights, Life.SREDA analysis, Tracxn report

Average cheque size ($M)
Average deal sizes and tickets to equity grew in 
2016; companies that reach later stage rounds 
receive huge equity investments.

Funnel view of sector
Today, the market consists of <800 blockchain 
companies, 30% (=225) have received any type of 
funding, 19% of those (=43) ave reached round A, 16% 
of those (=16) have reached round B.

2012

1,3 1,7 0,7

7,9

17
19,9

9,4

55

1,4

9
12,4           

2013

Seed

Round A

Round B

2014 2015 2016
Founded Series A Series B Late M&A, IPO

~ 775
companies

100%

29%

19% 16% 29% 8 companies
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Top 23 transactions make more than 85% of value in 2016

Top 23 Blockchain financing transactions

1

2

3

4 

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Circle

Ripple

Blockstream

Bitfury

Bitflyer

Quoine

Coibase

Gem

Simplex

Symbiont

Tech Bureau

Zaif

Lisk

BlockStack

Elliptic

Bitt

Chronicled

Equibit

OB1

OpenBazaar

Bitpesa

Streami

Bitso

Money transfer service using blockchain

Internet protocol for remittance, transfer of  any currency

Technology to extend bitcoin’s functionality into things like stock trades or contracts

Bitcoin blockchain security and infrastructure provider

Japanese bitcoin exchange 

Trading platform  for margin and algo trading 

Open Source cryptographic protocol for bitcoin usage

Developer of API platform that simplifies integrating bitcoin into apps and services

Enabling crypto currency businesses to accept credit cards with zero Chargeback risk

A platform that allows financial market participants 
to create programmable versions of traditional securities 

IT tech lab

Bitcoin exchange

Platform for decentralized applications written in Javascript

Developer platform for app

Digital currency services

A global asset exchange with a core focus on security

Open system of authenticity and transfer of assets

Blockchain services for enterprises, voting 

Trading platform

Network of buyers and sellers to sell their goods and services directly

Remittance platform with bitcoin for payments

Blockchain based solutions for remittances

Mexican Bitcoin exchange

$110M

$90.5M

$76M

$110M

$32M

$22M

$117M

$10.4M

$8.4M

$8.3M

$6.5M

$6.7M

$5.7M

$5M

$7M

$5.5M

$3.4M

$3M

$3M

$4M

$3.6M

$2M

$1.9M

$60M

$55M

$55M

$30M

$27M

$20M

$10.5M

$7.1M

$7M

$7M

$6.5M

$6.2M

$5.7M

$5M

$5M

$4M

$3,4M

$3M

$3M

$3M

$2.5M

$2M

$1.8M

US

US

Canada

US

Japan

Singapore

US

US

Israel

US

Japan

Japan

Germany

Philippines

UK

NZ

US

Canada

US

US

Kenya

Korea

Mexico

Remittance

Remittance

Bitcoin

Security

Exchange

Finance

Info, bitcoin

Developers

Payments

Software

Developers

Finance

Developers

Banking 

Bitcoin

Payments

Hardware

Finance

E-commerce

Consumers

Remittance

Blockchain

Exchange

#  Name  Brief  Total  Last Round  Country  Sector 

Top cheques are
not geographically linked, 
the market is competitive 
and saturating globally;

Other countries
13%

THE TOP
DEALS

North America
43% 

35%
Asia

Europe
9%

The top sectors are
predominantly in 
finance and technological
solutions (Blockstream,
Bitfury, etc)
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The Top 7 Cryptocurrencies All Gained in 2016

Selected Bitcoin market moving
events in 2016

Bitcoin Price

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

400

600

800

1000

$

Ether Price

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

0

10

20

30

$

Ripple  Price

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

0,004

0,006

0,008

0,01

$

Bitcoin $16,165,188,966 $1000.39 16,158,887 BTC

Ethereum $1,005,680,640 $11.32 88,808,880 ETH

Ripple $233,841,026 $0.006312 37,044,533,660 XRP*

Litecoin $187,455,912 $3.77 49,755,256 LTC

Monero $172,290,250 $12.37 13,932,352 XMR

Dash $120,005,666 $16.91 7,095,637 DASH

Ethereum Classic $108,413,703 $1.22 88,767,647 ETC

Name Market cap Price ($ USD) Available Supply

Bitcoin
– global circumstances 
such as devaluation of the 
Chinese yuan, the UK's 
decision to leave the EU,�
Trump presidency all led 
to support of prices and 
trading volume grow;

Ethereum
– more than 2,000% 
increase over the first six 
months of the year and a 
nearly 300% increase for 
the calendar year. The 
most significant factors in 
the instability of the ether 
price were�the DAO hack

Ripple
– did show significant 
potential for growth and 
currently has the second 
highest market capitaliza-
tion among cryptocurren-
cies. The largest spike in 
September followed �
funding�from Standard 
Chartered and Siam 
Capital.
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Amount of blockchain related
companies, %

Top funded business models

Blockchain companies by geography 

22

3

6
88

1111

14

17

Financial
services

Technology

Enterprise

Consumer

55%

29%

13%
2%

11%
Europe

North
America

48%

30%
Global

11%
Others

Global

>80 cases of blockchain usage revealed 
main fields and scenarios of implementation 
– Financial services, optimization

55% of capital went to financial services 
related blockchain startups;

North America is dominated 

Blockchain potential
by sectors and geo

Geo and business models
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Number of rounds (#) and amount of capital
invested in Insurance quarterly ($B)

Insurtech market decreased by 34%
in 2016, while the number of deals
increased by 25%

Q1

78 37
110 56 114

311

1727

198
124

189

384

210

390

190
280

790

Q2 Q3

2013 2014 2015 2016

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

-31% +165%

-34%+236%

747

281

1650

2510

Zhong An
$981M

Insurtech
market analysis , 2016

Today, the market consists of 
<1400  the launching 
tendency is decreasing, almost 300 
companies founded in 2015, 
40% less in 2016

In 2015, the pike was mainly 
because of a large Chinese deal – 
Zhong An, that made almost 
40% of the whole year’s funding 
amount

There is an increase in investment 
rounds: 

in 2014 – 54 rounds;
in 2015 – 125 rounds;
in 2016 – 157 rounds.
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Insurance deals by geography

46% US

Other 13%

8% India
Germany 8%

UK 6%

France 5%

Canada 4%

Australia 3%

China 3%

Brazil 2%

Israel 2%

Exits Largest Deals

IPO

IPO

IPO

IPO

$674M

$636M

$452M

$167M

$400M

$160M

$80M

$25,5M

$15M

Q4’16

Q3’16

Q3’16

US is still the absolute leader 
in the Insurtech industry 
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Chapter 1. E-Wallets

Mobile wallets are compelling much 
attention. Although this attention is 

still in the form of questions about the 

value that wallets deliver to clients and 

their business results, rather than the 

confidence in their success and ability 

to compete with banks and payment 

systems. It is more important and 

interesting where mobile wallet players 

will move further, than their current 

performance.

Among the players who are able to 
present real results (value for end 
clients and merchants, diversity of 
products, stable revenue flows, usage 
frequency), it is worth noting only 
the historic giant PayPal and Chinese 
AliPay and WeChatPay. However, the 

two latter (as well as other Chinese fin-

techs) have another problem – expan-

sion to foreign markets. Thus far, they 

have been expanding abroad through 

Chinese tourists, who travel a lot, spend 

a lot, gradually making local mer-

chants and banks add Chinese wallets 

to payment options. For local clients 

these wallets bring no value. This opens 

opportunities for local players, who 

adapt for and understand these markets 

better, to develop and get acquired by 

Chinese giants.

Payment solutions ApplePay, Google 
Wallet, Android Pay and Samsung Pay 
are still crude. All they offer is to link a 

bank card and pay with a phone. They 

are largely used by geeks and other 

early adopters who are either used 

to test everything new or just want to 

feel themselves more tech-savvy and 

innovational than their peers. Cash-

backs and discounts boost the usage of 

these wallets, but only for the campaign 

period. Overall, there is no country 

where introduction of these solutions 

have brought any critical changes to 

everyday spending habits.

Today the main thing these products 
are competing in is geographical 
coverage. ApplePay is available at X 
markets, Google Wallet – Y, Android 
Pay – 9 (US, UK, Poland, Ireland, Singa-

pore, Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, New 

Zealand), Samsung Pay – Z. Sooner or 

later the question will arise what value 

they actually deliver to their users. If 

they do not succeed to expand their 

functionality like, for instance, PayP-
al (after its divestiture from eBay the 

payment giant has grown significantly 

in both functionality and the frequency 

and quality of new products introduc-

tion), then they will only be able to 

grow through acquisitions of mobile 

banks (which show smaller numbers 

but better quality of solutions), online 

remittance services, mPOS-acquirers…

They are to face this issue already at the 

end of 2017.

Other smartphone producers are also 
entering the game (Xiaomi, Huawei). It 
is probable that Oppo, LeEco and other 

fast-growing producers will join them. 

The client base share of each player 

will be quickly decreasing. In contrast, 

the product differentiation and quality 

will be the main factor and will keep 

increasing. This will be a good period 

for M&A and consolidation in the sector.

Apart from China, the only country 
where we see a massive boost of 
e-wallets is India (startups there are 

growing their customer bases now 
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and will not show the China’s mon-

etization level for another 2-3 years). 

There are more than 10 big players in 

India already. All of them have shown 

impressive results both in terms of 

client base growth and funds raised. 

Paytm (AliPay/Alibaba among inves-

tors) - $1B in transactions, 177M users 

(147M active during the year, 80M in 

December 2016), 2M merchants; plan-

ning to launch their own digital bank; 

recently raised $60M with valuation of 

$4,83B. Mobiqwik – 30M users, 75K 

merchants; raised $90M. FreeCharge – 

100K merchants. Ola Money (by “Indian 

Uber” Ola) is thinking of using an offline 

network of its taxi drivers to deliver fi-

nancial services and build a proprietary 

wifi-network.

All the players there are actively 
developing through an intensive in-
tegration of online and offline (O2O) 
– this model is demandable all over 
the Asia. Alongside a rapid growth of 

e-commerce, a shift from cash-on-de-

livery to wallet-on-delivery is in process 

(now more than 80% of payments are 

done via cash-on-delivery). Taiwanese 

Mountain Capital (subsidiary of Medi-

atek) and Japanese holding GMO are 

investing massively in both e-wallets 

and online acquiring in the country. 

As well as in China, there is a problem 
of global expansion in India. Foreign 

players are entering Asian markets, but 

not vice versa. Paytm has not inte-

grated with its shareholder AliPay yet. 

Neither has it plans to expand to other 

countries. However, there are plenty 

similar underbanked markets world-

wide. For instance, Indonesia and Viet-

nam (local player MoMo acquired 2.5M 

clients, among which 1M use not only 

payments, but also a wallet; it raised 

$5.7M, than $3M from Goldman Sachs 

and $25M from Standard Chartered), 

Thailand, Myanmar, Latin American and 

African countries (local telecom opera-

tor Net1 invested $40M in Indian wallet 

Mobiqwik).

Paytm (India)

Paytm is the largest ecommerce base 

and payment system launched in 2010 

and headquartered in Noida, India. Its 

Paytm Wallet, which was founded in 

2014, became the largest mobile ser-

vice platform in India. [1] 

Speaking about performance in 2016, 

the company registered 1B transac-
tions, with a growth of more than 
45% in its total number of users, 

the company in its official blog said 

it enjoys a user base of 177 million in 

December versus 122 million in Janu-

ary. The company has over 2 million 
registered merchants on its platform 
and has 147 million active transacting 
users. Its mobile share was 89 percent 

in 2016 versus 72 percent in 2015, out 

of which nearly 70 percent was through 

Android devices. Paytm also claimed 

a 12x growth in offline commerce and 

claimed a share of 26 percent in overall 

digital payments in 2016.

2016 highlights:

• 147M Transacting users in 2016

• 2B user sessions

• 200M unique visitors on app+web

• 80M monthly active users in Dec

Throughout the year, Paytm has en-
tered into tons of news partnerships 
with companies from very different 
backgrounds. For instance, it partnered 

with Delhi metro [2] to offer its payments 

processing; with tens of pawnshop 
chains and shops [3] to allow its transac-

tions go through a platform; with tens 

of service [4] providers [5] and internet 
services [6], who started offering Paytm 

payment methods; with hundreds of 
canteens and restaurants, who teamed 

up with Paytm [7]; thousands of street 
vendors this year moved to adapt 

cashless payment options with Paytm. [8] 

Additionally, Paytm has partnered with 

over 50 startup accelerators, co-work-

ing spaces and incubators across India [9] 

and many others. 

Also, Paytm this year has confirmed 

a new funding of $60 million, from 

Mountain Capital, the investment arm 

of Taiwan’s semiconductor company 

Mediatek. The strategic funding was 

made at a $4.83 billion valuation, and 

Paytm plans to use to launch one more 

financial service, a digital bank for 

consumers both to save and borrow 

money. The company aims to invest 
into “expansion and scaling up” of its 
existing lines of business in payments 
and commerce. Now, that business 

includes the ability to book and pay for 

events, your utility bills, your on-de-

mand ride, your hotels and flights, 

and a plethora of physical goods in an 

Amazon-style marketplace. 

Also, it plans to use the investment 
to build and launch its newest service: 
Paytm Payments Bank, a new online 

bank that the company has quietly been 

working on for many months now. [10]

And “the bank strategy” is particularly 

interesting: if you are already using Pay-

tm as a way of holding and spending 

your money for specific services and 

goods, Paytm can expand its one-stop-

shop presence by also creating a place 

to save or borrow money, too. 

To this end, in December Paytm as 
per directions of the Reserve Bank 
of India, has transferred its wallet 
business to the newly incorporated 
Paytm Payments Bank ltd after receipt 
of necessary approvals. [11] RBI had 

issued an in-principle payments bank 
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license to Vijay Sharma, chief executive 

of One97 Communications, last year. 

Paytm Payments Bank is in the process 

of obtaining the final license from RBI 

to start operations.

In terms of launching new products, 

Paytm made many interesting proj-

ects as well. At first, Paytm launched 
India’s first app POS allowing all small 
and medium merchants to accept all 
card payments including Rupay, Visa, 

MasterCard and Maestro. [12] At second, it 

launched a series of consolidated 

programs to achieve a master ecosys-

tem for the sellers such as cataloguing 
services, financing opportunities, and 
documentation among others. [13] Last-

ly, Paytm launched ‘Wallet on Delivery’ 
(WoD), which will allow users to pay on 

delivery by using their e-wallet. [14]

MobiKwik (India)

MobiKwik is another large mobile pay-

ment solution in India, connecting 30 
million users with 75,000+ retailers. 
Founded in 2009 by Bipin Preet Singh 

and Upasana Taku, the company has 

raised three rounds of funding from 

Sequoia Capital, American Express, Tree 

Line Asia, MediaTek, GMO Payment 

Gateway and Cisco Investments. Com-
pared to Paytm, MobiKwik (as well as 
FreeCharge) doesn’t sell any products 
through its website. However, it sells 

cashback and discount coupons. With 

MobiKwik you can pay at many web-

sites using its wallet and get cashback.

This year was bright for MobiKwik in 

terms of investments and metrics re-

vealed. At first, it has raised about $50M 

in capital round led by Japan’s GMO 

payment gateway and Taiwanese Medi-

atek, the same investor in Paytm. Also, 

the Series – C round, which closed last 

month, also saw participation from 

Sequoia capital and Asian Hedge fund – 

Tree Line Asia. [15] 

At second, further in August, MobiK-
wik received a $40 million strategic 
investment from Net1, a mobile pay-
ment firm specializing in solutions for 
the unbanked. Net1 has been listed on 

the NASDAQ since 2005 and is valued 

at around $480 million. As part of the 

deal, South Africa-based Net1, which 

is also public on the Johannesburg 

stock exchange, will integrate its ‘vir-

tual card’ technology into MobiKwik’s 

wallet app to help its 100,000 merchant 

partners get access to a wider selection 

of payments. The technology works by 

creating a virtual card — as the name 

implies — using a mobile phone as the 

identity in order to process transac-

tions like a physical credit card. [16]

Among the features launched this 

year, Mobikwik announced that users 
across the country will be able to pay 
their utility and convenience bills 

using its wallet. This came after the 

company has got in-principle approval 

from the Reserve Bank of India to set 

up a Bharat Bill Payments Operating 

Unit (BBPOU). It will now be integrated 

with Bharat Bill Payment System (BBPS), 

a bill payment system by NPCI, offer-

ing inter-operable and accessible bill 

payment service to customers through 

a network of agents. [17]

Lastly, Mobikwik’s Big Basket, India’s 

largest online supermarket that offers 

over 20,000 products from over 1000 

brands and is present in 25 cities across 

the country announced that it has 
registered 5000% growth on trans-
actions. [18] For reminder, MobiKwik is 

powering payments for IRCTC, Uber, 

Meru Cabs, Big Bazaar, OYO Rooms, 

Zomato, PVR, Archies, WHSmith India, 

BookMyShow, Grofers, Big Basket, 

Domino's, Burger King, Pizza Hut, eBay, 

ShopClues, Myntra, Jabong, Pepperfry, 

Barista, Food Panda, nearbuy, Van Heu-

sen, Allen Solly, Louis Phillips, GoDad-

dy, MakeMyTrip, Cleartrip, and Yatra.

FreeCharge (India)

FreeCharge is a provider of an online 
platform for cell phone recharge, 
utility payments, and promotions, 
founded in 2010 and based in Ben-
galuru. The company partners with 

various telecom companies to give 

customers discount coupons in return 

for every recharge or payment done 

on the website. Up to date, it has also 

crossed the 1,00,000-merchants mark 

on its platform.  

In terms of new partnerships, it's been 

a lot track for FreeCharge and we saw 

quite few important to mention. Start-

ing from the main one, FreeCharge 
launched an e-wallet insurance plan 
for all its users, both consumers and 
merchants in partnership with Reli-
ance General Insurance Company to 

be offered free of cost to all FreeCharge 

users. With this move, FreeCharge 

takes a big step in proactively ad-

dressing consumer concern around 

the usage and security of e-wallets, 

safeguarding the money of the con-

sumer in the event of theft or loss of 
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his/her phone. This also became a truly 

advantage compared to Paytm and 

Mobikwik. [19] 

At second, FreeCharge teamed up 
with IOCL Indian Oil Corporation 
Limited (IOCL) for cashless payments 
for LPG cylinder deliveries across the 
country.  The pilot project for this is 

already live with multiple distributors 

in Bangalore, Chandigarh, Raipur and 

Kolkata. By the end of March 2017, the 

project is expected to cover the entire 

IOCL network comprising nearly 8000 

dealerships across India. Once the roll 

out is complete, every IOCL consum-

er will have the option to pay for the 

LPG deliveries using their FreeCharge 

wallet. [20]

At third, FreeCharge teamed up with 
MTNLBSE (Mahanagar Telephone 
Nigam) to provide a swift and secure 
way to make cashless payments for 
MTNL bills in Mumbai.  FreeCharge 
now also offers features like auto-en-
roll and bill reminders so that MTNL 
customers don’t have to worry about 
forgetting bill due dates and incurring 
late fee charges on delayed pay-
ments. [21] 

At fourth, FreeCharge teamed up with 
auto rickshaw aggregator Jugnoo to 
ease the payment process of com-
muters through its swift and secure 

wallet. This partnership enables more 

than 12, 000 auto-rickshaws across 

40 cities in India to go cashless by 

opting the FreeCharge wallet option. 

It now helps in augmenting Jugnoo's 

services and maximizing its business 

reach across the subcontinent. With this 

partnership, FreeCharge strengthens its 

presence across tier II and tier III cities 

in India, encouraging commuters to go 

cashless for their daily commute. 

At fifth, FreeCharge teamed up with 
Mumbai Police for collection of traffic 
fines in a cashless manner through 
the FreeCharge wallet, said the com-
pany in a statement. [22]  FreeCharge 

said that close to 500 e-challan devices 

have been rolled out to various traf-

fic chowkies across the city. Once an 

offender is caught violating any rule, an 

e-challan will be generated against the 

vehicle registra-

tion number. The 

challan would also 

be sent to person’s 

mobile phone 

immediately. The 

user can log on to 

www.mumbaipo-

lice.net, enter their 

challan or vehicle 

number and pay 

using FreeCharge 

on the payments 

page. 

State Bank Buddy (India)

State Bank of India(SBI) launched its 
payment app, SBI Buddy in the begin-
ning of 2016, as a semi-closed prepaid 
wallet which is used to transfer mon-
ey to other payment wallets, bank 
accounts anywhere at any time. [23] The 

app also allows you to make payments 

at shopping malls and recharge and 

pay bills. The biggest highlight for the 

Buddy App is that it is backed by the 

banking giant, government-owned, 

State Bank of India. Currently SBI's 

mobile wallets has 5 million downloads 

on the Google Play Store, according to 

Mashable.

What’s interesting about this e-wallet 

and a parent bank is that they publicly 

say “No to the Paytm wallets”. Accord-

ing to the officials at SBI, people using 
SBI’s Internet banking can no longer 
transfer money to their Paytm wal-
lets. Instead, it recommends its user to 

use ‘State Bank Buddy mobile’, its own 

wallet. 

Earlier, Paytm founder Vijay Shekhar 
Sharma had shared a picture outside 
an SBI branch, where a banner had 
compared SBI Buddy’s feature to Pay-
tm. In banners, SBI compares its Buddy 

app to Paytm and highlights the fact 
that Paytm is partly owned by Chinese 
company Alibaba, which has Jack Ma 

at its helm. It also claims on people's 

scepticism, saying that while Paytm is 

not secure, Buddy is "fully secure as 
owned by State Bank of India. The 

banners also compare the amount the 

two apps charge for transfers. [24]
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Ola Money (India)

Ola Money started as a way to pay for 

your Ola rides, but the taxi aggregator 

quickly realised that there were a lot of 

other ways in which it could be useful. 
The wallet is accepted across a variety 
of partners, both online and offline, as 
well as for recharges and P2P trans-
fers to your contacts. And of course, 

you can still use it to pay your cab fare. 

In general, the range of partnerships 

available for Ola is less than that with 

the top three entries in the list, but it's 

ahead of most other options, and if you 

also use Ola a lot, then it's very conve-

nient to keep your Ola Money topped 

up.

As Ola is still starting off, it still signs 

new clients predominantly, for in-
stance, this year it announced that 
its partnership with leading online 
marketplaces eBay, YepMe and Ask-
meBazaar to enable its users to pay 
with one touch from their Ola Money 
wallet. At the time of payment on any 

of these platforms, both web and app, 

customers will get to choose Ola Mon-

ey as one of their payment options. [25]

Additionally, Ola has announced that 
it has entered into an agreement with 
German automobile manufacturer 
BMW for improving Ola’s luxury mo-
bility segment. Under the deal, BMW 

India will offer cab operators a 360 

degree solution that covers both pre 

and post sales ownership with support 

throughout the vehicle’s lifecycle. [26] 

Further BMW Financial Services India 
will provide 100% financing for upto 
4 years at low interest rates. The 

agreement also has provisions for BMW 

certified instructors who will train cab 

operators on auto safety systems and 

technology. This follows Ola's deal with 

SUV manufacturer, Mahindra & Mahin-

dra that was announced earlier in 2016.

In terms of launching new products, 

Ola has also launched Ola Credit – a 
postpaid service which allows users 
to pay later for their rides. The project 

gives customers 7 days of credit on 

rides and can be repaid via net bank-

ing, debit or credit cards through Ola 

Money e-wallet which is integrated into 

the app. [27]

Airtel Money (India)

Airtel India is the largest provider of 

mobile telephony and second largest 

provider of fixed telephony in India, 

and is also a provider of broadband 

and subscription television services. 

The company has a submarine cable 

landing station at Chennai, with a con-

nection to Singapore. As of September 

2016, Airtel has 255.73 million subscrib-

ers with a market share of 24.7% in the 

Indian telephony market.

What’s important here, is that Airtel 
has launched the first of India's new 
wave - 'payments bank'. In a bid to take 

advantage of the mobile revolution to 

increase financial inclusion, last year In-

dia's government granted Airtel, along 

with others such as Paytm and the 

Department of Posts, so-called 'pay-

ments bank' licences. From now on, 
Airtle can take on traditional lenders, 
and able to take deposits of up to Rs 
1 lakh, issue debit and ATM cards, and 
facilitate online transactions - but is 
not allowed to lend money.
 

Airtel Payments Bank has now become 

the first of the new breed to open up to 

the public through a pilot in Rajasthan 

to test its systems ahead of a coun-

try-wide launch. Taking advantage of its 

vast retail network in the state, Airtel is 

inviting customers in towns and villages 

to open bank accounts using just their 

government Aadhaar ID number in one 

of its 10,000 stores, which will also act 

as banking points. Airtel mobile num-

bers will act as account numbers. [28]

Momo (Vietnam)

Momo offers two services in Viet-

nam: a mobile wallet and payment 
app, launched in tandem with Stan-
dard Chartered Bank last year [29], 
and a “branch-less” banking service 
for those without a traditional bank 
account. The company claims to have 

2.5 million customers, one million of 

whom use the e-wallet. Momo is look-
ing to take advantage of those con-
ditions and use tech, and mobile in 
particular, as the vehicle for payments 
and banking in the country, where 

credit card adoption is low and bank-

ing services don’t often cover remote 

areas. The company draws inspiration 

from payment services like Alipay 

in China, which counts 500 million 

registered users, and celebrated mobile 

banking platforms like MPesa in Africa.
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To this end, weeks after U.S. VC firm 

500 Startups announced a fund for the 

country [30], Vietnam-based fintech 

company Momo has landed a $28 
million investment round from bank-
ing giants Standard Chartered (SCB) 
and Goldman Sachs. [31] Standard Char-

tered Private Equity (SCPE), the PE arm 

of SCB, put in $25 million to lead the 

round, while Goldman, which invest-

ed $5.7 million back in 2013, added a 

further $3 million.

Google Wallet (US)

Google Wallet is an independent from 

AndroidPay unit, and is a peer-to-peer 

payments service developed by Goo-

gle that allows people to send and 

receive money from a mobile device 

or desktop computer at no cost to 

either sender or receiver. Compared to 

AndroidPay, Google wallet it actually is 

available on iOS and via Gmail. 

One of the main results of the year from 

Google Wallet was the taking down its 
Google Wallet Card service. The card, 

which was linked to the user’s Google 

Wallet account balance, launched in 

2014 in an effort to help people make 

purchases in stores and also provide 

Google with data on what people buy 

offline. The card was officially shut 

down on June 30th. [32] The closure 
came as parent company Alphabet 
has focused on reining in its less prof-
itable divisions. Ex-executives said as 
recently as 2013 that Google Wallet 
loses money [33] on each transaction 
because of the high fees it pays credit 
card companies. [34]

Second notable feature was an update 
of Google Wallet mobile app, which 
now allows automatic transfers to 
your bank account. That is, transfers 

will no longer require you to cash out 

money from your Wallet balance first. 

This will speed up the time it takes for 

Wallet users to gain access to their 

cash, something that has been slower 

in the past. Users will now be able to 

select a bank account or debit card for 

automatic transfers within the app or 

via the web. Once enabled, you won’t 

have to manually “cash out” money 

from your Wallet balance – it will just 

automatically become available. [35]

AndroidPay (US)

On February 23, 2015, Google an-

nounced that it would acquire the intel-

lectual property of the carrier-backed 

competitor Softcard and integrate it 

into Google Wallet, and that AT&T Mo-

bility, T-Mobile US, and Verizon Wireless 

would bundle the Google Wallet app on 

their compatible devices. The effective 
merger resulted in the new service 
known as Android Pay, a competitor 
to Apple Pay and similar NFC mobile 
payment service.

This year it had a strong and impressive 

expansion strategy, and landed in 8 

new countries. Only during the last 9 

months there’s been so much success. 

For example, it launched in the UK, 
with Bank of Scotland, First Direct, 
Halifax, HSBC, Lloyds Bank, M&S 
Bank, MBNA and Nationwide Building 
Society now offering their customers 

the option to link MasterCard and Visa 

credit and debit cards. UK became the 
second destination of AndroidPay 

after launch in the USA in September 

2015. 

The third destination of AndroidPay was 
Singapore, where DBS/POSB, OCBC, 
UOB and Standard Chartered became 

the first banks to support Android Pay 

in Singapore. Any Android device with 

NFC will be able to use Android Pay as 

long as it can download the app from 

Google Play Store. Yes, that means even 

your older Android phones. Just make 

sure they’re running KitKat 4.4 and 

on. [36]

The fourth market for AndroidPay 

became Australia. Unlike its Apple and 

Samsung digital wallet rivals, which 

launched with one or two banking 

partners, Android Pay is compatible 

with 28 financial institutions, including 

ANZ, Macquarie, and Beyond Bank, and 

many others. [37]

The fifth place for AndroidPay became 
Hong Kong. Mastercard is working with 

major card issuing institutions, includ-

ing DBS Bank, Dah Sing Bank, Hang 

Seng Bank, HSBC, Standard Chartered 

Bank and The Bank of East Asia Limited, 

to enable Mastercard cardholders in 

Hong Kong to use their Android smart-

phones for everyday purchases, both 

in-store and in-app. [38] 

The sixth place became Poland,  
launches with support from Mas-
tercard and Visa along with Alior 
Bank, Bank Zachodni WBK and T-Mo-
bile Banking Services. mBank will 
be supported soon, Google says, 
“along with more banks in the coming 
months”. Supporting retailers include 
Caffe Nero, Carrefour, Costa Coffee, 
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Delikatesy Centrum, Inglot, KFC, Lidl, 
McDonald’s, Pizza Hut, Netto, Ross-
mann, Spar and Starbucks. [39]

The seventh market was New Zealand 
with narrow initial focus for custom-
ers of BNZ bank who own a Visa Flexi 
debit card. Customers are now able to 

use Android Pay everywhere contact-

less payments are accepted, including 

shops like The Warehouse, Domino’s, 

BP, BurgerFuel, McDonalds, Vodafone 

and many others. [40]

The eighth market became Ireland, 
with support from Visa and Mas-
tercard and banks AIB and KBC. [41] 

Customers are now able to use Android 

Pay at thousands of retail locations 

throughout Ireland that accept con-

tactless payments. This includes shops 

like Eason, McDonald’s, Tesco, SPAR, 

and much more -- take a look here 

for more places where you can use 

Android Pay. [42]

The last new market added turned 
to be Japan, launching with Rakuten 

Edy, so customers can use at over 

470,000 locations in Japan that accept 

Rakuten Edy eMoney - including shops 

like Bic Camera, Family Mart, Lawson, 

McDonald's and Yodobashi Camera. 

AndroidPay plans to continue working 

with FeliCa Networks to support more 

eMoney providers and are working with 

payments companies like The Bank of 

Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ. 

Additionally, as we noticed, Google set 

to rival other payment processing solu-

tions like Paypal’s OneTouch, ApplePay 

etc. Thus, it has started partnering with 

Visa and Mastercard to enable support 

for its Android Pay mobile payments 

service across more sites. The tie-up 

will see Android Pay, which lets mobile 

users make payments while shopping 

online by entering a single password or 

authorizing them with their fingerprints, 

work on ‘hundreds of thousands of new 

sites’ where Visa Checkout or Master-

pass wallet transactions are accepted.

Lastly, Google launched a marketing 

program in the US to boost the usage 

of Android Pay, Some Android users 

are being gifted rewards like a free 

Chromecast or free songs, movies, 

or subscriptions on Google Play in 

exchange for using Android Pay at lo-

cal stores. The name “Tap 10,” mean-

while, refers to the promotion’s goal of 

getting users to make 10 such mobile 

payments before the promo wraps 

up, which will be at the end of next 

month. [43]

SamsungPay (South Korea)

Samsung Pay first launched in the 

vendor’s home market of South Korea 

in August 2015 before debuting next 

in the US. By the end of 2016 It was 

available in a total of eleven markets. 

The others are Australia, Brazil, China, 

Singapore, Spain, Russia, Canada, Thai-

land and Puerto Rico.

Samsung Pay bills itself as “the most 

widely accepted mobile payment sys-

tem” because unlike rivals such as Ap-

ple Pay and Android Pay, it also works 

with older point of sale terminals, as 

well as newer, contactless ones. It also 

highlighted in its roundup that it has 

440 bank partners, which have issued 

virtual versions of their cards that can 

be added to the Samsung Pay wallet. [44]

By the end of the August, the com-

pany said it had reached 100 million 
transactions globally. Finally, Samsung 

trotted out two statistics specific to its 

domestic market, which is likely to be 

the place where it is most popular. The 

volume of transactions since Sam-

sung Pay’s launch in South Korea has 

reached KRW 2 trillion ($1.67 billion). 

Also, 25% of its transactions were 

made online rather than at the point of 

sale.

To get the idea of the company’s 

growth rate, compare the numbers 

above to those it revealed in Octo-

ber: more than 500 banks and credit 
unions, representing nearly 85% of the 
US debit card and credit card market; 
the transaction volume of more than 
$2B in South Korea. [45]
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ApplePay (US)

Launched in 2014, Apple Pay has been 

gaining users rapidly. Before 2016 it 

operated in the US, the UK, Canada 

and Australia. This year the payment 

solution launched in China, Singa-

pore, Switzerland, France, Hong Kong, 

Russia, New Zealand, Japan and Spain. 

It also has had the plans to launch in 

Taiwan, Germany, Poland and South 

Korea.

At Recode’s Code Commerce Confer-

ence, Jennifer Bailey, vice-president of 

Apple Pay, said that more than 35.0% 
of US retailers accept the mobile 
payment service, accounting for 

approximately 4.0 million locations, 

and expects the adoption rate to rise 
to 67.0% next year. Apple Pay transac-
tions rose 500.0% YoY (year-over-year) 

in fiscal 4Q16. In fiscal 3Q16, Apple Pay 

saw a 400.0% YoY growth in monthly 
users. The total number of Apple Pay 

transactions was higher in September 
2016 than fiscal 2015. [46]

Recently, Apple Pay has integrated 
with Square Cash virtual cards. That 

allows Square Cash users to pay for 

products where Apple Pay is accept-

ed. [47] In the fall, Apple also expanded 
the payment service to the web, 

allowing customers on mobile phones 

and desktop computers using Apple's 

Safari web browser. [48]

AliPay (China)

Alibaba Group launched alipay.com in 

China in 2004. Alipay has the biggest 

market share in China with 450 million 
users and processes 175 million 
transactions a day, of which more than 

60 percent are made through a mobile 

device. [49] The company operates with 

more than 65 financial institutions in-

cluding Visa and MasterCard to provide 

payment services for Taobao and Tmall 

as well as more than 460,000 Chinese 
businesses. Internationally, more than 

300 worldwide merchants use Alipay 

to sell directly to consumers in China. 

It currently supports transactions in 14 

major foreign currencies.

Alipay has taken steps to expand 

its in-person acceptance overseas, 

through partnerships with major pro-

cessors in Europe and North America. [50] 

Earlier this year, the wallet partnered 
with mobile payments platform Zapper 

in the UK, and signed a memorandum 

of understanding (MOU) to begin of-

fering payments in Australia. It has held 

talks with French department stores, set 

a deal with French insurance agency 

Axa Group to sell travel insurance to 

Alipay's users, and is working with Ger-

man banking software company Wire-

card AG to support its mobile payment 

service in 69 stores at Munich Airport. 

The Alipay service is also being inte-

grated into terminals from Concardis, 

a payments provider for merchants 

in German-speaking Europe. French 

payment terminal supplier Ingenico 

announced in August an expanded deal 

with Alipay to allow merchants across 

Europe to use Ingenico's payment 

gateway to accept payments from 

Alipay users visiting the region. In the 

United States Alipay entered the market 

through partnerships with payment 

processors First Data and Verifone.

Instead of seeking to go head-to-head 

with major payments players outside 

its home market, Alipay targets the 

fast-growing Chinese tourism market, 

which numbered 117 million travelers in 

2014, according to the United Nations 

World Tourism Organization, and is 

forecast to double by 2020. [51]

Mi Pay by Xiaomi (China)

In September, Chinese smartphone 

maker Xiaomi launched its Mi Pay NFC-

based mobile payments service in its 

domestic market, in collaboration with 

bankcard association China UnionPay. 

It initially supported debit and credit 

cards from a total of 20 banks, as well 

as public transportation cards from six 

cities across the country. [52] However, It 

really only works on one of its phones, 

the Xia omi Mi 5. That's because the Mi 

5 is really the only phone in Xiaomi's 

lineup that supports NFC. [53]
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Traditional brick-and-mortar banks 
are often skeptical about challenger 
and neobanks and think they can eas-
ily copy all the perks of newcomers, 
thereby staying on top of the market. 
This is not quite right. The difference is 

the same as between a traditional car 

stuffed with an electric engine and Tesla. 

First, innovational solutions are built in  

a mobile-first paradigm – not branch-

first. This implies a fundamentally differ-

ent user experience. Second, newcom-

ers focus on new young clients – not the 

existing ones – which critically changes 

their brand positioning, language and 

perception. Generally, these new clients 

have never been served by traditional 

banks – either because they are young 

or from underbanked regions. Third,  

the level of servicing is entirely different 

– with neobanks you can ask any ques-

tions in any form through a messenger 

(as if you asked your friend) and get an 

answer immediately. Therefore, it is fun-

damentally wrong to treat neobanks as 

just another channel of service delivery.

Neo and challenger banks are comple-
mentary to a variety of fintech sectors 
(e-wallets, P2P and online lending, 
PFM/PFP, mPOS-acquiring), which 
creates a wide range of opportunities 
for M&A, partnerships ad synergies. 

E-wallets generally have poor function-

ality (ApplePay, SamsungPay, Android-
Pay) and difficulties with customer 

retention and scalability (AliPay, Paytm). 

Direct banks (CapitalOne, MetroBank, 
SBI, etc.) are slightly outdated techno-

logically and need a boost, also being 

geographically limited. P2P and online 

lending platforms are strong in terms 

of margin and growth, but they experi-

ence ever-increasing costs of customer 

acquisition. They need financial info 

about prospective clients in advance 

in order to decrease credit risks, and 

about existing clients – to retain them. 

Neobanks can help them here. PFM/PFP 

services do not get as much attention 

as neobanks. However, they could 

provide these banks with differentiating 

products and a better understanding of 

clients’ needs. mPOS-acquiring solu-

tions (Square, SumUp, iZettle) collect 

large databases of merchants and their 

customers (purchases, cards, con-

tacts), which they could use to deliver 

value to these customers (except for 

a raw Square.cash product, they have 

not used these opportunities yet).

There is a lot of debate on the emer-
gence of fintech-banks. While up to 
today traditional banks accounted for 
the majority of acquisitions of fin-
tech companies, today the functional 

diversity of fintechs is wide enough 

to build a fully-fintech bank with a large 

enough customer base to compete with 

incumbents. The main question about 

these fintech-banks is what will play 

the role of a nexus of all these sepa-

rate services. From the technological 

point of view, BaaS-platform is a clear 

winning solution. And a user interface is 

where neobanks come upon the stage.

Neobanks have already started to feel 
their way in this field. The majority of 

newcomers (Tandem, Monzo, Star-
ling, N26) announced they have been 

working on open API. mPOS-acquiring 

German startup SumUp integrated with 

neobanks Fidor (Germany) and Holvi 
(Finland). American Moven integrated 

with Commonbond, a student on-

line lending service. Neobanks N26 
(Germany) and Monese (UK) – with 

online remittance services Transfer-

wise and CurrencyCloud accordingly.

Another new trend for modern banks 
is crowdinvesting (equity crowd-
funding). During the last half year two 

British challenger banks, Tandem and 

Monzo, crowdfunded £1M each from 

their own perspective clients on Seedrs 

and Croudcube platforms according-

ly. The market perceived these cases 

very positively because they imply that 

Tandem and Monzo had not just got a 

one million financing, but that they in-

fected prospective clients by the idea so 

much that those were ready to risk their 

own money to help build the product.

The growing competition and atten-
tion to the sector is evidenced by a 
number of acquisitions (Rocketbank by 

Russian Otkritie, Fidor by French BPCE, 

Holvi by Spanish BBVA) and launches of 

proprietary products (GSbank by Gold-

man Sachs, Indian Digibank by Singa-

porean DBS, JP Morgan’s activity in 

Indonesia), though these products have 

not shown yet any advantages over neo 

and challenger banks.
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Audience-targeted neobanks are 
another interesting trend: Monese 

for London’s expats, Danish Ernit and 

Singaporean Yololite for families, 

British Loot and Hong Kong's Neat for 

students. There are great opportunities 

for online banks for SME, for example, 

existing Holvi (BBVA), Tochka (Otkritie) 

and new players Anna, Tide and Civi-
lized bank (all from the UK). 

Client communications are also sub-
ject to innovation. Despite well-known 

messengers and video calls, neobanks 

start using chat-bots (Tochka, Digibank) 

and integrate with artificial intelligence 

applications (Siri – N26, Monzo, Alexa – 

CapitalOne).

Generally speaking, the most mobile 
banking activity is focused on the in-
tersection of two segments: the youth 

(18-29 old) and emerging markets (es-

pecially unbanked ones). Geographical-

ly, there is a number of interesting cases 

in the USA and Canada. The demand in 

Brazil is high. There is little neobanking 

activity in Asia, which spurs Asian banks 

and investors into looking for solutions 

abroad and thinking about how to bring 

these solutions into the region. Europe 

is a leading region with the UK being a 

clear world leader in the sector, thanks 

to Monese (55K mobile app downloads 

and £41M in transactions), Tandem 
(got a financing of £22M with valuation 

of £65M), Monzo (35K clients on the 

waiting list), Starling (finished a $70M 

financing round), Atom (acquired a de-

sign bureau Grasp and now in process 

of raising £100M for mortgage services). 

Atom, Tandem, Monzo and Starling 
have already received a special new 
license. Scandinavia also offers interest-

ing projects, such as Danish Lunarway 
and Ernit, Swedish Tink (raised $10M 

from SEB Ventures, has 300K users, 

planning to expand into Europe), and 

Finnish Holvi (reportedly, sold to BBVA 

for $80M; is planning to expand, too). 

German N26 (200K users in eight coun-

tries, banking license) raised $40M from 

a pool of investors led by Hong Kong’s 

Horizon Ventures. However, there has 

been a growing number of negative 

responses on their client support. In 

the USA we have VaroMoney ($27M in 

financing and promising PFM function-

ality) and ZeroFinancial. The boost of 

fintech activity in Canada is noticeable, 

including neobanks (Koho with 7K 

clients on the waiting list and EQbank). 

Asia has little to show: Neat, Yololite, 

Vietnamese Momo and Timo, Russian 

Tochka and Rocketbank, Pakistani Fin-
ja. As already said, Brazil is the most in-

teresting market today. After the success 

of NUbank ($52M and $80M rounds in 

2016, $500M valuation, 1M clients on a 

waiting list and 300K in the process of 

verification) new players emerge, such 

as Neon. 

In terms of launching activities, we see 
an even stronger dynamics compared 
to the last year, now new digital banks 

are more concentrated and focused on 

launching banking services for specific 

audience by geo or demographic fac-

tors, like Hong Kong-based students and 

millennial or immigrants and unbanked 

workers in the UK or digitally covered 

the Internet and 4G users in Pakistan and 

Brazil. 

Some cases mentioned below during 

the year truly overcame our expec-
tations and thoughts on the sector 

and despite the fact that retail banking 

remains in the top banking sectors, 

which provide a relatively positive 

experience, some consumers continue 
to actively consider their choices.  And 

2016 has really become a powerful 
year that enjoyed another taken stake 
from banking profits. While banks 

have always been looking to control the 

financial services industry, with the rise 

of new incumbents the situation has 

changed drastically. This year banks and 

banking institutions looked at how they 

could collaborate with new incumbents 

so as not to lose the links in the value 

chains that make them so powerful. 

Socio – demographic 
changes

Starting from the foundation, this year 

we saw a continued growth of share of 

mobile banking users among mobile 

phone users with almost 300% growth 

in mobile banking users from 2009 

to 2016 and continued expansion of 

usage with almost doubled amount of 

users from groups of 30 – 60+ years old 

during the same period of time. 

(figures below)

THE SHARE OF MOBILE BANKING USERS 
AMONG MOBILE PHONE OWNERS IN THE 

UNITED STATES FROM 2009 TO 2016. 

The statistics below represent almost 

300% growth in mobile banking users amount 

from 2009 to 2016.
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Once again, the distribution of mobile 

banking users continued to grow, and 

now, there is almost a doubled amount 

of users in categories 30-44, 45-59, 60+ 

compared to 2012. 

Consumers in 2016 continued to rely 

on multiple channels when prospect-

ing, with the corporate website and 

online comparison sites most relied on. 

More than last year, 58 percent of bank 

customers use mobile devices often 

when prospecting or seeking support. 

Out of the average 17 interactions per 

month made by a customer with its 

main bank, seven are through on-line 

banking and three are through mobile/

tablet. Emerging markets, where the 

average of total monthly interactions  

is 21, display an even higher propensity 

to use digital channels.

The appeal of virtual banks – which 

represented the largest net migration 

in the US and the second largest in 

Canada – reflects consumer’s value 
focus. Neobanks and challengers target 

customers whose top banking intention 

is simple and seamless transactions with 

lower fees.

What is interesting here, the tendency 

of major fintech banking start-ups to go 

with financial institutions that are able 

to facilitate or substitute certain services 

in their value chain in a more cost-ef-

fective manner was a success and a big 

thing this year.

NUbank (Brazil)

Nubank a financial technology start-up 

based in San Paulo, one of the most 

notable banks from Brazil in 2016 

received a $52M financing round led 
by Mr. Thiel’s VC firm - Founders Fund. 
The new investment valued Nubank at 

approximately $500 million, significant 

for a company less than three years old. 

Nubank, which was founded by a former 

Sequoia Capital partner, David Velez, 

and provides a digital credit card for 

smartphones, is trying to take custom-
ers away from Brazil’s highly profit-
able banks, which have long seemed 
untouchable. More than one million 

Brazilians have applied for the card and 

approximately 300,000 are on a waiting 

list while their credit history is examined. 

The popularity is linked with the 
current deepening recession in Brazil 
and fact that the average annual credit 
card interest rates in Brazil have risen 

in 10 of the last 11 months, reaching 99 

percent in November, but Nubank has 

not changed its 7.75 monthly interest 

rate in over a year. It also hopes that 

being digital both reduces overhead 

and results in better customer ser-

vice. Banks, after telecommunications 

companies, usually generate the most 

customer complaints in Brazil. That 

has helped its popularity here grow [1].

Neon (Brazil)

In July 2016, Neon Bank was launched 

in Brazil [2], an app-based banking service 

that promised to let young Brazilians 

leave behind the frustrations of branch-

es, bureaucracy and hidden fees. 

The bank’s iOS and Android app uses 

biometric facial recognition technology 

from US vendor Daon so that customers 

can ditch usernames [3] and passwords 

and log in and authenticate transactions 

by taking selfies with their phones. 

The app has usual features associated 

with mobile banking, allowing users to 

check their balance, make 

DISTRIBUTION OF MOBILE BANKING USERS IN THE US 
FROM 2012 TO 2016, BY AGE GROUP. 

The Statistics below shows the usage of mobile banking services in the United States 

from 2012 to 2016, by age group. We see almost doubled number of users 

from the roups of 30 – 60+ which certainly represents a market growth.

INTERACTIONS BY CHANNELS
How many times do you usually interact/get in touch with your main bank, 

on monthly basis using the methods listed? (numbers of interactions)

*Base = 9,000 (Total retail banking respondents in12 key markets: Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, 

Germany, Indonesia, Italy, Spain, UK, US **Other Digital Channels = Video chat and Instant messaging  

is certainly represents a market growth.
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transfers, pay bills, receive payments, 

categorize their spending habits, and 

create financial goals. As it aims to sign 

up 100,000 users across Brazil in its 

first year, Neon is also stressing that the 

bank is bidding to help customers with 

their finances by charging no monthly 

or annual fees, flat rates for interbank 

transfer transactions, and offering no 

lines of credit.

Neon also became the first bank in 
Brazil to partner with Gemalto the 

world leader in digital security, to de-

liver innovative Visa Quick Read debit 

cards to its customers. This innovative 

card design groups together important 

information, including account num-

ber, expiration date and security code, 

simplifying online payment with one 

unique entry. Neon is the first to issue  

a card with this new, friendly format  

in Brazil [4].  

Monese (UK)

In July, Monese, the UK banking app for 

immigrants and expats, finally landed 
on iOS. A Monese account [5] provides a 

fully-fledged ‘current account’ interface 

(including a bank account number), 

low-cost international money transfers, 

and a Visa debit card. You’re also able to 

make cash deposits and withdrawals, 

and store money in multiple currencies.

What’s especially interesting about this 

milestone, isn’t that iOS demand has 

been strong, but how far Monese has 

been able to get to without support for 

Apple’s iPhone. According to some 
press releases, 55,000 people have 
installed the Android app since its 

launch late last year, moving £41 million 

through Monese. To put the latter figure 

into context, £12 million was transacted 

this July, with the startup growing 30 per 

cent month-on-month.

Leaping ahead, we should note that 

in January 2017 Monese raised $4.2M 

in a seed round and $10M in Series A 

(Anthemis Exponential Ventures, Korea 

Investment Partners, Seedcamp among 

investors).

Monzo (UK)

For startups as Mondo, this year was 

particularly memorable. At the begin-

ning and end of the year, it landed two 

funding rounds. At the beginning of 

2016, Monzo received almost £10M [6]   
in funding from Passion capital and an-

gel group of investors, at a valuation of 

£50M. With a huge success of their beta 

launch, that gave a start to sending out 

1000 cards to people at the front of its 

52000-strong waiting list, this financial 

support should definitely help Monzo 

continue to grow and keep up with their 

overwhelming demand.

Later the same year, Mondo raised 
£1 million in a record one minute and 
36 seconds on crowdfunding plat-

form Crowdcube. Mondo was forced 

to suspend its initial launch date for the 

crowdfunding after a rush of applicants 

from eager investors overwhelmed 

Crowdcube servers.  Up to 6000 peo-
ple had registered to take part in the 

raise, announced last month as part of  

a £6 million funding round. On a day, 

1861 people invested an average of 
£542 and will share 3.33% equity in the 

soon-to-be bank [7]. 

But the biggest achievement was the 

fact that Monzo finally has been granted 
a UK banking license ‘with restrictions’ 
by the UK regulators FCA and PRA. This 

means that its beta testers can now, in 

theory, begin switching to a Monzo cur-

rent account and use the startup to do a 

lot more of their banking as the compa-

ny readies for a full banking launch early 

next year. Despite the fact, that Monzo 

is the latest of the four UK challenger 

banks - Starling, Atom, Tandem, that 

received a license, still, Monzo – is the 
youngest company, at 18 months old, 
ever to be granted a banking license [8].  

Finally, in October, Monzo, as well as 
N26, released an Apple Pay and Siri 
integration on iOS10 to make it easier to 

send and receive money. According to 

Monzo, once users authorize Siri to ac-

cess their Monzo data, there are multiple 

command users can use to send money 

to contacts already on Monzo.

Starling (UK)

This year, Starling made 3 big things 
that are strong enough and show solid 

traction of strategic activities taken 

seriously. At first, Starling raised $70 
million from Harald McPike, the 
founder of Bahamas-based quantita-
tive investment manager QuantRes [9].  

At second, Starling recruited a number 
of industry heavyweights, like Victoria 

Raffé, Marcus Traill and Craig Mawdsley 

who joined as non-executive directors, 

alongside with Mark Winlow and Steve 

Colsell, who were appointed earlier  

in 2015. Ms. Raffé spent two decades 

at the Financial Conduct Authority after 

holding a number of senior positions at 

Fidelity, Prudential and KPMG. Mr. Traill 
has held a number of senior positions 

at QuantRes, alongside Mr. Mawdsley. 

Mr. Colsell has served as Chief Finan-

cial Officer within divisions of Lloyds 

Banking Group.

At third, Starling Bank was finally grant-
ed a banking license by the Prudential 
Regulatory Authority (PRA) and the 

Financial Conduct Authority and was 

inviting prospective customers to sign up 

ahead of a formal launch in January 2017. 

The bank unveiled a new brand identity 

and Website and a promise to stream-

line the way consumers manage their 

money [10].  

Atom (UK)

Atom Bank this year concentrated on 

other businesses compared to rivals. 

Atom is one of the first challengers, 

which obtained a license, and this year 

was more into operational projects. 

The mobile-first bank made its iOS app 
available to users who pre-registered 
their interest. However, this is still a very 

limited launch, restricted to a single 
product: a fixed term savings account 
offering an albeit fairly competitive 

interest rate. 

But the big news is that Atom an-
nounced its first acquisition: Grasp,  
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a design and development house based 

out of the North of England. Terms of 

the deal are not being disclosed. Grasp 

had already been working with Atom 

as an outside agency, creating the 

“shop window” for Atom. As part of the 

deal, the head of Grasp, Brian Jobling, 

became Atom’s business development 

director. In Atom’s view, that includes 
creating mobile apps as the primary 
form of communications between 
the bank and customers; but also 

by incorporating gamification, 3-D 

visualizations, and other features to get 

customers to use its services more.   

In addition, Atom in September men-

tioned that they were raising £100 
million ($129.6 million) from its 
shareholders to break into mortgages, 

according to Sky News. The primary 

reason they want to raise funds so it has 

enough regulatory capital to break into 

new products such as mortgages, as 

well as fund losses, Sky News claims. 

Tandem (UK)

Tandem, a neobank headquartered 
in London this year had two financing 
campaigns. It first raised £1m in just 20 

minutes through crowdfunding plat-

form Seedrs. Tandem has already given 

away 5,000 single shares to so-called 

co-founders who it wants to help shape 

the bank by giving feedback on how 

it should work. Investors in Tandem’s 

crowdfunding were able to buy-in at 

the same valuation and price as its VC 

backers and could invest from as little as 

£15. The raise followed huge interest in 

fellow digital challenger bank Mondo, 

which also hit its £1m target on Crowd-

cube in just 96 seconds, and experi-

enced its own technical issues due to 

the surge in interest [11].  

Later, Tandem raised £22 million at a 
£65 million valuation from investors 

including eBay founder Pierre Omid-

yar’s Omidyar Network. Knox said the 

£22 million and the £1 million from the 

crowdfunding went towards launching 

the bank, something that was scheduled 

for the end of this year. Interestingly, 

they raised money again on January 4, 

2017, $43M this time, from House of 

Fraser, which wants Tandem to deliver 

financial solutions for its clients [12]. 

Tide (UK)

Tide is a mobile banking app for SME. 

With Tide businesses can get a fully 

featured current account and business 

MasterCard in just 3 minutes, which is a 

solution for a critical problem of a gen-

erally time-consuming account setting 

process for SMEs.

Tide raised a $2m seed round from Pas-

sion Capital and some other investor this 

summer [13]. However, it launched only 
at the very end of 2016, on iPhone, 

Android and the web. It also integrated 
with Xero [14]. 

Tide’s clients’ deposits are kept in a 

ring-fenced account at Barclays under 

an FCA-regulated e-money license by 

PrePay Solutions. Funds are held under 

an e-money license, not a banking 

license. The primary difference between 

an e-money license and a banking 

license is that banks can take investment 

risks with the money held in their ac-

counts without any prior knowledge of 

the business owner, however, e-mon-

ey license-holders can not do this.

Loot (UK)

Headquartered in London, Loot offers 

a pre-paid card linked to a money man-

agement app. The startup has chosen 

not to apply for a banking license, using 

instead an E-Money license and part-

nering with other companies to offer 

banking services.

In June 2016 Loot raised £1.5 million 
in Series A round from Austrian fund 

Speedinvest, which backed Finnish 

startup bank Holvi before it was ac-

quired by BBVA and Global Founders 

Capital [15]. 

Later, in November, the company 

topped up the funding round with an 
extra £2.5 million [16]. It was going to 

launch the new version of its app later 

that month and begin a marketing push 

after that. At that moment, Loot had 
5,000 customers who were supposed 

to move to the new service, and a wait-

ing list of 20,000 people.

CivilisedBank (UK)

CivilisedBank, another British business 

and retail neobank, first announced its 

plans to launch back in 2015 [17]. While 

it reportedly raised around £10M in 

financing that year, it has not launched 

up to now. In June 2016, the bank filed 
for banking license with FCA and PRA, 

saying it expects to receive the license 

and launch early in 2017 [18]. 

Fidor Bank (Germany)

Fidor Bank, Life.SREDA’s portfolio com-

pany had a very dynamic and positive 

year in terms of business development. 

Straight after it has launched its first 

physical product in the UK, a contactless 

debit card, in July 28th it was acquired 
by BPCE group. 

Fidor is one of the first breed of new 

digital banks, which established a rep-
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utation in banking societies as a strong 

disruptive innovator, utilizing a full range 

of social media, crowdfunding, and P2P 

lending technologies and digital curren-

cy services. Despite this, Fidor con-
tinues to operate as an independent 
business following the acquisition [19].  

Also, Fidor signed a partnership with 
Telefonica Germany to launch a mobile 

banking service “O2 Banking” using 

white – label technology supplied by 

Fidor. Under the partnership, Fidor Bank 

provides 02 with a banking license that 

is valid throughout Europe, along with 

individual customer, card and transac-

tion services. 

Later in October, Fidor signed another 
partnership with Abu Dhabi Islam-
ic Bank, to launch the region’s first 

“community-based digital bank”. “The 

features and services offered by the new 

offering are based on customer insights 

gained from intensive research. As we 

strive to constantly innovate with our 

offerings, we believe Fidor is an ideal 

partner to help us introduce this revolu-

tionary solution,” Al Mahmoud added [20]. 

N26 (Germany)

For N26, a Berlin startup that offers 

financial services directly to consumers, 

this year was quite bright. First, accord-

ing to the company’s press release, 

it has acquired more than 200.000 
customers across 8 European markets 
in 17 months since its launch in Jan-
uary 2015. And already in early 2016 
raised a $40 million in Series B round 

led by Horizons Ventures. This funding 

round is an important milestone in order 

to become a major consumer-facing 

bank in Europe. Existing investors Peter 

Thiel’s Valar Ventures, Earlybird Ventures 

and Redalpine Ventures re-invested as 

well [21]. 

Right after the investment it received 
a German banking license that lets it 

offer a fuller range of products across 

Europe. The license should let it offer 

savings, investment, credit and in-

surance products from partners. The 

approval for the three-year-old compa-

ny provides another regulatory stamp of 

approval for fintech startups, which seek 

to undercut and outmaneuver bigger 

banks by offering consumers financial 

services directly from their smartphones 

and tablets. Such companies have lured 

younger customers with speedy credit 

approvals, and slick, modern user inter-

faces for their apps [22].  

Another feature that N26 launched this 

year was introduction of international 
transfers in foreign currencies directly 
from the app, fueled by Transfer-
Wise to make you pay less in fees. And 

everybody wins as TransferWise gets 

more users and Number26 gets more 

features. This is just one of the first steps 

as the company wants to create a Fin-

Tech Hub with other services. You can 

expect savings, investment, credit and 

insurance products. TransferWise is the 

first of these integrations.  

Finally, the last feature was integration 
with Siri for customers to request, 
send and receive money transfers to 

and from their fellow N26 contacts via 

Apple’s iPhone personal assistant. “Siri, 

send €25 to Karen through the N26 app, 

please.” Basically, according to N26, all 

you have to do is instruct Siri to send or 

request a certain amount and explicitly 

ask to use the N26 app [23].  

Tink (Sweden)

Sweden’s Tink, a mobile banking app, 

has raised $10 million in Series B fund-

ing in a round led by Swedish invest-

ment firm Creades, and SEB Venture 

Capital, the venture arm of Swedish 

bank SEB. Tink works only in Sweden 

and already has 300,000 users on Tink 

1.0 and is currently running beta tests 

in 10 additional European markets for 

international expansion later this year. 

The new capital was supposed to be 

used to help the startup expand 

internationally and, by taking advan-

tage of new European banking tech-

nical standards, evolve its product 

beyond a ‘read only’ personal finance 

app to something Tink CEO Dan-

iel Kjellén is calling a virtual bank. 

Launched in Sweden in 2013, and avail-

able for iOS and Android, the first ver-
sion of Tink’s mobile app lets you keep 
a handle on your personal finances, by 

linking the app to banks accounts and 

credit cards. From this ‘read only’ data 

it presents insights into spending habits 

via a news-feed style stream in a bid to 

make it fun and useful [24].  

Holvi (Finland)

In March, Spanish banking giant BBVA 
made another M&A play as it was look-

ing to companies like Holvi to help bring 

new business and to build up alternative 

revenue streams.  Holvi was founded in 

2011 and had raised just over $4M from 

investors that included Seedcamp and 

Speedinvest. It's one of a league of start-

ups that have been building a range of 

services for businesses to run their own 

financial operations and their own bank-

ing online. Its products include an online 

sales platform, an invoicing platform 

and a cashflow tracker. Even though the 
deal was not disclosed, we estimate 
an acquisition price of around $80M.

For Holvi, it gives the company more 

scale and financial muscle to expand its 

operations to more markets going down 

the line. “We’ve found the ideal owner in 

BBVA – a bank with the understanding 

of the digital world to give us the neces-

sary room to grow, and then the scale 

and expertise to underpin that growth 

with sound foundations,” said Johan Lo-

renzen, CEO of Holvi, in a statement [25]. 
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Ernit (Denmark)

Ernit is a provider of a digital piggy bank 

for children, which has been selected 
as one of the 10 out of 1000 compa-
nies to attend the prestigious accel-
erator program Techstars in NYC with 

help from tech giants such as Google, 

Microsoft and Amazon. The company 

enables parents to teach children how 

to give, save, and spend money wisely. 

It consists of an app and a smart piggy 

bank. 

The app enables children to set sav-
ings goals and allows parents and oth-
ers to contribute money. The electron-

ic piggy bank provides a physical way for 

kids to connect with their savings. They 

can hear when money is added, and the 

light on their piggy’s snout lets them 

know how far along they are toward 

reaching their goal. Even though it's still 

raising its round and expected to close 

by the end of 2016th, we wish them a 

good luck and success.

Lunar Way (Danmark)

Lunar Way is another Danish neo-

bank launched in 2015. As many other 

mobile-first banks, it is partnering with 

local banks in the countries in which 

it operates, a strategy it believes has 

enabled it to get to market and innovate 

faster. It offers a mobile app that lets 

you open a banking account, receive a 

debit card (MasterCard), get a real-time 

transaction feed of your spending, view 

your transactions by shopping category 

or retailer. You also can set saving goals 

through the app, and pay bills.

In December 2016, Lunar Way disclosed 

€4.2 million in new funding [26]. Leading 

the round was SEED Capital Denmark, 

along with unnamed angel investors. 

The partner bank Nykredit (the biggest 
mortgage lender in Denmark) is also a 

minority shareholder.

Koho (Canada)

Koho, a Vancouver – based fintech 

startup, has closed a second round of 
$1M seed investment. The round was 

led by Power Financial Corp with the 

participation of Ferst Capital Partners, 

Hedgewood, Highline, Stanley Park 

Ventures [27]. 

Koho is a developer of a banking 

platform. The company is developing 

a banking service, which is aimed at 

a low-cost and modern alternative to 

traditional bank accounts. The company 

has partnered with a federal financial 

institution to offer customers a banking 

card, Visa prepaid card, web app and 

mobile app. The company offers stan-

dard banking functions, which include 

direct deposit, purchases, bill pay, and 

ATM use without monthly fees. 

In addition, private beta was also 
released in mid-2016 to a select few 

users for early testing and feedback and 

should roll out to the remaining waitlist 

of more than 7,000 Canadians over the 

coming months [28]. 

EQ Bank (Canada)

Equitable Bank, the Canadian alterna-

tive-mortgage provider, announced its 
first digital product under the brand 
EQ Bank, online banking business with a 

savings account that pays more than tri-

ple the interest rate of other branchless 

rivals.  It is the first consumer play for 

Equitable, which has no branches, with 

roughly $10 billion in assets (measured 

in U.S. dollars) and converted to a bank 

from a trust company three years ago. 

The strategy of launching a digital-on-
ly offshoot of an established brand 
has been used in the U.S. by Custom-

ers Bancorp in Phoenixville, Pa., with 

BankMobile (during the late-1990s dot-

com boom, Bank One, a predecessor 

to JPMorgan Chase, had a short-lived 

online-only unit called WingspanBank.) 

Equitable likely won’t be the last institu-

tion to take the approach either, at a time 

when consumers are increasingly clam-

oring for digital services before walking 

into a branch or calling an 800 number. 

In Canada at least, the numbers point 

to a warm embrace for a digital-only 

offering. According to a report by the 

Canadian Bankers Association, 55% of 

that country’s population chooses to do 

most of their banking online [29].  

GS Bank (US)

In April, Goldman Sachs announced it 
had launched a GS Bank, an internet– 
based saving bank. The bank was  

born out of Goldman’s acquisition of  

GE Capital Bank, the online retail bank 

previously run by General Electric’s 

capital arm. The launch of GS Bank  

and acquisition of GE Capital Bank is  

a move by Goldman to diversify reve-
nue streams and strengthen liquidity 

in a market where traditional invest-

ment banking isn’t doing as well as it 

has in the past. Currently, GS Bank has 

total deposits of around $114 billion [30], 

which pales in comparison to the total 

deposits of large consumer banks like 

Wells Fargo and Bank of America [31]. 

The thing here is to not expect to see a 

national network of GS branches open-

ing up to support the new bank. Instead, 

GSB represents the most mainstream 

manifestation trend toward online – 
only banking. Our opinion on a busi-

ness side is clear and straight forward – 

a more diverse portfolio of businesses 
is less risky and less likely to go down 
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by a single incident. Pushing this plan 

forward, regulation departments forcing 

investment banks to merge with deposi-

tory banks or launch their own [32]. 

Varo Money (US)

Varo Money, a developer of a mo-

bile-banking app, received a more than 

$27 million in its second round from 

the New York firm Warburg Pincus. 

Funds are primarily to be used for prod-

uct development, to launch its debit 

card, deposit, and lending products via a 

mobile app and continue development 

of digital financial coach that gives offer 

proactive insights, analysis of spending, 

and real-time budgeting. 

Led by Colin Walsh, a veteran of Amer-

ican Express Co. and Wells Fargo & Co., 

Varo is developing a mobile-banking 

app offering deposit accounts connect-

ed to budgeting tools and other digital 

financial services. It is also seeking to 

partner with a bank to provide accounts. 

Varo plans at first to rely on the banking 

partner to back the accounts to which its 

software will provide access. 

What sets the company apart is its 
willingness to consider seeking its own 
bank charter so it can offer the depos-
its itself. That would be a shift within the 

financial technology industry, which has 

steered away from traditional banking 

with its heavy regulations [33].  

Zero Financial (US)

Zero, a startup building a new mobile 

banking experience with transformative 

functionality, economics and features, 

announced in September it raised a 
$2.5 million seed round led by ENIAC 

Ventures, with New Enterprise Asso-

ciates, Nyca Partners, Lightbank, and 

Middleland Capital. 

Launching to the public next year, the 
Zero mobile banking experience is 
powered by the Zero app and Zero-
card, a Visa card that acts like a debit 

card and earns credit card rewards. Zero 

gives customers banking with better 

cash rewards on purchases, higher 

interest on deposits, and none of the 

typical fees charged by traditional banks.

“Many people don’t want to take on 

debt and don’t have time to worry 

about multiple credit card statements, 

balances and due dates in the name 

of chasing down rewards, yet they still 

don’t want to give up the opportunity to 

get cash back on their spending. Zero 

is the first modern banking experience 

to solve this,” said Zero Founder & CEO, 
Bryce Galen [34].

Neat (Hong Kong)

In March 2016, the new bank Neat, 

co-founded by former Citibank vet-

eran David Rosa, started testing its 

technologies and receiving guidance 

and mentorship as part of the territo-

ry’s SuperCharger fintech accelerator, 

which is backed by Standard Chartered 

and Baidu.

Much like the UK’s Mondo, Neat 

operates from a smart budgeting and 

savings app with a companion card and 

uses facial recognition technology to 

authenticate customers at log-in. 

Neat also uses artificial intelligence 
and machine learning to gain deeper 
understanding of its users. While the 

app is certainly open for anyone to use, 

the company is specifically targeting 

university students and young profes-

sionals. Not only do they tend to be 

early adopters, the company’s market 

research also revealed that university 

students tend to need more help with 

budgeting [35].  

Finja Pvt (Pakistan)

This is a truly interesting case how Finja, 
a Pakistani FinTech startup has raised 
$1 million in a $1.5 Million bridge 
seed financing round led by Vostok 
Emerging Finance. Finja is a developer 

of digital banking services in Pakistan. 

The company is developing a custom-

er-facing mobile wallet in collaboration 

with Finca Microfinance Bank. It aims 

to change payment behavior and help 

people handle and manage money 

digitally.

These years, Pakistan's rapidly grow-
ing 3G/4G enabled smartphone 
subscribers, supported by a progres-
sive regulatory framework, are a game 

changer for providing digital financial 

services to the country’s 200 million 

under-banked population. There is an 

opportunity to transform lives by rein-

venting business models and removing 

friction through digital interventions.

DATA USAGE ON CELLULAR NETWORKS IN PAKISTAN

Source: https://propakistani.pk/2016/05/19/mobile-users-consumed-30149-terabytes-of-data-in-one-

month-infographic/
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RocketBank (Russia)

In May, Otkrytie, a major Russian bank, 

announced that it has fully acquired a 

mobile banking startup Rocketbank, 

Life.SREDA’s portfolio company. Rock-

etbank offers such services as free card 

loading and cash withdrawal at ATMs 

worldwide, money transfers, expendi-

ture analysis, a discount guide, applica-

tion support, and an air miles program. 

Users can also pay a person without 

having to know their bank details by 

picking who they want to pay from their 

phone address book, enter an email 

address, or e-wallet number.

The move follows a strategic part-
nership inked in December 2015 [36].  
“This partnership has already allowed 

Rocketbank to attract customers more 

efficiently, thanks to our strong brand, 

and accelerate the development of its 

product. On the other hand, Rocketbank 

is providing us with benefits in terms 

of technology, service and customer 

communications,” Otkrytie’s CEO Elena 

Budin stated.

Yololite (Singapore)

What is YoloPay and who is it for? 

YoloPay is a Mobile-App based payment 

solution linked to Visa prepaid cards 

designed for multi-person payment 

systems used by households and busi-

nesses.

 YoloLite is the first product which is 

designed for families in Singapore and 

Hong Kong to disburse funds, man-

age and allow dependents, including 

domestic help, to spend using their very 

own Visa prepaid cards. 

Families can now take more control 

of how money is spent. Move money 

around quickly and safely. And then 

spend anywhere in stores, for travel or 

online. All using your phone which is 

linked to your very own set of Visa pre-

paid cards. And soon coming, Android-

Pay and also a series of cool wearable 

devices.

Sign up in minutes and get going. You 

only need to send us a picture of your 

ID card, front and back, after you have 

tested YoloLite and have decided you 

want to use it.  

And earn loyalty on everywhere you 

spend. Borrow small amounts in emer-

gencies. Protect what you buy. 

All new features exclusively offered  

with YoloLite.

Source: http://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/Pakistan%20Country%20Paper%20ver%2018032016.pdf

AREA INDICATORS OF ACCESS TO CREDIT      JUN-11 JUN-12 JUN-13 JUN-14 JUN-15

MICROFINANCE

Gross Loan Portfolio (PKR billion) 28 34 47 61 81

No. of borrowers (in thousands) 2,030 2,232 2,635 3,144 3,507

SME FINANCE

Outstanding SME Finance (PKR billion) 271 258 234 253 261

No. of SME Borrowers (in thousands) 157 149 144 134 158

AGRICULTURAL 

FINANCE

Agricultural credit disbursement (PKR billion) 263 294 336 391 516

No. of Agri borrowers (in thousands) 1,445 1,960 1,990 2,151 2,185

ISLAMIC FINANCE

Total Assets (PKR billion) 560 711 903 1,089 1,495

Deposits (PKR billion) 452 603 771 932 1,281

HOUSING FINANCE

Outstanding Housing Finance (PKR billion) 62 57 52 53 59

No. of borrowers (in thousands) 95,553 87,059 79,478 74,894 70,498

PROGRESS ON FINANCIAL INCLUSION INDICATORS
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An investors’ attention to a segment 
of mobile acquiring decreased sig-
nificantly after Square’s IPO, however, 

taking into account the growth of new 

fintech services for SMEs, we expect to 

see a renaissance of the segment. New 

fintech services for SMEs have always 

been and will be looking for a certain 

“connecting core” for building an eco-

system between each other or at least 

will look for cheap channels to acquire 

clients and data.

Still, it's unclear how beneficial it is for 
mPOS acquirers to produce their own 
devices – Square, SumUp, Ezetap. 
Some analysts say that it’s a competitive 

advantage – gives an opportunity to 

unlink from hardware suppliers and ser-

vice providers. Other, in turn, say that 

it requires certain capital and scale. In 

general, the approach of analysis is jus-

tified and clear – if you build your own 

proprietary systems, like Apple, you 

want to control the entire value chain. 

The same question is about having an 

own payment license, compared to 

integration with license providers, like 

partnering with banks. All of the above 

increase CAPEX and OPEX and make it 

harder and longer to enter new mar-

kets, but greatly accelerate and reduce 

the costs on existing markets.

Square still makes losses along with 
other industry players, however, there 
are profitable players like SumUp, 
which became one of the very first 
profitable mPOS companies in the 
segment. In addition, we would like to 

point out a special player - Square Cap-
ital. MPOS acquiring seems to be  just 

a different channel of client acquisition 

for Square or a differentiating method, 

a source of data for credit risk analysis, 

while revenues are generated through 

SME lending and other complimentary 

products. We should better ask the 

followers within the sector – when will 

they think of scaling into this direc-

tion? (iZettle has already made a step 

forward).

What’s also interesting, in 2016 
Square stepped offline, as it started to 
sell its readers through Apple Stores. 
It’s certainly an interesting channel of 

distribution of such products, deliv-

ered as a plug-and-play box that helps 

clients to remember the company for 

longer and use it with ease and joy. On 

the other hand, a client gets a hardware 

and ability to accept card payments 

with software tools for analysis, to this 

end, the new features may kill the per-

ception of value from services.

Square remains a leader in pioneer-
ing new services and their quality. 
On its own, it updated Square Cash, 
Drawler, Invoices and open APIs. By 

acquisitions of Framed Data, it ex-

panded Square Capital. By establishing 

new partnerships with Intuit and Xero, 

it expanded into Australia. Another 

interesting example is Indian Ezetap, 

which integrated with famous e-wallets 

like Freecharge, and opened its APIs. It 

doesn’t put its margin above banks for 

processing transactions, in the oppo-

site, it earns monthly subscriptions for 

its app and analytics.

Geographically, mPOS startups are 
currently very popular only in the US, 
UK, Germany, Brazil and India, with 
Australia gaining momentum. APAC, 

Africa, China, Japan, Korea and Middle 

Eastern countries are filled with many 

scattered startups that need to be con-

solidated in the upcoming year. 

The main growth drivers remain the 
same for the industry and include 
growing global non-cash payments, 
growth in global consumer spend by 
origin, favorable regulatory framework, 

which includes regulations on secu-

rity, payment initiatives, certification, 

growing middle class niche in emerging 

countries, which is expected by 2022 to 

triple up to 200 million households, and 

finally more complex consumer jour-

neys enabled by more complex online 

world with more payment methods, 

mobile devices, online channels.

We found out a slowing tendency in 
financing as more investors are now 

looking at the organic evolution of 

their companies, thus, more compa-

nies work primarily on enhancing and 

rounding out their offerings. Another 

tendency we noticed this year was that 

2016 marked the start of a consolida-
tion phase in the crowded mobile POS 

arena. In addition, we saw some more 

interesting cases, when mobile POS 
technologies started partnering with 
digital banking technologies to provide 

banking services for micro businesses. 

Lastly, we saw a number of big financial 

service providers starting to enter into 
the niche and now offering a product 
for higher volume merchants who 

want to add mobile processing but 

don’t want any of big bells and whistles.

Square (USA)

It was interesting to track how Square 

spent goes this year with their strategy, 

launching new products, expanding 

into new regions, signing strong part-

nerships, acquiring some new compa-

nies and making some strategic steps 

and more interesting was to see how it 

all mirrored at their balance sheet and 

financial health. 

In terms of launching new products, 

this year Square started with the intro-

duction of a new feature within Square 
Cash – ability to maintain a cash 
balance. Drawer feature is a personal 

finance tool to keep all the payments 

in a secure place and deduct from that 

stash to make payments. Quite a small 

but strong product to provide Square’s 
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customers with even more ways to use 

Square Cash.  The Cash Drawer can 

encourage other small-time merchants 

to give the app a shot, as they’ll be able 

to use Square Cash like PayPal or Ven-

mo. To Square Cash’s advantage, the 

feature also means that the company 

will see lower transaction fees follow-

ing the launch of Cash Drawer, given 

that users who keep their cash on hand 

instead of extracting it each time will 

actually perform fewer transactions on 

the platform.

Along with this, we’d like to point out 

a new feature of the Square invoic-
es - scheduled invoices, when sellers 

can schedule all of their invoices at one 

time and control when they want their 

customers to receive them, creating a 

sort of freedom and flexibility, so cus-

tomers can focus on businesses. Like 

many other products of Square, it is 

free to use, with a 2.75% fee on credit/

debit card payments. Surely, it’s not 

as ground-breaking as something like 

launching Square Cash or moving into 

Australia but it's something meant to 

round out Square’s offerings. 

And last but certainly not least, Stripe 

launched a new APIs for offline 
and online stores. So e-commerce 

merchants can now process credit 

card payments using a simple form 

like Stripe – no need to sign up to an 

e-wallet. You can just enter your credit 

card info right on the checkout screen. 

With the new Square e-commerce API, 

anyone can use Square for checkout, 

from Joe’s Bike Shop to Walmart. You 

don’t need to squeeze your catalog into 

Square’s e-commerce website creation 

tool. [2]

In terms of geographical expansion, 

Square is now present in Europe and 
Australia. In Europe it’s now incorpo-

rated as Squareup Ltd., in the UK.  It 

began beta testing in London in June, 

according to Reuters, and the firm also 

added the former commercial secre-

tary to the treasury Paul Deighton to 

its board of directors. In Australia, it 

was launched even earlier in May, in 

partnership with Australian transaction-

al banking services company Cuscal. 

The launch of the Square card reader in 

Australia was expected to fast track the 

transition to cloud-based point-of-sale 

systems, with SaaS accounting vendors 

Intuit and   Xero both announcing part-

nerships with the company. [4]   

In the beginning of 2016, Square an-
nounced a new sales channel – Apple 
store. Apple will sell the new Square 

reader for $49 both online and in its 

retail stores. Square has previously 

offered its new reader through its own 

site for the same $49 price, but it has 

not sold the device through retailers 

other than Apple. Its original credit 

card reader is also available through 

Apple. The new arrangement brings a 

certain synergy to the rapidly changing 

world of mobile payments. [5]  Apple 

promotes the Square reader, and the 

Square reader promotes Apple Pay.

In terms of M&A activity, Square made 

a further step towards developing a 

portfolio of products beyond its mPOS 

business, that includes Square Capital, 

Square Cash, Caviar. In March, Square 
acquired the team behind Framed 
Data, a predictive analytics service, in-

tending to deploy the team of scientists 

to its Square Capital team. Square tracks 

merchants’ transaction history through 

its services in order to better determine 

their eligibility for loans through Square 

Capital.  There are certainly a lot of 

requirements around the analytics part 

of the service — Square has to do a 

detailed risk analysis for each customer 

and determine at what rate they are 

going to be paying back their loans. 

So it makes sense that the team would 

naturally be attractive to Square for its 

Square Capital product. The better a 

tool like Square Capital operates, the 

more attractive it is to merchants over 

traditional tools.

Moreover, about Square Capital ex-
panded to include flexible bank loans 
(backed by Celtic Bank in Utah). [7] The 

move opens more opportunities for 

Square to capitalize on the data it has 

on the small and medium-sized busi-

nesses using its platform. Square Capi-

tal doesn't back the loans it originates. It 

simply collects a fee for facilitating ev-

erything. As such, the business carries 

a relatively low risk for Square and its 

investors. With its new flexible loans op-

tion, Square is taking on a small portion 

of the loans itself. Most important for 

investors is the fact that Square Capital's 

operations carry a much higher gross 

margin than payment processing. Over 

the past three years, Square's payment 

processing business has consistently 

generated a gross margin around 36%. 

While Square doesn't break out Square 

Capital revenue on its own, its software 

and data business generated a gross 

margin of 61%. [8]
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CardFlight (USA)

Cardflight, for those unfamiliar, has 
chosen to host its supporting infra-
structure on the Amazon Web Ser-
vices cloud. It happened because the 

company, along with others, had to 

be fully compliant with Payments Card 

Industry standards for data storage 

and management. As well as having to 

ensure that all systems are physically 

secure, companies must ensure that 

personal details and credit card infor-

mation collected from customers at the 

point of sale are fully encrypted, both in 

flight and at rest.

This year, Cardflight made some solid 

steps towards establishing itself in the 

niche, starting from a new integration 
with Stripe to empower developers to 
accept EMV chip card payments from 

within their own mobile applications. 

As part of the integration, CardFlight 

will make available mobile card readers 

that support EMV chip card and swiped 

magnetic stripe payments to Stripe 

merchants and developers. This an-

nouncement of EMV chip card solu-

tions builds on a partnership between 

CardFlight and Stripe dating back to 

2013. A number of Stripe customers 

already use CardFlight to power card 

present payment acceptance, includ-

ing Artsy, Flywheel, Indochino, and 

Peloton.

In addition, Cardflight has launched 
two new products, the Bold B550 
and Bold 500, a new family of mobile 
card readers that communicate with 

iOS and Android Devices by Bluetooth, 

followed by the announcement of 

the iPhone 7. New tablet devices can 

accept payments using EMV chip cards, 

contactless NFC payments and mobile 

wallets such as Apple Pay, Android Pay, 

and Samsung Pay, with the new readers 

that connect via Bluetooth, instead of 

an audio jack.

Finally, in October, Cardflight released 
the latest edition of their EMV Mi-
gration Tracker with never before 
published data and trends covering 
EMV chip card usage in the U.S. The 

latest data and trends shown in the 

latest CardFlight EMV Migration Tracker 

is very interesting and you can see that 

below: 56% percent of cards in use in 

February contained EMV chips, up from 

46% in October 2015. American Express 

leads the way in EMV chip card usage, 

with over 88% of their cards containing 

EMV chips.

First Data’s mPOS (USA)

We remember how quietly in 2012 

payments processing giant First Data 

acquired Andreessen Horowitz-backed 

mobile payments startup Clover[9]to 
help the company expand into a point 
of sale for small businesses, and this 

year, First Data announced the launch 
of Clover Go, the latest addition to 
the Clover family of business manage-
ment solutions. While Clover platform 

serves businesses of all sizes, Clover 

Go is especially beneficial with mobile 

workforce or entrepreneurs just starting 

out who want to accept transactions 

while complying with the EMV Liability 

shift. 

Comparing to Square’s most robust free 

mPOS app, CloverGo is more basic, 

it exists separately from Clover’s full- 

fledged POS, so many of the features 

you’d find in that are pared down or 

non-existent.

Here’s what Clover Go does offer:

• Customizable tax and tip

• Full/partial refunds

• Unlimited users

• Email/SMS receipts

• Integrated reporting with other clover 

systems

• Items library (no inventory tracking)

• Quick-sale mode and inventory mode

And here’s what Square does and 

much more:

• Customizable tax and tip

• Quick sale or inventory sale

• Full/partial refunds

• Discounts by percentage or dollar 

amount

• Email/SMS receipts

• Reporting

• Add items in-app

• Adjust tax settings in-app

• Integrated inventory sync and man-

agement

Clover Go doesn’t support item variants 

and multiple price points. Each one will 

have to be a separate item. Likewise, 

Clover Go doesn’t allow you to create 

items in the app itself or modify tax 

settings; you have to do all of that from 
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a web browser ahead of time.

Despite any of these lacks, it’s a great 
product for higher volume merchants 
who want to add mobile processing 

but don’t want any of big bells and 

whistles, in this case, Clover Go would 

be exactly what you may need, espe-

cially for those already using First Data 

or the Clover system. [10] 

iZettle (Sweden) 

Great year for iZettle, with their mission 

to step beyond payments and create a 

“one -  stop – shop for commerce”. At 

the very beginning of the year, iZettle 

moved into a very special niche of 
SME financing by providing SMEs 

with an advance based on future card 

sales. IZettle Advance - is being rolled 

out across Europe - is aimed at small 

businesses that face a tough time going 

through the arduous process of getting 

capital from traditional lenders. And that 

is understandable, SMEs have always 

been and still are very underserved by 

the traditional finance industry. [11] 

Later on, iZettle bought intelligentpos 
and launched for the first time outside 

the UK – in Germany. With the help of 

intelligentpos, iZettle is now able to 

provide small businesses across Ger-

many with an integrated payment and 

point of sale solution that allow them 

to take card payments and use hun-

dreds of different features on the point 

of sale app to help them manage and 

grow their businesses. De Geer said that 

Intelligentpos would add another €500 

million in processing volume to the €3 

billion that iZettle already processes 

annually. [12] 

Intelligentpos is a cloud-based service 
and is complementary to iZettle in a 
couple of ways. The first is in its feature 

set and how it is used by customers. 

Both take advantage of using generic 

hardware (in their case, an iPad or An-

droid tablet); iZettle has built a service 

focused on simple and quick transac-

tions, while intelligentpos is essentially 

focused on everything else around the 

business-customer relationship, with its 

biggest product to date focused on the 

hospitality industry. [13]

The second way in which they com-
plement each other is on their pricing. 
Up to now, iZettle’s revenues have 

come by way of taking a small percent-

age commission on each transaction 

made by the merchant (like Square, the 

basic cut is 2.75 percent). Intelligentpos, 

however, is built on a SaaS model, “and 

that adds a different type of revenue 

stream we haven’t been working with 

up to now,” de Geer said.

Intelligentpos has up to now focused 
most of its efforts on the U.K. market, 
but de Geer said that under iZettle, 

the intention would be to take that 

elsewhere: iZettle has made a mark 

not only in Europe, where it competes 

against the likes of PayPal and SumUp/

Payleven for small business customers 

(many of whom may not have had any 

payment card acceptance in the past 

because of the high rates charged by 

banks); but also in Brazil and Mexico, 

by way of its strategic investment from 

Santander.

The acquisition sees iZettle move deep-
er into the retail value chain, allowing 

small businesses to take card payments 

and track inventory, run loyalty pro-

grams and analyze customer spending 

patterns. It also provides it with a new 

recurring revenue stream, based on a 

software-as-a-service model. [14]

Payleven + SumUP (UK + Germany)

SumUp, now a company of merged 

Payleven with SumUp, after the acquisi-

tion in spring, continued its product de-

velopment and in October presented 
a new all-in-one register and contact-
less card reader. This came after the 

huge demand from tablet based cash 

register providers to be able to con-

nect their apps with an open payments 

platform. The main features of a new 

register include:

New NFC card reader with glass surface 

and capacitive keypad to accept chip, 

magnetic stripe cards, and contactless 

payments, incl. Apple Pay and Android 

Pay.

iPad mini to use with any POS register 

software integrated with the SumUp 

payments platform (or the SumUp app).

Standard size thermal receipt printer.

Wooden oak case made from sustain-

able forestry.

The most importantly, SumUp said it is 
the first mobile point of sale provider 
to reach profitability. The company 

has doubled its revenues in the last 

six months and is approaching $100 

million in annual revenue. Launched 
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four years ago, SumUp has disrupted 

the payment industry by offering card 

acceptance at a fraction of the cost of 

traditional solutions. [15]

There is an interesting trend in Ger-

many: the number of self-employed 

people has increased by almost 40% 

in the past 10 years, making this 1.34 

million segment one of the most 

underserved segments by traditional 

banks. To this end, SumUp partnered 
with Holvi, modern banking service 
to provide banking for micro busi-
nesses. The Holvi business account will 

allow customers to focus on their core 

competencies. A great and effective 

path towards entrepreneurship without 

traditional banking bureaucracy and 

unnecessary paperwork. [16] 

Payleven (Germany)

Payleven this year was among the big 
winners as it started with funding 
round of $10M in Series D from Seven-

ture Partners, Holrzbrick Ventures, ru-

Net, B Cinque, New Enterprise Associ-

ates and Mepay. In 2012, Payleven was 

a pioneer with the launch of its Chip & 

PIN card reader, which is operating in 

11 markets. In 2015, we mentioned in 

our Money of the Future Report that the 

traction was solid and strong, when it 

launched the Payleven Plus, NFC capa-

ble chip and Pin reader with Apple Pay 

support and made the valuable launch 

in Brazil with Visa. 

And just months after it scooped an 
investment, Payleven merged with 
SumUp marking the start of a consol-

idation phase in the crowded mobile 

POS arena. The company is now op-

erating under the name of SumUp and 

currently processes more than EUR 1BN 

in a total of 15 countries. This certainly 

creates a scale opportunity on growth 

taking into account the fact that more 

businesses move to mPOS solutions 

and larger enterprises start to integrate 

card present payments into their sys-

tems and apps. [17] 

Ingenico mPOS (France)

Ingenico this year made a step towards 

developing a new niche of the opera-

tions – mobile points of sale. Starting in 

January 2016, it successfully deployed 
an mPos solution ReadyPay in collab-
oration with Vodafone Hungary and 
OTP Bank as an acquiring bank. The 

market potential for ReadyPay is several 

thousand in the next couple of years 

in the micro and SME segments. This 

product became the first mPos on the 

Hungarian Market open to all business-

es, similar to GoSwiff and ING’s move 

into Romania this year. [18]

At the ETA’s Transact 16 conference 

Ingenico Group announced that 
Ingenico’s Mobile Solutions, its mPOS 
division, launched a new mPOS EMV 
SDK that enables independent software 

vendors, developers to reduce their 

time to market and easily integrate 

their own iOS on Android app with any 

Ingenico Mobile Solutions card reader 

and its EMV gateway. Now, instead of 

going to multiple vendors to build a 

complete solution and pursuing mul-

tiple time-consuming and expensive 

certifications, ISVs and developers can 

work with Ingenico Mobile Solutions to 

get everything they need in one place, 

from one partner, with support from 

an entire team of payment industry 

experts. [19] 

Ezetap (India)

Another interesting case on the In-

dian market: FreeCharge, the dig-
ital payments platform, has inked 
a partnership with Ezetap, [20]the 

Bangalore-based pioneer in mobile 

payments, allowing the entire base of 

FreeCharge users to immediately start 

using their wallets to make payments 

at thousands of Ezetap service points 

consisting of small and mid-sized 

retailers across India. Ezetap's Universal 

Mobile Wallet Acceptance is India's first 

universal solution that allows mer-

chants to accept customer payments 

from any mobile wallet through their 

existing Ezetap mobile point of sale 

(mPoS) application. 

Additionally, in regards to partnerships, 
it has established a strategic partner-
ship with PAX Technology, a global 

provider of electronic payment solu-

tions, offering world-class, cost-effec-

tive and superior quality product. [21]
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Finally, in 2015 Ezetap signed a partner-

ship deal with Paytm for the platform to 

accept wallet payments, however, Pay-

tm announced that it had cut off Ezetap 

and other wallet services to payment 
aggregation companies. 0.3-0.4% of 
Paytm’s transactions comes through 
such payment aggregators. Paytm 

realized that the number of customers 

and transactions that were coming 

through them was far lesser than what 

they had a direct relationship with. At 

the end of the day, direct relationships 

with merchants are expected to have 

a better user experience and success 

rates on transactions, according to Pay-

tm. Vasireddy (CEO) also explained that 

Paytm’s user experience was hampered 

as customers had to go through a 

number of hops to clear a payment and 

hence opted for a more direct relation-

ship. [22]

GoSwiff (Singapore)

GoSwiff this year continued helping to 

create a new generation of merchants, 

who can process payments in meth-

ods different from cash, and benefits 

customers by making the transaction 

easier, safer and more efficient. Now, 
GoSwiff is operating in Rwanda [23] with 
KCB Bank, in Indonesia with Indosat 
Ooredoo and BNI Bank [24], in Romania 
with ING Bank. [25]

In addition, it worth mentioning, that 

In addition, it is worth mentioning, that 

this year GoSwiff changed their Senior 

team of CEO and CTO. Mark Patrick is 
becoming now a new CEO, replacing 

Simone Ranucci Brandimarte, who 

stepped down after two years in the 

role, and announced the appointment 

of Mr. Damien Kopp as their new CTO, 

to expand GoSwiff’s omni-channel 

payment offering and build a roadmap 

of innovative integrated services for 

merchants. [26]

SoftPay (Vietnam)

Softpay, Life.SREDA’s portfolio compa-

ny, this year received the 2016 Viet-
namese Talents Award, which honors 

leading innovations and inventions in 

IT. This step truly validates the quality of 

Softpay’s business model through the 

ingenious creation of IT. 

This celebration followed after it had 

signed a definitive agreement to ac-

quire Vietnam MPOS Technology JSC, 

a leading mPOS company operating in 

Vietnam. Under the terms of this Agree-

ment, SoftPay Mobile will become a 

majority shareholder of this Vietnam-

ese company. In addition, it will allow 

SoftPay Mobile to realize its vision to be 

the leading mPOS Payment Facilitator 

company in Southeast Asia. [27
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Most of companies that are closely 
linked with production of new cash 
terminals or software platforms for 
enterprise management - mainly 
based in USA (Square Stand, AllSet, 
Poynt, E la Carte, ShopKeep, Revel, 
Breadcrumb, Clover, Toast, Lavu), in 

Canada (Shopify POS, Lightspeed), 

Australia (Vend, Albert), Singapore 

(Mobikon & others), Indonesia (Moka, 
Pawoon, Olsera). Other countries’ 

markets are just getting saturated in 

amount of companies and volumes. 

Almost half of all players in the in-
dustry are focused of selling devices 

(Poynt, Square Stand, SumUp Stand, 
Shopify POS, E la Carte, ShopKeep, 
Albert, Revel, Breadcrumb), compared 

to the other half like AllSet, Vend, 
Lightspeed, Clover, Toast, Lavu, Erly, 
Mobikon that are more focused on 

software products. For software pro-

viders its easier to scale and enter new 

markets, but hardware providers take 

advantage of brand loyalty and emo-

tional involvement. 

Some notable brands that offer point-
of-sale management systems are 
actually subsidiaries of larger compa-
nies:  iqPOSitive (acquired by Revel), 

Square Stand (by Square), SumUp 
Stand (by SumUp), Shopify POS (by 

Shopify), Albert (by Commonwealth 

bank), Breadcrumb (acquired by Grou-

pon, then sold to Upserve), Clover (by 

First Data).

Taking into account the capacity of SME 

segment and the need for such trans-

actional services, the actual metrics 
of transactions and client base are 
relatively small and don’t justify the 
amount of capital invested. For in-

stance, E la carte - 85К clients, $1B pro-

cessed, raised $15M of debt and $28М 

of investment in2016; LightSpeed 

– 36К clients, $13B processed, raised 

$30М in А round from Accel and oth-

ers; Revel – 30К clients, raised $130М 

in 5 rounds in 6 years; ShopKeep – 

23К clients, raised $70М; Vend – 18К 

clients, raised $9М; Toast – 1000+ 

clients, raised $30М in round А; AllSet 
– last $2,5M in round А from Andreesen 

Horowitz, 8,5К orders monthly in 180 

restaurants in 3 cities in the US. 

The niche is currently deeply integrat-
ed with mPOS acquiring solutions, 
while the real opportunities are laid in 
partnerships with P2B / SME lending, 
online factoring. And, once again to 

mention, such services that are men-

tioned below still do not capitalize data 

about their clients, while there are mil-

lions of customers whose info has been 

collected by such service providers. To 

this end, they could offer new products 

targeting very carefully those in need. 

(Services like e-wallets, remittances, 

micro lending, pos lending)

Shopify (Canada)

Shopify is currently one of the most 

popular online sales platforms around, 

founded in 2005 in Canada. The com-

pany owes its initial success to online 

sales, and only in 2013, founders Tobias 

Lutke, Daniel Weinand and Scott Lake 

decided to branch out into the world 

of brick and mortar retail. Moving into 

online retail made a perfect sense, it 

already had a large pool of customers 

to sell to, and adding POS addition 

would create an opportunity to reach 

a thousand more. However, Shopify 

is designed only for small to medium 

retail businesses and not expanded in 

the food and service industry. 

The second half of the year Shopify 

started by launching its retail hard-
ware and point-of-sale app for mer-
chants in the UK. [1] The reader is the 

same, it supports tap, chip and swipe 

payments, letting retailers accept both 

contactless and traditional card-based 

payments, and the free app works 

in tandem with the reader device on 

either iPhone or iPad.

Next, following the trend of chatbots 

and extended customer relations 

management, Shopify provided a 

complimentary channel to its stores 
the ability to converse directly with 
customers via Facebook Messenger, 
and launched the ability to actually 
sell directly within messages between 
stores and customers. [2] It gives cus-

tomers a “Shop Now” option when they 

start a conversation with any Facebook 

Business Page store using Shopify’s 

Messenger sales channel [3], to let them 

tap through to browse and buy, and 

actually operates completely within 

Messenger.

Prior to that, in April we saw how 

Shopify entered into the market of 
chatbots by acquiring KIT CRM. Kit 

is the company that helps businesses 

interact with their customers over chat-

bots, provide with “virtual marketing 

tools” that could perform a variety of 

functions and others. And all of of those 

could be done via text messages. It was 
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heavily focused on letting merchants 

run particular aspects of their online 

businesses over SMS. [4] Shopify seems 
to be most interested in the “conver-
sational commerce” trend.

An interesting outcome from this 

acquisition was its newly launched 

product “Kit Favors”. It lets online 
stores create two Facebook ad cam-
paigns and promote two Facebook 
social posts (you’ll still have to pay 
Facebook for the ads, of course) free 
of charge, and it’ll also send out your 

first five thank you emails to custom-

ers upon purchase. The idea is that it’ll 

basically work for shop owners for free 

up until it essentially makes five sales on 

your behalf. In our opinion, this is a truly 

great move from Shopify. [5] 

Another launch from Shopify was its 

Frenzy app – focused on flash sales. 

It’s an app that gives you a central 
place to put all your hypebeast hopes, 
where the path to purchase is as easy 
as using Apple Pay. [6]  Frenzy is an app 

that lets users put all the things they 

want from the flash sale in one cen-

tral place and, when they are ready to 

move, pay via Apple Pay. Frenzy relies 

on Shopify’s back end to prevent the 

app from crashing, noted TechCrunch. 

The app works with retailers and 

brands. [7]

Lastly, Shopify also made two other 

acquisions, a Waterloo-based Bolt-
Made, bringing the digital consult-
ing and product development firm 
in-house [8] and Tiny Hearts, a digital 
studio that had released a number of 
mobile apps, games and bots over the 

past several years, including popular 

consumer-facing apps like Quick Fit, 
Next Keyboard, InstaMatch, and Wake 
Alarm. [9]

LightSpeed (Canada)

Lightspeed POS another Canadian, 

Montreal-based software provider for 

retailers that has received one of the 

most funding amount - $126M. Today, 

LightSpeed works with restaurants and 

retailers allowing them a way to run 

their businesses. More than 36,000 
businesses processing over $13 billion 
in annual transactions use Light-
speed’s restaurant POS software and 

omnichannel retail solution to manage 

inventory, customer preferences, sales 

and reporting — all from one central-

ized platform.

This year at the second half of the year 
it announced that venture capital firm 
Accel Partners of Palo Alto, Calif., is 
investing US$30-million through a 
series A funding round. The startup 

aims to take advantage of the “bring-

your-own-device” trend that has seen 

Apple Inc.-based products proliferate 

in workplaces — and it recently got a 

major financial shot in the arm from an 

early backer of now-famous Facebook 

Inc. [10]

In addition, Lightspeed announced its 

new partnership with DTG, online mar-

keting company. Beginning this year, 

DTG started offering Lightspeed’s on-
line solutions to its customers. While 

Lightspeed is trying to offer self-service 

eCommerce solutions, the web de-

signers and web specialists at DTG will 

try to engineer the online store for the 

customer. SMEs can now acquire these 

full-service of online stores at Light-

speed as well as DTG. Lightspeed will 

also begin offering a few of DTGs ser-

vices to to its current online store cus-

tomers, such as Facebook Advertising 

and SEO analysis. [11]  

Allset (USA)

Allset is a Life.SREDA’s portfolio compa-

ny, an app that is based in San, Francis-

co, Palo Alto, and Manhattan and Los 

Angeles, allows anyone to book, order 

& pay for their lunch at local restaurants 

before arrival. [12] In the second half of 

the year, it announced that it raised a 
$2.35 million investment led by New 
York-based VC firm Metamorphic Ven-
tures [13]. The funding capital will also 

help AllSet to expand product research, 

development, and marketing. 

Including previously raised $1 million in 

pre seed funding, Allset has now raised 

a total of $3.35 million. Launched last 

year, Allset currently serving over 
8,500 diners per month with more 
than 180 restaurant partners. [14] While 

Allset is free for its users, the service 

charges 10 percent of each order to the 

restaurant. An-

dreessen Horow-

itz, FJ Labs, and 

SMRK VC Fund 

all participated in 

the seed round. 

Allset has raised 

a total of $3.35 

million, including 

a million-dollar 

pre-seed round.
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Poynt (USA)

Poynt is a POS app and Smart terminal, 

that helps any business access incred-

ible technology at an affordable price. 

Founded in 2013 by Osama Bedier, 

who explored point-of-sale ideas at 

AT&T Wireless a lifetime ago, became a 

senior product executive at PayPal in its 

formative years and also helped launch 

Google Wallet, the search, advertising, 

applications. [15] To get its terminal into 

the market, Poynt is partnering with 
banks that have existing relationships 
with merchants. The company has 

already announced deals [16] with Chase 

Paymentech, a unit of JPMorgan [17], and 

Vantiv. Preorders started in late 2014 for 

$299. [18]

After a fruitful 2015th year, when it 

landed a $28M in funding and shipped 

its first smart terminals, moved to Brazil 

and became the industry’s first PCI PTS 

and EMV-certified terminal, this year it 

added a new strategic partnership in its 

network with Elavon to offer one of 
the most advanced payment devices 
available to small to mid-sized busi-
nesses in the U.S. [19], featuring the latest 

in payment acceptance technology, 

pre-installed security features and a 

broad range of mobile capabilities.

What’s really notable is that Poynt 
EMV terminals are now available for 
placement through certified PayPro-
Tec partners. PayProtec is a payment 

processing operator that has served 

over 40,000+ merchants in the US. 

Poynt features include a hybrid EMV 

(chip card) and MSR card reader, NFC 

and QR code payment technologies, 

arrives with a built-in payment terminal, 

register, scanner, printer, dual touch 

screen, a private customer-facing 

screen, can integrate with other third 

party software, can be an individual 

payment terminal connected to a cash 

register or can combine both in one, 

and much more. [20] 

E la Carte (USA)

E la Carte has developed a system that 

not only allows guests to order digitally 

from the table with a custom designed 

tablet, but also allows guests to interact 

with interactive content and games, as 

well as pay their bill without having to 

wait for a server. Up to date, it has over 

1,700 installed restaurants in the Presto 

System. 

This year E la Carte announced that 
it has deployed more than 85,000 
Presto tablets throughout its network 
of restaurant customers across the 
United States and already processed 
more than $600 million in consumer 
payment transactions [21] and is on pace 

to process well over one billion dollars 

in 2016.

A couple of weeks after, it announced 

that it received a $15M credit facility 

from Bridge Bank and Trinity Capital to 
refinance its existing debt structure 
and reduce its debt service costs as 
well as provide additional working 
capital to complement their equity in-
vestment of $28m received in the past 

from venture capital firms Intel Capital 

and Romulus Capital. [22]

In addition, I added couple of new fea-

tures to its platform, like the Presto Sys-

tem’s guest feedback capability, so its 
restaurant partners can now leverage 
contextual guest feedback data from 
the Presto System to help optimize 
their business operations, with opera-

tors already recognizing more than 10 

times higher response rates compared 

to traditional survey methods. [23] Theo-

retically, this guest feedback capability 

unlocks high quality responses at much 

higher rates than traditional guest feed-

back tools, enabling operators to make 

smarter, data-driven decisions to boost 

efficiencies and enhance the guest 

dining experience, but practically there 

are no results yet. 
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ShopKeep (USA)

ShopKeep is another famous iPad point 

of sale system, serving to more than 

23,000 customers and based in New 

York, it has raised more than $70M and 

made 3 acquisitions up to date. This 

year it also first appeared on Deloitte’s 

Technology Fast 500, a ranking of the 

500 fastest growing technology, media, 

TMT and energy companies in North 

America. Shopkeep is ranked 116 out of 

500, it grew 776% during this period. [24] 

In addition, Shopkeep aded few new 

services during the year. For instance, it 

has added 3 new add-ons for its current 

and future customers. Now, ShopKeep’s 

merchants are able to access and set-

up services from Site Booster, Gmail 

and PEX from within ShopKeep’s iPad 
POS app to further help them run a 
smarter small business. [25]

It also rolled out its pocket app on an-

droid, following popularity of Android 

among SMB customer base. Pocket 
is a smartphone app enabling busi-
ness owners the ability to monitor 
performance of their business in 
real-time. Now on both mobile iOS 

and Android systems, the Pocket App 

is available exclusively to ShopKeep’s 

customer base, which commands 

more than $3.5 billion dollars in annual 

transactions. [26]

Breadcrumb (USA)

Breadcrumb is a New York based POS 

solution, built for quik service restau-

rants, full-service restaurants, cafes, 

bars, lounges, and nightclubs. The POS 

supports all sorts of ordering: table 

(eating in), to-go (eating out), delivery, 

and bar tabs. Basically, Breadcrumb is 

intended for any business that requires 

a menu.

What’s interesting about Breadcrumb 

is that Groupon acquired Breadcrumb 
back in 2012 [27], shortly after Grou-
pon went public with a $13 billion 
valuation [28]. Four fruitless years later, 

and Groupon’s value had plummeted 

to around the $2 billion mark [29], with 

news of mass redundancies [30] hitting 

the headlines. In August last year, 

Breadcrumb founder Seth Harris left the 

company, along with about 25 percent 

of the division’s workforce [31], so things 

weren’t looking rosy for the company, 

anyway.

To this end, Groupon has sold its Bread-

crumb point-of-sale (POS) business 

to Upserve, a restaurant technology 

startup that was known as Swipely 

up until March of this year. And more 
interestingly, Groupon isn’t seeking 
any direct cash for the transaction 
— instead, it’s taking an undisclosed 
minority stake in Upserve. [32]

Toast (USA)

Toast is a Boston-based, all-in-one 

restaurant technology platform. Built 

specifically for restaurants, Toast offers 

a mobile, cloud-based POS system that 

incorporates key facets of the guest ex-

perience into one platform. Up to date 

it has more than 1,000 costumers and 

growing from hundreds to thousands.

After Toast has received its funding 

of $30M [33] in a round led by Besse-

mer Venture Partners, it has been into 

establishing new partnership network, 

thus in August it has partnered with 
Chowly, Inc. to integrate third-par-
ty online ordering systems (TOOS) 
directly into its point of sale (POS) 

software to solve a growing problem 
for customers who order food online  

With the significant expansion of online 

ordering platforms such as Grubhub 

and Yelp’s Eat24, restaurants are seizing 

the opportunity to grow their delivery 

and pickup business. [34] 

Another partnership was with Ctuit 
Software, with a purpose to allow 
mutual clients to pull valuable data in-
cluding sales, labor detail and product 
mix records from Toast to create com-
prehensive restaurant management 
solutions [35] designed to reduce costs 

and increase profits. These solutions 

cover an array of restaurant needs in-

cluding recipe costing, taking inventory, 

creating schedules and more.

Lavu (USA)

Lavu, is another restaurant centric POS 

system for full stack, quick service. 

Founded in Albuquerque, N.M., and 

operating worldwide, Lavu Inc. be-

gan as a solution to common point of 

sale problems and restaurant industry 

issues. It received $15M in series A 
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funding and now expanded into bars & 

nightclubs, quick serve businesses, and 

other hospitality industries.

We didn’t hear a lot from them this year, 

however we noticed its new linkage 

with PayPal, as it announced it has se-
lected them (PayPal) to bring payment 

processing of EMV or traditional swipe 

credit and debit card payments to 

restaurants, bars, food trucks, and other 

food/beverage businesses nationwide. 

With this agreement, two leading com-

merce companies are joining forces 

to offer digital, cloud-based payment 

and POS systems at considerably less 

expense for restaurant owners. 

PayPal will now be available to Lavu’s 
portfolio of restaurants, bars and food 
trucks that generate billions of dollars 
in transactions annually. [36] Addition-

ally, Lavu can offer restaurant and bar 

owners EMV payment processing that is 

integrated with a clear and transparent 

pricing structure within its POS soft-

ware, with no hidden fees.

Revel (USA)

Revel is along the largest Point of sale 

solutions for retail, food businesses 

and many more. Despite the fact that 

the company is already 6 years old, 

and received a funding of $127.3M in 5 

rounds, [37] it still grows with an ex-
treme path, to this end, during 2016, 
it continued its growth with a 158% 
year over year growth rate. [38]  2016 

was truly tremendous for Revel, as it 

continued to address challenges and 

make new strong movements. Revel 

Systems has already deployed more 

than 30,000+ clients and has raised 

over $130 million in funding to date.

In September 2016, Revel announced 
their global partnership with Shell. 
Shell chose to implement Revel’s highly 

secure POS platform in selected retail 

fuel sites worldwide. The partnership, 

which was two years in the making, was 

a direct result of Shell’s need to improve 

the customer journey and experience.

Second partnership was with Cin-
nabon, part of the Focus Brands, 
which includes household names 
like Schlotzsky’s, Auntie Anne’s, and 
Carvel, has added Revel in over 100 
locations in less than a year. [39] Addi-

tionally, after a comprehensive rollout 

in their campus-wide restaurants, Stan-

ford University has since expanded 

to include Revel in all transactional 

venues, including their stadium.

Third partnership was with Expensi-

fy. Revel is the first ever point-of-sale 

[POS] system that Expensify has 
chosen to integrate with due to their 
advanced features and seamless cus-
tomer experience. By integrating with 

Expensify, Revel is giving end users who 

are purchasing goods and services from 

a Revel client’s point-of-sale the ability 

to send receipts directly into Expensify, 

skipping the inbox entirely. [40]

Next interesting move was with its 

acquisition of iqPOSitive, a Russian 

developer of automation solutions for 

restaurant businesses. What’s inter-
esting in this deal was that IqPOSitive 
had no investor and no office at the 
beginning, had zero invested in mar-

keting, clients came exclusively from 
word of mouth and my Facebook 
page. The company failed to attract 
investors and suggested to move to 
western Europe. But, despite all the 
difficulties, Revel’s and iqPOSitive’s 
exchanges ended up with this unex-
pected acquisition. [41]

Clover station (USA)

Clover station is another US based POS 

system for business but more complex 

and highly customizable. It has its own 
API, so your developers can create a 
custom solution to make the POS sys-
tem for business. It’s operating under 

an umbrella brand First Data, as it was 

acquired in 2013 and recently added 

couple of new products, like its mPOS 

device, that we mentioned in “Mobile 

Acquiring chapter”

Speaking about this year, Clover came 
up with an upgraded Clover Mini 
terminal. Clover Mini is a next gener-
ation card payment terminal which 
helps businesses run and grow your 
business. It enables to accept almost 

any type of payment – quickly and 

easily, and in a safe and secure way. [42] 

As they claim, it is the fastest, smartest, 

most flexible card terminal around at 

the moment. It works at broadband 

speed to deal with chip & pin and con-

tactless payments as well as telephone 

payments. It is also future-proofed and 

ready to accept ApplePay and NFC 

payments over Android phones.

http://iqpos.ru/about.html
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Square POS (USA)

Square is one of the market leaders in 

the industry of payment processing, in 

2016 has renamed its Square POS to 

Square Register - app to manage mer-

chants’ inventory, make invoices and 

take payments from customers. In 2016 
it has also started to allow users to 
make payments in the UK. A launch 
of Square in the UK on its own comes 

after we have heard from sources that 

Square also considered coming here 

by way of acquisition, buying a Europe-

an player like iZettle as a way to enter 

the market.

Additionally, Square has announced 

a suite of new offerings in an effort 

to deepen and expand its presence in 

the digital payments market. Under 

the umbrella of “Build With Square” 

platform, the company has essentially 

decentralized its payment processing 

services. Whereas the company’s busi-

ness model previously revolved around 

its own plug-and-play POS hard-

ware [43] and Square Register payments 

processing software, it’s now offering 

a range of tools for business that don’t 

necessarily want to commit to the 

Square payments ecosystem. [44]

Paypal (USA)

Paypal in 2016 has expanded its 

partnerships with Mastercard and VISA 

aimed at helping the payments ser-

vice become moreaccepted checkout 

method at stores. With VISA PayPal has 
Joined the Visa Digital Enablement 
Program [45] (VDEP) to Expand Point 

of Sale Acceptance: a commercial 

framework for Visa partners to access 

Visa’s token services and other digital 

capabilities in the United States. This 

will enhance transaction security and 

expand acceptance for PayPal’s digital 

wallet to all physical retail locations 

where Visa contactless transactions are 

enabled. [46] The partnership also helped 

PayPal’s Venmo service, as its users 

could now instantly withdraw money 

when they linked their Venmo account 

to their Visa debit cards. MasterCard 

cardholders will now have a similar abil-

ity to make instant transfers on Venmo, 

via MasterCard Send. [47]

With MasterCard, the goal is to help 
PayPal establish more traction at 
point-of-sale, where it’s facing 
increased competition from tap-and-
pay rivals like Apple Pay, and to a 

lesser extent, Android Pay and Samsung 

Pay. Some stores have also implement-

ed their own digital payments service, 

like Starbucks, Walmart, and more 

recently, CVS. In addition, under the 

expanded partnership between PayPal 

and MasterCard, consumers and small 

businesses will be able to instantly cash 

out funds held in their PayPal account 

to a MasterCard account. [48]

w(Estonia)

Erply is a one of those software POS 

providers that came from quite a 

special places, originally based in Tallin, 

Estonia and further moved to US, it is a 

“cloud hybrid system” ERP system pro-

viding online and offline real-time op-

eration, POS functions, HR capabilities, 

supply chain management, customer 

relationship management, accounting 

capabilities, and access controls. It has 

a couple of add-ons that are cool, it’s 

integrated with QuickBooks, allowing 

to send new invoices from ERPLY into 

QuickBooks; with PrestaShop, Magen-
to, Shopify and others.

At the beginning of the year it has 

partnered with Star Micronics to create 

a complete mPOS bundle for small/

medium-sized business environments. 

ERPLY has worked with Star Micron-

ics printer peripherals for a number 

of years, integrating Star products 

with Android, iOS, and Windows soft-

ware for POS, and is providing  Android 

support for the mPOP. With the mPOP 
being the first all-in-one integrated 
peripheral for ERPLY, they saw this as 
the opportunity to give their cus-
tomers a solution that is sleek and 
reliable, and different from anything 
they have ever seen before. [49] The 

complete mPOS bundle with the ERPLY 

software, Star Micronics mPOP, and An-

droid tablet, makes the installation that 

much more simple for retailers.

Additionally, ERPLY has integrated with 

the CAS PD-II POS Interface Scale. Ideal 

for environments such as supermarkets 

and garden centers, the scale integra-

tion is good for weighing parcels and 

easily gathering other weight sensi-

tive data. As ERPLY expands its list of 

partnered systems and hardware, its 

software can better serve customer. 

With the integration of our new retail 

weighing solution, ERPLY gives you 

faster checkouts that can be done en-

tirely through our POS system. [50]

Vend (New Zealand)

Vend is another big retail software de-

veloper, based in Wellington, serving to 
more than 18,000 stores around 140 
countries. After successful 2015 and 

earlier years, highlighting events like: 

expanding into UK, Australia, Canada, 

starting to work with Apple and raising 

almost $50M in funding, this year was 

also big for Vend. 

http://news.walmart.com/news-archive/2015/12/10/walmart-introduces-walmart-pay
http://star-emea.com/products/mpop/
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Starting from the main news, Vend this 
year again raised $9M in funding from 
strong investors ilke Movac, whose 
Mark Stuart joined a board of direc-
tors of Vend and others, including ex-

isting shareholders Square Peg Capital, 

Sam Morgan’s Jasmine Investments 

and Aspiring Asset Management. Com-

panies Office records say Vend issued 

3.2 million shares, taking its total to 34 

million. [51]

Also, Vend and Xero partnered to pur-
sue a range of product updates and 
joint marketing activities, to deliver the 

most advanced end-to-end solution 

for small business retailers. “Some 30 

per cent of Vend customers in NZ and 

Australia already connect to Xero, and 

we want to accelerate this growth in 

other markets too, such as the UK and 

USA,” says Alex Fala, CEO, Vend, in a 

statement. [52]

Lastly, Vend has partnered with 
Square, considering enemies into 
allies. From 2016 Square started to 

offer Vend’s restaurant, retail and other 

business owner clients full access to 

Square’s platform, including its hard-

ware, payments infrastructure and 

financial service offerings (like loans for 

small businesses). The new approach 

that allows Square to work together 

with companies like Vend makes a lot 

more business sense. It means Vend 
customers have options to a range 
of new hardware options, including 
access to the Square reader, and for 

Square, it offers another new vector 

(Square is already teaming up with 

restaurant management software pro-

vider Upserve in a similar capacity) for 

one of its most important new product 

categories: financial services for small 

businesses. [53]

Albert (Australia)

Albert is a Point of sale device for 

restaurants, cafes and retail stores that 

was launched by Commonwealth 
Bank of Australia and runs on an 
open-source platform and CBA ex-
pects external application developers 

to help merchants customise their cus-

tomer experiences. CBA has developed 

eight apps that will come pre-loaded 

onto the device, including a cash 

counter and an app to split bills. [54]

In March it has partnered with Kounta, 
to integrate a range of new features, 
like accepting payments, manage 
tablets, take customer orders, split 
bills and update inventory levels at the 

same time, from the one device. As well 

as offering transaction and POS func-

tions, Kounta on Albert integrates with 

customer loyalty, accounting, invento-

ry, rostering and payroll applications. 

No longer will businesses need to use 

multiple devices to run their day-to-day 

operations. [55]

What’s also important, Commonwealth 
Bank of Australia has signed a deal 
with Ant Financial to open access to 
Alibaba e-commerce Websites for 
Australian consumers and businesses 

and provide Alipay payments for Chi-

nese tourists through its Albert POS de-

vices. Under the terms of the MOU, the 

two companies are working together to 

make it easier for Australian consumers 

to pay for purchases made through 

Alibaba Group’s e-commerce websites, 

supported by Ant Financial’s payment 

infrastructure, including AliExpress, a 

platform for Chinese merchants to sell 

to global consumers. [58] 

MOKA (Indonesia) 

Moka is among the most successful 

mobile POS startups that lets users do 

nearly everything via iPad. And in 2016 
attracted $1.9M in its series A funding 
led by East ventures. Other investors 

who participated  in the round are Con-

vergence Ventures, Fenox VC, Northstar 

Group and Wavemaker Partners. The 

Jakarta-based startup plans to use the 

fresh funds to accelerate growth and 

step up product development. The 

company also plans to establish sales 

team in Bandung, Bali, and Surabaya. [56]

Additionally In December, Moka 
signed an agreement with state-
owned lender PT Bank Mandiri 
Tbk (BMRI) as the acquiring bank. In 

addition to that, the company has also 

partnered Telkomsel – Indonesia’s larg-

est telecom company – that will offer 

the bundle of the mPOS and Telkomsel 

data package as a business solution for 

users. [57]

Mobikon (Singapore)

Mobikon is Singapore based, one of the 

leading providers of online customer 

engagement solutions for the restau-

rant industry. In terms of business and 

product development in 2016, it has 

launched mEngage, a single platform 

customer engagement and marketing 

product for the restaurant industry. 

This platform will allow restaurants to 

drive precise customer engagement 

programmes in a seamless manner and 

also harness the power of big data to 

enhance customer experience to an 

unprecedented level. [59]

In terms of mergers and acquisitions, 

Mobikon in 2016 made two acquisi-

tion deals. First, has acquired Mum-
bai-based social and marketing solu-
tions provider MassBlurbin a mixed 

equity and cash deal estimated to be 

around $2.5 million.  The acquisition 

will help the Jungle Ventures and Asean 

tech-fund Qualgro-backed Mobikon to 

integrate online review management, 

website automation and other services 

to its clients. [60] 

And second, Mobikon has made a stra-
tegic investment in Hipcask, an online 
gifting platform for alcohol and cof-
fee. “We have led this round of funding 

and taken a significant stake in the 

company,” said Samir Khadepaun, CEO, 

Mobikon. Hipcask sells e-gift vouchers, 

which in turn can help drive traffic to 

restaurants. Going ahead, this will be 

offered as an offering through the new 

integrated F&B services management 

platform that Mobikon will be launching 

next month. [61] 

https://www.vendhq.com/
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The online acquiring market is grow-
ing actively worldwide. However, 
there is an obvious misbalance in the 
equation of leaders / followers trac-
tion. Out of 100% of all online acquirers 

and payment processors, there are only 

5%-7% of companies that actually are 

handling the major stake of payments, 

up to 70% of payments in the market. 

The rest 90% of companies are much 

lower in scale and volumes and are 

processing about 30% of all transac-

tions. Despite such inequality, there are 

many successful small companies that 

are carefully targeting special niches 

like video games, gambling, hospitality; 

or geographically: Arab countries, APAC 

region, CIS; and as a result, can with-

stand a pressure from industry giants.

Considering all fundamental metrics 
larger companies are still growing 
faster than their smaller peers. Thus, 

it raises a question of the future of 

small players in the market. Will they 

be acquired by larger processing giants 

like Intuit/First Data/Elavon etc; or will 

they be acquired by tech leaders in the 

market like Stripe/Klarna/Adyen etc; or 

will they merge with similar companies 

with a purpose of ecosystem creation 

in their geo markets (the most attractive 

business option).

There is still a pool of opportunities 
in the industry of payment process-
ing. Three years after Braintree was 

acquired by Paypal,  it revealed that its 

number of payment transactions had 

grown 25x measured from Q2 2013 to 

Q2 2016. In 2016 Stripe, which is now 

operating in 25 countries, attracted 

$150M in round D, valued at $9B ($5B 

a year earlier). It’s European peers – 

Adyen from the Netherlands and Klar-
na from Sweden,valued at $2.3B – are 

also actively growing and competing 

successfully. Adyen has signed Uber, 

Facebook, Netflix, and in 2016 also 

signed Wechat Pay, Etsy, Sabre Airline 

and others. While Klarna received 

a banking license for operations in 

Europe and was considering getting it 

in the US, moving into SME lending and 

continuing its offline acquiring.

Australia is an interesting market for 
acquirers, for instance in 2016, eWay 

was acquired by US GlobalPayments 

for $50M, bearing in mind the fact that 

company had processed 5.8B trans-

actions alone, which represents about 

one-quarter of Australian online trans-

action. In addition, Global Payments 
in 2014 acquired another big payments 

company in Australia – Ezidebit for 

$305M.

Due to an ongoing e-commerce 
boom in India – there is a subsequent 
growth in online acquiring. In 2016 

Amazon, which bets on India hugely, 

acquired a local gateway EmVantage, 

while its competitors Flipkart and 

SnapDeal were following the same 

path by acquiring or developing in-

house payments processors/ gateways. 

Local Transerv received $15M in round 

C with $15M monthly processed. 

Despite a stable  growth in the APAC 
region, regional players like 2C2P, 

Omese, Red Dot Payments are still in 

the niche. While Israeli acquirers and 

processors like Zooz and Credoraxthat 
attracted $40,5M and $80M relatively 

are growing fast and are well-estab-

lished in their geo markets. There are 

still no big players in Europe apart from 

Klarna and Adyen (Rocket Internet’s 

Paymill was acquired by Klick&Pay for 

undisclosed amount).

Paypal (Payment processing / gateway, 

E-wallet)

Starting from a very beginning, Paypal 

faced troubles in Turkey, as it was de-

nied by the financial regulator - BDDK. 

To this end, PayPal says that it has 

been forced into suspending payment 

processing. The license was denied 
because of a new rule in Turkey that 
requires IT systems to be based in the 
country. [1]

In terms of partnerships, in September 

Paypal announced an important expan-

sion of their long – standing partner-

ship that will enhance the consumer 
experience by making Mastercard a 
clear payment option within PayP-
al, enable Masterpass as a payment 
option for Braintree merchants and 

expand PayPal’s presence at the point 

of sale. This will provide increased value 

to Mastercard cardholders, financial in-

stitutions and PayPal customers. Under 

the expanded partnership, consumers 
and small businesses will be able to 
instantly cash out funds held in their 
PayPal accounts to a Mastercard debit 
card. [2] PayPal will also be provided 

certain financial volume incentives and, 

as a result of the commitments made 

under this agreement, will no longer 

be subject to the digital wallet operator 

fee.

At second, Paypal teamed up with 

electronic manufacturer Lenovo, and 

chip maker Intel to let users authen-

ticate payments on their PCs with a 

fingerprint. Working with biometrics 
specialist Synaptics, the partners aim 
to help owners of Lenovo comput-
er-owners ditch passwords for PayPal 
and other Fido-enabled services. [3] 
PayPal and Lenovo were among the 

firms that set up the Fido Alliance 

back in 2012 in a bid to replace pass-

word-based online authentication with 

an industry-supported open protocol 

tied to the actual device used to access 

services.

At third, Paypal partnered with Citi 
Bank to drive incremental spend. The 

partnership has become a core part of 

PayPal’s strategy, allowing it to provide 

a new level of financial choice and 

flexibility to its customers. Over the last 

few months, Paypal has partnered with 

Visa and MasterCard to offer greater 

choice and value to our customers who 

pay with the PayPal and Venmo wallets, 

and with Facebook and Alibaba to bring 

PayPal’s superior checkout experiences 

to some of the world’s largest proper-

ties. [4]
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Braintree (Payment processing / gate-

way)

Braintree is a payment processing 

company acquired by PayPal in 2013. In 
September this year there was a three-
year milestone from the acquisition, 
and there were some big results 
worth sharing. Braintree has grown 25 

times in three years, measured from Q2 

2013 to Q2 2016. There are some other 

Braintree’s accomplishments that stood 

out this year.

For instance, in addition to a recent-

ly added new innovative payment 

methods such as Venmo, Apple Pay 

on the Web, Paypal Credit, Braintree 
enabled merchants to accept Union-
Pay through Braintree’s SDK. [5] With 

just a few lines of code, merchants can 

quickly integrate both Union Pay credit 

and, for the first time, debit cards, into 

their checkout process. Bloomberg 

projected that Chinese shoppers would 

spend approximately $118 Billion on 

cross-border transactions this year 

alone, marking a 31.4% increase from 

2015. [6] As China’s most dominant card 

with over 5.44B supported cards in cir-

culation, UnionPay will help merchants 

actively participate in this growing 

economy by unlocking access to the 

4.1B debit cards Braintree reaches.

This year Braintree also launched a 
commerce infrastructure tools to 
deliver richer commerce experienc-
es by enabling secure B2B payment 
sharing in and out of its network. [7] At 

their core, the commerce infrastructure 

tools are a set of APIs that address the 

complexities of sharing customer and 

payment data between parties. With 

these new APIs, merchants or plat-

forms have the ability to create their 

own experiences, both in app and on 

their site, by being able to securely 

share payment data with any party they 

choose to partner with, regardless of 

payment processor, all while remaining 

PCI compliant. 

The second launched product was 

Braintree Auth, a product that enables 
Braintree merchants to more easily in-
tegrate with Braintree partners by au-
thorizing them to perform services on 
their behalf, allowing for actions such 

as enabling payments on an e-com-

merce store or accessing transaction 

data for an analytics or accounting 

service. This product is already pow-

ering payments on some 

of the largest and most 

innovative e-commerce 

platforms, including Big-

Commerce, WooCom-

merce, and 3DCart. [8]

In terms of geo expansion, 

Braintree announced that 
Android Pay and Apple 
Pay™ are now available in 
Singapore, through Brain-
tree’s mobile SDK. These 

new additions will enable 

merchants to offer richer commerce 

experiences by giving customers great-

er flexibility and choice at checkout, in 

addition to offering PayPal, credit cards, 

and debit cards. [9]

In addition, Braintree expanded its 
presence in France. Since Braintree 

opened in France in 2012, it’s been 

working side by side with many inno-

vative French merchants such as With-

ings and Resto-In, as well as famous 

fast growing international companies 

such as Airbnb, Uber, and Dropbox. 

Braintree also appointed Eric Tudoux 
to the team as the French country 
manager for Braintree. Eric has exten-

sive background in the fintech industry, 

and will responsible for the current 

sales and support team throughout 

France. [10]

Stripe (Payment processing / gateway)

Stripe, the startup based out of the U.S. 

that lets online businesses and apps 

quickly incorporate payments and other 

financial services by way of APIs, is ex-
panding its Stripe Connect product to 
marketplace businesses based in the 
UK, Ireland and the Nordics. Mean-

while, one of Stripe’s rivals has finally 

found a buyer after filing for bankruptcy 

in April: Paymill — a Stripe clone incu-

bated by Rocket Internet back in June 

2012 — has been acquired by Swiss 

financial services company Klik & Pay 

for an undisclosed sum. Stripe Connect 
was originally introduced in 2015 and 
was part of the company’s bigger aim 
to provide financial services beyond 
simple payments. In this case, it covers 

not only paying in and out in different 

currencies but also things like identity 

verifications and handling localized 

regulatory compliance, currently 

covering 25 countries and based on a 

commission per transaction.

Stripe Connect’s expansion comes at 
an interesting time in the European 
tech world. Most in the UK and those 
who do business in it are waiting to 
see just how the Brexit referendum 
will play out, [11] some with more than 
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a little apprehension and dread. But on 

the other hand, up to now, there has 

been a lot of success among “mar-

ketplace” startups in the country, and 

many investors are still pinning a lot 

of hope on them. Stripe estimates that 

in the UK alone, marketplace startups 

are expected to raise some $1 billion in 

funding this year.

In terms of product launch, this year 

we saw how Stripe launched Instant 
Payouts, a service designed for the 
gig economy, enabling marketplac-
es to pay contractors in minutes via 
their debit cards. The service has been 

trialed in beta for several months by 

firms including Instacart, Postmates, 

and Lyft, which has already used it to 

send over $500 million to drivers. It is 

now available to all marketplaces in the 

US using Stripe’s Managed Accounts, 

which simply need to add a few lines of 

code to their site. Stripe charges 1.5% 

of the payout amount, with a minimum 

fee of 50 cents. [12]

In terms of mergers, this autumn Stripe 

announced that it had acquired Tonic 
— an app development and proto-
typing service — in a move meant to 
shore up its developer offering. While 

financial terms of the deal weren’t dis-

closed, it was revealed that Tonic was 

rebranded to RunKit and would contin-

ue to operate independently. Founded 

by Francisco Tolmasky, the creator of 

the Objective-J programming language 

and developer of mobile Safari, RunKit 

is tackling the problem of whether it’s 

possible to build “a developer operating 

system.” RunKit provides access to a 
sandboxed JavaScript environment 
where you can use various node 
modules without needing to install 
them, improving the speed and ease of 

development.

With Stripe appealing to more mer-

chants and developers, both here in the 

U.S. and abroad — in Cuba, for example 

— being able to provide developer tools 

to those who want to reach across 

borders is particularly important. The 
higher the quality of the application, 
the greater the chances of a good 
return. It’ll also benefit Stripe Relay, 

as the company makes a push to help 

merchants sell on mobile. [13]

Lastly, by the end of the year, Stripe 
raised $150M in a series D funding 
round which values America’s top 
fintech dog at more than $9B. As first 

reported by the Wall Street Journal, Al-

phabet unit CapitalG and General Cata-

lyst Partners are leading the round, also 

joined by existing investors including 

Sequoia Capital. The new deal values 
Stripe at nearly double the $5 billion it 
was pegged at during its last funding 
round little over a year ago. The firm 

has now attracted some $460 million in 

investment since its 2010 launch. [14]

Adyen (Payment acquirer, payment 

processor / gateway)

Adyen is one of the biggest players 

providing payment processing and 

acquiring solutions. It already processes 

payments of such tech companies as 

Uber, Facebook, NetFlix, Mindbody and 

each has millions of respective cus-

tomers. Adyen’s Global Acquiring is a 

significant milestone for the company 

that was valued at $2.3 billion in 2015 

and achieved more than 100% reve-

nue growth in 2015, in turn fueling the 

growth of some of the world’s fastest 

growing companies.

In the second half of 2016, Adyen be-
came a processor of Etsy, the online 
marketplace for handmade goods, 

with more than 1.7M sellers on the 
site. This came after the Etsy’s issue 

with its previous processor – WorldPay, 

and  a month long calamity that dis-

rupted millions in transaction dollars. [15] 

A botched server update resulted in 

duplicate charges and dropped trans-

actions for Etsy merchants and sellers. 

Fifteen thousand customer complaints 

on an Etsy chat thread later, the compa-

ny actually decided to add an additional 

payments processor to pick up the 

weight. [16]

Another big player joining Adyen is Sa-
bre Airline. The extension will enable 
airlines that work with Sabre, such as 
Aeromexico and Vietnam Airlines, to 
take advantage of Adyen’s payments 
solution. [17]  As far as Adyen supports 

250 payment methods and 150+ 

currencies, it enables airlines to give 

passengers the option to pay in their 

preferred way, no matter where in the 

world they are located. [18]

Another big result from Adyen was its 
market expansion into Brazil, Hong 
Kong and Australia with its credit card 
acquiring capabilities. This adds to a 

growing list of markets where Adyen 

already provides acquiring services – 

US, Europe. The expanded acquiring 

capabilities mean that merchants with 

customers in Brazil, Hong Kong and 

Australia can now also process credit 

cards locally via Adyen’s platform. This 
is a huge benefit for merchants as it 
eliminates the need to run payments 
through multiple third party acquirers 
in each region, which often rely on a 

patchwork of legacy systems that were 

not designed for the digital age. [19]
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Lastly, Adyen announced that it had 

added WeChat Pay to its portfolio of 

local payments methods and become 

the first major payment service pro-
vider to integrate WeChat Pay into its 
offering on a global scale - providing 

businesses with access to 400 million 

Chinese shoppers. This became the 

latest addition to the evolving suite 

of local payment methods offered by 

Adyen. WeChat, originally a messaging 

app, has evolved into a digital ecosys-

tem featuring payments integration that 

is already used by half of WeChat’s 800 

million users. [20]

Klarna (Payment processing / gateway)

Stockholm-based Klarna is hugely 

successful in its native Sweden where 

it processes an incredible 30% of all 

online sales. The company was worth 
$2.25 billion (£1.68 billion) in 2016 

and backed by renowned Silicon 
Valley venture capital firm Sequoia 
Capital, an early investor in Apple, 
Google, Instagram, and more. [21] The 

online financing giant Klarna this year 

was deeply into forming partnership 

chain in the US and other countries / 

sectors. 

Starting from partnerships in the UK, 
we can outline its agreements with 
Shopify, WorldPay, BigCommerce, Cy-
berSource, and Lyst to make financing 
available to UK consumers through 
their network of online merchants. 
Klarna’s process requires filling out a 

few fields of information online (with-

out being redirected away from the 

online store) and lets consumers know 

instantly if they qualify for the financing 

solution, bankingtech.com reports. The 
solution helps retailers and mer-
chants counteract the dropped basket 
effect, boosting retention, loyalty and 

sales. [22]  According to Klarna’s recent 

research, 67% of UK shoppers abandon 

their shopping basket online, which 

equates to an average loss of GBP 

37,062 per UK retailer each year.

In the US, it has teamed up with 

Bigcommerce, Shopify, Magento, 

Demandware, OpenCart, and Cyber-

source (that together account for over 

thousands of online merchants) to offer 

credit lines through Klarna. The com-
pany already has a banking license 
in Europe and is currently working 
with WebBank on lending in the U.S. 
However, it's also considering making 
a bigger splash in the States by buying 
its own bank. With the partnerships 

that Klarna’s already lined up, the com-

pany can lend to folks in 18 European 

countries and the U.S. Those stats aren’t 

a big deal for shoppers, but it makes life 

easier for online stores, the spokesman 

said.

In terms of strategic moves, Klarna 
rolled out a campaign of branching 
out to physical stores where banks 
and tech firms can battle to pro-
cess transactions. With e-commerce 

currently accounting for less than 

10% of total retail spending in Western 

countries where the firm has a pres-

ence, the move into physical stores 
could allow Klarna to address a much 
bigger market than it is currently 
focused on. [23] By approaching tradi-

tional stores with its services, Klarna 

will be competing with banks and new 

payment services heavyweights such 

as Apple Inc., Samsung Electronics Co., 

and Alphabet Inc.’s Google unit. Rolling 

out its online business to the U.S. last 

year, Klarna began competing head on 

with the likes of PayPal Holdings Inc., 

Amazon.com Inc. and Stripe Inc.

In addition, Klarna has agreed to take 
on the team behind the insolvent 

Berlin fintech startup Cookies. 
The Cookies app, founded 
by former N26 employees 
Garry Krugljakow and Lamine 
Cheloufi, aimed to simplify 
mobile money transfers and 
was once one of the most 
hyped up-and-coming German 
fintech companies. However, 

management in-fighting led 

Krugljakow to withhold his consent for 

raising needed outside funds. Cheloufi 

expressed his frustration in a blog post: 

“A distorted relationship is no justifica-

tion for blocking financing that would 

ensure the survival of a company and 

the jobs of the people working there.” 

Due to lack of funding, the company 
was forced to file for bankruptcy in 
Q2’16. [24]

Credorax (Payment acquirer, payment 

processor / gateway)

Credorax is an Israeli-based provider 

of online payment processing and 

acquiring for online merchants found-

ed in 2007. It acquired a PSD license 

in 2010 and is a principal member of 

Visa Europe and Mastercard. In 2014, it 

acquired a license for Japan and US. In 

2015, it received a commercial banking 

license in Europe. Credorax holds a 

huge amount of licenses and up to date 

has raised $80M.

At the very beginning of the year, it 

appointed a new CEO – Igal Rotem. 

Benny Nachman, the former CEO and 

founder, transitioned to vice-chairman 

of the board and executive director. 

According to the company, Igal Rotem 

joined Credorax in 2010, and has 

served as executive chairman for the 

past four years. [25] He has deep expertise 

in global expansion, and was instru-

mental in establishing the company’s 

presence in Asia.

What’s important to speak about is to 

outline its new partnership with Van-
tiv, set up to allow Vantiv’s merchants 

to process and settle card payments 
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in the local currencies of 34 countries, 

which often result in lower international 

banking fees and higher transaction 

approval rates. Credorax will provide 
Vantiv’s clients with access to a global 
acquiring platform, and with reach to 
international markets that previously 
posed regulatory, cultural and techni-
cal challenges. [26] 

In addition, it entered into a strategic 
partnership with Acceptacard – a 
company providing card-processing 
solutions to businesses of all sizes, 
with a choice of merchant accounts, 
and the latest Chip & PIN & mPOS ter-

minal technology, created in 2009 and 

led by Bill Thomson, MD of Barclaycard 

Business.  Such partnership would allow 

Credorax to bring its business services 

to UK merchants. [27]

2C2P (Payment processing / gateway)

2C2P is a leading payment processing 

company in Asia. This year it was also 

concentrated on establishing strong 

partnership networks with global 

players. 2C2P seem to be committed 

to expand its payment services capi-

talizing on global e-commerce flows.  

2C2P works with some of SEA's largest 

e-commerce and m-commerce mer-

chants. 

What’s most notable, in December it at-

tracted US$8 million (Bt286 million) in 

Series D funding from Asian and Euro-
pean investors, bringing a total funding 

for the 13-year-old company to $18 

million. The Thai business currently ac-

counts for 60-70 per cent of the firm’s 

turnover. According to the company, 

2C2P has doubled or nearly doubled 
its revenue every year since its found-
ing in 2011 and it aims to continue 
doubling its top-line revenue every 
year until 2020. 2C2P expects its annu-

al turnover to total about Bt400 million 

this year, up about 80-90 per cent from 

2015.  The company focuses primarily 

on the e-commerce sector, which has 

potential to grow enormously since it 

still accounts for less than 1 per cent of 

all mechanized sales in Asean, versus to 

12-15 per cent in China. [28] 

At second, 2C2P teamed up 
with SafeCharge International Group 
Ltd, a leader in advanced payment 
technologies. [29] Through this strategic 

partnership, Southeast Asian brands 

and retailers will be able to break into 

the combined US$985 billion a year 

European and North American B2C 

e-commerce markets. The two com-

panies have integrated each others’ 

payment services into their offerings to 

retailers and merchants. SafeCharge’s 

merchant customers in Europe and 

North America will be able to offer 

Southeast Asian payments to their 

customers. Through SafeCharge, 

2C2P’s merchant partners can connect 

with consumers in Europe and North 

America.

At third, 2С2P together with Myan-
mar’s Asia Green Development Bank 
(AGD Bank), the Myanmar Payments 
Union (MPU) and UnionPay Interna-
tional (UPI), have launched the ‘Union-

Pay and MPU Co-Brand Debit Card’, the 

first co-branded debit card in Myanmar 

that can be used to transact both locally 

and internationally. MPU is the national 

payment network of the Republic of 

the Union of Myanmar. It authorizes the 

issuance and acceptance of all payment 

cards within the country, of which there 

are more than 1.2 million as of YE2015. 

MPU enables the processing of transac-

tions within Myanmar. [30]  

In June 2015, 2C2P also launched 
easyBills, the country’s first online bill 
payment solution. Prior to that, 2C2P, 

along with Myanmar Citizens Bank, 

launched ‘Citizen Card’, a reloadable 

prepaid card accepted by MasterCard 

and merchants globally. In February 

2015, 2C2P developed and implement-

ed Myanmar’s first e-commerce pay-

ment platform, together with Myanmar 

Payment Union (MPU), allowing Myan-

mar’s citizens to search, select and 

directly pay for online purchases. 2C2P 

processed more than US$2.2 billion in 

transactions in FY2014. [31]

At fourth, Diners Club International, a 

subsidiary of Discover Financial Services 

and part of the Discover Global Net-

work, announced that 2C2P is a global 
acquirer for all cards running on the 
Discover Global Network. 2C2P’s 

SEA merchants can now tap Diners 

Club International, Discover and other 

Discover Global Network cards as an 

additional payment method. 2C2P will 

increase acceptance in the SEA region 

allowing Discover Global Network 

cardholders to use their cards at an 

increased number of merchants in the 

region. 2C2P will provide its merchants 

with single-source electronic payment 

services for the acceptance of Discov-

er Global Network, which includes 

Discover cards from the United States, 

Diners Club International as well as its 

affiliate cards such as BC Global Card 

from South Korea, Elo Card from Brazil 

and RuPay from India.

Discover Global Network is the third 
largest payments network in the 
world. With over 39 million merchant 
acceptance locations and 1.9 million 

ATM and cash access locations across 

185 countries and territories, Discov-

er Global Network includes Discover, 

Diners Club International, PULSE and 

affiliated networks. [32]
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Paymentwall (Payment processing / 

gateway)

Paymentwall is a U.S.-based interna-

tional payment platform that allows 
both private individuals and business-
es to sell digital goods and services 
over the Internet. The company started 

as a payment platform for Facebook 

games, but has since shifted to other 

services, such as MMORPG and brows-

er games, SaaS companies, video 

streaming, dating sites, and more. It 

acts as a financial technology provider 

for all kinds of payment solutions. Brick 
is one of its products that operates 
as a payment gateway. This year was 

quite successful for the company as it 

firstly has split up its products into inde-

pendent companies, which are “Brick” 

– payment gateway, “Mobiamo” carrier 

billing, “Offerwall” advertising platform, 

and “MINT” prepaid. 

The most notable result of the year was 

Paymentwall’s market entry into Iran, 
integration with Shetab – a unified 
electronic clearance system for the 
entire Iranian Banking operations 

that allows it to facilitate transactions 

from credit cards, ATMs and 

point – of – sale terminals. 

Shetab streamlines the pay-

ment process in Iran, and is 

advantageous for merchants 

that want to do business 

there. [33] Previously, debit and 

credit cards in the country 

could only be used on ATMs 

or POS machines that were 

provided by the issuer bank. 

With Shetab, debit and credit 

cards can be accepted at any 

ATM or POS terminals in the 

country, and even in online 

payment portals. Payment-
Wall in fact integrated with Shetab 
but never went live with it, due to 
imposed sanctions on Iran. [34]

Another thing, in 2016 PaymentWall 
launched Panda+++, an advanced 
mobile SDK. Panda++ allows mobile 
publishers to generate revenue from 
in-app purchases on Android pow-
ered devices. [35] Panda++ offers wider 

coverage for both publishers and users, 

making the checkout easier to access 

and transactions faster to complete.  

The second notable launch from 

Paymentwall was a software devel-
opment kit (SDK) for Unity, a wide-
ly-used game development platform 
for creating 2D and 3D games on 
desktop computers and mobile devic-
es. Game developers can now integrate 

Paymentwall SDK and start accepting 

payments from over 200 countries 

and territories, by offering more than 

130 payment options to their end-us-

ers. Some of the payment options that 

developers can provide include credit 

and debit cards, bank transfers, mobile 

payments, prepaid solutions and many 

others. [36]

In terms of partnerships, it had a lot to 

speak about. At first, it partnered with 
Hiveage, a billing platform that helps 
45,000+ business and entrepreneurs 
send invoices, track and manage 
business expenses and view detailed 
reports of the business. Now business 

owners are able to send invoices and 

collect payments online by plugging 

their own Paymentwall merchant 

account details into their Hiveage 

account. [37] 

The second partnership was with LG 

Smart TV app, to facilitate its owners 
to accept payments using more than 
140 payment methods worldwide, 
provided by Paymentwall. With Pay-

mentwall’s Smart TV payment product, 

app owners can offer their users with 

convenient ways to pay, such as credit 

or debit cards, bank transfers, mobile 

payments and many more. [38] 

Two others were mainly with gam-

ing industry – with Kakao games – to 

simplify in-game purchases for Black 

Desert Online and with Wargaming 

– to bring more payment methods 

for in-game purchases. The strategic 

partnerships with Kakao Games [39] and 
Wargaming allows players to use pre-
paid cards, bank transfers, cash-based 
payments to complete a purchase. [40] 

Multisafepay (Payment acquirer, pay-

ment processor / gateway)

Multisafepay is one of the most well-

known PSP’s in the Netherlands, that 

has become prominent in the niche of 

payment processing globally. This year 

it was also working hard on new part-

nerships and market expansion, thus, 

the results are following.

While the Belgian e-commerce mar-

ket grew by 15% in 2015 and 12% in 

2016,  MultiSafepay has managed to 
more than double its market share 
in Belgium during the same period. 

Additionally, the Dutch payment service 

provider became an acquirer of the 

Belgian payment method Bancon-

tact in April 2016. The acquirer-status 

will allow MultiSafepay to provide the 

payment method to their customers 

without having to involve a third party 

to facilitate it. MultiSafepay can facili-
tate both client relations and transac-
tion processing for Bancontact. [41] This 

means that MultiSafepay can handle 

all technical, financial, and service & 

support procedures.
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In terms of geographic coverage, 

Multisafepay is now integrated with 

Italian, Austrian and Polish payments 

companies. In Austria, it has expanded 
its payment methods with Electronic 
Payment Standard (EPS), an Austrian 
online transfer procedure, so it can 

focus more on the growth market in 

Austria. According to MultiSafepay, [42] 

EPS can be compared with Dutch 

payment method iDeal and it works 

almost the same as German payment 

method Giropay, both offered by Mul-

tiSafepay. In Poland, MultiSafepay has 
collaborated with Dotpay – one of 
the largest Payment Service Providers 
of Poland [43], in order to provide these 

local payment methods without having 

to connect each local provider sepa-

rately. By adding Dotpay to merchant’s 

payment gateway it can access dozens 

of local payment products directly. 

In Italy, Multisafepay established an 
Italian Sales and Support desk and 
appointed a country manager. In 
addition, it has also recently launched 
the Italian version of the MultiSafepay 
website. [44] In 2015 e-commerce sales 

in Italy increased by 19%. It is expect-

ed that sales will increase in 2016 by 

a further 17%, according to figures of 

Ecommerce News.

Payoneer (Payment processing / gate-

way)

Payoneer is a New York-based payment 

platform founded in 2005, which apart 

from its main service of letting busi-
nesses around the world make and 
receive payment in their own curren-
cy, includes services such as regulatory 

compliance, tax-form automation, 

and risk monitoring and basically joins 

the dots between countries, com-

panies, and currencies, making the 

process of trading internationally easier 

and cheaper. Payoneer’s rivals in the 

payments space include heavyweights 

such as PayPal, Tipalti, TransferWise. 

Its clients include Google, Amazon, 

Airbnb. 

What’s notable, is that firstly, Payoneer 
has raised a whopping $180 million 
in a series E round led by Technol-
ogy Crossover Ventures (TCV), with 
participation from existing investor 
Susquehanna Growth Equity. [45] At 

the time of writing, Payoneer claims 

579 employees around the world, with 

two-thirds of those working in Europe, 

the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA), a 

fifth in the U.S., and around 15 percent 

in Asia. Moving forward, Galit says it 

will accelerate its investment in local 

offices in key markets around the world, 

including key hubs in India, the Philip-

pines, and Japan, which opened earlier 

this year.

And secondly, Payoneer announced it 
had acquired Armor Payments, a dig-
ital escrow-as-a-service solution that 
aims to make B2B payments more 
secure. There is an obvious synergy 

between Payoneer’s service, which 

tackles the complex and bureaucratic 

world of global money transfer for its 

customers, and Armor Payments’ es-

crow services. Together, the two com-
panies aim to create an alternative to 
the letters of credit that still govern 
how a lot of international business is 
done. [46]

Eway (Payment gateway)

eWAY was launched back in 1998 . Like 

PayPal, eWay also accepts multiple 

credit card transactions. eWay Australia 

offers the simplest pricing among the 

competitors, it only charges 2.6% per 

transactions whether it’s domestic or 

international cards, and no other fees 

involved. It’s a leading provider of 
payment solutions to developers and 
software partners with approximately 
25% of the online market in Australia. 

In April 2016, eWay was acquired by 
US payment giant GlobalPayments 
for $50M. During the last year, the 
company processed 5.8B transac-
tions alone, which represents about 

one-quarter of Australian online 

transaction. Currently, EWay trades in 

eight countries, including Australia, the 

UK, Singapore and Malaysia. Taking into 

account the fact, that in 2014  Global 

Payments acquired another big player 

in Australia – Ezidebit for $305M, an 

integrated payments company focused 

on recurring payments verticals in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand. 

In addition, under the Global Payments 

ownership, Ezidebit and eWAY have 
announced the launch of a new 
fintech platform for retailers called 
eWAY Accelerator. The platform aims 

to solve the problem online retailers 

have in setting up immediate payment 

facilities. Using eWAY’s eRetail solu-

tion and Ezidebit’s merchant acquiring 

facility, the eWAY Accelerator will give 
e-commerce businesses the option 
of accessing a merchant account on 
the same day of sign up. [47] The new 

platform bypasses the current routine 

of having to go through a bank, where 

retailers normally wait weeks for a mer-

chant account.

Gocardless (Payment gateway)

GoCardless is one of the most notable 

fintech players in London fintech. Of-

fering an alternative to card payments, 

the startup provides a simple way for 

businesses to set up and accept bank-

to-bank payments online (also known 

as Direct Debit), and is now processing 
£1 billion worth of payments annually. 
That’s up from £500 million in July 
— a figure that co-founder and CEO 

Hiroki Takeuchi tells me is on track to 

double. [48]

This year it had one big milestone as it 

received a further $13M in funding, the 

amount that will be used to increase 
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spending on sales and marketing, 

including further international expan-

sion. The round is led by a new inves-

tor Notion Capital, with participation 

from existing backers Balderton Capital, 

Accel Partners, and Passion Capital. 

It brings total funding for GoCardless 

to $25 million. In total, GoCardless 
says 16,000 merchants are using its 
wares. [49] Customers include major 

brands such as Thomas Cook, The Fi-

nancial Times, and Trip Advisor, as well 

as SMEs. That’s noteworthy when you 

consider that the startup charges a fee 

on each transaction.

In terms of new partnerships, as men-

tioned above, GoCradless has entered 
into an agreement with Thomas 
Cook recently. With this new service, 

travelers of TC will be able to pay the 

booking amount over a longer time 

period in installments, said the com-

pany. GoCardless will be facilitating 

the direct debit scheme and Thomas 

Cook will only play the role of a tour 

operator. [50] In addition, Chargebee’s 
subscription platform has introduced 
GoCardless as a way for those compa-

nies to bill their customers, letting them 

offer Direct Debit payment to the broad 

European market at the flick of a switch 

The GoCardless integration allows 
Chargebee customers to add Direct 
Debit as a payment option for their 

subscription business. [51] 

Lastly, according to Gocardless, thou-

sands of the UK’s small and medium 

enterprises indicated that managing 

cash flow is a constant struggle. In 

some cases, it can take up to 13 days 

for an invoice to get paid. To this end, 

Gocardless teamed up with Quick-
Books to help small business owners 
reclaim those 13 lost days in invoic-
ing, while providing a new way to in-

crease cash flow. This in turn allows for 

better insight and decision making. [52] 

By teaming up 

with QuickBooks, 

it can remove 

the burden of 

small businesses 

chasing clients 

for payment. 

The integration 

with QuickBooks 

allows payment 

to be taken directly from the client’s 

account on the day stated on the 

invoice. This significant change means 

that businesses can slash the amount of 

time they spend trying to improve their 

cash flow.

RedDot Payments (Payment gateway)

Red Dot Payment is one of the fast-

est-growing payment gateways in Asia, 

offering secure payment services for 
online transactions between mer-
chants and their customers who use 
credit cards. [53]  Founded by a group 

of visionary financial payment experts, 

Red Dot Payment is managed by a team 

who has led Fortune 500 Multi-National 

Companies. 

In August, it announced that it had 
received an investment round led by 
MDI Ventures, to the tune of “sev-
en figures” in US dollars. MDI is the 

corporate venture arm of Indonesia’s 

largest telco, Telkom. The startup’s ex-

isting investors, Japan’s GMO Venture 

Partners, Wavemaker Partners, and 

Skype co-founder Toivo Annus, had 

also joined this round. [54]

What makes Red Dot Payments stand 
out among similar providers, like 
2C2P from Singapore and Veritrans in 
Indonesia, is that it aims to solve spe-
cialized, industry-specific payments 
needs. It has, for example, a suite of 

tools just for hotels. Other key areas it 

looks at are insurance providers and 

charities.

EmVantage (Payment gateway)

EmVantage was founded in India in 

2012 and led by chief executive officer 

Vivek Sagar. It includes a payment 
gateway for online transactions made 
using credit or debit cards, mobile 

payment tools that integrate into mer-

chant apps, and a prepaid wallet.

What’s interesting about this gateway 

is that it was acquired by Amazon in 
2016 for an undisclosed amount. 
Amazon will integrate its Indian (EPI) 

web portal with the EmVantage pay-

ment gateway to facilitate users making 

online transactions. Amazon is currently 

using Paytm. Earlier, Paytm was the 

only online payment company to facil-

itate online merchants with their online 

transactions. 

In 2014, the company started its 
e-commerce service to compete with 
Indian e-commerce giant Flipkart, 
Amazon, and Snapdeal. In fact, Snap-

deal is having its own payment gateway 

system like KlickPay and FreeCharge. In 

September 2015, Flipkart acquired FX 

Mart to integrate its website with the 

payment portal. [55]
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Transerv (Payment gateway)

Transerv is another Indian payment 

gateway. Up to date it has had some big 

achievements worth mentioning. For 
instance, it has some of the largest 
clients as strategic partners, like 
Micromax, BookmyShow, PayU, Ixigo, 
AskmeBazaar. It also claims to have a 

total of 10M users (clients of its clients) 

and processes about $15M per month 

through its APIs, which let merchants 

integrate payment tools into their 

own software. In addition, Micromax 
with Transerv have recently signed a 
deal with Visa to offer mobile pay-
ment services, including NFC-based 
contactless payments on Micromax 
devices. [56]

Taking into account all the achieve-

ments, Transerv this year also secured 
a Series C of $15 million to develop 
new financial products. The round was 

led by IDFC Spice Fund and Micromax 

Informatics. Returning investors Nirvana 

and Faering Capital India also partici-

pated. [57] And shortly after, TranServ has 
tied up with Jagruk Nagrik Sanstha, a 

nongovernmental organization to make 

Vasai cashless by preparing them to 

accept digital payments for fish auction. 

The Sarvodaya Fishermen Co-operative 

Society at Pachubandar in Vasai be-

came the first fishermen co-operative 

in the country to accept payments via 

digital mode during a fish auction. [58] 

Zooz (Payment platform)

ZooZ is a user driven payments plat-

form that boosts conversion/revenues 

for eCommerce websites and apps. [59] 

Based in Israel and founded in 2010, 

it’s suited for e-commerce and mo-

bile commerce companies of all sizes. 

Zooz’s smarts can then analyze the 

consolidated payment data to give 

useful insights to merchants.

This year, Zooz said it closed a $24 
million led by Target Global Ventures, 
to expand globally and bolster its 
products and services. Zooz’s series 

C round more than doubles the total 

amount invested in the company to 

$40.5 million, raised in four rounds. 

The latest round included Fang Fund, 

iAngels, Kreos Capital and existing in-

vestors Blumberg Capital, lool ventures, 

Rhodium, Claltech (Access Industries’ 

Israeli tech vehicle), XSeed Capital, 

CampOne.

While Zooz is not directly competing 

with banks, it is banking on the suc-

cess of deregulation and the expan-
sion of unified standards globally. 

In fact, the company’s expansion into 

Europe plays out against a backdrop 

of the EU’s planned revised Payment 

Services Directive (PD2), which is 

intended to open up the market to new 

players. [60]

Intuit (Payment processing / gateway)

Founded in 1983, Intuit is among 

the most recognizable brands in the 

finance software sphere, developing 

tools that allow freelancers and small 

businesses to manage and prepare their 

finances and taxes. One of those tools 

is accountancy software QuikBooks, 

a flagship product with millions of 

users around the world. As with many 

software products that have moved to 

evolve with the times, QuickBooks also 

has a cloud-based incarnation. In the 

beginning of Q3’16 Google and Intuit 
announced a collaboration that will 
see deeper tieups between their re-
spective software offerings for small 
businesses. 

Hot on the heels of the company’s 

rebrand from “Google Apps for Work” 

a few weeks back, G Suite subscribers 

are now able to schedule work and 
meetings through Google Calendar, 
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with these appointments automati-
cally appearing in QuickBooks. This 

means that businesses will be able to 

more easily invoice for their time, and 

it saves users from having to manually 

enter each appointment within Quick-

Books. [61]

Given that QuickBooks is one of the 

world’s biggest accountancy software 

brands, this partnership is a notable 
scoop for Google as it looks to push 
G Suite to millions more people. And 

it gives QuickBooks an extra carrot 

to tempt new users on board and to 

retain existing clients — the company 

says that a significant proportion of 

its existing users already use Google’s 

online tools.

Another partnership that brought our 

attention was between Intuit and Revel 

Systems. As announced in August, 

the two companies are now offering, 
via QuickBooks powered by Revel 
Systems, data syncing from purchase 
orders to payroll — this time around 
for grocers and salons. For grocers, the 

new offerings are about a continuum 

from scales (the measuring kind) to tax-

es. For salons, it extends from booking 

appointments to taxes. For both indus-

tries, the iPad-based checkout of Revel 

is housed within QuickBooks and helps 

information flow lead to better business 

decisions. Intuit has utilized machine 
learning to look at different industries 
to see how they use QuickBooks and 
how that usage has been customized, 

leading the firm to find new opportuni-

ties to help simplify business process-

es.  [62]

For the grocery segment, the Revel/
Intuit partnership promotes integrat-
ed scales, where, at the initial order, 

employees can use them to check 
out customers for foodstuffs that sell 

by weight (meat, fruits and vegetables) 

and sync with the POS. Barcode labels 

feature prices embedded within those 

labels with all of this taking place at 
the front end and via the cloud (and 

with mobile functionality that means 

that sales can be done on the fly and in 

aisles), there is the benefit of eliminated 

bottlenecks, with “no more receipts 

printed out to be reconciled at the end 

of the day.”

Next, in October, Intuit’s QuickBooks, 

the online accounting software, ac-
quired Bankstream, a company that 
provides direct connections between 
banks and accountants, and their 
clients’ data. Intuit plans to integrate 

direct bank feeds into QuickBooks, 

providing more reliable connections 

and automatic updates between a 

customer’s bank account and Quick-

Books. The integration will be coming 

soon and access to the bank feeds will 

be free to users. [63] Until then, custom-

ers can continue using standard bank 

feeds, which connect them to nearly 

all UK banks and credit card providers 

through secure use of online banking 

credentials.

After acquisition, another big launch 

came out, as Intuit revealed its invoic-
ing app for the self-employed people. 
Self-employed people make up 10.1 

percent of the total US labor force, and 

according to the US Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, there were 15 million people 

classified as self-employed in 2015. This 

particular demographic includes those 

who run their business day-to-day by 

doing virtually everything themselves, 

which includes their books. To this 

end, the app was designed to simplify 
and expedite the payment process by 
adding invoicing functionalities to the 

QuickBooks Self-Employed web and 

mobile app. [64]

Some of the features include: Personal 
invoices: as you can create and send 

professional invoices no matter where 

you are without having to worry about 

the right form or how to fill out the 

invoice. Online Payment Options: 
allows you to accept online payments, 

so you won’t have to deal with the 

inconvenience of a check and having 

to go to the bank. Automatic Mileage 
tracker: uses your phone’s GPS to 

automatically track miles so you can 

deduct business-related transportation 

to maximize your tax deductions. Easy 
receipt attachment: you can use your 

phone’s camera to take a picture as 

soon as you get the receipt and attach 

it to a business transaction.

Lastly, Intuit announced that it has 

opened up its platform, allowing de-
velopers to build connections with its 
popular TurboTax Online service. The 
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first to partner with Intuit is the online 

lender Earnest. Through this new pro-

gram, developers can build services to 

benefit the 28 million people using the 

tax preparation software. Intuit believes 

this will lead to “innovation in financial 

services that solves consumers’ biggest 

financial challenges and helps them 

achieve their financial dreams.” While 
Inuit is starting with Earnest, there are 
plans to add additional partners. [65] 

Those with access to the open platform 

will have the ability to provide person-

alized offers to TurboTax Online users. 

In the future, Intuit said it would offer 

SDKs that leverage financial identity, 

accounts, activity, and documents and 

host experiences within the platform.

Wepay (Payment gateway)

As we mentioned in mPOS chapter, 

WePay is a provider of payment gate-

way for companies such as FreshBooks, 

GoFundMe, ConstantContact, and 

others. In May it announced that it had 
entered into mPOS sector offering 
white label point of sale solutions. 
The main feature is that WePay’s plat-

form customers can provide branded 

card readers to their customers without 

taking on any of the attendant costs of 

building or maintaining such hard-

ware. [66]

The main value proposition is that it 

enables merchants to get all the inte-
grated reporting in one place. Before 

merchants used many accounts like 

Paypal, Square, Mindbody and others, 

and now WePay suggests having all the 

data in one place, so businesses can 

focus on business without operational 

details and manual account reconcilia-

tion. WePay launched the new solution 

with business platforms FreshBooks 

and Infusionsoft.

In addition, in summer we noticed We-
Pay’s market entry into the UK, going 
beyond US and Canada, with the same 
focus on firms across crowdfunding 
providers such as FundRazr and busi-
ness solutions such as Infusionsoft. [67] 
The UK is particularly well positioned 

to take advantage of that platform 

movement and we have to agree at this 

point. What's also interesting, was We-

Pay’s infographic on this case (below).

Lastly, WePay was named one of the 
top 500 in the 35th annual list of 
America’s fastest growing compa-
nies, according to the Inc. Magazine. 
It ranked WePay number 221 out of 

500. To outline, the 2016 Inc. 500 is 

a prestigious list of the nation’s most 

successful private companies and has 

become the hallmark of entrepreneurial 

success. In making the list, WePay is 
part of an elite group of past high-
growth winners including industry 
luminaries Microsoft, Zillow, LinkedIn 
and Pandora.

2Checkout (Payment gateway)

2Checkout is another gateway that has 

been on the market for 15 years, based 

in Columbus, Ohio. One of the main 
selling points of the company is the 
ability to accept Credit cards, debit 
cards and PayPal globally. That’s true, 

the company accepts payments from 

196 countries. This year was notable for 

2Checkout for its new partnerships.

 The first was with VirtueMart, an open 

source e-commerce solution designed 

as an extension of the Mambo or 

Joomla! content management sys-

tems (CMS). So now, once merchants 
download the new VirtueMart 3 ex-
tension, they can select 2Checkout as 

their payment provider and follow a few 

easy steps to set up a fully-integrated 

solution. [68] 

The second partnership was with Selz 

– e-commerce software for selling 

digital content like ebooks, photos, 

blog themes, software and more. Selz 

selected 2Checkout as their newest 

payment partner because 2Checkout 

platform offers an expansive reach 

in 211 markets, 15 languages and 8 

payment methods, including integrated 

PayPal and AMEX options in one mer-

chant account. This partnership offers 
Selz’s clients the ability to go global 
while adapting to local payment 
methods, [69] currencies and languages 

in one simple, effortless integration.

The third, it partnered with J2Store, 

the company that provides merchants 

with tools to create an online store in 

minutes and comprehensive resources 

to manage and grow their business. 

The partnership allows clients to ac-
cess an integrated payments solution 
allowing merchants to customize 
their customers’ experience to local 
currencies, [70] payment methods and 

languages.
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The collaboration of crowdfunding 

platforms and big corporates is gaining 

momentum. Amazon has opened a 

platform for selling goods, produced 

exclusively by crowdfunded companies. 

Indiegogo has partnered with General 

Electric, Harman Industries, Hasbro and 

Shock Top. Now tech giants can try new 

services and technologies in a more 

interactive way, reaching more innova-

tion-friendly customers. Crowdfunding 

platforms, in turn, get new clients. 

Mature companies are building com-

plementary services ecosystems 

around themselves. Indiegogo has 

launched equity crowdfunding, Tilt has 

entered online-remittances, Kickstart-
er has bought an artist and musician 

crowdfunding startup Drip.

The market consolidation seems to be 

a logical consequence of such abun-

dance of players, though it has not fully 

unfolded yet. In addition, more compa-

nies use their own platforms for raising 

capital (CrowdCube raised £8 million 

from its 300 thousand users) or use IPO 

(as CoAssets, which listed on ASX). 

It is not clear how crowdfunding 

platforms are going to expand their 

business. Except for Kickstarter (which 

has recently launched in Hong Kong 

and Singapore and now operates in 

18 countries), there are no successful 

global expansion examples. 

Many countries are striving to support 

and accelerate the development of 

their startup ecosystems (including 

fintech). For example, Singapore, 

Malaysia, Hong Kong, Korea, Japan 

offer different grants and co-invest-

ment programs for startups. However, 

they could automate the process and 

make it closer to market, more trans-

parent and efficient by using crowd-

funding platforms. Indonesia and Israeli 

iAngels are on its way to implementing 

such a project. Banco Santander 

partners with CrowdFunder platform 

on providing startups with 50% financ-

ing along with 50% from the crowd.

Indiegogo (USA)

Indiegogo is one of the most interesting 

crowdfunding platforms we have seen. 

It started 2016 with a very special and 

quite expectable brand new «Enterprise 

Crowdfunding». Indiegogo started to 
work with General Electric, Harman 
International Industries, Hasbro and 
Shock Top at first. To this end, the new 

focus should be seen as a way to test 

consumer’s interest by leveraging Indi-

egogo’s audience and reach. General 

Electric can create a pre-order cam-

paign and see if people actually want 

these new products. Potentially, these 

new campaigns from large companies 

could be much more successful than 

campaigns for new companies. That 

would mean more revenue for

Indiegogo. [1]

In addition, what’s also interesting is 

that Indiegogo’s entering into Equity 

Crowdfunding platform aimed at giving 

small-scale investors a stake in the 

companies they back. The platform 
was launched in November 2016 in 
collaboration with MicroVentures. The 

investment opportunities are listed on 

both companies’ sites, though Micro-

Ventures will be handling transactions 

through its own platform. [2]

Lastly to mention, Indiegogo’s 

co-founder Slava Rubin has stepped 

down from his role as CEO and will be 

replaced by current COO Dave Man-

delbrot. Rubin is now taking on the new 

role of Chief Business Officer at the 

crowdfunding powerhouse. The com-

pany has hosted over 600,000 crowd-

funding campaigns since its inception 

and has about 100 employees. 

Kickstarter (USA)

This year in March, Kickstarter made its 
first acquisition of a service Drip, that 
lets music artists engage with fans 
new work and previews while draw-
ing revenue from the platform. Drip 

was launched five years ago by Ghostly 

International founder, Sam Valenti IV, 

and partner Miguel Senquiz, many of 

today’s most respected and creative in-

dependent labels can be found on Drip 

— from Domino Records, Fool’s Gold, 

and Ghostly International, to Stones 

Throw, and Sub Pop. [3]

In the middle of 2016, Kickstarted also 
crossed a solid milestone when it 
helped over 110.000 projects get off 
the ground, and it helped users spent 

more that $2.5B backing ideas on the 

service. It also led to an expansion of 

Kickstarter toHong Kong and Singapore. 

Despite the fact, that it's already avail-

able in 18 countries, including Australia, 

these are the first countries in Asia. [4]

Lastly to mention, Kickstarter, in 
addition to Facebook and Twitter, has 
finally launched Kickstarter Live, a live 
streaming feature made with the help 
from Huzza.[5]  Similar to platforms like 

Facebook Live, viewers can ask hosts 

questions , with the added bonus of a 

few very Kickstartery features, like the 

ability to select rewards and back 

projects, should they feel compelled to 

do so during the conversation.

GoFundMe (USA)

GoFundMe is one of the most success-

ful crowdfunding platforms these days, 

most recently valued at $600M, aiming 

to bring crowdfunding down to a micro 

scale, making it easy to raise money 

https://drip.com/domino/story
https://drip.com/foolsgoldrecs/story
https://drip.com/ghostly/story
https://drip.com/stonesthrow/story
https://drip.com/stonesthrow/story
https://drip.com/subpop/story
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from small groups of people for specific 

goals. This year it also crossed a solid 
milestone, GoFundMe has now passed 
the $3 billion mark in terms of funds 
raised on its platform — an impressive 
number in itself, but even more so if 

you consider that it announced passing 

$2 billion only, in May.

Interestingly, GoFundMe is growing 
funding totals without a notable 
increase in its user base. The company 
reported that it has 25 million donors 

using its platform, the same number it 

published in May. That seems to point 

to repeat usage, as well as larger dona-

tions from its user base. [6]

This year we also heard the news 
that PayPal was interested in buy-
ing GoFundMe. Despite this fact, 

both GoFundMe and PayPal said their 

companies do not comment on rumor 

or speculation; several investors and 

others we contacted also declined to 

comment. We believe conversations 

took place among a limited group of 

senior people. [7]

Paypal (USA)

Paypal this year changed its purchase 
protection rules to reflect increasing 
risks associated with crowdfunding. 
The new language, which will go into 

effect in June, state that “payments on 

crowdfunding platforms” will no longer 

be eligible for Purchase Protection.

The move reflects two interesting 

trends. First, it shows that crowd-
funding is going strong in entirely 
new populations and this popularity 

is bringing new customers to the fray. 

These customers are clearly getting 

upset when crowdfunding projects fail 

and are actively trying to grab their cash 

back when it happens.

Second, it shows that PayPal doesn’t 
want to deal with the risks associated 
with crowdfunding that are similar to 
the risks associated with purchasing 
or paying a government agency and 

“gambling, gaming and/or any other 

activity with an entry fee and a prize,” 

two other situations where Payment 

Protection will be made unavailable. 

In short, it’s gotten more popular and 

more dangerous to back crowdfunded 

projects. [8]

P2B Investor (USA)

Venture funding hits a two-year low 

and more entrepreneurs are looking 

for ways to grow their business while 

preserving their equity using good 

quality debt. P2BInvestor (P2BI), a mar-

ketplace lender that provides growing 

businesses with debt capital through a 

crowdfunding model, announced in 
November that it raised $7.7 Million 
in Series A1 funding led by Rockies 
Venture Club (RVC) and others.

P2Bi has funded over $350 million 

in revolving credit to its more than 

80 borrowers since May 2014 and its 

average line of credit size is $1 million. 

Approximately 150 accredited retail 
and institutional investors make up 
P2Bi’s crowd and help fund every line 
of credit the company provides to 
its borrowers. P2Bi is projecting $8.2 

million in revenue this year and will be 

cash-flow positive in 2017. P2Bi aims to 

fund 112 new borrowers by the end of 

March 2017 when the company’s fiscal 

year ends. [9]

P2Bi is similar to a debt-based alterna-
tive lender or factoring company, but 
its model is rooted in efficiency and 
risk syndication to benefit both bor-
rowers and investors with a focus on 
helping companies scale. Like a tradi-

tional factoring company, P2Bi provides 

a line of credit secured by assets such 

as accounts receivable or inventory to 

a borrower company after conducting 

an underwriting review of the applicant 

and approving the credit.

Honeyfund (USA)

Another new company that brought 

our attention is HoneyFund. A lot of 

people live with the idea that life is 

about experiences rather than things. 

A firm subscriber of that philosophy 

is Honeyfund — a company whose 

new Honeyfund app helps newlyweds 

bankroll their honeymoon, rather than 

stocking their house with half a dozen 

different bread makers. With Plumfund, 

fundraisers can ask friends and family in 

all sorts of categories. [10]

The company has been around the 
block a few times themselves, and 

https://techcrunch.com/2016/05/10/gofundme-2bn-raised/
http://gofundme.com/
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this year was a double celebration: 
combining an app-launch and its tin 
anniversary, 10 years down the road 
from its own honeymoon period. 
Honeyfund first launched in 2006 when 

the company’s founders, Sara & Josh 

Margulis, discovered their own wedding 

guests were strongly in favor of giving 

experiences and memories rather 

than trinkets, housewares, and other 

doo-dahs. They set up a simple page 

to enable their wedding guests to fund 

their dream honeymoon to Fiji — and 

subsequently decided to turn the idea 

into a company. 

Crowfunder (USA) 

In October this year, a very special type 

of partnership came to our attention, 

when Santander has teamed up with a 
crowdfunding platform, with a plan to 
match pledges given to social enter-
prises and community projects. 

Santander’s offering £200.000 pot to 

social enterprises, small charities and 
community groups that pitch projects 
on the Crowdfunder site. Projects 

looking to raise up to £20,000 to help 

disadvantaged people in the UK and 

focussed on skills, knowledge, and 

innovation will receive 50% of their 

funding from Santander if they get the 

crowd’s backing for the other 50%. [11]

Tilt (USA) 

Tilt this year went sharply into one-
to-one payments. And that’s a very 

unexpectable move: a service built 
around crowdfunding is building in a 
one-to-one payments option in what 
might be one of the most increasingly 
crowded spaces in the U.S. 

Tilt is hoping to make its service even 

more sticky and a one-stop destination 

for payments between peers — and 

build a social network around pay-

ments. The idea of a one-to-one pay-
ments product existing within Tilt was 
kicked around for a while, but never 
implemented. [12]  But when it turned 

out that international users, like those 

in the United Kingdom, were basically 

bending the app in order to essen-

tially enable one-to-one payments, it 

seemed like there was a potential to 

implement it as part of the app. Nearly 

a quarter of all payments activity on Tilt 

in the United Kingdom was one-to-one 

payments, despite the app not being 

geared toward that.

Patreon (USA)

Parteon is another crowdfunding site 

for artists, this year closed a round of 
$30 million in Series B funding, led by 
Thrive Capital, to help hire more folks 

to make those “things.” Conte and Pa-

treon co-founder Sam Yam started the 

site in 2013 as a way to support artists 

in their pursuit of a decent living while 

doing what they love. The startup has 

since grown to nearly 50 people mostly 

working out of a SOMA warehouse 

space in downtown San Francisco. [13]

Bigger players such as YouTube are now 

capitalizing on a similar idea. YouTube 

Red, the newish subscription service 

offering a revenue split with content 

rights holders, might attract Patreon’s 

core users – creative types hoping to 

make a living on their talent. However, 

Conte believes Youtube is a compli-

mentary service to what Patreon pro-

vides and only strengthens the future 

potential for growth on his platform.

The service now has more than 20,000 

individuals using it for income, includ-

ing the musician Amanda Palmer, and 

in 2014, the company raised $15 million 

in funding led by Index Ventures. Pat-

reon’s target audience is niche creators 

making a living through their art. 

Crowdcube (UK)

Crowdcube this year was among those 

rare crowdfunding companies, that re-

ceived an investment of £8M from its 
own crowdfunding campaign. This is 

more than double the previous record 

for the largest equity crowdfunding 

raise on a UK platform, also on Crowd-

cube, of £4m for goHenry in June 2016. 

Long-term venture capital backers 

Balderton Capital invested £1 million 

in this latest round, in what is its third 

investment into the fintech company.

This is the fourth time that Crowdcube 

has raised finance from its crowd, 

which now stands at nearly 300,000 

people. This time the company pub-

lished a prospectus, which enabled it 

to raise more than the €5 million limit 

set by current EU rules. The pitch hit 
its £5 million target in just four hours 
and the round closed on just over 
£8 million. The average investment 

made in this round was £1,824, with the 

largest £1 million, which came from a 

private investor. 82% of investors ‘came 

back for more’ after previously backing 

companies that have crowdfunded 

on Crowdcube. An average investor’s 

portfolio holds shares of 7 companies 

and has a value of £5,871. [14]

https://www.youtube.com/red
https://www.youtube.com/red
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Show4me (UK) 

Show4me is one of the new start-

ups that brought our attention. It has 

adapted the now familiar principles of 

crowdfunding to the specific require-

ments of concert promotion. The idea 
is simple. Under normal circumstanc-
es, a concert promoter hires a venue, 
pays an advance deposit to secure 
the required date and then sets about 
the process of marketing and selling 
tickets. And in many cases, it's a high-
risk business. Shows are promoted on 

the expectation that a particular act 

will prove a big enough draw to fill the 

venue, cover costs, pay the band and 

generate a profit. 

But it doesn't always work out like 

that. If the choice of concert venue is 

over-ambitious, or if ticket prices are 

set too high than sales won't cover the 

venue costs and the promoter takes a 

hit. This is not only bad for the promot-

er's bank balance but also a blow to the 

ego of musicians who find themselves 

playing to empty seats. So Show4Me 

works like this. A promoter proposes 

that a band will play at a certain venue 

within a designated timeframe – say 

early March – and then invites fans to 

pledge ticket money. When the pledges 

hit a level which will allow the promoter 

to at least break even the date and ven-

ue is confirmed and booked. However, 

at this point, the crowdfunding cam-

paign continues. With the venue costs 

paid for, the second half of the cam-

paign takes the event into profit. 

ECrowd! (Spain)

ECrowd! is described as a debt-based 

impact crowdfunding platform that 

helps to finance projects that are prof-
itable and generate a positive impact 
on society or the environment.

This year we saw the second round 
of funding of ECrowd! It now has 
secured €307,900 from 135 investors 
during its second Spain campaign. 
The funding portal raised €154,000 

from 48 individual investors during 

its first CrowdСube Spain initiative in 

September 2015. In all, 135 private 

investors have participated in the round 

in exchange for 10.24% of the capital of 

the company. The largest investment 

was € 76,000, coming from a private 

professional investor. [15]

In addition, this year, the company is 

amongst the very first platforms that 

announced it has received its formal 
operating license from the Comision 
Nacional del Mercado de Valores 
(CNMV), the regulatory body of the 
Spanish Stock Market. 
The licensing process is a requirement 

for all "collaborative finance platforms" 

and validates compliance with the Law 

5/2015, of 27th April 2015, to promote 

corporate finance. In effect, it sets any 

licensed crowdlending platform on par 

with banks as fully regulated and recog-

nized credit institutions. [16]

CoAssets (Singapore)

CoAssets is a Singaporean crowdfund-

ing platform. It is quite similar to the fa-

mous Kickstarter, despite that it doesn’t 

handle funds or deposits from inves-

tors, and acts more as a lead generation 

site. [17] This year CoAssets became one 

of the very special crowdfunding plat-

forms that went to IPO. In September 
2016 it announced that it had listed 
on the Australian Securities Exchange 
Ltd raising S$6.72 million ($4.95 mil-
lion). Over the past year, CoAssets has 

acquired more than A$9.77 million ($7.4 

million) from both private placements 

and the public listing. At the offer price, 

it is estimated to have a market capital-

ization of S$67.73 million ($50 million). 

The company will also look to expand 

regionally, with plans to establish a 

wholesale global debt opportunities 

fund to invest in debt opportunities 

that fall outside the reach of its cur-

rent platform, beyond the S$100k and 

S$5 million range, in the Asia Pacific 

region. [18] 

Ethis Crowd (Singapore)

Ethis Crowd is the world’s first Islamic 

real estate crowdfunding platform, 

which has received a seed round 

funding of S$500,000 ($362,563) in 

https://www.ecrowdinvest.com/
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cash and kind, led by Azmi Global. 

Azmi Global is a subsidiary of Malay-

sian law firm Azmi & Associate, which 

focuses on Islamic finance. Ethis grew 

organically from a S$200 minimum 

viable product website in early 2014 

to a remarkable Islamic Crowdfund-

ing Platform. The company focuses 

on crowdfunding to provide bridging 

finance to Developers for Social Impact 

Real Estate Developments. [19]

Ethis has grown steadily over the past 

two years, and currently has a base of 

almost 10,000 members it refers to as 

‘EthisCrowd’. This year alone, Ethis-
Crowd invested S$1,000,000 in subsi-
dized housing Development projects 
in Indonesia. Ethis crowdfunds from 

Singapore, facilitated by the MAS’s ‘reg-

ulatory sandboxing’ approach. It noted 

that 60 per cent of investment comes 

from Singapore, with an increasingly 

larger proportion of investment coming 

from the Middle East. 

Duocaitou (China)

Duocaitou is another Chinese real 
estate crowdfunding platform dedi-

cated to boutique hotels and home 

rentals, which has completed its Pre-A 
financing round and has received 
funds from three venture capital 
firms, Capital, Innovation Angel Fund, 

and Shunwei Capital Partners. [20]

Gengqian Zhao, the CEO of Duocai-

tou, stated to China Travel News that 

the projects on the Beijing Shi-based 

crowdfunding platform have generat-

ed over RMB 100 Million and the total 

funding of all projects at the platform is 

nearly RMB 1 billion. He then noted that 

the funds from the financing round will 

go towards building a comprehensive 

network of travel accommodations and 

provide products for investors.

Chuffed (Australia) 

Chuffed is an Australian non-profit 

and social enterprise, a crowdfunding 

platform, which has also raised a new 

funding of a $1.1 million seed round 

led by Blackbird Ventures, Bevan Clark, 

and the Telstra Foundation. As part of 

the funding, Niki Scevak, co-founder of 

Blackbird Ventures and Startmate, will 

join the Chuffed board. [21]

Chuffed first launched in 2013 to 

crowdfund non-profit and social enter-

prise projects. From there the platform 

has built up a community that works for 

social causes. Unlike ordinary crowd-

funding platforms, it does not charge 
campaign fees and allows campaign-
ers to keep all of what they raised, 

even if they don’t meet their target. 

It, however, charges donors a small 
processing fee to support the opera-
tions and offers them to donate to the 
Chuffed itself (this is optional).

The stigma surrounding some of the 

bigger charity organizations is not all 

that positive and people have concerns 

on where their money goes and what 

impact every dollar they donate is mak-

ing. People donate millions and millions 

of dollars, yet most of those in need 

never see that money.

However, Chuffed seems to have no 

such a problem. It has already helped to 

raise over $10 million, which has gone 

into a diverse mix of both local and 

globally-minded projects, ranging from 

cancer treatments to arts projects and 

building homes for those who need 

one. [22]

Indonesia’s ministry of cooperatives 
and SMEs
In late 2016, we also noticed an In-

donesian government plan with the 

University of Indonesia (UI) to set up a 

crowdfunding platform to fund startups 

as part of its broader e-commerce 

roadmap introduced earlier in 2016.

While Indonesia has Southeast Asia’s 

highest number of startups, it also faces 

a big gap in funding. To address this, 

President Joko ‘Jokowi’ Widodo rolled 

out the 14th economic reform pack-

age including a presidential decree on 

e-commerce roadmap.  

Crowdfunding was one of the six 

solutions put forward in the roadmap, 

along with micro-credit programs for 

app developers, grants for business 

incubators, universal service obligation 

(USO) funds for digital-based SMEs, 

angel investment, and seed capital from 

VC firms.

http://www.chinatravelnews.com/article/105751
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Real estate crowdinvesting is gaining 

momentum: besides a well-known 

platform RealtyMogul, new play-ers, 

such as American RealtyShares, Malay-

sian EthisCrowd (Islamic banking-com-

pliant) and Chinese Dvocaitou have 

entered the game.

Partnerships of crowdinvesting plat-

forms with exchanges are of particular 

interest. They offer investors some 
pre-IPO settlement and trading of 
tech stocks which are very small-cap 
relative to the main board stocks. 
Examples are SyndicateRoom’s part-

nership with LSE, a number of Singa-

porean startups listing on SGX and a 

growing in popularity tendency in Asia 

to list on ASX.

AngelList (Equity crowdfunding)

AngelList is well-known because it is not 

just a crowdfunding platform, but is rath-

er a directory for startups and investors, 

a venture community. Their utilization 

of syndicates has engendered a VC-like 

hybrid model where a lead investor 

receives a carry as part of their role in se-

lecting promising investments. SSince its 
launch in 2010, AngelList has seen over 
$425 million invested via its platform in 
more than 1000 companies.[1] In 2015, 
the company raised $163 million for 
441 startups and provided 46% IRR for 
syndi-cates invested in 2013.[2] 

In 2016, AngelList kept growing. First, 

it continued its expansion into other 
countries, adding Canada and India. 
In Canada, it made it through a part-

nership with the Ontario Securities 
Commission. The partnership made 

investments on an AngelList platform 

available for accred-ited investors in 

Ontario, but only in startups that are 

headquartered in, or have significant 

op-erations in, Canada.[3] 

In India, the company already pro-
vides its recruiting services and is 
now working to gain the approval of 
India’s Security and Exchange Board 
(SEBI) to launch new syndicates in 
the country.[4] 

Second, AngelList launched an 
offshoot called Republic, which is a 

Title III/ Reg CF (crowdfunding regu-

latory act) compliant and lets anybody 

invest as little as one wants directly 

(not through syndicates, as it is on the 

AngelList platform).[5]  

Third, the company acquired Prod-
uct Hunt, a popular site for tech apps, 

products and startups discovery and 

discussion.[6]  The deal provides strong 

synergies for AngelList’s existing com-

munity, investor and startup directories 

and recruitment tools.

Crowdo (Equity crowdfunding)

Crowdo, one of the largest crowdfund-

ing platforms in Southeast Asia with 

Israeli origins and one of the fastest 

growing communities in Southeast 

Asia, currently has about 20,000 mem-

bers and is growing by double digits 

quarterly. This year there were two big 

events in its develop-ment: it launched 
its platform in Malaysia, received  

funding and became of the first ones 
to obtain a full Capital Market Ser-
vices (CMS) License. 

In January, it officially launched its 
equity crowdfunding platform in Ma-
laysia. This follows Crowdo being ap-

proved as a Recognised Market Opera-

tor (Equity Crowdfunding Platform) by 

Securities Commission Ma-laysia (SC) 

in June 2015. Equity crowdfunding has 

generated strong interest in Malaysia, 

with Crowdo re-ceiving overwhelming 

interest from startups and investors in 

the past six months.[7] 

Lastly, and most importantly, Crowdo 
received its full Capital Market Ser-
vices (CMS) License from the Mone-
tary Authority of Singapore (MAS) for 
securities crowdfunding to deliver 
both P2P lending and Equity Crowd-
funding in July. This effectively makes 

Crowdo the first and only regional 

operator that can undertake licensed 

P2P in South East Asia.[8] 

CrowdPlus (Equity Crowdfunding)

CrowdPlus.asia, Malaysia’s first equity 

crowdfunding (ECF) platform operator 

to launch,  has posted its first listing 

this year – a location-based curren-

cy comparison app Curren$eek. 

Cur-ren$eek targeted to raise at least 

MYR300,000 ($69,320) and a maximum 

of MYR500,000 ($115,530) on the ECF 

platform over 60 days.

On CrowdPlus.asia’s platform, the 

listing noted that Curren$eek issued 

between 9.09 per cent and 14.29 per 

cent of its equity for the ECF fundrais-

ing. Despite this one, CrowdPlus in 
January expected to seek 10 to 15 ECF 
deals in 2016, however, we could only 
see 7 projects with 1 active.[9] 
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RealtyShares (Equity Crowdfunding)

The San Francisco-based 500 Start-

ups-incubated real estate investment 

marketplace RealtyShares makes 

money by linking investors with real 

estate development projects, taking 

a 2.5% to 3% origination fee on the 

debt it raises for projects and on eq-

uity investments the company takes 

a cost reimbursement and makes 

a one-to-two percent management 

fee.

Available only to accredited and vetted 

real estate investors, the site offers a 

mix of fix-and-flip loans, pre-ferred 

equity and mezzanine products, joint 

venture equity and commercial loans 

alongside its capital partners. 

In February 2016, less than a year after 

it closed a $10 million round of financ-

ing, the company managed to rake 
in another $20 million for its funding 

platform, which the company says 

makes it one of the largest real estate 

in-vestment platforms in the U.S. 

In April, RealtyShares launched an 
equity fund that is focused on large 
investors. According to the com-pany, 

the equity fund is aimed at institutions, 

single-family offices and high net worth 

individuals to help increase exposure to 

the potential “alpha-generating” strate-

gies unique to small-balance commer-

cial real estate projects.[10] 

Further in September, the company 
announced that it has raised in total 
more than $200 million in capi-tal 

from its network of investors for 

residential and commercial real estate 

projects across the country. At the time 

of fundraising in February this figure 

was just 130$ million.[11] 

Finally, later in October RealtyShares 

started offering prefunded deals[12] on 
its real estate crowdfunding platform. 

For this purpose, the company has 
received a $30 million line of credit 
a month earlier.[13] The website re-

vealed that these deals are beneficial to 

investors because they reduce time to 

curated accrual deals. 

SyndicateRoom Ltd. (Crowdfunding)

London Stock Exchange is turning to a 

crowdfunding platform to give small-

time investors in the U.K. ac-cess to 

initial public offerings, a market which 

is largely the preserve of institutional in-

vestors and rich indi-viduals. In March, 
the LSE made Syndicate Room Ltd. a 
member of the exchange, allowing 
the startup’s customers to invest in 
IPOs and private share placements. 
Depending on the IPO, Syndicate Room 

could allow investors to put sums of a 

few hundred dollars into listings via its 

website.[14]  

At the end of May, the company raised 
a £3.1 million ($4.5 million) Series A 

from a number of heavy hit-ting angel 

investors. The round was led by Abcam 

founder Jonathan Milner. Unicorn AIM 

VCT was the larg-est investor in this 

round, putting down a $1.4 million bet 

on the company’s future.[15] 

In November, SyndicateRoom an-
nounced the launch of its new 
product, The WatchList, which gives 

its online investment platform users the 

opportunity to invest funds in a curated 

list of AIM-listed companies at a dis-

count to their share price. The product 

looks to provide an insight on each of 

those companies, which are endorsed 

by a Watcher, who is described as an 

experienced professional who has 

close knowledge of the business they 

are backing. Each of the companies 

listed on the WatchList is now able to 

gain access to the previously “un-

tapped” investor demand and certainty 

of funding.[16] 

Also, what’s been also notable for this 

company is that it was named as Best 
Investment Platform and In-dustry 
Game Changer at this year’s Growth 
Investor Awards.[17] 

FundedHere (Equity Crowdfunding)

FundedHere is one of the most prom-

ising companies in ECM, which this 
year made a big step and received its 
Capital Markets Services License from 

Singapore’s monetary authority. The 

company is an equity-based and lend-

ing crowdfunding platform targeting 

startups in Southeast Asia and Greater 

China facilitates in-vestments or venture 

debt from as low as S$5,000 (US$3,700) 

each. Under Singapore law, individual 

Ac-credited Investors (AIs) are required 

to have at least S$2 million in net 

personal assets, excluding the prima-ry 

residence, or earn an annual income of 

at least S$300,000 (US$200,000).[18] 

Another big step came in February 

with its new funding of S$1.74 million 
(US$1.29 million) in seed capital, at a 
post-money valuation to S$11 million 
(US$8.17 million). The funding comes 

from three high net-worth individuals 

(HNIs) — comprising a major share-

holder of a Singapore mainboard-listed 

company in-vesting in his personal 

capacity. The capital will be used to 

strengthen the management, step up 

marketing and build a pool of accredit-

ed investors.[19]  
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In July, just like its competitors, Fund-

edHere announced it was going to 

open doors for SGX-listed companies 

to raise short-term bonds worth up 
to S$5 million (US$3.7 million) on its 

platform, targeting the end of Septem-

ber for its first launch. Public companies 

on either the SGX mainboard or Catalist 

(a secondary board) intending to raise 

money via the Listco (listed-company) 

bonds will not be required to issue a 

pro-spective. The companies must be 

majority-owned by Singapore citizens, 

have a positive Net Tangible Assets and 

not be on the SGX watchlist. Bonds 

also must be backed by a corporate 

guarantee and FundedHere was in talks 

with an insurance agency to serve as an 

underwriter.[20]  

Crowdfunder (Equity Crowdfunding)

Angel investors who wish they could 

invest alongside top-shelf VCs like An-

dreessen Horowitz, Greylock and 500 

Startups finally have an opportunity to 

do it. In April, Crowdfunder announced 
the world’s first VC “Index Fund,” 

which enables smaller investors to get 

involved with much bigger deals while 

still being able to spread their investment 

risk. The fund was planning to invest in 

300 early-stage deals. “We have created 

the next generation of the early-stage 

venture firm,” said Chance Barnett, CEO 

of Crowd-funder. The minimum invest-

ment into the Index Fund is $100,000, 

and Barnett told me they are expecting 

the majority of the investments to fall 

between $100,000-$500,000.[21] 

A new filing with the SEC in the end 

of June expected a far larger fund.  

The filed Form D targets an offering 

amount of $100 million. The Crowd-

funder VC Index Fund, LP reported 

its first sale on June 22, 2016. While 

Crowdfunder has not released any new 

information on the most recent fund, 

their FAQs stated they are currently 

investing in 15 startups per month with 

a max 1000 individual investments from 

the first fund.  Apparently, the next Fund 

will be far larger.[22]  

FundedByMe (Equity Crowdfunding)

International investment crowdfunding 

platform FundedByMe was founded 

in 2011 and quickly became one of 

the six equity crowdfunding operators 

approved in Malaysia. At the beginning 

of the year, it successfully crowdfund-

ed itself twice prior to this round – the 

first was in 2012, raising 4.4 million 
Swedish crowns and in March 2014, 
raising 6.4 million crowns. It has said 

the current round was likely its last own 

crowdfunding round.[23] 

In addition, in May it again raised €1.5 
million euros in a financing round, 
which closed on its own platform over 

Midsummer. The company sold 6.2 per-

cent of the company to 376 investors.

Later, what’s also important, the 

company received a license from the 
FSA for its loan making process. Only 

registered limited liability company that 

has been operating for more than 18 

months and has a turn-over of at least 

150 000 SEK can apply for loans of 

FundedByMe. The interest rate on the 

loan is deter-mined by FundedByMe 

and gets between 6,25- 13.33%. Mini-

mum loan amount is 50 EUR.[24] 

Finally, FundedByMe Malaysia has been 
awarded one of six licenses to operate 
as a “peer to peer” fi-nance platform 
in Malaysia. Daniel Goettfert, CEO of 

FundedByMe Malaysia said they were 

elated as now they have two licenses – 

one to operate a peer to peer financ-

ing platform and the other to operate 

equity crowdfunding.[25] 

OurCrowd (Equity Crowdfunding)

OurCrowd, an equity crowdfunding 

platform that boasts a network of 
15,000 investors to fund U.S. and Israe-

li startups, raised $72 million in Series 
C round in September 2016. Though 

most of the investors re-mained un-

named, the Singapore’s United Over-

seas Bank (UOB) came out as a strategic 

investor. The bank previously invested 
US$10 million in the company in March 

of the same year.[26] 

OurCrowd is now recognized as a 

major international force in the equity 

crowdfunding industry, investing over 

US$320 million from its “crowd” of ap-

proximately 16,000 accredited inves-
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tors in its portfolio of 100 companies 

and five different funds. OurCrowd 

claims 9 exits to date: 2 as IPOs and 

7 as acquisitions. The company is 
ranked number 2 in the Geektime 
Investors Index that ranks investors in 

the red-hot tech sector of Israel for the 

first half of 2016.[27]

 

In terms of PR & marketing activities, it 

plans to host their famous OurCrowd 
Global Investor Summit again on Feb. 

16, 2017, in Jerusalem. Up to 5,000 

people from the global tech investment 

community are expected to attend and 

more than 100 startups making news 

are slated to participate.[28] 

Lastly, OurCrowd announced an ex-

pansion strategy and opens its office in 
Singapore[29], as well as the estab-lish-

ment of OurCrowd Qure, a $50 million 
venture capital fund for digital health 

investments.[30] 

Wunder Capital (Equity crowdfunding)

Good investments that deliver a social 

and environmental result: This is the 
simple principle behind startup such as 
Wunder's crowdfunding approach to 
financing larger solar rooftops. Wunder 

appears to have taken a further step to-

wards achieving this goal through raising 

a second round of finance.

Techstars Ventures, Fenway Summer 

Ventures, and FinTech Collective, and 

existing seed investors have put a 
further $3.6 million towards Wun-
der's aims. And Wunder is certainly 
ambitious.

Wunder offers investors the opportunity 

to participate in two solar funds, the 

Wunder Income Fund and the Wunder 

Bridge Fund. Minimum investments 

of $1,000 are accepted and returns of 

6% and 11% over 120 and 24 months 

respectively have been targeted.[31]  

iAngels (Equity crowdfunding)

iAngels Crowd Ltd., an investing net-

work founded by Mor Assia and Shelly 

Hod Moyal, two women who have 

taken their knowledge of Israel and 

their international business experience 

and combined it with a crowdfunding 

model that matches international inves-

tors with Israeli startups backed by top 

Israeli investors. The firm also raised a 
new round this year, a $14M in Series 

B from Thorney Invest-ment group 
and existing investors.
iAngels does data-driven due diligence 

on startups – something that angel 

investors may have a hard time doing 

either because they lack resources or 

are used to investing by gut feel, the 

founders said – and builds relationships 

with investors. Another goal is to help 

the startups expand beyond Israel into 

international markets, which they have 

to do if they’re going to continue to 

grow. [32] 
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Key Takeaways:
• Similarly to crowdfunding platforms 

adding crowdinvesting alternatives to 

their services, the line between P2B- 

and SME-online lending is getting 

blurred.

• Malaysia has shown an explosive 

growth in crowdlending, being the 

first country to regulate the industry 

and introduce licenses (Crowdo, 
CrowdPlus, FundedByMe). Singapore 

is following closely licensing Funded-
Here, Crowdo and OurCrowd.

• Some platforms (FundingSocieties, 
MoolahSense, CapitalMatch and 

NewUnion) are trying to partner with 

large banks (DBS) on providing lend-

ing to clients who are too small for a 

bank, and selling the loans later when 

they grow bigger.

• Particularly interesting achievements 

are shown by Lendix (has gotten the 

upper hand in the domestic market 

through the acquisition of a rival and 

is set to expand to Italy) and Loanzen 

(reaches out SMEs which work as 

vendors for their partners).

Lendix (France)

Lendix is one of the most successful 

companies in a field of marketplace 

lending. In this field, French market 

numbered no less than 74 officially 

registered firms in the spring, [1]  and later 

in April, Lendix acquired its competitor 
Finsquare in April and became num-
ber 1 in SME marketplace lending in 
France. [2] This first instance of consoli-

dation in the French market certainly is 

not the last. 

This acquisition illustrates new trends 

and issues in crowdfunding and alter-

native finance at large that are of rele-

vance well beyond the French market. 

For instance, it certainly illustrates the 
fact that crowdfunding is too crowd-
ed on the offer side.

Shortly after acquiring Finsquare, in 

pursuit of becoming one of the leading 

European p2p-lending platforms, 

Lendix raised $13.5m (€12m) from CNP 

Assurances, Matmut, Zencap AM and 

existing investors Partech Ventures, De-

caux Frères Investissements, Sycomore 

Factory and Weber Investissement. 

Some of these investors have also com-
mitted to investing $22.5 (€20 million) 
on the platform. [3] Taking into account 

the fact that it’s now able to offer short 

term loans, it plans now to expand sus-

tainably to other European countries, 

starting with Spain and Italy.  

Speaking about their traction this year, 

the platform has managed €20 million 
in medium-term business loans. The 

average loan size is €250k. All loan ap-

plications via the platform are analyzed 

by a Lendix credit analysis team. Com-

panies need to generate a turnover of at 

least €400,000 per year. Non-accred-

ited private investors are able to lend 

up to €3,000 per project with a total 

maximum yearly amount of €10,000. 

There is no limit for accredited private 

investors nor institutional investors. [4] 

What’s also important, In July Len-

dix received its own formal CNMV 
accreditation to operate as a P2P 

lending platform in Spain. [5] According 

to P2P-Banking.com, the Spanish entity 

will be the first Lendix international 

market to open, targeting SME financ-

ing for amounts ranging from 30,000€ 

to 2,000,000€.

Also the French stock market regulator 

gave the go ahead to Lendix to take 
advantage of the ELTIF (a new brand of 

fund available for retail and professional 

investors that is designed to stimulate 

cross-border, non-bank investment 

across the EU). The fund is to be 

between €50-75m in size and backed 

by several larger institutional investors 

including CNP Assurances, Zencap AM 

(OFI Group) and the fund ‘Prêtons En-

semble’ managed by Eiffel Investment 

Group and sponsored by Aviva France 

and AG2R La Mondiale. [6]

Loanzen (India)

Bangalore-based platform Loanzen is 

another peer-to-peer lending startup, 

which was founded in 2015, it provides 

short-term loans for up to 120 days to 

businesses. These are unsecured loans 

from private companies or non-bank-

ing financial companies. According to a 

World Bank study with Reserve Bank of 

India data, the market size for unse-

cured short-term loans is US$120 bil-

lion in India, which has over 26 million 

small businesses.

The borrower and lender enter a tripar-

tite escrow agreement with Loanzen 

which operates as a marketplace. By 

the end of 2015, in February 2016  

Loanzen announced an undisclosed 
amount of seed funding from Tracxn 
Labs as well as angel investors via 
TracxnSyndicate. [7]

https://blog.loanzen.in/2016/02/smb-finance/banks-dont-lend-small-business-for-90-days/
https://blog.loanzen.in/2016/02/smb-finance/banks-dont-lend-small-business-for-90-days/
https://blog.loanzen.in/2016/02/smb-finance/banks-dont-lend-small-business-for-90-days/
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Loanzen uses technology for quickly 
assigning credit scores to applicants 
based on their credit history, ac-
counts, cash flows, and credentials. 
This enables lenders to find suitable 

borrowers without delay. The loan rates 

vary from 0.8 to 2 percent monthly, de-

pending on the credit score of eligible 

borrowers. Loanzen takes a listing fee 

of 1 percent of the loan.

Another interesting point is how 

Loanzen is letting its partners build a 

strong ecosystem of external service 

providers that allows them to carry out 

their operations more effectively. To 

this end, in April Loanzen tied up with 
Treebo Hotels, to offer credit support 

to the latter’s hotel partners. It uses the 

data maintained by Treebo to assess the 

hoteliers’ credit-worthiness. Treebo’s 

partner hotels are now able to get 

quick, unsecured loans through this 

partnership. [8]

Lastly, in July Loanzen partnered with 

Instamojo and listed its services on 

Instamojo’s platform which helps offer 

discounted price or bonuses to attract 

customers, use Instamojo’s credit bill-

ing system to charge subscriptions for 

their platform and also access seller and 

merchant data for assessing business 

risk. [9]

Funding Societies (Singapore)

2016 was expected to be a challeng-

ing year for SMEs in Southeast Asia, 

especially with the growing uncertainty 

over the global economy. According 

to a Singapore Business Federation 

and DP Information Group study last 

year, 3,600 SMEs in Singapore said that 

they were not confident of obtain-
ing funding from September 2015 to 

March 2016. Supporting this, a survey 

conducted by Visa and Deloitte last 

April found that 40 percent of Singa-
pore SMEs had no access to bank loan 
financing. 37 percent of SMEs in the 
republic owed payments that were 
over 30 days late, with the top reason 

being a lack of funds. This challenge 

has led to the emergence of peer-to-

peer (P2P) lending platforms/sites. 

Founded in 2015 in Singapore, Funding 

Societies offers an online peer-to-
business lending platform for retail 

and institutional investors and SMEs 

that require funds up to S$200k for 24 
months without collateral. 
These SMEs could build a credit record 

with Funding Societies and eventually 

obtain loans from banks. The appli-

cation process can be done online 

securely within minutes. [10]

In terms of new partnership schemes, 

In April Funding Societies (as well as 
its competitor MoolahSense) signed 
a cross-referral agreement with the 
Development Bank of Singapore. Un-

der the partnership, DBS refers some of 

the smaller businesses that it is unable 

to lend to, to Funding Societies and 

MoolahSense. In return, the platforms 

refer borrowers who have completed 

two successful rounds of fundraising 

to DBS for larger commercial loans and 

other financial solutions such as cash 

management.

In terms of yearly traction, since June 

2015 to November 2016, the compa-

ny provided more than S$16 million 
(US$8.6m) in loans to over 200 SMEs 
in Singapore. [11] Through its platform in 

Indonesia, called Modalku, it transact-
ed about S$1m for more than 30 SMEs 

in Indonesia. It claims a 94 percent 
repayment rate. [12]

This traction led it to receive a S$10m 
in Series A funding, its first and the 

only fundraising. The round was led by 

Sequoia India with participation from 

Alpha JWC Ventures and other inves-

tors. [13]

Lastly and most importantly, in Novem-

ber the company has got the green 
light from the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore in form of an in-princi-
ple Capital Markets Services license 
(CMS), which allows it to deal in secu-

rities for lending-based crowdfunding 

for all classes of accredited investors in 

Singapore. [14] The license now allows 
Funding Societies to deal in securities 
for lending-based crowdfunding for 
all classes of investors in Singapore. 
The company said it will commence 

crowdfunding for both accredited and 

non-accredited investors once it clears 

some requirements set by MAS.

MoolahSense (Singapore)

Founded in 2013, MoolahSense is a 

competitor for Funding Societies in the 

Singaporean P2P-SME-lending market.

In March, MoolahSense had a big 

achievement not only linked to internal 

development but to the whole industry 

as it held the first listed company to 

campaign on MoolahSense, mobilizing 
a $1-million fundraise. It achieved the 

$1M in less than 48 hours, for Apple 
products reseller EpiCentre Pte Ltd, 
a unit of Catalist-listed Epicentre 
Holdings. [15]

In November 2016, MoolahSense 

received a full CMS license from the 
MAS. [16] MoolahSense reports that it is 

the “first marketplace lending plat-

form in Singapore to be granted a 
full license.” The license enables now 

MoolahSense to provide investors from 
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classes including retail investors, high 

net worth individuals and private funds 

to access a new asset category of SME 

loans.

The difference between an in-principle 

CMS (which was awarded to other plat-

forms) and a full CMS is that the former 

requires platform operators to satisfy 

certain conditions/requirements by 

MAS before the actual license is issued. 

It also is limited to accredited investors 

only, meaning only the following can 

apply:

This development comes just weeks af-

ter two Singapore-based crowdfunding 

startups, Funding Societies and Fund-

nel, were awarded in-principle CMS.

To date of receiving the license, 

MoolahSense had helped raise close 
to S$ 20 million for over 100 compa-
nies. Investors who had diversified in 

a portfolio of SMEs yielded 15% p.a. 
risk-adjusted returns.

MoolahSense has had only one round 
of seed financing of an undisclosed 
amount in 2015. [17] After receiving the 

MAS license the company said it has 

plans to expand its footprint to more 

markets in Southeast Asia.

Capital Match (Singapore)

Capital Match, another Singa-

pore-based P2B-lending platform, was 

founded in 2014. It raised $710.87k in 
2015 from a number of investors led by 

Innosight Ventures. It targets loan sizes 
ranging from S$50,000 to S$200,000, 

with tenures of 3-12 months, and 
interest rate of 1.5 per cent – 2.5 per 
cent per month. [18]

In March 2016, the company became 

famous as the first P2B-lending plat-
form facing a possible loan default 

from one of the borrowers. To that mo-

ment the company had already funded 
about S$6 million in loans.

In platforms like Capital Match loan 

recovery processes include phone calls 

to borrowers when they have missed 

payment deadlines, the use of debt 

collectors and demand letters sent on 

behalf of investors. Capital Match has 
issued demand letters to about eight 
companies. All the P2P-lending plat-

forms charge borrowers a late payment 

fee as well.

In the event of a bankruptcy, any 

amounts recovered through Capital 

Match will first be repaid to investors’ 

principal and then investors’ interest. 

These are unsecured loans, which rank 

lower in priority than secured lending 

but are on par with other forms of un-

secured loans from banks, top execu-

tives at the p2p lending sites said. In-

vestors may also file their claims against 

the personal guarantors of loans if the 

borrowers default. [19]

New Union (Singapore)

Established in 2013, New Union is 

Singapore’s largest Business Financ-
ing Platform. It started as a traditional 

invoice financing company who has 

built on a stringent credit risk assess-

ment. Just within Singapore, New 
Union has facilitated almost S$36 
million (US$27.8 million) worth of 
investments through its platform. In 

Asia, companies have raised a whop-

ping S$762.8 million (US$556.5 million) 

via its platform.

These are incredible numbers in the 

context of an industry that legitimate-

ly makes news when a startup raises 

US$500,000 through social crowd-

funding. The company had funded 
over 500 companies with more than 
130,000 investing members up to May 

2016 and has had a goal to attract a 

total of 200,000 members by end of 

the year. [20]
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The competition in the online lending 
sector is becoming more and more 
intense, which is particularly true for 

China and USA, and this trend is not 

really about the quantity but rather 

types of lenders. Today there are PDL 

lenders, lenders that provide larger 

loans (<$45K), short terms lenders, long 

terms lenders, student lenders (another 

chapter), consumer lenders (online and 

offline), auto and mortgage lenders, 

peer-to-peer lenders (another chap-

ter), peer-to-business and SME lenders 

and e-factoring/e-invoicing providers 

(another chapter). Despite such diversi-

fication, these providers are clear with 
their audiences: some target more reli-

able borrowers, offering them cheaper 

loans or refinancing their current loans, 

some target riskier borrowers and those 

with no credit history at all, offering 

them accessible but more expensive 

loans. All these platforms are also dif-
ferent at their core, loan structuring 
and processing: some offer loans from 

their balance – balance sheet lenders; 

some offer loans from institutional and 

accredited investors - platforms for 

accredited and institutional investors; 

some combine both, like Avant, Com-
monbond – hybrid platforms, market-

place & balance sheet.

The growing number and size of start-
ups  force them to seek new financing 
sources such as credit lines for origi-
nation of new loans or securitization 
of existing loan portfolios. Venture 

capital can not cover these funding re-

quirements. As result, we see a growth 

of certain professionals that offer sim-

ple ways to allocate funds specifically 

for such online lending businesses (e.g. 

Russian-American BlackMoon) or buy 

ready-to-sell portfolios. As to securi-

tization, big players have no problem 

dealing with it. In contrast, smaller ones 

need a specific platform or fund to 

securitize their loans.

USA and China are two regions, where 
the online lending sector is very well 
developed. If in China we see a growth 

of p2p lending platforms, in the USA we 

see a growth of balance sheet lenders. 

Elevate has provided $3.1B of loans to their 

1.4M clients and received a credit line of 

$545M. Avant has provided $3B of loans 

to their 500K clients, securitized $255M of 

their portfolio and received a credit line of 

$293M from JP Morgan and Credit Suisse. 

Payoff, one of the pioneers, has provided 

more than $6B of loans to their 2M clients 

and attracted in 2016 new financing of 

$70M and $46M. Bestegg provided more 

than $1B of loans in 2015 and in 2016 

securitized their $205M of their portfolio. 

Lendup is already operating in 23 states 

and actively promotes their credit card, 

this year it attracted a new $47,5M of 

investments with a valuation of $0,5B. 

Pave this year attracted $8M and Ascend - 

$11M.

However, there is also a tendency 
of growth in international markets. 

German Kreditech attracted $11M from 

IFC and $10,4M from Rakuten – nota-

ble investors in the industry. Canadian 

Lendful attracted a new $15M of invest-

ments, Borrowell, which started to give 

Canadians access to their Equifax credit 

score at no cost, – another $6,4M. In 

APAC region, there is still no high ac-

tivity, except China. Hong Kong-based 

Welab, which operates with Weland 

in Hong Kong and Woladai in China, 

and once had pivoted from p2p to b2c 

lending, attracted $160M from Ma-

laysian government – Khazanah, ING 

and Chinese governmental company 

Guandong Technology Financial group, 

valued at $1B. Indian IndiaLends, 

whichis now partnering with more than 

30 banks and microfinancial orga-

nizations, attracted $4M from AmEx 

Ventures. Still, there is no rapid growth 

and dynamic developments in Australia 
and Southeast Asia in general. 

Purchase financing or POS lending is 
another notable issue in the industry. 
It exists in two variations – for online 

and offline merchants. Affirm, which 

works with borrowers up to 35 years, 

has already integrated with more than 

850 offline merchants and more than 

10 large e-commerce platforms, in 

2016 it attracted $100M in its round D 

($420M in total). Canadian FinanceIt is 

now integrated with more than 1000 

merchants, in 2016 it attracted $17M. 

American LoanHero is now integrated 

with more than 100 merchants, in 2016 

it attracted $2,5M. Russian REVO - 

$20M, with $5M raised in 2015. Amer-

ican BlisPay - $12,75M on seed round, 

now raising the similar amount. Chi-
nese China Rapid Finance is among 
those companies, which grow in an 
interesting direction. Their growth 

in 2016 was closely linked with an 

increased amount of partnerships with 

e-commerce platforms offering tour-

ism, electronics, games, clothing prod-

ucts and services. They target EMMA 

clients – Emerging Middle class Mobile 

Active, and have already attracted 1,2M 

of clients, established a strategic part-

nership with Tencent (Wechat owners 

and investors in Payoff) and received 

$20M and $70M of new funding in 

2016 with a $1B valuation. In addition, it 

doesn’t lend itself, it works with banks 

and financial services providers who 

can’t access the audience on their own. 

Kreditech seems like moving into this 

strategy as well.

Pawnshops that moved online have 
also shown interesting business 
strategies. It can be observed with two 

extremely different types of audiences. 

British Borro, which attracted £5,6M 

provides online secured loans against a 

customer’s luxury assets, targeting the 

top 10% of the population. In opposite, 

Philippines' PawnHero provides small 

and quick loans to subprime borrowers, 

secured by assets that can be found on 

Alibaba, so in the case of unpaid – it 

can be sold back on Alibaba.
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Personal finance management tools 
are also becoming quite useful in 
the industry. For instance, Affirm has 

acquired a PFM app Sweep. Payoff and 

Commonbond have integrated with 

Moven, with its exceptional PFM tool.

American market, on the one side, is 
very dynamic and successful, but on 
the other side becomes overcrowd-
ed and intense. FFor instance, Vouch, 

which attracted $10M earlier, has been 

closed down, CircleBack lending has 

also been closed down, due to general 

market trends. Additionally, ArgonCred-
it, Elevate and China Rapid Finance 

faced the rise of industry risks and had 

to postpone their IPOs till 2017.

Marketplace Platforms  
for accredited and 
institutional investors
[Consumer Finance]

 

CircleBackLending (USA)

CCircleback Lending was launched in 

2013 and originally provided a market-

place for unsecured consumer loans 

from $3,000 to $35,000. Its focus is 

exclusively on partnering with institu-

tional investors to fund loans. From a 

very beginning, it was a very dynamic 

company, with strong milestones pass-

ing quickly, for example, in 2015 it had 

its first securitization of its loans: $106M 

structured and sold loans by Jefferies.

The same year it facilitated the orig-

ination of over $200M in loans to 

high-quality borrowers. In 2016 it al-
ready originated over $400M in loans 
and hired high-profile guys like Scott 
Lascelles, former CMO of SpringLeaf 
and John Donovan, a former COO / 
Board member of Lending Club. [1]

What became unexpected was that in 

October 2016, Circleback stopped 
issuing loans. This is according to a 

report by Bloomberg. The online lender 

said that funding had vaporized as 
some borrowers failed to repay their 
loans[2]. CircleBack CEO and co-found-

er Michael Solomon said that if the 

lender hadn’t been able to raise money, 

it would have transferred the existing 

loans to another company to handle 

collections and payments. “We are not 

originating new loans at this time,” he 

said.

Pave (USA)

Pave is similar to CircleBack as it's also a 

marketplace for accredited and institu-

tional investors. When it started in 2012, 

the intention was to create an “income 

share” model where borrowers would 

agree to sell investors a portion of their 

future earnings. However, due to legal, 

tax, regulatory certainty, Pave could not 

get the product off the ground. Focus 

shifted to providing traditional loans. 

Up to date, it provides loans from 
$3,000 to $25,000 with dynamic 
interest rates. Its median age of a client 

is 31 years old, has 738 average FICO 

score, has $82,000 average income, 

35% of borrowers take a course and 

$14,000 is an average loans size. Addi-
tionally, in the beginning of 2016, it 
secured a large financing of $300 mil-
lion to fund the origination of loans 
on its platform in December 2015.

This year in April, it announced it had 
completed an $8 million Series A 
round of equity investment. The round 

was led by Maxfield Capital with par-

ticipation from existing investors. It will 

enable Pave to expand its innovative 

financing program to help more, and 

often underserved, individuals achieve 

their financial and personal goals af-

fordably[3].

Payoff (USA)

Payoff is another online lender that was 

the first US-based peer-to-peer mar-
ketplace. More than 2 million members 

and $6B in funded loans. It originally 
provided loans to payoff credit card 
debt. In total, it received funding of 

more than $70M from such investors as 

Anthemis Group, FirstMark Capital, Great 

Oaks, and others. Since its inception, the 

company has raised more than $300M 

in debt and equity capital. Payoff now 

provides loan amounts of between 

$5,000 and $35,000.

More interestingly, despite a troubled 

online lending market, Payoff raised a 
huge round C of $46,8M from Tencent 
leading the round. The company got 

a lot of mileage particularly out of a re-

cent study[4] it conducted, that showed 

23 percent of 2,011 survey respondents 

were experiencing symptoms com-

monly associated with post-traumatic 

stress disorder related to their financ-

es[5]. Among millennials, said Payoff, the 

number is 36 percent[6].

This year Payoff also secured an inter-
esting partnership with Moven Bank 
to provide financial incentives to 
customers for using multiple fintech 
services, underscore the increasing 

ways banks and young companies 

are pursuing ways to work togeth-

er[7]. To be clear, the partnerships are 
largely related to connecting brands 
via a payment method, not merging 

services onto a single platform — yet[8]. 
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Moven users will receive $100 if they 

consolidate their credit cards with Pay-

off and $200 if they consolidate their 

student loans with CommonBond. 

Credible (USA) 

As we mentioned in the chapter  

“Student Lending”, Credible is one of 
the first companies, operators of a 
platform for student loan refinanc-
ing information. To remind you, the 

company aims to help graduates switch 

lenders and save on their student loans 

through one form. The site lists rates 

and loan offers from financial services 

firms ranging from traditional banks, 

credit unions, and peer-to-peer lending 

platforms. It has funded already more 

than $150M in loans. 

This year, Credible, following last 

year’s $10M Series A financing, an-
nounced its expansion into personal 
loans. Credible’s marketplace for 

personal loans now includes several 

of the leading online lending com-

panies like Lending Club, Prosper, 

Avant, Upstart and Pave. Through the 

personal loans marketplace, borrowers 

are able to receive instant, pre-quali-

fied offers from multiple online lenders 

after a soft credit inquiry (which won’t 

impact their credit score), and then 

compare the details of multiple offers 

on a single dashboard. Importantly, 

Credible puts the borrower in control 

of their personal contact information[9]. 

Its personal loans offering starts from 

$500 to $40,000 with a credit score 

higher than 680.

Blackmoon Financial Group (Russia) 

Blackmoon is quite different from all 

other lenders presented in the  chap-

ter, as it is not a marketplace lender 

nor balance sheet lender. It is a third 

party platform, used by institutional 

investors to invest in loans originated 

by balance sheet lenders, it also acts 

as a sort of settlement with all checks 

and anti-fraud prevention for investors. 

Lenders partner with Blackmoon to sell 

loans at the time of origination. What’s 

also notable for a company is that it 

was able to expand into US and Spain 

in 2016[10]. 

In a path of expanding its marketplace 

lending as a service strategy, in No-

vember it raised  $2,5M in equity capital 

from Target Global, A&NN Group, Flint 

Capital and several others. According 

to the company, its “monthly transac-

tion volume has grown by a multiple of 

2.5X since June 2016 and exceeded $5 

million in September 2016.”[11] 

Balance Sheet Lenders & 
Hybrid Platforms 
[Consumer Finance]

ArgonCredit (USA)

Argon Credit is based in the US, it’s one 

of those balance sheet lenders that 

offer from $2,000 to $35,000 with a 

relatively low credit score of 560+. It 

also in 2015 raised $75M of debt facility 

from Princeton Alternative Funding and 
in 2016 Raviv Wolfe (CEO) mentioned 
in an interview some exciting an-
nouncements on the horizon for the 

company and the products it offers, but 

declined to go into further details. 

However, according to a report[12], 

Argon Credit co-founder and Chief 
Executive Raviv Wolfe said in the 
bankruptcy filing that liquidity woes 
cause it to miss a payment under a 
credit facility valued at $37.5 mil-
lion. Argon said the missed payment 

happened amid an increase in loan 

defaults[13] that happened while it was 

transferring servicing of the loans to a 

third party[14].

Once the loan servicer started to service 

the debt, problems started happen-

ing, including it taking three weeks or 

more to refinance a loan or to deal with 

increase requests; first payment loan 
defaults increased from 4 percent to 
12 percent and life of the loan default 
rates moved to 34 percent from 24 
percent; customers who made eight to 

10 on-time payments stopped paying 

and a large number of new customers 

didn’t make their first payments at all. 

The loan servicer facing the criticism is 

First Associated, which is disputing the 

claims. In the report, Larry Chiavaro, Ex-

ecutive Vice President at First Associates, 

said in an email statement, “It’s always 

easy to blame the servicer for origina-

tion issues, but our performance on this 

portfolio was very good.”

Ascend (USA)

Ascend is another balance sheet lender, 

that provides little lower loans from 

$2,000 to $15,000 and continues to 

post loan titles and descriptions in their 

data, unlike Prosper and Lending Club, 

which did away with that. In addition, it 

uses Adaptive Risk Pricing technology 
that automatically adjusts a loan as 
the borrower’s risk profile changes. 
Incorporates dynamic pricing into con-

sumer loans versus focusing on past 

behavior.

Compared to Argon Credit, it’s quite 
successful and in 2015, when it was 
launched, already attracted $1,5M 

from Mucker Capital, OCA Ventures, 

Birchmere Advisors and the venture 

arm of Securian Financial Group. It 

launched its first product, Rate Re-

wards, allowing users to reduce their 

monthly interest payments, and 

announced a big partnership with 

LendingTree, becoming part of its per-
sonal loan network to compete against 

other lenders. Finally, it was announced 

as one of the winners of a $3 million 

prize from Financial Solutions Lab – a 

$30 million, five-year, initiative backed 

by JPMorgan Chase and the Center for 

Financial Services Innovation.
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This year, it raised another $11m in 
funding from Mucker Capital, OCA 

Ventures, Partech Ventures, Tekton 

Ventures, Cendana Investments LP, 

and the venture-focused subsidiary of 

Securian Financial Group. Additional 

funding was provided through the Fi-

nancial Solutions Lab, managed by the 

Center for Financial Services Innovation 

and JPMorgan Chase.

Avant (USA) 

Avant is a hybrid online lending plat-

form that is up to date one of the most 

funded companies, which has raised 

$655M. It provides fixed rate loans be-

tween $1,000 to $35,000 and has late 

fee forgiveness and will waive a late fee 

following three consecutive on-time 

payments. This year Avant surpassed 
$3 billion in loan originations in the 
past three years, faster than many lead-

ing lending platforms within the online 

lending industry. With 440,000 cus-

tomers worldwide, Avant is changing 

the way consumers borrow by lowering 

the costs and barriers of borrowing[15].

Additionally, this year LoanDepot, 
America’s lender, formed a part-
nership with Avant to expand credit 
options to responsible borrowers na-
tionwide. Under the agreement, these 

two Fintech platforms have teamed 

up through an API integration that 

will expand access to credit through a 

borrower referral powered by a digital 

experience. As a result, responsible 

borrowers will have expanded access 

to credit products that better align with 

their financial needs.[16]

In terms of securitization, Avant also 
announced two closed transactions, 
including a $255 million 144A as-
set-backed securitization deal and the 
renewal of its $392 million warehouse 
facility held by J.P. Morgan and Credit 
Suisse. The warehouse will provide 

Avant with additional capital to con-

tinue serving its growing base of more 

than 500,000 customers.[17]

In terms of partnerships, Regions Banks 
has launched an online consumer 
loan application and underwriting 

experience in conjunction with Avant. 
Customers now have the opportuni-

ty to apply on www.regions.com for 

an unsecured personal loan (in the 

$1,000-$35,000 range) from Regions 

Bank using the Avant platform. Ap-

plicants are assessed and receive an 

immediate credit decision, followed by 

automated verification steps for final 

approval.[18]

Best Egg (USA)

Best Egg is another successful balance 

sheet platform, providing loans from 

$2,000 to $35,000 for clients with 

relatively high FICO requirement of 

700 points and individual income of 

$100,000 for their debt reduction. From 

2014, Best egg platform had eligibility 

to apply by invitations only, in the first 

year after launch, it had $383M in loans 

funded. It opened to the public only 

in 2015, and the same announced a 

$100M securitization with Cross River 

Bank. The same year it announces a 
$1 billion in Best Egg loans originated 
since inception – taking less than 15 
months. 

In 2016 it announced that it closed its 

first proprietary securitization. Approx-

imately $205 million of Bestegg col-

lateral was financed via three classes 

of Notes and one class of Certificates 

with the loan sellers retaining a portion 

of Notes and Certificates. The Class A, 

B and C fixed-rate Notes were rated 

Single-A, Triple-B and Double-B by 

Kroll Bond Rating Agency (KBRA). The 

transaction was very strongly received 

by a broad swath of investors and was 

significantly oversubscribed. The secu-

ritization, placed through Goldman 
Sachs, furthers Marlette Funding’s 
access to the broader ABS capital 
markets and sets a strong precedent 
for future transactions. The broad-

ening of the investor base into institu-

tional CUSIP-only buyers is a first step 

in building recognition in the brand, 

capital markets access and liquidity in 

the bonds.[19]

Elevate (USA)

Elevate is another balance sheet lend-

er, based in Fort Worth, TX, that offers 

three products of personal loans, pay-

check advance and personal loans for 

UK customers. Elevate’s niche right 
now is providing loans to borrowers 
with low credit scores between 575 
and 625. As the company expands, 

it wants to provide loans to custom-

ers with even lower credit scores. In 

terms of revenue, Elevate is bigger 

than Lending Club and Prosper. So 
far, $3.1billion worth loans have been 
originated from 1.4 million consum-
ers.
In 2016, Elevate was expected to 

become the first Venture-backed IPO 

of 2016, but postponed its IPO due to 

difficult market conditions. The first 

reason is quite obvious: no company 

will risk going public in a tanking stock 

market. However, for Elevate there's 

an added challenge. The company 

provides financial services to "nonprime 

consumers," a segment of the market 

seen as particularly vulnerable in an 

economic downturn.

Additionally to its postponed IPO, it 
has made an additional $545 million 
credit faculty to support its growing 
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customers. This move should help to 

ease analysts’ fears about predatory 

lending in the subprime space.[20]

At the end of the year, Elevate also 

announced cumulative savings for 
customers of more than $1 billion 
as the company continued to use 
advanced analytics to lower the 
average rates of its products. Since 

2013, the average effective rate of 

the company’s products has dropped 

over 40% and customers have saved 

$1.1 billion over what they would have 

paid for a typical payday loan with a 

400% APR.[21]

Lastly, Elevate launched a center for 
the new middle class and released its 
first research report, which indicated 

how important credit is to the majority 

of Americans who find themselves to 

be nonprime in the eyes of the tradi-

tional credit providers and banks.[22]

LendUp (USA)

Lendup is a SF-based balance sheet 

lenderthat has graduated from Y com-

binator having raised $4,5M in seed 

financing from Andreessen Horowitz, 

Google ventures and KPCB. It offers 

single payment loans from $100 to 

$500 and installment loans up to 

$1,000. It offers loans in 23 states and 

credit card nationally, issued by Benefi-

cial State Bank, Member FDIC, pursuant 

to a license from VISA.

This year it also raised a new $47,5M 
round led by Y combinator growth 
fund. The investment values Lend-
Up at about $500 million. LendUp 

aims to apply the cash toward scaling 

out its L Card[23], a credit card with no 

hidden fees and a flexible payback 

schedule. It also sports modern fea-

tures through its companion smart-

phone app, which lets users instantly 

halt charges in the case of loss or 

theft, and a financial health meter that 

clearly shows how much credit the 

customer has left to spend. LendUp 
is already signing up thousands of 
accounts per month, even though 
it hasn’t been ready to aggressively 
market itself just yet.[24]

What's also interesting in the industry 

is a blog post, where CEO Sasha Orloff 

responded to the announcement 

by Google that it would ban ads for 

payday lenders offering APRs above 

36%. In a long explanation of LendUp's 

business, Orloff noted that LendUp 
has saved its customers more than 
$16 million in 2015, and, as of May 
2016, saved customers a further $16 
million. “More than 90 percent of our 

active users have access to cred-

it-building loans within two years. And 

we've taken customers from having 

credit scores in the 300s two years 

ago to having a credit card today,“ he 

added. [25]

Vouch (USA)

Vouch is a SF-based alternate lending 

platform, that received a funding of 

$10M that secures every loan by using 

the borrower's network as sponsors 

of the loan. A borrower has to get a 

'qualified' sponsor to receive a loan, the 

more sponsors he can get on-board his 

application, the easier his loan terms 

shall be.

This company stopped offering 
personal loans and closed its virtual 
doors in summer 2016. Rumblings of 
the company’s closure grew loud in 
June 2016, according to an article in the 

Wall Street Journal,[26] which suggested 

that Vouch was unable to compete with 

larger online lenders. Vouch was among 

a wave of online lenders that raised 

venture capital funding in recent years, 

hoping to capitalize on the huge growth 

enjoyed by firms such as LendingClub 

Corp. and Prosper Marketplace Inc., 

which filled a gap in personal lending 

left by retreating banks.

Borro (UK) 

Borro is a quite special balance sheet 

lender in this niche. Despite the fact 

that it was founded in the UK, its main 

operations are coming from the USA. 

More interestingly, it targets the top 10% 

of the population and provides online 
secured loans through a custom-
er’s luxury assets. It provides sales 
advance loans, allowing customers to 
obtain 70% of the estimated price of 
their luxury asset before it sells; bridge 

loans, luxury assets to secure short-

term financing; and term loans, starting 

at $100,000. It was the first online 
pawnbroker, according to FT article 
in 2009. 

This year Borro crossed a very special 

milestone, it completed £200M in 
lending. Although the first £100M 
was lent over 5.5 years, the follow-
ing £100M was lent in 1.5 years. The 

increased pace of lending was driven by 

expanding product lines and continued 

distribution growth. Research conduct-

ed by Equifax shows that Borro’s clients 

are part of the most affluent 5% of the 

UK population. Since completing its 
first £100M in lending, Borro’s aver-
age loan size has grown 350%, and 

the most common asset used by clients 

is now Fine Art. In 2016 Borro has also 

lent over £20M on property.[27]

Up to date, 75% of its loans are se-
cured by fine art, antiques, fine wines 
and classic cars, according to the 
company. The average loan size on 

luxury assets is £55,000 and for prop-

erty — a new lending product it added 

last year — it averaged £1 million loans. 

Its minimum loan is £5,000.[28]
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Additionally, Borro has launched a 
panel of its top luxury asset lend-
ing partners who will get access 
to a host of benefits. These include 

exclusive rates for their clients, higher 

commission rates for referrals and 

individual training for their team.[29] 

Panel members will also get a des-

ignated Borro team member for all 

enquiries and clients as well as access 

to special luxury asset events and 

other incentives. 

PawnHero (Phillippines) 

Pawnhero is another balance sheet 

lender, working on a similar strategy 

with Borro. Pawnhero is the first online 

pawnshop in Southeast Asia[30] that aims 

to solve the problem of expensive cred-

it for base-of-the-pyramid consumers 

in emerging markets.[31] It was first 

launched in the Philippines in February 

2015 to meet the quick loan needs of 

the country.

In summer 2016, Pawnhero launched 
the first online pawnshop in South 
East Asia – marketplace.ph. A pawn-

broker registered with the Bangko 

Sentral Pilipinas, aims to equalize the 

situation by providing an easy way for 

Filipinos to pawn their items online as a 

solution to short-term needs. PawnHe-

ro has partnered with logistics company 

2GO and Security Bank to provide this 

innovative service to Filipinos across 

the Philippines.[32]

Prior to launching its marketplace, it 

had also landed undisclosed pre-Series 

A funding in a round led by the Soft-

Bank-affiliated, Philippines-focused 

Kaikaku Fund, with participation from 

500 Startups and IMJ Investment 

Partners.[33] Pawnhero co-founder 

and chairman David Margendorff said 

several other venture capitalists and 

angel investors from the region and 

Silicon Valley had steadily followed suit. 

PawnHero will use the funds for talent 

acquisition and continuing its mass out-

reach in the Philippines.[34] 

Borrowell (Canada) 

Borrowell is a Canadian online mar-

ketplace that brings together institu-

tional investors and borrowers looking 

for loans. This year it had a couple of 

solid milestones in its development. 

First, it partnered with an investment 
platform Wealthsimple with the goal 
of helping Canadians get the most 
out of their RRSPs (Registered Retire-

ment Savings Plan). While a majority 

of Canadians wants to contribute to 

their RRSP and get the tax return, both 

startups acknowledged that most don’t 

have the cash on hand to do it, and 

often take out loans to contribute to 

their RRSP with the hope of paying it 

back with a tax return.[35] But the reason 

why companies like Wealthsimple and 

Borrowell exist is because bank loans 
aren’t always the most convenient for 

customers and navigating investments 

is rarely easy. So the companies decid-

ed to take their respective strengths and 

combine it into one platform.

The second partnership was with 
Equifax, and right after, Borrowell an-
nounced that it now gives Canadians 
access to their Equifax credit score at 
no cost. Through Borrowell’s platform, 

users can access their credit score and 

learn about their financial wellbeing, 

without having to apply for credit. At 

the same time, users will learn about 

the factors that may impact credit 

scores and recommendations on how 

to improve an individual’s credit wor-

thiness. Borrowell provides consumers 

with an updated score every three 

months to track their progress.[36]

And lastly, it received $6.4 million 
in operating and loan capital from 
Equitable Bank, Hedgewood, and 

Power Financial Corporation. Other 

participating investors include Oakwest 

Corporation, Adam Felesky, founder 

and former CEO of Horizons ETFs, 

and Freycinet Investments, a fund that 

supports knowledge-based businesses. 

The amount is one million more than 

the $5.4 million[37] Borrowell raised in 

December of 2014[38] to launch its lend-

ing marketplace.[39]

Lendful (Canada)

Lendful is a Canada-based, founded 

in 2015 startup that provides an online 

lending marketplace for personal loans 

of up to $35,000. The platform requires 

the borrower to have a credit score of 

at least 690. 

This year, the company was involved 
in one of the largest deals of its kind 
in Canada between a lending technol-
ogy company and a financial institu-
tion, when Lendful received  $15M 
in backing from Alterna Bank. This 

partnership signals that Canada’s online 

lending marketplace is ready to be-

come a disruptive force. Alterna Bank’s 

institutional investment brings about 

two major benefits for borrowers: more 

security and competitive interest rates. 

Alterna Bank is a wholly-owned subsidi-

ary of Alterna Savings, a credit union 

that has operated as a full-service, 

member-owned co-operative for over 

100 years.[40] Together, Alterna Savings 

and Alterna Bank form the Alterna 

Financial Group which holds $3 billion 

in assets. Alterna Bank is deeply com-
mitted to helping Canadians achieve 
their financial dreams, while at the 
same time supporting vibrant, local 
communities. 
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IndiaLends (India) 

IndiaLends.com is a credit underwrit-

ing and analytics startup for unse-

cured lending, launched in 2015, by 

ex-Capital One duo Gaurav Chopra 

and Mayank Kachhwaha. Up to date 
it’s growing strongly with volumes of 
100% quarter on quarter.[41] It has also 
partnered with over 30 banks and 
non banking financial companies and 

now offering solid lending products in 

segments that previously been under-

served. 

The company is especially interesting, 
as it attracted capital from American 
Express’ investment arm of $4M in 
series A funding. It’s American Express 

Ventures’ first investment in a fintech 

startup – and only its second overall in 

2016. It invested in Tapzo,[42] formerly 

known as Helpchat, in September.[43]

Welab (Hong Kong) 

WeLab operates WeLend, Hong Kong’s 

online lending platform. It claims to use 

machine learning, big data technolo-

gies, and unstructured data to deliver a 

risk management solution and custom-

er experience. It has pivoted from P2P 
lending model to B2C model where in 
it has partnered with financial insti-
tutions to provide banking solutions 
providing credit to people who are 

unable to obtain financing through 

traditional channels.

In July 2016, Welab raised a $160M in 
its B round led by Khazanah Nasional 
Berhad, Malaysia’s strategic invest-
ment fund, with participation from 

ING Bank and Guangdong Technology 

Financial Group, which is run by the 

Chinese government. The company 

operates two online lending plat-

forms—Wolaidai, a lending platform for 

China, and WeLend.hk, its counterpart 

for customers in Hong Kong—and has 

now raised a total of $182 million in 

venture funding. From now on, it plans 
to launch more financial products in 
China.[44] 

In addition, it has successfully secured 

a credit facility of $25M from ING bank 

as part of its Hong Kong expansion and 

enable the company to meet rapidly 

growing demand for loans in Hong 

Kong.[45]

ChinaRapidFinance (China)

China Rapid Finance is one of the most 
interesting lending platforms in China 
which intended to go IPO this year in 
the US. With more than 4,000 employ-

ees and 70 branch offices, the compa-

ny has one of the largest multi-channel 

offline and is the largest consumer 
lending marketplace in terms of the 
number of loans. China Rapid Finance 
has been discussing the possibility of 
IPO since 2014.[46] 

Despite this, it still had certain mile-

stones to speak about, at first, China 
Rapid Finance announced that its 
platform had exceeded one million 
borrowers and it facilitated 8.8 million 
loans in total as of October 31st.[47] 

It also revealed it is partnering with 
various China’s internet platforms, in-
cluding online travel agencies, online 
group-buy and shopping platforms, 
online gaming companies, online 
e-commerce platforms and payment 
service providers to reach and serve 
these potentially qualified EMMA 
(Emerging Middle class Mobile Active)  
borrowers.[48] With these multi-data, 

omnichannel collaborations, China 

Rapid Finance is able to identify, select 

and acquire creditworthy EMMAs.[49]

In addition, China Rapid Finance 

formed partnerships with two 
leading financial institutions - China 
United SME Guarantee Corp. (“Sino 
Guarantee”) and Bank of Shanghai. 
Sino Guarantee will provide ongoing 

lending capital for loans originated on 

CRF’s platform, with an initial commit-

ment of RMB 500 million.[50] This gives 

CRF direct lending capital to create 

institutional investment products, as 

well as a non-recourse guarantee that 

enables distribution of CRF products 

on multiple wealth management plat-

forms. Sino Guarantee also provided 

CRF with US $20 million of growth 

equity, at a pre-money valuation of US 

$1 billion, as part of CRF’s $70 million 

Series C Preferred Share round.

Separately, Bank of Shanghai has 
joined CRF’s digital lending platform 
as an infrastructure sponsor and 
lender, providing CRF with payment 
channels, fund custody services, and 

lending capital support to help CRF 

keep its leading position in the consum-

er lending marketplace in China.

CRF’s newly announced[51] partner-

ships with Sino Guarantee and Bank of 

Shanghai are expected to accelerate 
the diversification of its institutional 
lending base, providing CRF’s digital 

lending platform a long-term, low-cost 

and steady source of funds.

UangTeman (Indonesia) 

UangTeman.com, a product of Digi-

tal Alpha Group, is an online lending 

service that provides instant short-term 

micro credit to Indonesian consumers. 

As of Jan 2016, it provides loans up to 
US$160 for less than 30 days and at 
1% per day for the first loan.

This year, UangTeman raised a pre-se-
ries A round of funding of an undis-
closed amount, the startup said. The 

round was led by an unnamed “major 

Southeast Asia banking group,” while 

two other Indonesian institutional 

investment firms also participated. 

In addition to the equity financing, 
UangTeman said it raised roughly 
US$735,000 in debt.
UangTeman says it’s handed out 
more than US$1.9 million in loans 
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so far. It also claims to have a better 

track record than banks and financial 

services when it comes to recover-

ing debts. While the normal ratio of 

non-performing loans is at 3 percent, 

UangTeman says its ratio is below that. 

In its seed stage, UangTeman had sup-

port from a crew of investors including 

an unnamed family office in Malaysia, 

Jakarta-based venture capital firm Al-

pha JWC, and a co-founder of Wonga, 

a British payday loan company similar 

to UangTeman.[52]

Lastly, it’s interesting to see such moves 

as UangTeman’s doing, it is set to 
change its business model to peer-
to-peer lending to comply with the 
Financial Services Authority’s latest. 

Zulkifli’s comments came as a response 

to OJK’s latest regulation on financial 

technology[53] released Dec. 29.[54] The 

regulation forbids any financial tech-

nology companies to loan out its own 

money, to prevent them prying on 

best debtors from traditional financial 

firms and banks. It was reminiscent of 

the government’s previous regulation 

which tried to protect existing taxi com-

panies from Uber and the like.[55]

Direct Money (Australia)

DirectMoney is an Australian online 

lending platform for unsecured per-

sonal loans of up to $35,000 for a loan 

tenure of 3 or 5 years. This company 

had an interesting traction, in February, 
it sold a total of $5 million of personal 
loans to Macquarie Group (Macquarie), 
a provider of financial, advisory, invest-

ment and funds management services. 

According to DirectMoney’s most 
recent quarterly report[56], the plat-

form held $8.49 million in loans at the 

end of 2015, thus, the agreement with 

Macquarie represents the bulk of ex-

isting loans. DirectMoney listed shares 

on the ASX last year. Since that time 
shares have declined by more than 
50%. Peter Beaumont, CEO of Direct-

Money, was confident regarding the 

future prospects of the online lending 

platform.[57]

What’s interesting is that in May 
DirectMoney revealed, that it had 
more applications for unsecured 
personal loans than it could service 
with its funds available to lend. Thus, 

chairman Stephen Porges said it was 

strongly looking for institutional funders 

beyond the one it has – Macquarie 

Bank – to fund the loan demand it 

had. [58]

And, to this end, in November it re-

vealed that it eventually had secured 
institutional funding for loans orig-
inating on its platform, according to 

the company’s board of directors.   The 

specific details are still not available but 

reportedly contractual terms on the 

wholesale institutional loan funding 

agreement were made with a “well-es-

tablished debt provider”. The agreement 

will allow the company to originate 

loans for the next 12-24 months.[59]

Purchase financing 
[POS lending]

Financeit (Canada)

FinanceIt is a Canadian POS, which-

started this year with a strategic 
funding collaboration with Concen-
tra, a Saskatchewan-based finance 
and trust solutions provider for 
Canadian credit unions. 

Concentra boasts $7 billion in assets 

and over $34 billion in assets under 

administration. The collaboration, 

which is worth an initial $100 million 

CAD, allows Toronto-based Finan-

ceit to expand its lender community 

by increasing origination capacity 

and gaining access to the credit 

union system, while Concentra can 

use the partnership to provide credit 

unions with more strategic invest-

ment opportunities that diversify 

margins.[60]

In addition, it raised a new round 
of equity financing led by new 
investors - Pritzker family business 

interests advised by The Pritzker 

Organization, L.L.C. (“TPO”) and 

DNS Capital, LLC (“DNS”) as well as 

existing investors. This investment 
round of $US17 million ($CAD22 
million) enabled Financeit to fund 
the recently announced acquisition 
of TD Bank Group’s indirect home 
improvement financing assets,[61] 

which included the purchase of more 

than 800 merchant dealer agree-

ments and the transition of a number 

of former TD relationship managers 

and operational staff. After a transi-

tion period, the transaction will also 

lead to Financeit servicing approxi-

mately 45,000 existing TD consumer 

loans.[62]

The deal has resulted in 800 more 
merchant dealers being added 
to Financeit’s portfolio. As a result, 

the company is now also considering 

making more acquisitions. According 

to Garrity, who founded Financeit, 

the deal that it made with Concen-

tra, a provider of services to credit 

unions, has doubled its loan value 

and revenue.[63]

Blispay (USA)

For Blispay, this year was very bright and 

successful, at first, it’s been launched 

to the public. For businesses of all sizes 

and across all channels, that means 

the simple, no incremental cost Blispay 

Point of Sale Financing program. For 

consumers, that means they are now 

in control of when and where they 

finance their purchases with the Blispay 

Visa card. It's accompanied by its iOS 

App, Android App, and availability for 

use through Apple Pay, Android Pay, 

and Samsung Pay.

In addition to this, it announced an 

initial round of $12,75M led by FirstMark 

Capital, Accomplice, NEA, and Triple-

Point Capital with the participation of 
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Founders Collective, an angel syndi-

cate, led by Wayne Chang and a cast of 

fintech all-starts. 

In terms of new partnerships, it added a 

number of awesome merchants includ-

ing Evo, Trendlee, Chuck Levin’s Music 

Center, Wheel Warehouse, Guitar Sanc-

tuary, Nava Health & Vitality Center, and 

many more.[64]

Affirm (USA) 

Affirm is based in SF and focuses its 

lending on the millennial market, indi-

viduals under the age of 35. An alter-

native to a credit card via offering Point 

of Sale loans to online shoppers. More 

than 500 merchants who offer loans 

as customers check out. Affirm is also 

on top of the most funded companies 

in the sector of consumer loans with 

$420M raised. 

This year Affirm announced it was 
acquiring Sweep[65], an app-based per-
sonal finance tool. The move comes 
just two weeks after Affirm raised a 
$100M Series D[66] round, which was 

partially raised to help the company 

expand into new product categories 

outside of lending. The app, founded in 

2014, provides users with a future view 

of their cash flow so they can better 

plan ahead for things like bills and other 

expenses. This is the exact type of dai-
ly engagement that Affirm is looking 
to incorporate into their product of-
ferings, which makes the acquisition a 
perfect fit for the company.[67]

In terms of partnerships, the company, 

announced support for four addi-
tional e-commerce platforms: Kibo 
Commerce, BigCommerce, AspDot-
NetStorefront and Zen-Cart. Retailers 
that utilize any of these e-commerce 
platforms are now able to offer con-

sumers the ability to purchase goods 

and services online, and break up 

payments over multiple months. Up to 

date, Affirm is partnering with over 850 
retail clients.[68]  

Lastly, Affirm hired a former eBay vice 
president Carl Gish to be its first chief 
marketing officer. Carl was tasked with 

broadening the lending service’s ap-

peal, especially as the company begins 

to release direct-to-consumer products 

this year.[69]

Loan Hero (USA)

LoanHero is another POS lender, based 

in CA and founded in 2014. It focuses 

on prime consumers and industries as 

consumer goods, home improvement, 

auto services and repair, medical devic-

es and services, other. LoanHero’s inter-

est accrues during promotional period, 

but if purchase balance is paid in full by 

end of the period and a consumer has 

made all required monthly payments, 

then interest is waived. 

This year LoanHero also secured an 
additional $2,5M in seed funding. Led 
by Alsop Louie Partners and Muck-
er Capital, this investment will allow 

LoanHero to offer financing to consum-

ers nationwide. Since launching in April 

2015, LoanHero raised a total $4.2 
million in equity funding and achieved 
a lending capacity of $20 million.[70] 

In just six months, LoanHero has made 

thousands of loans to prime, mid-prime 

and sub-prime consumers, all in a 

controlled rollout to five states and a 

select group of 100 merchant partner 

locations. 

Right after the funding round, LoanHero 
announced it had expanded its lending 
operations to a nationwide footprint in 
partnership with First Electronic Bank, 
Member FDIC.[71] This will allow Loan-

Hero to partner with nationwide retail 

establishments seeking to offer a more 

comprehensive financing option to their 

consumers at the point of sale.

Kreditech (Germany)

Kreditech is the German startup that 

offers loans and other financial services 

to consumers who have little or no 

credit history by using some 20,000 data 

points online to assess their suitability. 

This year it added two financing 
rounds, $11 million (€10 million) in its 

Series C round of funding from  the In-

ternational Finance Corporation (IFC),[72] 

a division of the World Bank group that 

focuses on economic development in 

emerging countries.[73] And the second 
one was in December - $10.4 million 
(10 million euros) out of Rakuten’s fin-

tech startup fund, launched last year.[74]

Lastly, Kreditech has announced its 
new business line, Online Point-
of-Sales (POS) Financing, with its 
first client, PayU Global BV.  The 

new integration allows customers to 

instantly finance their online purchases 

at charges comparable to local banks. 

Loan amounts are granted at up to EUR 

5,000 and for a duration of up to 36 

months. The process is fully paperless 

and is based on Kreditech’s innovative 

scoring technology combining it with 

state of the art KYC. Its user experience 

and user interface focus on the highest 

convenience for the customer.[75]

Revo Technologies (Russia)

Revo is a Russian microfinancing orga-

nization that operates in the consumer 

segment with low average purchase 

cost and provides installments for 

three or six months. Revo's partners 

provide them a discount on goods at 

the expense of which the interest-free 

installments for the buyer are financed. 

In 2016, it was successful sign-
ing up the Russia’s largest internet 
supermarket “Utkonos”, which had 

launched a program for the sale of 

products with installments. According 

to a press report by Utkonos, the install-

ment period is a month, and it can be 

used for cheques from 2,500RUB ($40) 

to 25,000RUB ($400) and covers all 

goods from the retailer, except alco-

hol, tobacco, pharmacy and certain 

brands. [76]
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The trends are compelling. Tuition at 

American postsecondary schools has 

increased at rates much higher than the 

increases in both wages and inflation. 

At public four-year colleges, tuition 

increased 80.5% [1] from 2005 to 2016, 

continuing a series of double-digit 

increases over five-year increments that 

began in the mid-1980s. [2]

Between 2005 and 2016, the amount 

of people from 18 - 24 years increased 
by 10%, and the proportion of them 
enrolled in degree-granting institu-
tions increased from 38% to 42%.3 

Students are now staying at universities 

longer too: The average period to end 

a bachelors degree has increased and 

so has enrolment in Masters programs. 

The number of people continuing on 

to master’s, doctoral, and profession-

al programs (e.g., law, medicine, and 

dentistry) increased by 36% for the last 

10 years. [4]

The American education system is also 

becoming a magnet for internation-
al students, more than 1M of whom 
attended schools in the U.S. in 2016. 

It’s now a 13% more compared to a 

2015, 55% more compared to 2010, 

and 86% more than in 2005. [5] US is 

now hosting 21% of students worldwide 

who are studying outside their home 

countries. [6]

It’s not a surprise how this contributed 

to another economic trend: a tre-
mendous increase in student loans. 
Americans are more anxious by student 

loan debt than ever. By the end of 2016, 

44 million American student borrowers 

have owed $1.4 trillion in student loan 

debt, which is 84% more since 2008. 

The average class of 2016 graduates 

has $37.172 in student loan debt, 6% up 

from last year. In 2004, 27% of 25-year-

olds had student debt; in 2016, it was 

47 percent (43.3 Million). [7] A corollary 

rise in delinquencies and charge-offs 

also occurred: In the two years from 

2013 to 2016, student loan write-offs 

increased by 46 percent (to $13.6 

billion). [8]

Back to our venture research, this year 

noticed that industry is growing even 

without any special and sophisticat-

ed strategic decisions. Most student 

lenders aimed to do one thing well 

and sell that as widely as possible, 

working on customer acquisition and 

reach, whose credit facilities are fuelled 

by credit mammoths and financial 
institutions. However, we also noticed 

unique moves towards diversifying the 

offerings and market, like in case of 

SoFi who went beyond student loans 

and mortgages towards insurance, and 

hedge fund establishing as well as Fu-
ture Finance’s move to Germany with 

WireCard. 

Still, we shouldn’t forget the concerns 

regarding regulation and previous 

results of a “mortgage bubble” because 

now the sector is as big as unsecured 

consumer credit.

Small Business Loans

$ Trillions

Sector Size
2016

0.3

8.7

1.3

1.2

0.95

Mortgage

Student Loans

Auto Loans

Unsecured Consumer Credit

0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

Student Loan Debt Statistics for 2016 
[9]

• More Americans hold student loan debt than the population of over 200 countries

• Over 7 million (>2%) of the U.S. population has defaulted on their student loans

• Student loan debt is the second highest form of debt in the U.S., second only to mortgages

• Almost 30% student loan borrowers move back in with their parents after graduation

• Over 40% of borrowers have delayed starting a family because of their debt

• Over 60% of borrowers have delayed buying a car because of their debt

• Over 70% of borrowers have delayed saving for retirement because of their debt

• Around 75% of borrowers have delayed buying a home because of their debt

• Almost 30% borrowers have delayed getting married because of their debt

Total U.S. student 
loan debt

$1.3 T 45M 11.3%
Americans with 
student loan debt

Student loan 
delinquency rate

Average monthly student loan payment 
(for borrower aged 20 to 30 years)

$360 $203
Median monthly student loan payment 
(for borrower aged 20 to 30 years)

Loans in repayment 

Loans in deferment 

Loans in forbearance 

Loans in default 

Loans in grace period

$468.1 billion; 15.7 million borrowers

$101.7 billion; 3.4 million borrowers

$102.8 billion; 2.7 million borrowers

$63.2 billion; 3.9 million borrowers

$42.6 billion; 1.7 million borrowers
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Other core observations:

• The market leader, American SoFi, is 

actively diversifying its business both 

in B2C (adding mortgage products 

to its line) and B2B (with its Credit 

Opportunity Fund allowing institution-

al and private investors investing in 

loan portfolios) dimensions. Recently, 

the company has sold a $380M loan 

portfolio, which has earned an AAA 

rating from Moody’s. This made the 

portfolio accessible for pension and 

insurance funds.

• However, SoFi’s size is making it 

sluggish over time, which gives a 

chance to other players (such as 

CommonBond, Affirm, ClimbCred-
it, Earnest) and opens the doors for 

new companies offering educational 

loans refinancing (LendKey, Credible, 
LendEDU).

• It is notable that such a fast pace of 

development is true only for USA, 

whereas the problem of education tu-

itions is ubiquitous. Apart from British 

Future Finance (which has recently 

raised $13M in equity and expanded 

to Germany) and an Indian newborn, 

SlicePay, these is really little activity 

in the field. It is especially strange for 

Singapore, Hong Kong, Japan and 

South Korea where education spend-

ings are high.

• Projects that focus on specific groups 

of clients (e.g. SelfScore, which makes 

scoring of international students in 

USA) are quite intriguing.

Earnest (USA)

Earnest, despite the fact that we didn’t 

hear a lot of buzz from them this year, is 

a very special student lender, valued at 

$273M at the last funding. In our opin-

ion, it is truly flexible among the others 

but from the last year is challenged by 

a rapidly growing competition in the 

space of student lending. We hope to 

see an expansion of its financial ser-

vices like we saw with SoFi and expect 

to see it actually becoming a bank.

This year Earnest once again proved its 

strategic advantage by announcing the 

launch of a precision pricing model10. 
This allows all customers of Earnest 

to select and choose any monthly 

payment on a loan and change it on 

the fly; the interest rate will adjust to 

match. That might sound like the kind 

of simple function that anyone with a 

student loan should have been able 

to do already, but no other lenders yet 

offer it. A traditional lender provides 

limited choices for the repayment peri-

od—typically five, 10, or 15 years’ time. 

An Earnest customer, using a slider 

on Earnest’s web site, can tweak the 

monthly payment they want to make 

to, say, $1,000 a month, and Earnest 

will react accordingly. 

Flexibility is just one of the features 
Earnest uses to attract customers, 
low APR is another. Traditional banks 

use credit scores to determine if you’re 

eligible for a loan. Earnest doesn’t 

believe those scores offer a complete 

picture. It’s leveraging technology and 

up to 100,000 data points to get a more 

complete picture of each client, scrap-

ing everything from bank accounts to 

LinkedIn profiles to offer those who 

qualify the lowest possible rates. Ear-
nest’s software platform helps it iden-
tify high-quality clients, evaluating 
them by education history11, current 

and past income, savings, and debts, 

and employment background. These 

amount to safer bets, which helps Ear-

nest offer lower interest rates.

Later in spring, Earnest made its first 
sale of a package of loans, $112 
million worth, to big institutional 

investors, [12] including real-estate in-

vestment trust Western Asset Mortgage 

Capital Corp. The highest class of notes 

received an A rating from credit rating 

firm DBRS Inc. Earnest also inked a deal 

in recent weeks with Goldman Sachs 

Group Inc. to provide a $150 million 

credit line to fund loans until they are 

packaged and re-sold as securitizations. 

Securitization of online loans soared 

last year, to more than $8.4 billion 

according to data provider PeerIQ, but 

had halted since mid- December as in-

vestor anxiety rose on subjects ranging 

from China to oil to Federal Reserve 

interest-rate targets. Earnest has lent 

out over $500 million since launching 

in 2014, and mostly refinances existing 

student loans and offers features to 

borrowers like the ability to delay a pay-

ment or switch from fixed to floating 

interest rates. 

CommonBond (USA)

At the very beginning of the year, we 

saw Commonbond raked in a new 
$275M in available credit from credit 
mammoths including Barclays, Mac-
quire Capital. This stable foundation 

can certainly foster expansion to benefit 

more customers across US. Along with 

the capital increase, Commonbond has 

doubled its team to over 60 employees 

in three months, and hired a strong 

team from Lehman brothers and Merrill 

Lynch to head its capital markets de-

partment.
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Stepping up further, with such a stable 

foundation, it raised a new $30M 
equity in a round C with another 
$300M in debt, and now takes past 

$1B in total financing across equity and 

debt. Investors include August Capital, 

Tribeca Venture Partners, Social Capital, 

Nyca Partners and Victory Park Capital 

who all joined the funding round. The 

firm says that it will use the money to 

hire across the organisation, build out 

its technology platforms for consum-

ers and employers, and scale its loan 

operations.

In addition, Commonbond acquired 
Gradible, a personal finance platform, 

founded in 2013, that provides users 

with unbiased, personalized recom-

mendations on how to better manage 

and repay their student loans. With the 

Gradible acquisition, CommonBond 

now offers employers a full suite of stu-

dent loan repayment programs for their 

employees, beyond CommonBond’s 

student loan refinancing options. The 
Gradible acquisition makes Com-
monBond the first in the industry to 

offer the full-suite of employer-based 

student loan repayment solutions: as-

sessment, refinancing and contribution.

The reason for the interest in Com-
monBond from investors and its 
growth is that the market is still 
relatively untapped. Today, around 

93 percent of all student loans are still 

made from the government. Services 

like Sallie Mae (a consumer bank that 

originates and services private stu-

dent loans) and other private lenders 

and startups like CommonBond and 

SoFi make up the rest.

Social Finance (SoFi - USA)

2016 has been an impressive year for 

SoFi, taking into account its two strate-

gic moves that make sense in respect 

to how SoFi would like to distance 

itself from the old-money banks and 

mortgage lenders. At the very begin-

ning, it launched a hedge fund, called 
SoFi Credit Opportunities Fund, to 

solve the sector’s growth problem. 

This fund buys its loans and some from 

its competitors in an attempt to get 

around waning investor interest that 

is threatening online lender’s growth. 

The sector lacks the deposits needed to 

fund its loans like traditional banks, so it 

relies on being able to sell the loans to 

investors to free up capital to make new 

ones. Sofi is the first major startup lend-

er to launch a hedge fund of its own, 

but it isn’t the first to set up an invest-

ment vehicle to buy its loans. The fund 

could also use a variety of strategies. 

including making derivatives trades to 

hedge interest-rate risk or betting on 

or against various sectors of the bond 

market. [13]

Prior to expanding its instruments into 

establishing a hedge fund, the compa-

ny made a very interesting and rapid 

move, beginning to sell home loans 
made over its platform directly to Fan-
nie Mae. [14] This type of loan, called a 

conforming mortgage, is quite non-tra-

ditional. There are capital requirements, 

they must meet certain requirements, 

characteristics, the most competitive 

mortgage out there. This certainly lets 

SoFi expand its products while giving 

the San Francisco company a reliable 

place to sell loans. We can make a sort 

of summary that SoFi is moving towards 

becoming the biggest nonbank jumbo 

originator, and it will be interesting to 

look at how they perform in this direc-

tion.

In addition to its strategic decisions, 

SoFi in May for the first time received 
the highest possible credit, triple A 
rating from Moody’s on a new bond 
deal15, a $380 million offering backed 

by online student loans completed ear-

lier. It was the first offering by a startup 
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online lender to get Moody’s top rating, 

which is common for established lend-

ers. The triple-A rating allows some in-

stitutional investors, like some pension 

and insurance funds who seek to have 

minimal risk, to start buying the loans, 

adding new demand.

Credible (USA)

Credible is one of the first companies 

running a platform for student loan 

refinancing information. That is, the 

company aims to help graduates switch 

lenders and save on their student loans 

through one form. The site lists rates 

and loan offers from financial services 

firms ranging from traditional banks and 

credit unions to peer-to-peer lending 

platforms. 

Founded in 2012, with almost $80M 

valuation and last year’s investments of 

$11M, this year Credible was primarily 

working on operations and on provid-

ing consumers with more choices, thus, 

in November it has formed a partner-
ship with the Massachusetts Edu-
cational Financing Authority (MEFA) 

to offer student loan refinancing to 

borrowers nationwide through Credi-

ble’s multi-lender platform. The MEFA 

Education Refinancing Loan is currently 

available in all 50 states to borrowers 

with at least $10,000 in student loan 

debt. [16]

LendKey (USA)

LendKey, another financial technology 

company at the center of the lending 

ecosystem, announced this year the 
successful underwriting, origination, 
and deployment of more than $1 
billion in lender capital to borrow-
ers. Private student loan and student 

refinancing opportunities contributed 

the lion’s share of deployment, as bor-

rowers accessed over three hundred of 

LendKey’s lenders through the LendKey 

platform and network. Topline numbers 

were driven by younger borrowers and 

overall demand for LendKey’s flagship 

student loan and student refinanc-

ing lender products. The average age 

among those borrowers were 22 and 

27, respectively, at the time of origina-

tion. 

“Younger borrowers are the key to 

long-term viability for any financial 

institution,” added LendKey COO and 
Co-Founder Mike Stallmeyer. “As 

we continue to gain momentum and 

deploy more capital for our lenders, it’s 

clear that online lending is part of the 

experience that borrowers want and 

need—even when they first jump into 

credit products on their own or to bet-

ter match their goals and wallets down 

the line.” [17]

Future Finance (UK)

If the idea of student loans is still a rela-

tively youth in the US market, European 

market is even younger and largely 

nascent. However, companies like 

Future Finance, among some others, 

are starting to help young students and 

families to pony up academic and living 

fees.

And in the beginning of 2016, Future 
Finance landed a new $171M fund-
ing, which includes $13M in equity 

and $143M towards future loans made 

through the platform [18]. Currently live in 

the UK and Germany with future expan-

sion plans, this funding brought new 

investors that include QED Investors, 

Blackstone, Colchis Capital, Invus Op-

portunities, KCK, DW Partners, and oth-

ers. Company said that by the begin-

ning of 2016 it had already processed 

37,000 application and had had over 

900% of loan growth. Future Finance’s 

assessment side is quite similar to its 

market peers, however still lagging little 

behind, and is more similar to online 

loans scoring, just with a focus on a 

person’s education.

After receiving a new round of funding, 

it continued it’s growth and success-
fully landed in Germany partnering 
with WireCard, which provided the 

business with its banking license and 

account management in Germany. 

With this market entry, 2.9 million more 

European university students now have 

access to Future Finance’s unique loan 

model. [19]

Climb Credit (USA)

Climb credit is another company with 

quite a unique business model. This 
company is a new entrant into the 
student lending market and this year 
it received a $400M lending facility20. 
“We started Climb to fund what we call 

high ROI education,” says co-founder 

and chief executive Zander Rafael. “It’s 

education that actually works and ben-

efits the student.” “Most schools aren’t 

providing the value to the students that 

the students want and the employers 

want. Dropout rates are high, which 

leads to higher defaults, and even if you 

do graduate you don’t necessarily get 

the skills that you need,” Rafael says. 

The company identified schools that 

were doing things well — from charging 

lower fees, to directly linking training  to 

the skills needed for future employ-

ment, to reducing 

spending on things like 

infrastructure in order 

to focus on student 

outcomes and teacher 

salaries. That meant 

building out a school’s 

outcome database and 

using that database to 

underwrite the loans 

that the company 

makes. Thus, 

Climb Credit decided to transform 
student lending with a new business 
model based on graduate success.

Another twist on the traditional lend-

ing model is that Climb has managed 

to wring from the schools it’s working 

with an agreement that reduces the 

amount of loans a student has to pay 

back if they aren’t able to find a job.
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Amazon for students
This year we also noticed a sort of 
clumsy action was taken by Amazon in 
partnership with Wells Fargo. In July, 

Amazon for the first time partnered 

with Wells Fargo to offer discounts to 

student shoppers. This partnership has 

been in discussion for over a year, and 

was supposed to involve a multi year 

agreement between the two compa-

nies. And that is very logically correct. 

The loan discount could certainly en-

courage more Amazon Prime Student 

sign-ups, which benefits Amazon, while 

also giving Wells access to millions 

more potential borrowers. [21]

But suddenly, barely six weeks after 

this was announced, Wells Fargo and 
Amazon ended their partnership. As 

it turned out, Amazon thought it was 

offering a Prime perk — when what it 

was actually doing was walking into a 

political firestorm over student lending. 

That storm is cantered around rates 

— namely, the very much higher rates 

private student loans often charge 

versus federal loans. Which lead to 

criticism of Amazon and Wells Fargo, 

whom consumer groups blasted for 

offering a “cheaper” rate on an expen-

sive loan, when most students should 

instead be opting for a much lower 

interest rate federal loan. One group 

called the pair-up “a cynical attempt to 

dupe current students who are eligible 

for federal student loans with a record 

low 3.76 percent fixed interest rate into 

taking out costly private loans with 

interest rates currently as high as 13.74 

percent.” [22]

The deal’s end drew praise from Sen. 

Warren. In a statement to The Wall 
Street Journal, the Massachusetts 

Democrat said: “I’m glad Amazon isn’t 

using its brand to encourage students 

to take on absurdly high-interest private 

student loans from Wells Fargo.”

LendEDU (USA)

Apart from established players, we 

noticed some new players in a niche 

with interesting business models and 

solutions they provide. For example, 

LendEDU is a marketplace for student 

loan refinancing. Their application gets 

a visibility into all of the many different 

options for student loan refinancing. 

The company calls it the Kayak of 
student lending. Average users at 

LendEDU save roughly $12,000 by 

refinancing their student loan debt. An 

alumnus of Y Combinator, the company 

has racked up some impressive num-

bers. They had 70,000 unique visitors 
to their website in January 2016 alone 

and have big plans for the coming year 

- eventually the company has launched 

its own student loan marketplace and is 

working on credit cards. [23]

SlicePay (India) (ex Buddy)

Another project that brought our at-

tention is a Bangalore based student 
micro lending startup SlicePay, which 

in February received a Series A funding 

round of $500.000 from Blume Ven-

tures, Tracxn labs and couple of other 

angel investors. SlicePay lets college 

students shop online from various 

ecommerce websites and split the pay-

ments into EMIs. Through a combina-

tion of online signals and offline checks 

centered around the student, SlicePay 

will provide immediate confirmation 

or rejection on the product purchase 

through its proprietary credit engine. 

The entire process of product identifi-

cation, loan processing and collections 

will be automated through online and 

offline mechanisms. [25]

SlicePay claims to see over 2,000 new 

students using its service every week. 

Since it launched in January, it’s seen 

5,000 student borrowers across 100 
colleges in Bangalore. It has already 

partnered with major ecommerce sites 

including Flipkart, Snapdeal, and Am-

azon. Students can choose the length 

of the plan, ranging from 3 months to 

18 months, and the interest rates vary 

accordingly. Students need to submit 

their ‘Student ID’ and phone numbers 

of a classmate as well as one of their 

parents to apply for SlicePay. [26]

SelfScore (USA)

This company is not exactly a lender, 
but it solves a very fragile problem 
related to student lending. Upon 

graduation, most international students 

pursue careers in the US and work hard 

to stay here long-term. And yet finan-

cial institutions have been the slowest 

to respond to this growing population 

of professional immigrants and their 

needs. Despite demonstrating promise 

and responsibility (not to mention a $31 

billion annual contribution to the US 

economy), lenders cling to outdated 
credit models that hinder their access 
to student loans or credit cards.
To this end, with a mission to help 
students access proper US credit and 
establish their credit history, Self-
Score raised $7.1 million in August.  [27] 

Pelion Venture Partners led the new 

investment in SelfScore, joined by Ac-

cel Partners and Aspect Ventures. The 

funding is classified as a Series A exten-

sion, and brings the company’s total 

equity funding to about $14.5 million.

SelfScore co-founder and CEO Kalpesh 

Kapadia grew up in India, but moved 

to the U.S. for graduate school in 

1995. That’s when he first noticed the 

challenges of assimilating into what he 

says is the credit-based economy of 

the U.S., even for students with the best 

grades and highest degree of responsi-

bility. According to SelfScore’s market 
analysis, the 1.1 million international 
students in the U.S. are responsible 
for some $31 billion in annual spend-

ing, including tuition of course.

http://aspectventures.com/
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Similar to the blurring of boundaries 
between different instruments of SME 
financing (P2B, SME-lending, factoring, 

crowdinvesting), the lines between 
P2B and P2P, P2P and simple online 
and microfinancing are also vanishing. 
“The chicken or the egg” problem (the 

need to have both sufficient number of 

borrowers and capital to serve them) 

is gradually turning into a vicious circle 

problem (to attract enough capital, 

you should manage risks efficiently, 

which forces you to differentiate from 

competitors not through better prices, 

but rather through better audience 

targeting and better understanding of 

your clients), and then to the ecosystem 

problem (clients move away if you don’t 

offer them new products and services). 

Investors on alternative lending plat-
forms are getting more and more cir-
cumspect (they no more take the bait 

of novelty and innovativeness of the 

concept, putting more emphasis on re-

turns and risks instead) and are getting 

bigger (large institutional investors and 

banks are increasingly dominating the 

investor side of these platforms), which 

requires a different level of reporting, 

transparency and business processes 

organization from the startups (higher 

expertise in securitization, rather than in 

financial innovation). A whole new wave 

of startups and funds have emerged 

that focus specifically on investing on 

such platforms.

A simple idea of marketplace lending 
(a middleware between people with 
money and people with demand for 
money) is getting obsolete: you should 

be either very well targeted and differ-

entiated, or be the best in risk manage-

ment (via big data analytics or a narrow 

focus on a specific target group), or 

have a unique selling proposition 

(specific conditions, e.g. regarding 

collateral, payouts, particular clients, 

etc.), or have the most money for loans 

originations (again, questions on the 

clients quantities and risk management 

arise here).

So far, there are only three countries 
where P2P lending has firmly estab-
lished itself: USA, Great Britain and 

China. In the US, the market leader 

Lending Club ($10,9B in loans origi-

nated, 1.7M borrowers, 142 lenders), 

which has always targeted the safest 

borrowers and focused on credit refi-

nancing under lower interest rates, has 

seen declining growth rates and stock 

price (due to regulators’ activity). The 

company is seeking new growth drivers 

in business diversification, enticing new 

types of lenders (attracted $1.3B from 

National Bank of Canada), and launch-

ing a new business, such as auto credit 

refinancing ($4T market with only $40B 

being refinanced now). The second 

largest player Prosper ($5B loan portfo-

lio), which works with riskier borrowers 

and higher interest rates, is also devel-

oping new complementary products, 

e.g. PFM-service Prosper Daily (based 

on an acquired startup BillGuard) and 

CreditCard Optimizer.

The Chinese market is bigger (be-
cause of the larger population and 
lower availability of traditional credit 
sources), but is highly uncertain 
because of a number of issues. First, 

there are around 2000 P2P lending 

platforms in China, half of which are 

poorly diversified in terms of products 

and invest too little in risk management, 

accumulating a bubble of bad loans. 

Second, these projects are overvalued 

because their isolation is generally not 

taken into account: all the projects are 

Chinese, work only in China and have 

only Chinese investors. Nobody knows 

what will happen when this closed loop 

breaks. Expansion to foreign markets 

or attraction of foreign investors would 

significantly increase transparency and 

reliability of these companies. The two 

major players in the market are Lufax 

and JieDaiBao. Affiliated with a ma-

jor insurer Ping An, Lufax has already 

managed around $482B transactions 

from 234M users. It raised $1.2B with 

a valuation $18.5B from Bank of China 

and other Chinese investors to develop 

new business directions (e.g. wealth 

management) and is going to go for 

IPO in 2017. JieDaiBao also conduct-

ed a new financing round of $380M 

from Chinese investors at a valuation 

of $7.8B. It has also got famous for 

its practice of accepting nude photos 

from female borrowers as collateral for 

their loans (10GB of which were leaked 

to the internet, even of those women 

who had repaid their loans on time). It is 

even more interesting that the compa-

ny thinks it is OK to use such practices 

(it appears that money does not stink if 

you generate good returns). The suc-

cess of the two giants makes new play-

ers rush into the market. Among them 

are Duanrong (raised $59M in a round 

B at a valuation of $153M), Weijinsuo 

($46M in a round A), Junrongdai ($12M 

– round A). Many players fall out of the 

race, being placed under investigation 

or shut down because were identified 

as Ponzi schemes (e.g. eSuDai – 330K 

clients, Ezubao – 900K clients).

In Europe, P2P lending is not as 
developed as other online lending 
models. Despite British leader Zopa 

(introduced three different types of  

loans depending on borrower’s credit 

risk, launched auto loans and mortgage 

refinancing, introduced public API for 

external developers, and are going to 

file for a digital bank license) there is 

just a handful of players in other coun-

tries: France – Younited Credit (raised 

$16.5M in a Series E, originated $330M 

in loans, expanding to Spain and Italy), 

Latvia – Mintos (requires collateral for 

loans, works with Lithuanian, Estonian, 

German, Dutch and British clients), 

Germany – AuxMoney (€268.3M of 

loans) and Lendico (expanding to Spain, 

Poland, Austria, South Africa, Nether-

lands, Switzerland). 

In the UK P2B lending services are 
developing rapidly. Examples are 

Funding Circle (£1B+ in loans originat-

ed) and Nucleus (a variety of products 

for SME - from overdraft to factoring – 

specified for different industries).

In other regions – Africa, Middle East, 
Latin America (Argentinian Afluenta, 
for instance) and Asia (Indian LenDen-
Club) – P2P lending is undeveloped, 

compared to microfinancing and P2B 

lending. 
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As previously stated, almost all 
startups in this industry operate only 
in a domestic market. On the other 

hand, there is a necessity to integrate 

the borrowers and lenders of different 

countries in a single market. Developed 

markets (Japan, Korea, Singapore, 

Hong Kong) have excess funds and 

low interest rates. Emerging markets 

(India, Brazil, Indonesia) have a high 

demand for capital (ideally, at low rates, 

though, even then it would be much 

higher than potential returns in de-

veloped markets). In order to activate 

capital flows, it is necessary that lending 

platforms are able to operate globally 

and have enough credibility (brand 

awareness, audience size, proper risk 

management). It is probable that soon 

will emerge the services that will pro-

vide access for foreign borrowers and 

lenders from countries with the lack of 

lending platforms to such platforms in 

other countries. 

Lending Club Corp. (US)

Lending Club is the most favorite 

among US p2p lending sites and is 

one of the few publicly traded fintech 

companies. In 2016 its stock price 

continued the downtrend (attributable 

to management changes and overall 

worry about the p2p lending industry), 

falling to around $5.5 from a $10-level 

at the year’s beginning. 

Loan originations in the third quar-

ter of 2016 were $1.97 billion, down 

12% compared to the same quarter in 

2015. [1] $273 million of these loans were 

provided by self-managed individual 

retail investors, whose number grew 

to 142K. The total borrower base rose 

beyond 1.7 million.

Lending Club facilitated nearly $23 

billion in loans since its inception and as 

of the end of September 2016 managed 

a servicing portfolio of nearly $10.9 

billion, up 42% compared to the $7.7 

billion at the end of the same period 

last year. Operating revenue in the third 

quarter of 2016 was $112.6 million.

In terms of business development, 

in November 2016, Lending Cub 
announced that National Bank of 
Canada had approved investing up 
to $1.3 billion to be deployed on the 
Lending Club platform over the next 
twelve months. [2] The investment 

should be undertaken by Credigy, a U.S. 

subsidiary of National Bank of Canada, 

which specializes in consumer finance 

investment.

Secondly, Lending club announced the 
launch of an auto refinance prod-
uct that gives car owners a simple 
solution to save money on their auto 
loans. The product is being launched 

initially to California residents with 

plans to expand nationally in early 

2017. Lending Club has become the 

nation's largest platform for personal 

loans, primarily by helping consumers 

gain access to lower interest rates as 

compared to traditional options such 

as high interest credit cards. [3] Currently 

there is more than $1 trillion in auto 

debt outstanding, with just a fraction of 

that - $40 billion - refinanced annual-

ly. This represents huge potential for 

both Lending Club's platform and the 

millions of Americans who could save 

by refinancing into a more affordable 

product.

Thirdly, Lending Club signed an exclu-

sive partnership with United Airlines' 

highly-developed customer loyalty 

program, offering MileagePlus mem-

bers airline mile rewards for personal 

loans, auto loans, and retail investment 

dollars.

This year Lending Club was very drastic 

in terms of management changes. For 

instance, in May, the board of directors 
accepted the resignation of Renaud 
Laplanche as Chairman and CEO. His 

resignation followed an internal review 

of sales of $22 million in near-prime 

loans to a single investor, in contraven-

tion of the investor's express instruc-

tions as to a non-credit and non-pricing 

element. [4] Straight after, LC named a 

new CEO – Scott Sanborn, named a 

new Chief Capital Officer – BlackRock 

veteran Patrick Dunne, named a new 

CFO – former GE Capital, Washington 

Mutual, JP Morgan veteran – Thomas 

Casey and some other changes with its 

general counsel and few other senior 

hires

Prosper (US)

Prosper is another behemoth in a field 

of P2P lending, which has originated 

nearly $8B in loans since inception 

(2006) [5]. In 2016, the company contin-

ued losing money, posting a loss of $70 

million for nine months ended Septem-

ber 30 (in the same period of 2015 it 

lost $17.3M). [6]

In terms of business development, 

Prosper Marketplace has re-launched 
its BillGuard PFM-app (acquired last 
September) under its own brand as 
Prosper Daily. The Prosper Daily app 
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offers BillGuard’s budgeting and spend-

ing tracking services, alerts for potential 

fraudulent charges, and credit moni-

toring. “Getting people into an install-

ment loan off of a high rate credit card 

can change and improve their life,” the 

company said, responding to criticism 

that the company only operates as a 

quasi-payday lending service. 

According to Prosper, the acquisition 
of BillGuard was intended to help it to 
continue to achieve the goal of help-
ing customers achieve their own goals 
of getting on top of their finances. [7] 

Prosper views the mobile app as a way 

to engage with potential customers 

even if those people can’t receive Pros-

per loans. Ultimately, Prosper’s strategy 

is to expand its services through new 

mobile apps.

Secondly, Prosper launched a new 
credit card service “Credit Card Op-
timizer”, designed to aid consumers 

in managing their credit cards more 

effectively – straight from their smart-

phones. [8] It seeks to save consumers 

money by solving common credit card 

mishaps by giving people timely infor-

mation including payment reminders, a 

breakdown of interest bearing balances 

by card, and other contextual advice on 

how to avoid potential fees. 

Thirdly, Prosper made a strategic move 

and entered into a home improvement 

lending market, and saw this vertical 

doubled in 2015 as marketplace lending 

gains popularity. To this end, Pros-
per announced a partnership with 
HomeAdvisor, a leading nationwide 
home services digital marketplace. 
Under this multi-year agreement, Pros-

per Marketplace will be HomeAdvisor’s 

exclusive partner for providing home-

owners access to home improvement 

financing through the HomeAdvisor 

website. The partnership also provides 

the home professionals in HomeAdvi-

sor’s prescreened network the ability 

to offer their customers a consumer 

financing option at the point of sale, 

making this a first for the industry.  This 
partnership will help increase aware-
ness of Prosper’s consumer-friendly 
fixed-term, fixed-rate loan product 
to the millions of people who use the 
HomeAdvisor website. [9] As part of the 

partnership, homeowners will be able 

to research project costs using Ho-

meAdvisor’s True Cost Guide, as well as 

calculate their estimated monthly loan 

payments when financing their project 

through Prosper.

In addition, Prosper announced in 

October the closing down of the 

secondary market for Prosper Notes 

(already securitized loans). They have 
been running a secondary market 
via FOLIOfn since 2009 but it had 
never gained much traction. Prosper 

had not disclosed usage numbers of 

the secondary market in the past, but 

volume traded was perceived to be low. 

One speculation is that Prosper decided 

to close the secondary market to cut 

costs. 

Lastly, this year, Prosper an-
nounced changes in their rate pric-
ing for borrowers, with higher grade 

borrowers seeing a dip and lower 
grade ones seeing an increase as the 

platform adjusts for expected risk. 

Prosper has increased rates during the 

past 12 months as they work to provide 

a balanced market for both borrowers 

and investors. 

Orchard (US)

Orchard is a US-based marketplace 

lender that sits at a unique conflu-
ence of originators and institutional 
investors. [10] The company is at the 

epicenter of the online lending industry 

and recently held a gathering of many 

well-known lenders. 

In spring, Orchard announced its plans 
and early participation of Prosper 
on launching the “first end-to-end, 
many-to-many Welcome to Orchard 
electronic trading platform for mar-
ketplace loans that will help Mar-
ketplace Lending to fulfill its destiny 
as the future of credit.” [11] One of the 

issues that Orchard plans to address is 

that of a secondary trading platform to 

facilitate the trading of assets. This is 

a natural step for the company as the 

institutional demand is present and Or-

chard is already half-way there in pro-

viding additional liquidity for investors.  

Further in September, Orchard an-
nounced the launch of the Orchard 
Data Partner program. Orchard has 

tracked originators on an anonymized 

basis for quite some time (as seen in 

their latest consumer lending report), 

but the new data partner program is a 

little bit different. Qualifying originators 

are now able to analyze and compare 

loan performance to their competitors 

and also share their own data with 

capital partners. Data is standardized 

and anonymized. Originators benefit by 

knowing their datasets are verified and 

complete and investors benefit by hav-

ing access to standardized data across 

assets classes and originators. This also 

assists investors in the due diligence 

process.

Currently, the Data Partner Program 
tracks over $39 billion in originations. 

Orchard performs quality assurance 

checks and sends reports to originators 

to proactively check for issues. If any 

issues are found in the underlying data, 

Orchard works with the originator.

Orchard has also been very successful 
at attracting originators to further 
promote originators to jump on board 
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if they haven’t already. For origina-

tors there is a big benefit to being able 

to benchmark themselves against 

their competitors. The creation of the 

Orchard Data Program also gives more 

transparency to investors and further 

solidifies Orchard as the place to go 

to explore opportunities and evaluate 

platforms.

In addition, it has signed two agree-

ments by the end of the year, one with 
OnDeck, to provide a solution to 
manage the reporting for institution-
al investors purchasing loans via the 

OnDeck Marketplace. [12] And another 

one with Sandler O’Neill to provide with 

access, data, analytics and insight to 

the global online lending industry. By 

working together, Orchard and Sandler 

O’Neill are enabling a broad range of 

depository institutions and specialty 

finance companies to evaluate and 

monitor the opportunities in the online 

lending market today. [13]

Kiva (US)

Kiva Microfunds (commonly known by 

its domain name, Kiva.org) is a 501(c)

(3) non-profit organization that allows 

people to lend money via the Internet 

to low-income entrepreneurs and 

students in over 80 countries (though 

the majority of loans go to African 

countries). Kiva's mission is “to connect 

people through lending to alleviate 

poverty.”

As of March 15, 2016, Kiva has dis-
tributed $827,356,850 in loans from 
1,394,336 lenders to 1,928,760 
borrowers. A total of 1,036,558 loans 

have been funded through Kiva. The 

average loan size is $411.26, and the 

average Kiva user has made 10.17 loans. 

Kiva's current repayment rate for all its 

partners is 97.1%. [14] 

Here’s how it works. Kiva, non-profit, 

provides the platform to connect bor-

rowers and lenders but does not do any 

financing itself. A small business owner 
who wants to borrow would sign up 
online and create a profile with a pho-
to and a story. 

Then, after getting the requisite number 

of friends and family members to chip 

in – a $10,000 loan requires 20 people, 

for a total of $500 – you can start fund-

raising from Kiva’s 1.3 million lenders. 

The loans have a maximum term of 

three years. 

In addition, under the leadership 
of Mayor Libby Schaaf, the City of 
Oakland (US) has started partnering 
with Kiva to bring 0% interest crowd-

funded loans to hundreds of Oakland 

small business owners who are socially 

impactful and financially excluded from 

mainstream lending options.
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Those interested in helping small 
businesses thrive in Oakland can visit 
Kiva.org/Oakland to browse through 
small business owner’s profiles and 
choose who they want to lend to. [15] 

Individual loans of $25 or more are 

collected until the borrower’s full loan 

request is “crowdfunded.”

Additionally, it has entered into a 
five-year, $7.9M partnership with 
MasterCard to test and scale financial 
services and loan products tailored to 
the needs of smallholder farmers and 
rural populations in Sub-Saharan Afri-
ca. Support from The MasterCard Foun-

dation underscores its commitment 

to enable financial inclusion strategies 

with high-impact potential. The Master-

Card Foundation’s support allows Kiva 

Labs to introduce or scale new finan-

cial products and service innovations 

among selected social enterprises serv-

ing smallholder farmers and improve 

capacity of social enterprises to design 

and distribute new products. [16]

Zopa (UK)

Zopa this year was quite persuasive 

speaking about product development 

and product strategy. At the very 
beginning, it launched a new range of 
lending products: Zopa Access, Zopa 
Classic and Zopa Plus. Together, these 

products are intended to offer more 

choice and flexibility to both existing 

and new Zopa lenders. By offering a 

wider range of choice over its lending 

products, Zopa is providing a compel-

ling offering to UK consumers based on 

their appetite for risk and what level of 

access they require.

For customers who are comfortable 

to lend their money via Zopa’s diversi-

fication model and do not require the 

additional security of Safeguard, they 

created Zopa Plus. [17] This product al-

lows customers to lend to borrowers in 

A*-E markets, and by including higher 

risk D and E loans within the mix, lend-

ers can benefit from, higher predicted 

rates of return (around 6-7%).

Secondly, Zopa launched a service for 
millions of UK drivers to help re-fi-
nance their cars and enabling them to 
switch and save Zopa Car ReFi. Similar 

to refinancing a mortgage, Zopa Car 

ReFi will allow consumers to pay off 

more expensive car finance deals with a 

better value, more flexible agreement. [18] 

Zopa plans to disrupt the used car 

financing market, worth an estimated 

£12bn a year in new agreements, plus 

billions of pounds of existing loan deals 

driving around on Britain’s roads today. 

This new service takes its successful 

direct-to-consumer approach into 

the car finance industry, with future 

opportunities to partner with dealer-

ships directly through its point-of-sale 

technology. No other UK financial ser-

vices provider offers a dedicated online 

car refinancing service of this kind, with 

Zopa establishing the UK first.

Thirdly, Zopa signed a long-term 
contract with Sphonic on the use of 
Sphonic's Workflow Manager (WFM) 
solution to mitigate against fraud in 
the fast moving digital environment. 
Sphonic's core product WFM leverages 

data points from over 50 of the world’s 

leading data vendors and risk man-

agement technologies to detect fraud 

efficiently as well as identify genuine 

consumer behaviour. [19]

Fourthly, Zopa is the first finance part-
ner for UNSHACKLED.com providing 
24-month loans to its consumers if 
they choose to finance the phone 
rather than paying in full. This is Zopa’s 

first online retail partnership and allows 

the customers to complete their phone 

financing, purchase the phone and SIM 

card in one simple process. The service 
provided by Zopa for Unshackled.com 
is Zopa’s first retail point of sale using 
a newly developed loan application 
service. This API is already powering 

the Zopa Car ReFi product and is in beta 

with a number of consumer finance 

partners. In future, this technology will 

be extended to power more part-

nerships with like-minded partners, 

offering Zopa’s unique products across 

industries. [20]

And lastly, and most importantly, Zopa 

in the end of 2016 finally revealed that 

it applied to UK regulations to become 

a bank. The application for a banking 
license (the UK does not have a spe-
cial license for fintech banks, usually 
awarding them a bank license with 
restrictions) will be made to the Pru-

dential Regulation Authority (PRA), and 

the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), 

Jaidev Janardana, CEO of Zopa says. 

At launch, Zopa Bank will extend the 
company’s existing suite of investor 
and borrower products by offering 
FSCS protected deposit accounts 
to savers and overdraft alternatives 
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to borrowers. It will also provide the 

company with a diversified source of 

funding for its lending platform. [21] 

Younited Credit [22] (formerly Prêt 

d’union - France)

Prêt d’union is one of the biggest 

fintech startups in its home country 

– France. It was established in 2009 

and in 2016 received a $16.6M round 

E financing, in addition to previous 

$58M funding [23]. It provides an online 
platform designed to connect and fa-
cilitate financial transactions between 

lenders and borrowers without the 

intermediation of a traditional financial 

institution. [24] 

Prêt d’Union has a great advantage 
compared to British and American 
competitors. As the startup is based 
in France, it had to go through all the 
process to get a lending license in 
France. This license will make it much 

easier to expand to other eurozone 

countries. In comparison, Lending 

Club or Zopa can’t expand to European 

countries as easily. Prêt d’Union could 

even be a nice acquisition target for the 

big established lending platforms to 

foster external growth. [25]

And it’s working quite well. The startup 
has already managed $330 million 
(€299 million) in loans so far. Com-

pared to last summer, this metric has 

grown by 50 percent. This number 

could grow even more rapidly if the 

startup can convince potential custom-

ers living in other European countries. [26]

What’s important to mention, Prêt 
d’Union is about to go all in on Euro-
pean expansion, already launched in 
Italy and planning to enter Spain in 
early 2017. [27]

Auxmoney (Germany)

Auxmoney is currently Germany’s big-

gest peer-to-peer lending site, which 
has reportedly financed over 68.000 
loans totaling a volume of more than 
€500M [28] since 2007 with a market 
share of 2/3 in Germany. [29] In 2016 

the company facilitated around €200M 

in loans, which, compared to the total 

volume, reflects a rapid growth in the 

last year. This growth is also reflected in 

the steadily increasing number of loans 

disbursed: in the first half of 2015, 6,337 

loans were disbursed, compared with 

10,688 in the same period of 2016. [30] 

However, these numbers are at least a 

little bit strange, if we take into account 

the financing volume raised by aux-

money. In 2015 it received a strategic 

investment of $180M from Aegon In-

surer. In January 2017 the same Aegon 

agreed to lend €1.5 billion euros over 

the next 3 years through the auxmoney 

lending platform and to invest another 

€15 million as a Series E equity financ-

ing. Compared to the loans volume 

the company generates, it triggers a 

question like “where all this financing 

money goes?” Maybe, auxmoney and 

its investors believe in a skyrocketing 

growth in the future. It is possible, given 

a solid boost in its operational metrics 

in 2016.

It is worth to mention the study by 

PricewaterhouseCoopers, which 

revealed that sophisticated risk as-

sessment by auxmoney enables 4.3 

million more people to access credit 

in Germany. The study concludes that 

credit claims of up to € 66 billion 
annually are not served by classi-
cal credit providers because of the 
allegedly bad credit rating. If the risk 

assessment of auxmoney is used for 

these loan requests, about 30 to 35 

percent of them are wrongly classified 

and rejected. Based on the scorecard of 

auxmoney, a volume of 19 to 22 billion 

euros of these loan requests represents 

a "good risk". [31] This corresponds to the 

credit claims of up to 4.3 million people 

in Germany against the background of 

the average credit rates in these credit 

ratings. This could be granted by the 

more sophisticated risk assessment of 

auxmoney credit.

Lendico (Germany)

Lendico is another Berlin-based peer to 

peer lending site which was founded in 

2013 by the ubiquitous German incuba-

tor Rocket Internet. Having expanded to 

Spain, Poland, Austria, South Africa and 

the Netherlands, you could argue that 

Lendico is the first multinational p2p 

lending platform.

In summer 2016 we noticed expansion 

step ahead in Europe and the launch of 

Lendico Switzerland AG in cooperation 

with PostFinance. Together, partners 
in Switzerland want to establish a new 
form of SME financing. [32] Through 

the joint venture, many Swiss SMEs 

will be offered a modern alternative to 

traditional bank financing. The partners 

contribute their complementary know-

how in terms of customer engagement 

as well as along the entire lending and 

repayment process to the joint venture.
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What is important to mention, is that 

PostFinance is a truly big partner in 

such a move. It has about 110-year 
experience in the Swiss Banking 
business and approximately 3 million 
active customers. It is the fifth largest 

retail financial institution in Switzerland 

with the main area of activity - nation-

al and international payments and a 

smaller but growing part in the areas of 

savings, pensions and real estate.

Though continued to develop 
through partnerships, Lendico, re-
portedly, had problems with its busi-
ness at the end of 2016. It first stopped 

issuing new loans in the Netherlands in 

November [33] and then in Germany in 

December [34]. Lendico does not publish 

any figures itself. However, on Dec. 7th, 

2016 Rocket Internet SE published its 

financial report for the first half of 2016. 

There is a short mention that Rocket In-

ternet SE has booked a ‘decline in value’ 

of 19.482 million EUR for the corporate 

holding of Lendico. Sources say that 

Lendico was in talks with Spanish bank 

BBVA, but failed to close a financing 

deal. [35]

Mintos (Latvia)

Mintos is a quite interesting peer to peer 

lending platform in Eastern Europe. 

With over 14,574 registered investors 

and boasting an average ROI of 12.86%, 

Mintos seem to be making smart steps. 

What makes Mintos special is its 
use of collateral. As investor Marco 
Schwartz wrote in his guest post, 
every loan is attached to cars collater-
al, meaning that if a borrower should 
fail to repay, whatever item he or she 

placed as collateral will be taken to 

reimburse the investors.

On the Mintos marketplace, investors 

can finance business loans, car loans, 

invoices, mortgage loans, and per-

sonal loans. Its business model is fairly 

straightforward. Borrowers apply for a 
loan at the loan originator. The loan 
originator evaluates the application, 
sets an interest rate and lends mon-
ey from its own funds. The loans are 

then listed on the Mintos marketplace, 

where both individuals and institutional 

investors can select loans to invest in, 

thereafter receiving monthly principal 

and interest payments. By investing in 

a loan investors are buying claim rights 

against the borrower based on assign-

ment agreement. [36]

As it’s loan originator brings all new 

loans to the Mintos’s marketplace, it’s 

crucial for strategic advantage to have 

it comprehensively full with financial 

institutions. To this end, in June’16 
Mintos formed a cooperative agree-
ment that intended to help Aforti (a 
non-bank lender that lends to small 
and medium-size businesses in Po-
land) lend to more SMBs in Poland. [37] 

In addition, Mintos claims to have now 

more than 14 new loan originators from 

Poland, Lithuania, Czech Republic, 

Estonia, Georgia and Latvia. 

In August, it reported that during 1,5 

years it has seen investors funding over 
$65M in loans to both private indi-
viduals, along with small and medi-
um-sized businesses. The website con-

firmed that the most loans have been 

financed from Latvia (33%), Lithuania 

(31%) and Estonia (23%) while the most 

funds were from Germany, Estonia, 

Latvia, the Netherlands, and the UK.

In September, according to media cov-

erage, investors reportedly financed 
€7 million in loans through Mintos (in 
1 month). It also noted that investors 

already received €1 million in interest 

since Mintos’ launch along with more 

than 10,000 investors finance loans 

on the marketplace. Earlier this year, 

Mintos announced it had closed 
its seed funding round, which has 
attracted €2 million from Skillion 
Ventures, a Riga-based venture capital 

firm. [38]

Lastly, by the end of 2016, Mintos an-

nounced that it is now offering multi-

currency investment opportunities. It 

aims to facilitate the free movement of 

capital globally, thus, introduced a tool, 
where investors may now have the 
opportunity to invest in loans denom-
inated in Czech koruna by facilitating 

investments in multiple currencies - it is 

helping investors and loan originators 

to eliminate currency risk. [39]
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Afluenta (Argentina)

Afluenta was founded in September 

2012. The platform is a bit different 

from others listed here, due to its need 

of having a bank account. They are the 
first authorized p2p marketplace at 
Argentina and they are planning to 
also operate around Latin America. [40] 

They have recently started operating in 

Peru and the next countries should be 

Mexico, Colombia, Chile, Uruguay and 

Brazil.

In 2016 the platform was available in 

Argentina, Chile and Peru and it, has 
been used to process more than 
700,000 transactions between 6,000 
borrowers and 3,500 investors. And 

those numbers are growing. The 

company's first four years of operation 

saw $17 million in transactions - now, 

it processes $1 million every month, 

according to the company. [41]

Being quite successful in LatAm region, 

it announced a completion of the Se-
ries B funding round from the Interna-
tional Finance Corporation (IFC), the 

private sector institution of the World 

Bank Group, and Elevar Equity. IFC and 

Elevar Equity are investing $4 million 

each. In total it raised an $8M round of 

funding. [42] 

Lufax (China)

Backed by Ping An Insurance Group Co 

of China Ltd., Lufax, a Chinese peer-

to-peer lender and broker, has secured 

its position as the world’s second 
most valuable financial technology 
startup by completing a fundraising 
that it said values the company at 
$18.5 billion by 1/2016. The company, 

which recently rebranded its business 

as lu.com, raised a total $1.216 billion, 

many times the amount it planned.  

Investors included Bank of China Group 

Investment Ltd., Guotai Junan Securi-

ties Hong Kong Ltd. and a unit of China 

Minsheng Banking Corp., the statement 

said. The money will be used to support 

Lufax’s existing peer-to-peer lending 

operations, and to diversify into new 
areas such as wealth management. 
The company also wants to expand 

cross-border business and increase its 

ability at packaging loans. 

Soon after the funding, Lufax an-

nounced that it was gearing up for an 
initial public offering in Hong Kong 
potentially before the end of 2017, its 

chief financial officer said, in a major 

test of investor appetite for China’s bur-

geoning fintech industry. Lufax’s initial 

public offering could come as early as 

this year, though the company is still 

considering whether to list domestical-

ly or overseas.  Gibb, Lufax CEO, said 

he expects a consolidation in China’s 

Internet finance industry as the rapid 

growth seen in previous years starts to 

slow. Online lending has emerged as a 

fast-growing but unruly sector. [43] 

In terms of traction, Lufax recorded 
3.2 trillion yuan ($482 billion) in total 
transactions in the first half of this 
year, with more than 23 million reg-
istered users, its parent Ping An Group 

said in its interim earnings report last 

week.

DianRong (China)

DianRong was named to be the Lend-

ing Club of China as it’s an example of 

the most successful p2p lender in the 

region. In 2016 its loan originations 
reached $2.4B, representing a 148% 
increase over 2015. The growth in 

loans was funded by 3.62 investors, 

illustrating the breadth and scope of 

DianRong’s business model. Investor 

confidence was further boosted by 

relatively low overall loan loss rates, 

referred to as Non Performing Loans 

(NPL). According to the two formulas 

for calculating the rate of NPLs required 

by the regulator, the company's cu-

mulative NPL rate (the amount of NPL 

divided by the cumulative origination) 

and current NPL rate (the amount of 

NPL divided by the outstanding princi-

pal) were 1.17% and 2.46% respectively. 

This compares favorably to the average 

interest rate earned by investors of 

around 7%, as the difference makes up 

investor returns. [44]
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It also became the first Chinese P2P 
company to participate in Hyperledg-
er Blockchain Project. Following the 

implementation of the new P2P regu-

lations and the beginning of a wave of 

industry reshuffling, Dianrong.com will 

continue its exploration of the financial 

technology field, thus further maintain-

ing its edge in the industry. [45]

Duanrong (China)

Duanrong is another big P2P lending 

platform in China, Beijing-based. It 

is a provider of an online peer-to-

peer lending platform. The company 

provides short-term loan financing 

service platform for users with low-cost 

short-term financing services in order 

to increase trust assets securitization 

provided to finance people.

This year it has also raised a new round 

with $59M in Series B funding from 

Furen Group, a Zhengzhou-based 

pharmaceutical group. The compa-
ny values the 18-month-old startup 
at RMB1 billion (US$153 million) 
post-money. Launched in July 2014, 

Duanrong received series A funding of 

around US$10 million from Qifu Capital 

Management three months later.  [46]

JieDaiBao (China)

JieDaiBao is another huge p2p lending 

platform in the industry, which raised 
$380M from commercial banks and 
institutional investors in the begin-
ning of the year. [47] This is the second 

$300M+ round that the company has 

raised in the past 6 months. The one-

year-old company is now valued at 

more than $7.8B.

JieDaiBao this year became famous 
for its leak of nude photos of hun-
dreds of young Chinese women. 

Those women, most of whom are 

from universities, had been forced 

by JieDaiBao to send over pictures of 

them undressed while holding their 

IDs as guarantees. However, it remains 

unknown as to who had leaked these 

photos to the public. The exact number 

of victims is also unknown. However, 

a separate Huanqiu report suggested 

more than 1,000 woman desperate 

borrowers had sent naked photos of 

them to lenders on JieDaiBao. [48] 

Weijinsuo (China)

Weijinsuo is Chinese Beijing-based 
P2P (peer-to-peer) lending startup 
that covers the areas of credit collec-
tion, assessment, and management. 
It provides its investors with an average 

annual yield of around 11.7% with up to 

36 months of lock-up period. 

In February’16 it Weijinsuo completed 
a RMB300 million (US$46 million) 
series A round of financing led by HNA 
Capital Group Co., Ltd., the financial 

services arm of Chinese conglomerate 

HNA Group, according to an an-

nouncement (in Chinese). [49] Established 

in 2010, Weijinsuo is comprised of over 

700,000 registered users and has com-

pleted an aggregate transaction value 

of over 616 million U.S. dollars.

Junrongdai (China)

Junrongdai.com, a Beijing-based peer-

to-peer (P2P) lending platform. Found-

ed in 2014, it is an Internet financing 

platform, which focuses on supply 

chain finance systems. Its projects in-

clude Eventown.com.cn, kezhanwang.

cn, JD.com, Lenovo, Youngor, and 

Pingan Danbao.

This year it completed its first round 
of funding of about 12 million USD 
from Chun Xiao Capital, Sina Tech 
reported. 

Junrongdai is one of those companies, 

which are growing healthy and dynam-

ically, despite the tightening regulation 

of Chinese economy Its future plans 

include maintaining its leading posi-

tion in the P2P market, opening up the 

industry ecosystem in order to further 

develop the market and lowering 

operating costs and financing costs for 

borrowers. [50]
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Ezubao (China)

Ezubao (Ezubo) is a peer-to-peer 

lender, launched by Yucheng in 2014. 

This year Ezubao became notable 

and very accurately portrayed what is 

happening with an industry in China. It 

was shuttered by authorities as news 

came up about the usage of Ponzi 

scheme. Chinese authorities arrested 
21 executives of Internet finance plat-
form Ezubo for allegedly defrauding 
investors of more than 50 billion yuan 
($7.6 billion) and possessing weapons 

illegally, the official Xinhua News Agen-

cy reported.

Almost 95 percent of investment proj-
ects listed on Ezubo - which means 
easy-to-lease - didn’t exist, Xinhua re-

ported, citing the website’s owner Ding 

Ning, who was among those arrested. 

The company attracted money from 

about 900,000 people by offering high 

interest rates and ran a Ponzi scheme 

to pay off some investors between July 

2014 and 2015’s December. [51]

The industry has drawn unlikely com-

panies, such as nail and screw maker 

Yucheng Group, to an exploding frenzy 

of lending totaling 982 billion yuan 
($149 billion) in 2015, almost quadru-

ple the amount in 2014. 

More than 1,000 of these so-called 
P2P firms are “problematic,” the China 

Banking Regulatory Commission said in 

January when it announced draft rules 

to restrict such lenders and pledged to 

“cleanse the market.” [52] In fact, The Chi-

nese peer-to-peer lending market is by 

far, the largest in the world. The sector 

of Internet finance has grown rapidly 

as demand for credit and investment 

alternatives has been profound.

eSuDai (China)

eSuDai is one of China’s oldest P2P 

lending sites, having been founded in 

2010. From this year it can be added to 
a growing list of fraudulent Chinese 
P2P lending platforms that are being 
shut down by the Chinese govern-
ment. Since its founding in 2010, Esudai 

allegedly raised over 7 billion yuan 

($1.07B) from 330,000 investors. 

Esudai, which roughly translates to 

“quick loans”, is accused by the local 
police of illegally collecting deposits, 

while executives are accused of taking 

hundreds of millions of yuan in investor 

money for their own use. [53] 

In summer, Huizhou government 

officials visited Esudai’s offices for 

inspections; the company posted the 

news on its website, adding that it was 

cooperating in the investigation and 

has operated legally and transparently 

for six years. As hoped and expected, 

customer deposits and withdrawals 

have been suspended. 

China’s P2P lending industry has been 

beset with legal issues since major P2P 

lending site Ezubao was discovered 

to be a Ponzi scheme earlier this year. 

Since then, the industry has seen banks 

withdraw support, additional reports of 

fraud emerge, and an overall shrinking 

trend. Landlords are even backing away 

from renting office space to P2P firms.

China Merchants Bank 
and Agricultural Bank of China (China)

After the turbulent year in P2P sector 

in China, including numerous reports 

of fraud investigations and others, two 

largest financial organizations - China 
Merchants Bank and Agricultural Bank 
of China have shut down payment 
connections to P2P lending sites, 
asking third-party payment providers to 

stop allowing users to buy P2P lending 

products via the bank’s cards. [54] 

Banks don’t want to be associated with 

what is increasingly seen as a high-risk 

industry. Fraud like the Ezubao case is 

one reason, but it isn’t the only one. 

There are also concerns, for exam-

ple, about the lack of a reliable credit 

system potentially leading to lots of bad 

loans. 

During the second half of the year, 

things have gotten even worse for 

China’s P2P lending industry. Taking 

into account its high profile fraud cases, 

withering bank support, and consec-

utive slowdown, the industry faced a 

problem in Chinese cities, as no land-

lords want to rent to them spaces. Part 
of it, of course, is the fear that these 
companies will vanish, either because 
they’ve gone out of business (as many 

already have) or because they’ve been 

taken down on criminal charges like 

Ezubao’s Ponzi scheme case. [55]  

But the biggest reason, according to 

one building worker from Shanghai, is 

that when a P2P company dies, its cus-

tomers – the hundreds or thousands of 

everyday citizens whose investments 

have vanished into the ether, come to 

the building complaining and looking 

for answers. It pulls down the value of 

the whole building, the paper’s source 

said. [56]

Cases of fraud
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On 24 August 2016, the China Banking Regulatory Com-

mission (“CBRC”), the Ministry of Industry and Information 

Technology (“MIIT”), the Ministry of Public Security and the 

Cyber Administration of China (“CAC”) jointly released the 

Interim Measures on Administration of the Business Activi-

ties of Peer-to-Peer Lending Information Intermediaries (the 

“Interim Measures”). [57] The Interim Measures comprise the 

first comprehensive legal framework specifically regulat-

ing peer-to-peer (“P2P”) lending activities in China, their 

detailed rules implementing the general principles listed in 

the 2015 Guiding Opinions on Promoting the Sound Devel-

opment of Internet Finance. Most requirements under the 

Interim Measures mirror the contents of a consultation draft 

of the measures, which was published for public comment 

last December. [58]

The Interim Measures impose the following key operational obligations on P2P lending platforms: 

• Filing requirements: 
After obtaining its business licence: 

Making a filing with the relevant local 

financial supervisory authorities. 

Applying to the MIIT or other relevant 

telecommunications authority for a 

telecommunications business permit 

(ICP licence). 

• Observation: 
No filing thresholds. The Interim 

Measures seek to regulate platforms 

through continuous supervision. 

Subject to issue of more detailed 

rules, the exact filing requirements 

are currently unclear. It is, however, 

indicated that local financial super-

visory authorities will have authority 

to evaluate and categorise platforms, 

publishing their assessment results 

and platforms’ filing records.

• Data management requirements: 
Match finance counterparties in ac-

cordance with the contractual terms 

agreed with them. Collect, analyse 

and release for public record informa-

tion on direct lending and borrowing 

transactions. Make various back-

ground checks on and review the risk 

credentials of transaction parties, the 

authenticity of information provided 

by borrowers, and the authenticity of 

proposed financing projects. Protect 

borrowers’ and lenders’ information 

and maintain records of transaction 

information and the online communi-

cation logs of transaction counterpar-

ties for five years.

• Observations: 

Domestically-collected information 

must be stored, processed and anal-

ysed in China and cannot be transmit-

ted abroad. Foreign-invested plat-

forms may need to refine their data 

management systems if they currently 

transfer data overseas. More detailed 

implementing rules are expected 

to be issued on data privacy and 

technological standards to promote 

better compliance. Platforms are also 

required to comply with other relevant 

regulations on information security, 

anti -money laundering and counter 

-terrorist financing so will need to 

ensure that their legal and compliance 

functions are on -top of these fast 

-changing areas. 

• Business scope requirements: 

Prohibited from engaging in 13 cate-

gories of activity including : taking de-

posits from members of the public or 

creating asset pools; conducting of-

fline promotion of financing projects 

; providing guarantees for borrowers 

(unless facilitated through a third 

party); selling wealth management 

products; and • transferring debts by 

issuing asset - backed securities.

• Observations: 
Negative list approach adopted to 

regulate platforms’ scope of business 

activities. Most restrictions reflect the 

nature of platforms as information 

intermediaries and seek to distinguish 

them from traditional lenders such 

as commercial banks and invest-

ment funds. Interestingly, the transfer 

of debts has not been completely 

prohibited, as a significant number of 

platforms are currently performing 

these services.

• Management of funds requirements: 

Must separate its own funds and funds 

of lenders and borrowers. Engage a 

qualified financial institution as a third 

-party banking custodian. Sign a funds 

custodian agreement with each bor-

rower, lender, guarantor and banking 

custodian.

• Observations: 
CBRC issued a consultation draft of 

Business Guidelines for P2P Fund 

Custodians earlier this month, which 

set out more detailed rules on the reg-

ulation of the management of funds 

lent on P2P lending platforms. If these 

rules are enacted in their current form, 

requirements may prohibit smaller 

platforms from engaging custodians 

and, therefore, such platform opera-

tors may be barred from entering the 

P2P market in China.

• Borrowing caps requirements: 
With the introduction of principles 

under the Interim Measures such as 

specific borrowing caps, the Chinese 

regulators set out a clear objective to 

limit P2P lending to small-size trans-

actions that benefit the general public. 

Under the Interim Measures, the total 

amount that an individual can borrow 

on a single platform must not exceed 

RMB200,000, and RMB1 million on 

multiple platforms. The respective 

caps for a corporate entity are RMB 1 

million and RMB 5 million. However, 

absent a centralised database which 

records all P2P lending information, it 

will be difficult for platforms to ascer-

tain the aggregate outstanding debt of 

a borrower across multiple platforms.

New regulation rules 
in China’s P2P lending industry
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LenDenClub (India)

LenDenClub is one of the leading P2P 

lending platforms that operates in a 

heavily regulated Indian lending indus-

try. It’s a platform that connects salaried 

borrowers to individual lenders and 

uses a combination of traditional and 

non-traditional data points to validate 

credit-worthiness of borrowers. Found-

ed in 2014, the platform currently has 

725 lenders and 1,120 borrowers. 

In April, it secured a funding of undis-

closed amount, from Anirudh Damani, 

Daud Ali, Narendra Karnavat, Vikas 

Kapoor, Vikram Lakhotia, Krishna Jhun-

jhunwaala and Jayesh Shah through 

Venture Catalysts platform.

Taking into account RBI requirements 

at their Peer to Peer consultation paper, 

LenDenClub launched in July new fea-

tures including end-to-end automation 

of lender-borrower transaction cycle 

from registration, document verifica-

tion, credit analysis, transaction match-

ing to report generation. It also devel-

oped an algorithmic-based program, 

built based on artificial intelligence to 

review borrowers creditworthiness. [59] 

In addition, after the consultation paper 

from RBI came out, several players, 

including iLend, Faircent, and LenDen-

Club, begun the process of using es-
crow or nodal accounts in partnership 
with banks like IDFC. Demonetization 

has also resulted in over 20% increase 

in lenders seen on the platforms, as 

well as bigger ticket sizes for some 

players.  Nodal and escrow accounts 

are used to hold third-party amounts 

for settlements. A separate nodal bank 

is required for a nodal account. [60] An 

escrow account is a temporary pass-

through account held by a third party 

on behalf of the other two parties, in 

this case, the lender and borrower 

during a transaction. 

I-lend (India)

I-Lend is a Hyderabad-based pio-

neer in P2P lending in India. It’s one 
of the only P2P players, which has 
automated end to end from KYC to 
agreement signature as well as money 
movement. This year, it entered into 
a strategic agreement with a leading 
Big Data solution provider – UK-based 
Cove Venture. 

Under this strategic agreement, both 

firms will apply AI, Deep and Machine 
Learning algorithms in the Indian 
Alternative Finance & P2P lending in-
dustry to ensure more people in urban 

and rural India get access to credit at 

moderate interest. The Indian Alterna-

tive Finance & P2P Lending industry ex-

pected to grow to over $20B business 

in the next few years and the sector is 

experiencing rapid growth presently. [61]

The models will help improve the 

predictability by analyzing online, social 

and financial behavior thereby enabling 

I-lend with significant accuracy. This 

predictability will help in pricing loans, 

opening up new segments and deliver-

ing better financial performance.

Lastly to mention, in Q3’16 i-Lend part-
nered with credit risk assessment and 
verification company Lenddo, which 

uses social and nontraditional data 

for credit scoring. Singapore-based 

Lenddo is backed by Life.SREDA, AT 

Capital, Omidyar Network, Blumberg 

Capital and Golden Gate Ventures. 

According to CEO, "While at  i-lend we 

use borrowers' financial data to assess 

his ability to repay a loan, we believe 
that using social data to understand 
individual's behavior and assessing 

their intention to pay gives us a bet-

ter assessment of larger segment of 

borrowers." 

I2iFunding (India)
I2iFunding was founded in October 

2015 and already showed some trac-

tion. Within five months of operations, 

they have had more than 600 registra-

tions. The team claims they have closed 

funding of around 30 loans and have 

more than 170 investors with an invest-

ment commitment of over Rs.70 lakh. [62]

In May, it raised $300K from a group 
of angel investors. Two angel inves-

tors from Mumbai and one Indian 

investor based in Japan participated 

in this round, Vaibhav Kumar Pandey, 

co-founder i2ifunding told Techcircle.

in. However, he declined to name the 

investors but said they had committed 

to a follow-on round. The funds sup-

posed to be used for towards technolo-

gy expansion and also towards increas-

ing its presence geographically. [63]

In addition, it has established an in-
teresting fund, a principal protection 
fund for retail investors and planned 
to set aside 5% of the disbursed loans 
for this fund as a security measure for 
investors. The biggest concern that a 

retail investor has is that he should not 

lose the principal that he is investing 

even if there is some reduction in the 

return. One can never be 100% sure 

about the minimal number of defaults 

that an investor may face, so this move 

acts as a protection measure," said 

Vaibhav Pandey, co-founder of i2ifund-

ing. [64]
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There are not too many players in the 
sector who can actually attract new 
clients, not to entice those from tra-
ditional players, but to attract those 
who have never been served. EToro 

is becoming increasingly popular after 

the financial crisis, on the one hand, 

it attracts newcomers to their social 

network to look for investment strate-

gies and advises from successful private 

investors from around the world. On 

the other hand, it attracts experienced 

and successful investors to monetize 

their knowledge and actions. Motif 
Investing is betting on the fact that 

desire to invest doesn’t arise necessar-

ily from reading a financial statement, 

while it actually arises when consum-

ers in real life are happily surprised of 

disappointed from events that interest 

them. It sells “Motifs” or investment 

ideas. Currently, it handles 151 motifs, 

9,1K created communities and 130K 

private users. Motif Investing continues 

to work closely with its shareholder – 

Goldman Sachs, as well as it has estab-

lished a new one with Yahoo Finance, 

so now you can track motifs through 

their app. Loyal3 lets brands with many 

followers and fans sell their shares to 

them to encourage loyalty between 

them. For instance, in 2016 T-Mobile 

and Domino’s offered shares to their 

very loyal clients for certain activities 

they made. 

Another issue with online trading 
startups is their narrow focus on 
classic financial instruments like cash 
instruments (securities, etc.) and de-
rivative instruments (exchange, OTC). 
While there are a lot more investment 

opportunities – deposits, real estate 

investments (RealtyMogul), lending to 

businesses / private individuals (P2P / 

P2B), investments to products (Kick-

starter), startups (AngelList) or invest in 

other private companies (SharesPost, 
Second Market). Most of the compa-

nies are US-based. SigFig (800K clients, 

with $350B assets UM, raised $40M 

from UBS and Santander); Betterment 
(150K clients with $4B assets UM, 

launched Betterment for business – of-

fer plans to UBER drivers, raised $100M, 

valued at around $700M); Personal 
Capital ($3,4 assets UM, raised $50M, 

valued at around $500M), Acorns 

(850K clients, raised $30M from Paypal 

and Rakuten); SprinkleBit (10K clients, 

raised new $10M); 

The market is well saturated with 
white label solutions, whose clients 

are brokers and banks: Addepar, Advizr, 
JemStep, MyVest, NextCapital, Riska-
lyze. 

Europe has some big players like Brit-
ish Nutmeg (25K clients with £600M 

of assets UM and £42M investments 

raised); German Raisin (50K clients with 

$1,7B of assets UM, integrated with 20 

banks and launched in Spanish and 

French markets); Japanese Monexo 

went IPO and launched its VC investing 

in complimentary startups. 

In Asia, Japanese MoneyDesign (Theo) 

is developing through partnerships with 

banks. Singaporean market leaders 

like Algomerchant, Call Levels, and 

Tradevawe are showing a nice trac-

tion but still small. Hong Kong based 

8 Securities (Chloe) tries to adopt 

RobinHood’s model in Hong Kong and 

Tokyo. In addition, American com-

panies are starting to actively move 

beyond domestic markets. Robinhood 

in partnership with Baidu and eToro in 

partnership with Lufax entered China. 

Drivewealth in partnership with Alkan-
za entered Argentina and Chile, and 

India (With SIC)

Notable acquisitions of the year in-
clude Jemstep by Invesco, MyVest by 

TIAA and Tradehero by Ayondo.

Robinhood (USA) – Investing facilitator

Robinhood this year announced a 

milestone as it has processed $12B 
in transactions, double its June 
numbers, and claims to have saved 
$200M in commission. To this end, it 

has launched several advances in the 
platform, including extended trading 
hours, increased buying power, and 
instant reinvesting. With extended 

trading hours, Robinhood now provides 

2.5 more hours to make trades daily, 

which is particularly helpful during 

earnings season. These features are 

the most-requested by Robinhood 

users and are now available for $10 per 

month. Lastly, with instant deposits, 

Robinhood eliminated the three-day 

ACH waiting period by transferring 

money directly into your trading ac-

count. [1] 

Although these features aren’t new to 

the industry, Robinhood is providing 
easier access, meaning that these 
features are all available for a flat 
monthly fee instead of the complex 

pricing structures offered by traditional 

brokerage firms.

What’s notable in the business devel-

opment of Robinhood is that in June 

it was launched in China, to connect 
Chinese residents to the US stock 
market. Robinhood’s first integra-

tion is with Baidu’s StockMaster app, 

which provides everyday investors with 

access to powerful market analytics. 

Robinhood also appointed Amy Gu 
to its advisory board to serve as a key 
advisor guiding the expansion of the 

Robinhood platform in China. Gu is 

most commonly recognized as general 

manager of Evernote China, where she 

grew their user base to 15 million in 

three years. [2]
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Acorns (USA) - Investing facilitator

Acorns is a CA – based, online invest-

ment management company that aids 

consumers to invest by “rounding up” 

their card transactions. It attempts 

to link spending with saving by con-

necting to financial accounts to invest 

in every transaction. Consumers can 

set recurring transfers to investment 

accounts and /or Invest in lump sum 

amounts as well. 

Up to date, Acorns has 850,000 invest-
ment accounts [3], with about 75% of 
its users being between 18 and 34. In 

April 2016, it received a $30M strategic 

investment from PayPal, with partici-

pation from the Rakuten Fintech Fund. 

This brings the team’s total funding [4] to 

$62 million.

In addition, in May Acorns launched 
its Found Money program featuring 
participating retailers Hotel Tonight, 
JackThreads, Jet.com, 1-800-Flowers.

com and Dollar Shave Club. This inno-

vative new program allows brands to 

automatically invest in their customers’ 

futures as a reward for shopping with 

them, shifting the paradigm from cash 

back to cash forward. When customers 

spend money with these brands using 

the same cards that they have linked 

to Acorns, the companies will make an 

investment in their Acorns accounts. [5] 

Addepar (USA) – White label solutions

Addepar is a white label solution, based 

in Mountain View and founded in 2009, 

that builds technology that simplifies 

portfolio analysis for investors and advi-

sors. It provides a platform for Family 

offices and wealth advisors and Fund 
management & administration, prod-
ucts of comprehensive data aggrega-
tion, investment analysis, and report-
ing, as well as providing a network 

of custodians, fund administrators, 

integration partners, financial market 

data providers and cloud services.

This year, it announced major company 

milestones and significant updates to its 

technology, notably the availability of 
the Addepar Open API. With 97% year-

over-year growth, Addepar now reports 

more than $500 billion in assets on its 

platform, and serves as mission-critical 

technology to more than 200 wealth 

managers, family offices, and large 

banks. In the past year, Addepar added 
more than 85 new clients and part-
ners to its roster, including Crescent 
Grove Advisors, Crow Holdings, Dy-

nasty Financial Partners, Jefferies and 

Tiedemann Wealth Management. [6]

Additionally, in September 2016 Sales-
force.com [7] announced their part-
nership with Addepar for Salesforce›s 
Wave Financial Services Cloud to 

facilitate financial advisors with the 

analytic tools [8] to see across disparate 

siloed assets classes producing a visual 

single whole for the client. [9]

Advizr (USA) – White label solution

Advizr is another US-based, white label 

solution that offers financial planning 

software that can be integrated with 

financial advisors’ system. This year, 

it added new enhancements to its 
financial planning platform to help 
advisors generate high-quality plans 
while granting their clients the access 
they desire. The Advizr platform now 

hosts five new additions that benefit 

both advisory practice management 

and the client experience. 

Most notable, Advizr has created an 
Interactive Smart Model that auto-
matically consolidates and analyzes 
every client data point into a dynamic 
scenario planning module. Every sin-

gle variable in the plan can be manip-

ulated while receiving instantaneous 

on-screen feedback. Advizr Interactive 

Smart Model is the only platform that 

boasts the capacity to optimize multiple 

asynchronous goals instantaneously. [10]

Additionally, it has expanded capa-
bilities of its Black Diamond® wealth 
platform, including enhanced report-
ing and business intelligence capa-

bilities and an integrated experience 

across financial planning from Advizr 

and risk alignment from Riskalyze. 

Betterment (USA) – Digital retirement 

solution

Betterment is one of the most success-

ful cases, founded in 2010 and based 

in NY, and claims more than 150,000 

customers who have invested nearly $4 

billion dollars through the platform. [11] 

In the beginning of 2016, it announced 
the official launch of Betterment 
for Business [12] - the 401(k) platform 

- which uses smarter technology and 

includes personalized investment ad-

vice for all plan participants, and is now 

live for a charter group of plan sponsors 

and participants.
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In terms of product launches, it an-

nounced account aggregation for 
all its customers so they can now 
securely sync their outside financial 
accounts—such as 401(k)s, IRAs, tax-
able accounts, mortgages, and loans 
held at other institutions — with their 

Betterment account. This will allow 

customers to see their total net worth 

in one place, and it will help Betterment 

give better, more holistic personalized 

advice.

The second launch was a release of 
Tax-Coordinated Portfolio™, a feature 
that automates the well-known in-
vestment strategy of asset location to 

boost an investor’s cumulative after-tax 

returns.  Tax-Coordinated Portfolio 

manages multiple accounts as a single 

portfolio, placing less tax-efficient 

investments into more favorably taxed 

accounts. Betterment’s research shows 

that in one generalized scenario, saving 

in all three types of accounts showed 

an estimated annualized after-tax ben-

efit of 0.48% which amounts to an extra 

15% over 30 years. [13]

It has also partnered with UBER, to 
offer its drivers financial advising 
and retirement planning services. 

Specifically, Uber drivers can set up a 

traditional or Roth Individual Retire-

ment Account (IRA) that’s invested in 

low-cost index funds and that’s free 

of fees for the first year (there’s also 

no minimum balance required to get 

started). [14] For the uninitiated, IRAs are 

basically savings accounts that offer 

huge tax breaks. 

Lastly, Betterment has raised $100 mil-
lion in a funding round led by Swed-
ish investment firm Kinnevik, which 
values the American robo-advisor at 
$700 million. The money is used to 

expand Betterment’s suite of features, 

with the firm busy rolling out things 

such as synced accounts and a service 

for small businesses.

HedgeAble (USA) – Digital wealth man-

agement

Based in New York City, Hedgeable is 

a digital wealth platform with the web 

and mobile app capabilities allowing 

individuals to invest in customizable 

portfolios. The company underscores 

that it practices “tactical investing” by 

not following set allocations but active-

ly managing accounts, responding to 

changes and the market moving. The 

Company only invests in stocks ETFs 

and does not use leverage, options, 

futures, derivatives, nor shorting.

In October this year, HedgeAble 
launched a product for high net 
worth investor - Tax Samurai, a new 
product [15] bolted onto its digital private 

banking service designed for accounts 

with at least $1 million. [16] Using arti-

ficial intelligence, Tax Samurai auto-

mates tax-efficient portfolios, trading 

and transfers, and overlays downside 

protection on holdings Hedgeable can’t 

sell. The AI, which Hedgeable calls 
“Katana,” also aggregates financial 
accounts, real estate and private invest-

ments and can provide HNW investors 

with estate and planning tools. [17] 

Mike Kane, Hedgeable’s “Master Sensei” 

(in keeping with their Samurai theme), 

says it’s the company’s goal to use AI 

and machine learning to drive incum-

bent private banks out of business. “For 

years the digital advice space has been 

ignored and castigated as a ‘tool’ for 

kids with no savings, but Hedgeable’s 

Tax Samurai will begin to change this 

thinking,” Kane said.

JemStep (USA) – White label solution

Jemstep is a quite old digital wealth 

management solution, launched in 

2008 and based in CA. It operates Jem-

step Advisor Pro, providing investment 

advisors with Robo-technology for 

client engagement, onboarding and 

service delivery. Jemstep was one of 
the first digital platforms to focus 
exclusively on helping advisors deliver 
professional advice to their clients 
online. The Jemstep platform enables 

wealth management home offices 

and their advisors with a full suite of 

technology solutions that are flexible, 

customizable and easily integrated into 

existing systems. 

What’s important, is that in the begin-
ning of 2016 [18], Invesco Ltd. acquired 
Jemstep, a market-leading provider 
of advisor-focused digital solutions, 

it marked the second purchase of a 

robo-advisor by a large asset manager, 

following BlackRock’s decision last year 

to buy FutureAdvisor. [19] 

Motif Investing (USA) – Access to New 

Investment ideas

Motif was founded in 2010 and now 

based in CA, it’s a trading platform that 

allows investors to act on investing 

concepts like following trends or in-

vestment styles. It has created weighted 

baskets called “motifs” that are com-

prised of up to 30 stocks or ETFs rep-

resenting investment concepts. So far 
it has 151 professionally built motifs, 
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9,100+ published community created 
motifs, 130,000+ motifs customized 
by investors.

In May it entered into an exclusive 
agreement with Goldman Sachs to 
license and deploy Motif Capital’s 
thematic indices through structured 
investments issued by Goldman 
Sachs. These structured investments 

will capture the impact of global 

themes such as Aging of America. The 

agreement brought together Goldman 

Sachs’ extensive structured investment 

offering and Motif Capital’s disciplined, 

systematic and transparent approaches 

to thematic investing. These struc-
tured investments should provide 
investors with access to thematic 
index construction through innovative 

investment vehicles that are able to 

map various market expectations and 

appetites for risk. [20]

Additionally, it partnered with Yahoo 
Finance, so now, anyone using the 
Yahoo Finance mobile app can easily 
add one of 15 available motifs to their 
watchlist. The watchlists are available 

in a configurable dashboard where 

you can add, remove, and reorder your 

stocks directly on their homepage. A 

motif is an intelligently weighted basket 

of stocks built around themes, investing 

styles or multi-asset models. [21]

MyVest (USA) – White label solution

MyVest is of the pioneers in the field, 

founded in 2003 and based in SF, it 

assists brokers, banks, RIAs, Asset man-

agement firms and online advisors with 

their cloud-based platform that allows 

all of them to provide customized 

services to their clients. Its core offering 

is its Strategic Portfolio System (SPS), 

a cloud-based software and services 

platform that enables the provision of 

holistic wealth management across the 

enterprise in a single, unified system.

This year it was also acquired by TIAA, 
the provider of insurance and retire-
ment products that oversees more 
than $860B in assets. MyVest has 

worked with TIAA since 2009 and will 

continue to collaborate across TIAA’s 

product line, the New York-based buyer 

said in a statement that didn’t disclose 

terms. MyVest uses a cloud-based 

software-and-services platform to 

provide personalized investing informa-

tion and advice for savers, advisers and 

wealth-management firms. [22]

Following this acquisition, TIAA and 
MyVest will continue to work togeth-

er to deliver simplified advice and 
planning technology across TIAA’s 

vast array of financial services products, 

from retirement plans to IRAs and bank-

ing products. [23]

Next Capital (USA) – White label solu-

tion

NextCapital is a Chicago-based compa-

ny, providing digital advice to enterpris-

es.  In partnership with large financial 

services companies, NextCapital helps 

bring financial advice to all Americans 

with an integrated platform that delivers 

automated personal financial advice 

- including holistic planning, savings 

advice, and portfolio management. [24]

This year, after recently raising $16 
million in Series B financing, Nex-
tCapital stated that the infusion of 
new capital would be used to grow 

the business and help accelerate the 

expansion of its digital advice platform. 

Thus, it announced its new office in 

Burlington, Vermont. The office will be 

led by Rob Foregger, co-founder of the 

firm, who is a Vermont entrepreneur 

and UVM alumnus. [25]

In addition, Next Capital partnered 
with RBC wealth management. Back 
in February, RBC signed anoth-
er contract with San Francisco-based 
FutureAdvisor, co-founded by Bo Lu 

in 2010. The idea behind big finan-

cial services companies acquiring or 

developing robo-advisors is to en-

able advisors to serve a full nursery of 

mass-market clients who don’t mind 

being minded by a robot as their assets 

gradually grow, hopefully, into mil-

lions. [26]

Personal Capital (USA) - Direct to con-

sumer with advisor assistance

Personal Capital was founded in 2009 

and is based in Redwood City, it offers 

free software to track financial invest-

ments as well as a full wealth manage-

ment service. Up to date, the firm sur-

passed that milestone by adding $1.5 
billion under management in the last 
year to over $3.4 billion in assets, 
marking over 80% growth in less than 
12 months. Personal Capital has on its 

advisory board Harry Markowitz, the 

1990 Nobel Memorial Prize winner in 

economic Science, known as the «Fa-

ther of modern portfolio theory» for his 

work in portfolio construction. [27] 

The average AUM per client is 

now $300,000. On average, a user 
aggregates 15 different financial 
accounts including 401(k) accounts, 
IRA accounts, loans, credit cards, sav-

ings and checking accounts. Personal 

Capital users are empowered by their 

ability to monitor the current state of 

their retirement and investments 24/7 
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at the touch of a button – active users 
with $100,000 in investable assets 
log in on average 12 times per month, 

while the number increases to 17 

times per month for those with over $1 

million.

Further, in May, it has received $50M 
from IGM Financial Inc., a member 
of the Power Financial Corporation 
group of companies, with an addi-
tional $25 million investment con-

tingent upon the firm hitting a growth 

milestone by the end of Q2 2017. This 

investment enables IGM [28] Financial the 

opportunity to participate in the emerg-

ing digital wealth management industry 

in the United States. The resulting valu-
ation for Personal Capital is approx-
imately double the valuation of the 
Series D round, at approximately $500 
million. [29]

Riskalyze (USA) – White label solution

Riskalyze is a CA-based, the first 

quantitative system to identify a client’s 

risk tolerance to help better align their 

portfolios with their expectations. It of-

fers three different products: Riskalyze 

for determining clients’ risk, Autopilot 

for client portals and automated asset 

management and Compliance Cloud, 

compliance-related solution.

In November, it secured a $20 million 
minority growth equity investment, 
which was led by FTV Capital. The 

company stated that the investment 

was considered its first outside insti-

tutional round and would be used to 

expand its line of digital offerings which 

already included the company’s flag-

ship Riskalyze product, the Autopilot 

robo platform, and Compliance Cloud 

big data analytics. [30] 

SigFig (USA) - Digital wealth manage-

ment

Sigfig is another digital wealth man-

agement company that is based in 

California and was founded in 2011. It 

aggregates investments into a single 

dashboard and allows users to analyze 

their portfolios, supports individu-

al accounts, joint accounts, various 

IRAs, and 401s. Up to date, it has over 

800,000 people using SigFig to manage 

and track over $350B in investments. 

Unlike some of its fellow robo-advisor 

specialists, such as Betterment and 

Wealthfront, SigFig has concentrated 

less on disrupting traditional providers 

than working with them. [31]

In terms of funding, SigFig in May raised 

$40M in a new financing round that 
includes investment from UBS and the 
fintech venture fund of Spain’s Banco 
Santander. The two big banks join Co-
merica (which contributed a $7 million 

debt facility), Eaton Vance, New York 

Life, as well as top-tier venture capital 

firms Bain Capital Ventures, DCM, Nyca 

Partners, and Union Square Capital 

Ventures. 

In terms of new partnerships, in April, 
it partnered with Cambridge Savings 
Bank to begin offering an integrated, 
automated investment services to ac-

count holders bundled directly into the 

bank’s existing product offerings. [32] 

Another bank was Wells Fargo, which 
work on a digital advisory service that 
the bank begins in 2017. It wants to 

bring in expertise from SigFig to help 

it build a platform that promises to aid 

investors as they build, implement and 

rebalance tailored portfolios online 

based on responses to investing ques-

tionnaires. 

With the same purpose, it agreed to 
form a strategic alliance to develop 
financial technology for UBS WMA [33], 

its financial advisors and their clients. 

As part of this strategic alliance, SigFig 

creates and customizes digital tools and 

services for UBS WMA’s 7,000 advisors 

that will complement their expertise 

and enhance their clients’ digital expe-

rience. [34] 

SprinkleBit (USA) - Access to New 

Investment ideas

SprinkleBit is a startup founded in 2011 

that helps you invest with guidance 

from friends and experts. Up to date it 

has over 10,000 users. Initially, Sprin-

kleBit operated mostly as a Web-based 

social network for sharing stock tips, 

educating investors, and crowd-sourc-

ing investor insights. The startup is not 

a securities broker dealer, and began to 

offer users access to brokerage services 

in late 2014 through a trading platform 

operated by Equinox Securities. [35]

This year, it raised $10 million in new 
funding from GTC, a newly-formed 
private equity firm in Baku, Azerbai-
jan, according to founder Alexander 
Wallin. The $10 million brings Sprin-

kleBit’s total funding to $13.7 million, 

and will be allocated over the next six 

months, Wallin said. The capital will 

enable the company to start a market-

ing campaign, “as our platform is fully 

operational on both iOS and the Web 

with social, education, premium, and 

brokerage all playing together,” Wallin 

wrote. [36]
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Loyal3 (USA) - Investing facilitator, 

loyalty tool

Loyal3 is a San Francisco-based trading 

company that we didn’t hear a lot this 

year. In June, T-Mobile USA revealed 

a plan to give users single stocks in 

exchange for bringing new custom-

ers into the fold. In the prospectus 

for this plan, T-Mobile suggested that 

these stocks can be given to T-Mobile 

customers “who are individuals” (not 

businesses) for one of three different 

reasons. Stocks can be given for being 

customers, becoming customers, or 

referring new customers. It seems 

relatively simple. T-Mobile USA also 

suggests that redemptions of “Stock Up 

Rewards” will be “fulfulfilled through 
open market purchases of Shares 
by LOYAL3 Securities, Inc. (“LOYAL3 

Securities”).”

T-Mobile’s program works in the 

following way, you needed to get 
someone to sign up for an active 
postpaid consumer account. Users 

have different redemption periods if 

they have a friend sign up between May 

29th and June 6th. Each person you 

get signed up will give you one Stock 

Up Reward. One “Stock Up Reward” 

can be redeemed for one T-Mobile USA 

common stock.  You can potentially 

earn/attain up to 100 Shares through 

a single year. Buying and selling are 

done through “LOYAL3”. If you attain 

stocks through this program, you can 

sell stock for no fee through LOYAL3 for 

up to 12 months after first attaining said 

stock. [37]

DriveWealth (USA) – Access to New 

Investment ideas

Drivewealth is another broker dealer, 

which this year had a lot to be spoken 

about in terms of new partnerships and 

market entries. For instance, at first, it 
partnered with Alkanza Inc. a Silicon 
Valley-based registered investment 
advisor, to bring premium digital 

investment advisory services to Latin 

America, beginning with Argentina 

and Chile.  The collaboration between 

Alkanza and DriveWealth gives inves-

tors in Latin America the opportunity to 

have a professionally managed port-

folio of U.S. securities at a price lower 

than many U.S. residents pay for similar 

services. Investors in Argentina and 

Chile who are interested in opening 

fully managed investment accounts 

can now open accounts via Alkanza’s 

website. [38]

At second, it partnered with SIC Glob-
al & Advisory FZC (SIC) to enable US 
equities trading for Indian investors. 
The SIC investing app offers mobile US 

equities access to Indian investors, en-

abling them to open a live US investing 

account, transfer funds, and trade from 

their mobile phones. Through its part-

nership with DriveWealth, SIC is able 

to provide Indian investors the ability 

to build globally diversified portfolios 

of US stocks, ETFs, and ADRs. Investors 

will also have the unique ability to in-

vest in fractional shares, which effec-

tively eliminates the barriers to entry 

that many Indian investors faced when 

trying to invest in US stocks. [39]

At third, DirectFX Trading and Drive-
Wealth launched exchange-listed US 
equities and futures trading on the 
popular MetaTrader 4 trading plat-
form. This is a result of a partnership 

between DriveWealth, Direct FX Trading 

Pty Ltd and oneZero Financial Systems. 

The platform will utilize technology 

from oneZero to offer the US listed 

equities and DriveWealth will enable 

futures, FX, CFDs, and binary options. [40]

In terms of business development, it 
deployed a new functionality to its of-
fering that is aiming to enable invest-
ment advisors worldwide to offer their 

services across multiple brokerages via 

the company’s Wealth Management 

API. IA’s are now able to design custom 

portfolios for different clients depend-

ing on their risk profile and account 

size and deliver diversified solutions 

worldwide via an API. The solution 

is using real-time fractional shares, 

which can lower the client’s minimum 

account balance to zero. This enables 

the investment advisor to offer his/her 

services to a very wide base of clients. [41]

Ellevest (USA) - Digital wealth manage-

ment

Ellevest is a digital investment platform 

for women that was just launched in 

2016 by Sallie Krawcheck, a former 

Citigroup CFO. Prior to Citigroup, she 

was the president of Global Wealth and 

Investment Management at Bank of 

America and the CEO of Smith Barney 

and Sanford Bernstein. 

Straight after the launch of the idea and 

a prototype, in September Ellevest 
raised $10 million in funding for the 
actual launch of its digital investment 
platform for women. The Series A 

round is being led by Morningstar, an 

investment research firm, and includes 

a slew of financial heavyweights, such 

as Mohamed El-Erian, chief economic 

adviser at Allianz and the former CEO 

of PIMCO; Ajay Banga, president and 
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CEO of Mastercard; and Brian Finn, 

former president of Credit Suisse First 

Boston. [42] 

Ellevest is a robo-advisor that works 

much like more-established players 

such as Betterment and Wealthfront, 

but with a few feminine twists. It’s 
goal-based, rather than centered on 
the performance of a particular prod-
uct or portfolio, and the algorithms 

factor in women’s superior longevi-

ty—about five years longer than that 

of men—and the fact that they tend to 

earn less than men over the course of 

their careers

Nutmeg (UK) – Digital wealth manage-

ment

Nutmeg is a London-based, online 

discretionary investment management 

company, founded in 2011. It focuses 

on diversifying investments in ETFs and 

bonds, while also investing in more 

global options at higher levels of risk. 

Nutmeg now manages approximately 

£600 million AUM on behalf of 25,000 

customers. [43]

At the beginning of the year, Nutmeg 
named a new CEO – Martin Stean, 
Nutmeg’s current Chief Revenue Offi-
cer. Nick Hungerford, who cofounded 

Nutmeg in 2011 and has been CEO 

since the start, is stepping aside to take 

the role of non-executive director. [44] 

The management reshuffle comes 
weeks after Financial News reported 
that Nutmeg had begun searching 
for a new CEO [45] after unrest among 

certain board members and inves-

tors. Nutmeg is backed by the likes of 

fund manager Schroders, London VC 

firm Balderton Capital, and Carphone 

Warehouse co-founder Sir Charles 

Dunstone.

Further, in November, Nutmeg, raised 
up £30 million in further funding, 
bringing the total raised of £60 
million over the last 5 years. Lead-

ing the round are Hong Kong-based 

independent financial advisory firm 

Convoy, which is investing £24 million. 

Nutmeg’s existing backers — including 

Schroders, Balderton Capital, Pentech, 

Armada Investment Group, and Nigel 

Wray — also participated. [46]

The same Quarter in December it 
raked in another $14.6m (£12m) for its 
Series D round, bringing the total to 
$51m (£42m). The £12m comes from 

the Taipei Fubon Bank, a subsidiary 

of Taiwan’s second largest financial 

services firm. Nutmeg, which has now 

raised $86.8m (£71m) to date said the 

funds will be used to “fuel Nutmeg’s 

innovation, expansion and to maintain 

its growth trajectory”.

Raisin (Germany) - Investing facilitator

Raisin is a Berlin-based startup, found-

ed in 2012, formerly known as Sav-

ingGlobal, which provides a single 

platform for customers to manage 

deposits / investments with the com-

pany’s partner banks. In September 

it revealed, that over 50,000 people 
across Europe have invested more 
than €1.7 billion (£1.4 billion) through 
its platform. The figure is up from €1 

billion (£860 million) in April [47]. Raisin 
has 20 banks signed up to its platform 
and also announced that Portugal’s 
Haitong Bank, a subsidiary of China’s 

Haitong Securities, is joining.

In April, it also launched the first 
pan-European marketplace for sav-
ings. With this launch, the Berlin-based 

company is establishing the first true 

European marketplace for deposits. To 
provide this convenient solution to 
savers across Europe Raisin is partner-
ing with Keytrade Bank – the leading 
direct bank in Belgium – which pro-

vides the Raisin Transaction Account. [48]

In May, it launched www.raisin. fr for 
customers in France, in French 
language and with dedicated French 
customer support. [49] The French 

lack access to investment alternatives 

that combine attractive interest rates, 

simplicity, and low risks. At the moment 

a record amount of more than EUR 

380 billion is lying on French current 

accounts without earning any interest 

(source: Banque de France, May 19, 

2016). 

In June, it partnered with its third 
bank – Euram Bank from Austria, to 
offer deposits with maturities from 6 
months to 2 years with different rates. 

The minimum investment amount 

for each product is EUR 5,000. The 

national deposit guarantee scheme of 

Austria secures an amount up to the 

value of EUR 100,000.00 per bank and 

customer. [50]

Lastly, it launched its Spanish-lan-
guage platform www.raisin.es for 
customers in Spain with a dedicat-
ed Spanish customer service team. 
According to the company, Spain is 

the fourth largest savings market in the 

Eurozone and a record amount of more 

than €761 billion is lying in Spanish 

bank accounts. [51] Spaniards channel on 

average around 40% of their savings to 

deposits, even though average interest 

rates have slumped from around 5% 

in 2008 to 0.15% in September of the 

current year (sources: Bank of Spain, 

European Central Bank).

eToro (Cyprus) - Access to New Invest-

ment ideas

eToro is among the leaders on the mar-

ket of trading industry, this year it start-

ed by introducing a new requirement 
to its investors programme. According 

to the new requirements, participants 

in the Programme must now maintain 

http://fortune.com/2016/03/29/betterment-funding/
http://fortune.com/2016/03/31/wealthfront-wants-to-be-an-intelligent-dashboard-for-personal-finance/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/10/08/us-life-expectancy-hits-record-high/16874039/
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a risk score of 6 or less. They also have 

to meet the minimum deposit require-
ment and maintain the minimum level 
of equity set for their respective levels 

in the Programme. Each Popular Inves-

tor must also gain at least two months 

of experience on each level, before 

progressing to the next one. [52]

Additionally, it unveiled its CopyFunds 
service, supporting machine learning 
offering to help advance and offer 

algo-funds for investors, per an eToro 

statement. CopyFunds is the group’s 

foray into trading, which will see a dual-

ity of traders – more specifically, traders 

will be disaggregated into Top Trader 

CopyFunds and Market CopyFunds. The 

former will be composed of the top 

performing and standout traders on the 

network. By extension, Market Copy-
Funds is derived from selected instru-
ments, ranging from stocks, com-
modities, or exchange-traded-funds 
(ETFs), whereby allowing investors to 

track a pantheon of sectors around a 

defined market strategy. [53]

CopyFunds is important for investors 
as it will help grant them invest in a 
group of high-performing traders as 
well as targeted market strategies. As 

such, the service will also seek to help 

investors mitigate long-term risk, simul-

taneously advancing opportunities for 

growth via diversified investments.

In terms of partnerships, eToro signed 
a strategic partnership with Lufax 
Holding. The cooperation agreement 

between the firms is aiming to boost 

eToro’s profile with Chinese clients. 

Internet finance company Lufax is Chi-

na’s largest internet finance company 

and the world’s largest peer-to-peer 

lending provider. The strategic cooper-
ation agreement with Lufax improves 
eToro’s profile and gives the company 

the ability to venture into further so-
cial investing opportunities to Chinese 

clients which are residing overseas. [54]

AlgoMerchant (Singapore) - Direct to 

consumer with advisor assistance

AlgoMerchant is a Singapore-based 

company that is just starting off and op-

erates in closed beta. Its software is de-

signed to simplify investing, and while 

the company’s product is still awaiting 

public launch, it says it currently has 

“around 100” test users, consisting of 

money managers, professionals, and 

investor friends.  [55]

In addition, this year, in January 
it closed a S$1.3 million (roughly 
US$910,000) seed round led by East 
Ventures. The startup still operates in 

closed beta. It plans to use the funds to 

develop the product, accelerate user 

growth, and hire new people. [56]

TradeHero (Singapore) - Access to New 

Investment ideas

TradeHero this year was acquired by 
the UK and Germany-based online so-
cial trading platform Ayondo. This deal 

expands Ayondo’s footprint in the re-

public. Nearly a year ago, it announced 

a partnership with KGI Fraser Securities 

Pte Ltd to launch KGI Contrax, a plat-

form for investors to trade Contracts for 

Difference (CFD). [57]

Ayondo is an online social trading plat-

form that allows retail investors to au-

tomatically copy the trades of experts, 

while TradeHero is a gamified virtual 

investment network, wherein users 

share real-time insights and trade and 

compete to win 

real cash. Through 

the acquisition, 
TradeHero will be 
able to leverage on 
Ayondo’s database 
of over 220,000 
investors from 195 
countries.
The acquisition is 

part of a broader 

strategy by Ayondo. The company is 
exploring listing on the Singapore 
Exchange through a reverse takeover 

– that is, by acquiring a controlling 

stake in a company that is already listed. 

The group then plans to move its head 

office to Singapore. [58]

Call Levels (Singapore) - Direct to con-

sumer with advisor assistance

Call levels this year raised an undis-
closed amount of funding from Indo-
nesian conglomerate Lippo Group, 
which it described as a pre-Series A 
round, which came in the wake of the 

US$500,000 pre-Series A funding it 

landed last November [59], in a round led 

by Silicon Valley’s 500 Startups. This 

investment marks the Lippo Group’s 

first foray into the financial services 
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technology (fintech) space, joining oth-

er Call Levels investors such as angels 

Timothy Teo and Koh Boon Hwee. [60]

 

Call Levels helped to address a 
long-standing need in the industry for 
a simple monitoring tool, according 

to Mr. Chia, who had more than seven 

years of experience at Ortus Capital 

Management and Singapore’s sover-

eign wealth fund GIC. The platform 

allows both retail investors, as well as 

seasoned traders and private wealth 

managers, to set specific price levels 

that will trigger the app to send out 

notifications when attained. [61]

Money Design (Japan) - Direct to con-

sumer with advisor assistance

In the beginning of 2016, MONEY DE-
SIGN launched a Japan’s first discre-
tionary investment service developed 
by proprietary technology via smart-
phone “THEO”, which is designed for 

everybody including ordinary custom-

ers and allows them to start investment 

from 100,000 JPY via smartphone. 

The company’s proprietary robo-ad-

visor’s algorithm selects optimum 

combination from about 6,000 ETFs 

and provides discretionary investment 

management. [62] It recommends ideal 
asset allocations based on users’ an-
swers to simple questions, purchasing 

exchange-traded funds and managing 

the portfolios according to the recom-

mendations. [63]

What’s interesting about Theo, is that 
is has entered into strategic part-
nership with five Japanese regional 
banks, including Yamaguchi, Bank 
of Kyoto, Musashino Bank, Hyakugo 
Bank and Toho Bank that invested be-
tween 30 million yen and 100 million 
yen ($274,230 and $914,100) each 
through a new-share issuance by the 
developer of Theo. [64] The banks 
plan to use Theo to help customers 
manage assets efficiently, letting sales 
representatives at branches access the 

service from their tablet devices when 

recommending investments. They hope 

that the robo-adviser service will help 

them turn more young customers into 

investors.

8Securities (Hong Kong) - Direct to 

consumer with advisor assistance

8 Securities, an Asia-Pacific robo-advi-

sor with licensed offices in Hong Kong 

and Tokyo, launched its investing app 
‘Chloe’ on Google Play and the Apple 
Store. The service is free for accounts 

under HK $8,888 (USD $1,145). Back 

in May [65], LeapRate reported on the 

launch of 8 Securities, and their com-

mission-free investment accounts. [66]

The app helps users set financial goals 
based on their life stage and income, 
and help them achieve their goals. 
Powered by artificial intelligence (AI) 
and machine learning technologies 

developed in-house, Chloe will learn 
day by day as its user base and data-
base grow to optimize goal-setting 

and portfolio matching for customers 
with different financial needs. At the 
heart of Chloe, the proprietary cloud 

technology built on Microsoft and 

Amazon Web Services intelligently op-

timizes the construction and periodical 

readjustment of a selected exchange 

traded funds (ETFs) portfolio. The 

disruptive technology developed by 8 

Securities makes it possible for inves-

tors to enjoy a customized and globally 

diversified portfolio at a fraction of the 

cost charged by banks and brokerag-

es. [67]
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Scoring systems are very different in ev-

ery country, thus they provide a unique 

way of determining how capable bor-

rowers are. For example, the German 
system is quite straightforward with all 

information reported predominantly 

coming from banks and controlled by 

the major reporting agency SCHUFA. In 
the UK, the system is quite similar to 
the US – there are three main consum-

er-reporting companies (CallCredit, 
Equifax, Experian) and the use of 

credit reports in lending decisions has 

been common for several decades. 

In Canada, reporting companies are 

mostly the same (Equifax of Canada, 

TransUnion) with information similar to 

the US. South Africa has quite a robust 

credit reporting system, with similar to 

UK companies (Experian, TransUnion, 
Compuscan). However, we can’t say 

the same about the rest of Africa. 

Malaysia, Hong Kong and Singapore 

have even more advanced credit re-

porting systems compared to UK and 

US due to socio-demographic patterns 

of its economies, flexible and better 

technologies. South American cred-
it reporting system is fairly robust, 
especially in Brazil, due to changes 

made in the way debt is reported, with 

public and private credit agencies now 

providing both positive and negative 

information. [1]

In a field of online scoring, in 2016 
we saw a tremendous growth in 
regions like India and Asia Pacific. 
Established players like FICO started 

partnering with companies, which 

provide non-standard credit scores (like 

Lenddo), in order to enter the market 

with the correct approach. In addition, 

we heard of a very authoritarian move 

from China’s Communist party, which 

plans to give all of its citizens a credit 

score, with a condition that those who 

fall short will be denied basic freedoms 

like loans or travel.

In a field of Big Data, in 2016 we ana-
lyzed around 15 investments related 
to financial services and we noticed 
an abnormal tendency – 9 companies, 
which provide big data analysis for 
financial institutions or others, come 
from China. 

Core trends:

• Companies that focus on developed 

economies (such as American leader 

CreditKarma or British newcomer 

ClearStore) with their centralized 

credit scoring systems choose more 

stable and predictable path but have 

limited growth and expansion poten-

tial.

• In comparison, those companies 

that engage in business with clients 

with partial or no credit history and 

in emerging markets expose them-

selves to greater risks, but their growth 

potential is virtually limitless. American 

ZestFinance, which solicited Chinese 

search engine Baidu as an investor 

and uses its search, geolocation and 

payment data to build credit scores, is 

a great example.

• As opposed to China, where govern-

ment participation and tech giants’ 

(Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent) market 

presence are high, India represents as 

large but by any means less crowd-

ed and more fragmented market. A 

number of new players have recently 

appeared there (Lenddo, IndiaLends, 
CreditVidya). We expect South-

east-Asian markets to awake out of 

sleep over the course of the year (par-

ticularly Indonesia – the largest one).

• Projects that focus on narrow client 

groups are of particular interest. Sef-
Score scores foreign students in the 

USA. NovaCredit works with migrants 

(currently Indians and Mexicans) in the 

same country. Focusing on a specific 

type of data these companies can 

apply it in a more smart way and get 

more close and transparent to clients.

• Large credit bureaus show the un-

derstanding of the changing market 

demands by entering into partnerships 

with more agile and innovative com-

panies (Experian with JD Finance on 

online fraud detection, Equifax with 

InvestDen on online-lending). 

Credit Karma (USA)

Credit Karma started this year with a 

loud and significant announcement, 

and we expected to have some further 

development or sort of moves but 

didn’t hear a lot. Credit Karma an-
nounced that it had signed its 50 
millionth member [2], reaching a cus-

tomer base of 22% of all Americans with 

a credit profile in the US, who use the 

platform to help them manage over $3 

Trillion in household debt. 

Credit Karma’s business development 

started from just free credit scores, then 

expanded to offer full credit report, dai-

ly credit monitoring, financial account 

monitoring, full credit information from 

two of America’s major credit bureaus, 

as well as educational tools and con-

tent for its members.

Summing up its performance, in 2012 

we remember it signed its 4 millionth 

member, and just launched this free 

feature, that became a trigger for cus-

tomer acquisition. And now it operates 

with 50 million, with a valuation of 

$3.5B [3]
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ZestFinance (USA)

This year we expected to see some 

strategic moves in a sector of scoring 

and ZestFinance truly fulfilled this by 
receiving a strategic investment from 
Baidu, the leading Chinese-language 
Internet search provider. The compa-

ny is special in a sense that it's highly 

applicable to emerging markets be-

cause it accurately underwrites people 

who lack credit history. In addition, it 

uses machine learning to transform vast 

amounts of complex data into credit 

scores. [4] Artificial intelligence experts 

and data scientists at both companies 

plan to work together to apply Zest-

Finance’s underwriting technology to 

Baidu’s search, location, and payment 

data in order to improve credit scoring 

decisions in China.

By signing up with Baidu, it entered a 

special market – China, where con-

sumer’s credit data is mostly broken. 

Baidu has one of the largest user search 

data, which is certainly valuable for 

loan underwriting and assessing credit 

risk. A number of fintech start-ups have 

already stepped up in Asia to offer a 

credit scoring using the internet and 

social media, but Zest is special and 
very unique in China because Baidu’s 
search engine has around 80% market 
share and is willing to partner. [5]

Like China’s other big web firms, Baidu 

has been stepping up its presence in 

financial services. It has recently joined 

a $60 million funding round for social 

payments app Circle and has teamed 

up with China Citic on a planned digital 

bank.

SelfScore (USA)

This year we noticed a rise of some 

specific projects that brought our at-

tention, despite their youth and nascent 

traction. SelfScore is one of them, it 
raised $7.1M in new funding to help 
bring much-needed financial services 
to international students at US col-

leges and universities. [6]

What’s interesting about this project is 

that it aims at an unserved niche – 1.1 

million of international students, who 

are responsible for £31B in annual 

spending, including tuition, of course.

Similar to its complementary industries, 

like SoFi and Earnest in student lending, 

the company measures a borrower’s 

credit potential instead of their history.  

It uses visa and passport info for verifi-

cation, Facebook, LinkedIn and further 

estimates its credit risk, taking into ac-

count major possible life changes that 

could impact their finances.

SavvyMoney (USA)

SavvyMoney is an established provid-

er of credit information services for 

financial institutions in the US. Savvy 

is the one that enables credit unions, 

digital banking providers, and financial 

institutions to offer personalized credit 

information services for their custom-

ers. Its solution offers a credit score, 
credit monitoring and factors influ-
encing the credit score, along with 
special personalized loan and finan-
cial recommendations based on the 
credit score. [7]

In September, SavvyMoney an-
nounced the closing of a Series D 
round and a strategic partnership with 

TransUnion, a global leader in informa-

tion solutions, including credit mon-

itoring and identity protection. With 

TransUnion as lead investor, investors 

from the previous $2mln round, includ-

ing TB Capital LLC and Tugboat Ven-

tures, LLC also participated.  Under the 

new strategic partnership, TransUnion 

will help SavvyMoney expand its distri-

bution and address unmet needs in the 

financial services industry.

Nova Credit (USA)

Nova credit is another company that 

popped up this year with a unique 

solution – providing a credit score to 
millions of immigrants with no way 
for them to access credit. It was just 

launched at Y Combinator’s demo day 

and is already bringing so much atten-

tion. It has successfully partnered with 

other immigrant organizations like fwd.

us and Partnership for a new Ameri-

can economy. So far, the company is 

concentrating on two markets, India 

and Mexico, which account for roughly 

21 million immigrants to the U.S. every 

year. As the company expands it intends 

to add countries in the UK, the Europe-

an Union, Brazil, Russia and China. [8]

In terms of processing, Nova collects 

credit information and credit proxies 

(like cell phone billing receipts and 

records) into a single report it calls the 

“Nova Credit Passport”, and then passes 

the report onto the lender so that they 

can make a more informed determina-

tion on whether to accept or reject a 

credit application. We hope to see 

an interesting follow-on with this 

company.
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ClearScore (UK)

In the UK this year we noticed a very 

rapid growth of ClearScore, which after 

12 months from establishing claimed in 
mid’16 that it became the UK’s num-
ber one credit checking company, 
helping 2 million people get control of 

their money. With a launch of few fea-

tures in their “coaching” function and 

“Timeline” – way to give people a “big 

picture” view of their money, UK’s con-

sumers flocked to the fully free service, 

and now it's growing at an average of 

10.000 new sign-ups every day. 

ClearScore, for your information, was 

among the first ones to provide a fully 
free financial information, [9] with an 

easier and smoother way to understand 

client’s position. Since the launch of 

ClearScore, the credit scoring indus-

try has radically changed. Now both 

Experian and Noddle (part of Callcredit) 

provide free scores, either through 

their own services or partners. Injecting 

more competition into the industry has 

given consumers a greater understand-

ing of their credit score and ultimately 

more financial control.

Lenddo (Philippines)

Lenddo is a specialist in credit and ver-

ification technologies and Life.SREDA’s 

portfolio company. Lenddo’s patented 

score is a powerful predictor of an 

individual’s character or ‘willingness 
to pay’. It complements traditional un-
derwriting tools, like credit scores, be-

cause it relies exclusively on non-tra-
ditional data derived from a customer’s 

social data and online behaviour. [10] 

This year the company discovered two 

new markets (Korea and India), bring-
ing the total number of countries, 
which it operates in, to 20. In Korea, 
it formed a partnership with credit 
scoring consulting company FKBCG 

to launch its new company, Lenddo Ko-

rea, which will provide Korean financial 

institutions with real-time credit scoring 

and identity verification. [11]

In India, it partnered with FICO, the 

world leader in credit scoring and 

data analysis, announcing a plan to 
increase access to affordable credit 

for consumers and businesses with 
limited or no credit history. Through 

a combination of business partner-

ships, innovative new products, mobile 

platforms and cloud-based services, 

FICO and Lenddo expect to help credit 

grantors make credit more affordable 

to unbanked and underbanked adults 

worldwide, who are estimated to num-

ber at more than 3 billion.

IndiaLends (India)

Credit awareness in India continues to 

be extremely low compared to devel-

oped markets. There are currently more 

than 230 million mobile internet users 

in India, most of whom are using their 

mobile phones for online shopping 

and financial transactions. IndiaLends is 

another company in India that rec-

ognized an opportunity and in spring 

2016 launched its free credit score and 

analytics app targeted at customers to 

evaluate the financial products they can 

avail.  

Year Internet Users
Penetration 
(% of Pop)

Total 
Population

Non-Users 
(Internetless)

1Y User  
Change

1Y User  
Change

Population  
Change

2016 462,124,989 34.8 % 1,326,801,576 864,676,587 30.5 % 108,010,242 1.2 %

2015 354,114,747 27 % 1,311,050,527 956,935,780 51.9 % 120,962,270 1.22 %

2014 233,152,478 18 % 1,295,291,543 1,062,139,065 20.7 % 39,948,148 1.23 %

2013 193,204,330 15.1 % 1,279,498,874 1,086,294,544 21.5 % 34,243,984 1.26 %

2012 158,960,346 12.6 % 1,263,589,639 1,104,629,293 26.5 % 33,342,533 1.29 %

2011 125,617,813 10.1 % 1,247,446,011 1,121,828,198 36.1 % 33,293,976 1.34 %

2010 92,323,838 7.5 % 1,230,984,504 1,138,660,666 48.5 % 30,157,710 1.38 %

2009 62,166,128 5.1 % 1,214,182,182 1,152,016,054 18.6 % 9,734,457 1.43 %

2008 52,431,671 4.4 % 1,197,070,109 1,144,638,438 12.5 % 5,834,088 1.47 % [12]
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Besides credit awareness, the app has 
features to simplify the way consum-
ers manage their personal finances 

that allow people to track and manage 

multiple credit accounts including 

credit cards, home loans, car loans, 

gold loans, etc., get recommendations 

on how to improve their credit score, 

set EMI payment reminders, and get 

updates on the best loan or credit card 

deals. Consumers can also use the 

spend analysis feature on their app to 

manage their savings better. [13]

CreditVidya (India)

This is another startup based in Mumbai 

that is taking on solving a problem of 

India’s bottleneck in inhibiting social 

and economic growth. CreditVidya has 

built unique technology that enables 

lenders to assess the credit risk of 800 

million-plus Indians not covered by 

traditional credit scoring and in June it 
received a $2M funding from Kalaari 
Capital. [14]

“Our big data platform leverages over 

10,000-plus such unique digital data 

points to assess the creditworthiness 

of a potential borrower. We work very 

closely with our lending partners to 

develop customized scorecards for 

their product offering so that they can 

approve more creditworthy customers,” 

said Abhishek Agarwal, chief executive, 

CreditVidya. 

AdviceRobo (Netherlands)

AdviceRobo is another new project in a 

field of online scoring for lending that 

uses big data and machine learning 

foundation. In order to expand its pres-

ence in the UK, it launched a crowd-

funding campaign of £250.000. Ad-

viceRobo is a top 100 European Fintech 

award winner and a leader in innovative 

credit scoring, advanced analytics and 

robo-advice solutions for consumer 

and small business loans. Applications 

are currently with credit card providers, 

tier 2 banks and online retailers across 

the UK, Benelux and Spain. [15]

Also, the platform delivers Early Risk 

Warnings for default, bad debt and 

churn to support mitigation of financial 

company risks. “We make use of the 

data explosion and apply new technol-

ogies such as Machine Learning and 

deep neural nets to predict risk at an 

individual customer level.” says Dieder-

ick van Thiel, CEO of AdviceRobo. “This 

will enable companies across sectors 

to contact the customers in time and 

mitigate their financial risks. 

Innotree (China)

In October this Beijing-based big data 
research company landed a $15M 
in Series B financing round. The 

company provides an online platform 

to connect qualified investors and inno-

vative projects for investment advice 

given through interactive bots. It allows 

companies to showcase their products, 

and helps investors find the projects 

they like. [16]

The platform also provides big data 

analysis of company investment history 

and the industry investment environ-

ment. The startup claims to have data 

coverage on over 200,000 projects 

across 10,000 venture and equity 

investors.
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Experian (Ireland)

Experian is another example of a com-

pany that has been selected by Asian 
conglomerate, JD Finance, to partner 
on developing an anti-fraud system 
for online transactions. With internet 

fraud on the rise in China and Chinese 

online shoppers getting vulnerable, the 

use of big data analytics in Experian’s 

anti-fraud solution to elevate securi-

ty is especially vital in fighting online 

fraud. FraudNet has been tailored for 

the Chinese market and the localized 

anti-fraud solutions are able to effec-

tively detect and prevent fraudulent 

payments and transactions that are 

unique to the Chinese e-commerce 

environment. [17]

To prevent fraud threats, Experian’s 

FraudNet analyses the behavioral data 

of JD.com’s customers and recognizes 

every device used to access websites. 

Through this protective solution, it 

provides the ability to detect and iden-

tify suspicious activity before a fraud 

attempt is done.

Later in June, the company announced 

a launch of a new industry’s first open 
platform designed to catch fraud fast-
er, improve compliance and enhance 
the customer experience.  [18]

A key feature of the CrossCore platform 

is the ease of integration with third-par-

ty partner solutions. At launch, Cross-

Core will support fraud and identity ser-

vices provided by third-party partners, 

including Acxiom® (Identity Solutions), 

TeleSign and many others already 

integrated with Experian solutions, with 

more being added to the platform. 

Lastly, in November Experian(R) 
launched Extended Trade, one of the 

most advanced products within Cred-
it3D(TM), a suite of credit risk-man-

agement tools to help lenders translate 

enormous quantities of trended data 

into valuable insights. The value in 

trended data is a combination of the 

right type of data sources and solutions, 

which interpret what the data reveals. 

Extended Trade’s unique capability is to 

uncover granular data and provide stra-

tegic actions for lenders on how and 

what to market to consumers. [19]

FICO (India)

Apart from Lenddo, FICO announced 

other efforts to develop scores that 

bring more consumers in India into the 

credit mainstream:

• A partnership with EFL Global to 

expand credit scoring options for 

lenders and consumers in Turkey, 

Russia, and Mexico using consum-

er-contributed psychometric scoring 

technology.

• FICO® Score XD — a new score 

launched in 2015 in the US that lever-

ages alternative data sources to give 

issuers a second opportunity to assess 

otherwise unscorable consumers. [20]

Equifax (USA)

Equifax in this section is probably the 

most well-known company and can be 

considered as a benchmark for most 

of them. It’s been for almost a century 

in a role of the consumer and business 

insights expert, maintaining information 

on over 600 million consumers and 

still, the company is growing with a 

solid path. 

At the beginning of 2016, in January, 
Equifax opened a new IT R&D base in 
Dublin, to help address the company’s 
growing global IT needs. This came 

after Equifax had received a support 

from the Department of Jobs through 

IDA Ireland, which is responsible for 

industrial development and attraction 

of foreign direct investments. This R&D 

centre, if executed properly, can play a 

key role in developing new IT solutions 

for its global operations. 

Later in February, it came to our atten-

tion again when Equifax entered the 
alternative lending market with In-
vestDen, now the latest crowdfunding 
(debt and equity) platform to utilize 
Equifax Identity Verifier. As planned, 

Equifax Identity Verifier will form an 

integral part of the platform, providing 

its scoring and verifying services to ap-

plicants looking to provide investment 

in new businesses. This will allow busi-

nesses to verify that potential investors 

are genuine, helping prevent fraud and 

money laundering. The integrated solu-

tion will provide a frictionless authenti-

cation process by removing the manual 

steps traditionally involved in identity 

verification. [21]

https://www.eflglobal.com/
http://www.fico.com/en/products/fico-score-xd
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In addition, Equifax has also shown 
strong results by launching new prod-
ucts, like FraudIQ Manager, a work-
flow management solution that helps 

reduce fraudulent activity associated 

with the account opening process. The 

system matches applicant requests to a 

variety of data sources including fraud 

scores and internal fraud data. The 

solution flags suspicious requests that 

may be fraudulent and organizes these 

requests into queues for an analyst or 

investigator to review. [22]

The Communist Party of China
This year became quite notable for the 

Communist party’s plan to give all of its 

citizens a credit score. Those who fall 
short will be denied basic freedoms 
like loans or travel. Imagine the world 

where an authoritarian government 

monitors everything you do, amasses 

huge amounts of data on almost every 

interaction you make, and awards you a 

single score that measures how “trust-

worthy” you are.

A high-level policy document released 

in September listed the sanctions that 

could be imposed on any person or 

company deemed to have fallen short. 

The overriding principle: “If trust is 

broken in one place, restrictions are 

imposed everywhere.” A whole range of 

privileges would be denied, while peo-

ple and companies breaking social trust 

would also be subject to expanded daily 

supervision and random inspections.

The ambition is to collect every scrap of 

information available online about Chi-

na’s companies and citizens in a single 

place – and then assign each of them a 

score based on their political, commer-

cial, social and legal “credit.”

Some of the penalties showed the 

party’s desire to regulate its citizens’ 

private lives – participating in anything 

deemed to be a cult or failing to care 

for elderly relatives incurred a 50-point 

penalty. Other penalties reflected the 

party’s obsession with maintaining 

public order and crushing any challenge 

to its authority – causing a “disturbance” 

that blocks party or government offices 

meant 50 points off; using the internet 

to falsely accuse others resulted in a 

100-point deduction. Winning a “na-

tional honour” – such as being classified 

as a model citizen or worker – added 

100 points to someone’s score. [23]
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In 2016, PFM industry had one more 
notable exit – Prosper acquired 
Billguard for $30M and recalled it to 
Prosper Daily. In 2015, the most nota-

ble exits were the acquisition of Yodlee 

by Envestnet for $590M and acquisition 

of Learnvest by Northwestern Mutual 
for $250M. In 2014 and earlier, the most 

notables included a deal of IND group 

acquired by Misys and Mint acquisition 

by Intuit.

Mint is still the most successful case 
with 20M clients, while another big 

player BillGuard has just 1,3M clients 

and Brazilian phenomenon GulaBoslo 

has 2M clients. Others are just reaching 

their first million: Tink – 300К, Trim 

– 50К, TrueBill – 40К, Nexonia - 1,2К 

SME clients, Seedly – 0,5К clients. 

A new wave of interest to PFM is 
proved by new investment rounds: 
Digit - $22,5М (overall $36M), Gula-
Bolso - $17M, MoneyForward - $11M 

(overall $48M), Tink - $10M, Meniga 

- $8,8M, Trim - $2,2M, TrueBill - $1,4M 

(valued at $17,5M), Penny - $1,2M, 

Plum - $0,5M. Ribbit is among the 

most active investors in the field.

Couple of points to mention: most of 

the services are only American (work 

and are made in the US), exceptions 

include Yodlee that worked with a 

couple of developing markets and 

even partnered with Limitless in South 

Africa, E-Susu that operates on under-

banked markets and started from Gha-

na, Truebill that has customers from 

132 countries. European leaders that go 

international include Swedish Tink and 

Icelandic Meniga.

Important to mention is that PFM 
services are rarely operating on 
a stand-alone basis and are gener-
ally complimentary to many others: 

to mobile banks (Moven and Money-
desktop partnership, Kashmi, Trim and 

Tink moving towards mobile banking), 

to p2p (Prosper acquired Billguard), to 

student lending (NextGenVest acquired 

SmartyPig), to Insurance and wealth 

management (Learnvest acquired by 

Northwestern Mutual and Yodlee ac-

quired by Envestnet);

There are successful and Interesting 
cases how some services are offer-
ing white label solutions to banks 
and financial institutions: Icelandic 

Meniga serves almost a quarter of 

Icelandic population and via strategic 

partnerships with international banks 

(like Santander). Nexonia in Canada, 

Kasisto, and Geezeo in the US, TaxTrim 

in South Africa, MoneyForward and 

Moneytree in Japan

LearnVest (USA) 
LearnVest is an online personal financial 

management and financial planning 

platform, founded even earlier than 

JemStep, in 2007, and based in NY. It’s 

an online personal wealth manage-

ment and financial planning platform. 

It was originally marketed towards 
the female demographic, educating 
subscribers on the topic of personal 
finance, money and providing lifestyle 
tips for living on a budget; the com-

pany has since broadened its market 

to the general population, addressing 

the needs of both men and women. It 

was acquired by Northwestern Mutual 

in 2015 and operates now as a whol-

ly-owned subsidiary while maintaining 

its brand.

This year in May, it celebrated a one-
year mark of its acquisition. There 
isn’t much to add to the chairman 
of Northwestern Mutual sharing his 
thoughts: "When we acquired Learn-

Vest a year ago, we pointed to a gap 

between what the financial industry 

offers and what clients need and 

deserve.  As we've worked to integrate 

our teams and our respective strengths 

the past year, it's become evident that 

the combination of Northwestern 

Mutual and LearnVest is a powerful 

one – bringing together the value of 

the advisor relationship with rich digital 

resources that help clients stay on the 

path to financial security no matter 

where they are on their journey."

In terms of collaboration and integra-
tion activities, among the highlights 

from the first year post-acquisition, 

Northwestern Mutual pointed that its 

team and LearnVest had been actively 

integrating business areas, including HR 

and finance, as well as aligning working 

teams focused on digital design and 

product development. Alexa von Tobel, 

LearnVest's CEO, became an executive 

officer at Northwestern Mutual in the 

role of vice president – client experi-

ence. [1]

In terms of innovation activities, the 

joint team initiated two programs de-

signed to harness insights to inform the 

client experience: the Digital Experience 

Lab comprised of hundreds of advisors 

and a Client Insight Community with 

thousands of clients who are providing 

real-time feedback to help shape the 

tools and platforms of the future. Addi-

tionally, Northwestern Mutual rolled out 

a new client website aimed at making 

the financial planning process simpler 

and more relevant for clients.

Mint (USA)

Mint is another notable PFM service, 

founded back in 2006, which originally 

provided account aggregation through 

a deal with Yodlee, but has since 

moved to using Intuit for connecting 

to accounts. Its primary service allows 
users to track bank, credit card, 
investment, and loan balances and 
transactions through a single user in-
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terface, as well as create budgets and 
set financial goals. [2] In 2009, Mint was 

acquired by Intuit, the makers of Quick-

en and TurboTax. [3] It also claimed this 
year that it has over 20 million users.

This year it added a new feature of bill 
tracking and payment to its personal 
finance app. These new features send 
automated reminders, update pay-
ment status, and suggest bills to sync 
based on prior transaction history, 
with no additional set up needed for 
existing Mint users. [4] The tools aim to 

take the work out of bill management 

by doing what Mint does best: seam-

lessly integrating data from multiple 

sources into an actionable picture. [5]

Billguard (USA)

Billguard was another big player until 

it was acquired by alternative lending 

marketplace Prosper for $30M – a 

deal that marked the first time a p2p 

lender merged with a PFM. BillGuard 

is straightforward, works by letting its 

users track their spending, monitor 

their credit, set up fraud alerts and, via 

crowd-sourced data, flag unauthorized 

charges; according to the company, it 
has helped its 1.3 million users flag 
more than $70 million in unautho-
rized charges since its inception in 
2010. [6]

In 2016, after it announced shutting 

down the web version, in January [7], 

almost half a year since the acquisi-

tion and closure its Billguard activity, 

Prosper re-launched it under its 
own brand as Prosper Daily. [8] With 

the rebranding, the former BillGuard 

becomes Prosper’s first mobile app 

and is the company’s first beachhead 

into what chief executive Aaron Vermut 

hopes will be a broader suite of mobile 

products. Prosper’s strategy is to ex-
pand its services through new mobile 
apps.

Yodlee (USA)

Yodlee is also notable as it was among 

the most successful acquisitions in 

2015 when it was acquired by Envest-

net for $590M. In this deal, Envestnet, 

an investment advisory firm aimed to 
demonstrate more value for clients 
through holistic wealth management 
and roll out new applications with 
Yodlee, [9] like features that allow inves-

tors to view and co-manage a series of 

accounts, and many others. 

To this end, in 2016, Envestnet made 
another acquisition of WheelHouse 
Analytics LLC, a tech company that 
provides data analytics, mobile sales 

solutions, and online education tools 

to financial advisors, asset managers 

and enterprises. The primary reason for 

this deal is to combine WheelHouse 
Analytics’ tools with Yodlee’s data 
and analytics solutions to strength-

en Envestnet’s data-driven insights to 

financial advisors, asset managers and 

enterprises enabling them to better 

manage their businesses and client re-

lationships and deliver better outcomes 

to their clients. [10]

Yodlee started a year with a new part-
nership with Limitless, a South African 
API marketplace and the company 
behind Moneysmart, South Africa’s first 

PFM. The partnership allows for much 

closer integration between the two 

companies’ products. Limitless is, for 

instance, able to bake Yodlee’s Aggre-

gation API into its Finlayer product and 

thus enable real-time data aggregation 

for financial enterprises. [11]

Lastly, it has finally got integrated 
into EnvestNet platform, now giving 

financial advisors a complete view of 

each customer's financial profile. With 

this technology integration, the Yodlee 

platform and its FastLink solution de-

liver a 360-degree view of an investor's 

financial data with reconciliation-ready 

data for use in portfolio accounting 

systems. [12]

E-SUSU (USA)

Another interesting startup we noticed 

from TechCrunch Disrupt New York 

2016, a platform for non-traditional 

banking services called e-susu, the 

app is designed for people who are 

involved with informal loan groups to 

help them better manage the process 

of lending money within a family or 

community group, as well as encour-

aging the saving process via increased 

transparency.

The platform lets users track how 
much money is owed within the 
group, when payments are due and 
when they have been paid. Users can 
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also create goals to specify what they 

are saving for, and a group messag-

ing feature is also included, while the 

team plans to also integrate the ability 

to make payments directly into the plat-

form in future. [13]

TrueBill (USA)

Truebill is a provider of a software to 

find, track, and cancel paid subscrip-

tions and recurring bills. It has over 
40,000 users across 132 countries. 
Founded in 2015, this year the compa-
ny, which is led by Yahya Mokhtazada, 
mentor at 500 startups, received three 

numbers of investments, at accelera-

tor – $120.000, then from individual 

investors - $230.000 and lastly in July 

it raised its first venture round of $1.4M 

with a valuation of $17.5M 

Since it’s launched not too long ago, 

the company is still young and working 

on every aspect of its business. One 
feature that it added by the end of 
2016, was a new financial assistant. 
Now it is now tracking, managing and 
canceling paid subscriptions, letting 
you monitor your linked accounts 
24/7, to stay on the lookout for exces-
sive charges such as sneaky fees and 
unannounced price increases. When 

those extra charges sneak into your ac-

count, Truebill will alert you immediate-

ly. From there you can opt for Truebill 

to request a refund on your behalf with 

just the tap of a button.

Digit (USA)

Digit is another California-based PFM 

startups, founded in 2015. Fundamen-
tally it is a bot, which you connect to 
your bank account to analyze your 
spending / income and help you put 
away small amounts of money that 
you don’t need for your bills or day-
to-day expenses. Every few days, mon-

ey (usually somewhere between $5–50) 

get transferred from your checking 

account to a Digit savings account. [14] 

They promise not to take out money 

you’ll actually need, so you don’t have 

to worry about overdraft fees.

In July,  Digit closed a $22.5 million 
Series B just a year after closing an 
$11.3 million Series A. Ribbit Capital led 

the round with support from all prior 

investors including General Catalyst. 

This new round brings their total fund-

raising to $36 million. Digit currently 

operates in America, and Bloch says it 

has grown from processing few million 

dollars a month last year to nearly $20 

million per month this year. [15] At the 

time Digit’s Series B closed, it still had 

$8 million from its Series A in the bank. 

Bloch is bullish on its new relationship 

with Ribbit Capital.

Lastly, Digit revealed by the end of 
2016, that it had saved $230 million 
for its users in the past 18 months. 
Typical savings deposits range from $5 

to $50. No savings over $150 are with-

drawn from a user’s account. If Digit 

overdraws your checking account, you 

get paid back. [16]

Qapital (USA)

Similar to Digit, Qapital uses the au-

tomatic savings approach, regularly 

setting aside small amounts of money 

you don’t need for bills or day-to-day 

expenses. The biggest difference is 
that with Qapital you have a little 
more flexibility to define particular 
savings “rules” and “triggers.” For 

example, you can: round up the change 

on each purchase; save whenever you 

spend less than your budget; save when 

you buy things you’re trying to cut back 

on; set aside 30% for taxes every time 

you get paid (a freelancer necessity!); 

or save a fixed amount daily, weekly, or 

monthly. [17]

Additionally, the app now connects 

with If This, Then That [18] (IFTTT) for 

more flexibility. Through IFTTT, you 

can link Qapital to any number of other 

apps: Twitter, Gmail, Todoist, Word-

press. Once you connect these apps, 

your possibilities are almost endless. 

You could create rules like: Automati-

cally save money when it rains [19], Au-

tomatically save money when you use 

a certain hashtag, automatically save 

money when you meet a fitness goal [20]. 

This gives you an awesome level of 
customization and flexibility. [21]

Penny (USA)

Penny is another chat-based tracker 

of client’s financials. Founded in 2015, 

in June’16 it raised a seed round of 
$1.2M from Social Capital. [22] Penny is 
a bit different from others, as its users 
can’t just type requests. Instead, the 
app gives you prewritten prompts 
to send, like “How’s October going,” 

or “My Account Activity”. [23] However, 

Penny’s goal is to cut through the com-
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plexity and tell you what you need to 

know and when. As Penny claims, their 

content is tailored to you. If you don’t 

need help in an area, you’ll never hear 

twice about it. [24]

Trim (USA)

Trim is quite similar to Penny, MyKAI 

from Kasisto and others as it’s a chat-

bot-based personal finance app that 

helps you better manage your finances, 

manage subscriptions, set up spend-

ing alerts and check bank balance. [25] 

During 2016, Trim has made a shift in 

its strategy, revealed that its bot will no 

longer focus on subscription cancella-

tion alone but will become a personal 

finance chatbot with the ambition to 

“replace mobile banking”. 

Additionally, during 2016 it helped 
more than 50,000 people save $6.3 
million. The company also announced 
the closure of a $2.2 million seed 
round led by Eniac Ventures. Version 
One Ventures, Core Innovation Cap-
ital, and Sound Ventures, a VC firm 
cofounded by Ashton Kutcher, also 
invested in Trim. [26]

NextGenVest (USA)

NextGenVest is a very special project, 

based in New York City, the company 

seeks to solve a problem students have 

when dealing with how to pay for col-

lege: understanding the requirements 
and meeting deadlines. NextGenVest 

said that 30 percent of students who 

take out loans for college would drop 

out before getting a degree due to 

financial anxiety. What’s more, the av-

erage student who graduates is saddled 

with $30,000 in debt. The company’s 

service wants to “maximize free finan-

cial aid for students.”

In terms of new products and features, 

in February, NextGenVest opened up 
its text-based financial aid service [27], 

called the College Money Mentor, to 

the public. The service provides infor-

mation about financial aid and scholar-

ship opportunities, along with assis-

tance in dealing with the student loan 

process. This service is free for students 

and doesn’t require you to install an 

app on your device. NextGenVest said 

it makes money by licensing its finan-

cial literacy curriculum to schools and 

embedding it in the classroom. [28]

Additionally, it started as an online 
financial literacy course taught by 
students for students. A website was 
created to offer education about 
financial aid because 17 states in the 
U.S. require students be competent in 
financial literacy upon graduation. But 

over time, the company heard that the 

best way to reach users was through 

the phone, and it adapted its services 

accordingly. Teenagers don’t necessar-

ily spend a lot of time on a computer 

when they have a mobile device. 

Tink (Sweden)

Tink is a Stockholm-based PFM app, in 

2016 it raised $10 million in Series B 

funding led by Swedish investment firm 

Creades, and SEB Venture Capital, the 

venture arm of Swedish bank SEB. Tink 

works only in Sweden and already has 

300,000 users on Tink 1.0 and is cur-

rently running beta tests in 10 additional 

European markets for international 

expansion later this year. 

The new capital was supposed to be 

used to help the startup expand inter-

nationally and, by taking advantage 

of new European banking technical 

standards, evolve its product beyond 

a ‘read only’ personal finance app to 

something Tink CEO Daniel Kjellén is 

calling a virtual bank. 

Launched in Sweden in 2013, and 

available for iOS and Android, the first 
version of Tink’s mobile app lets 
you keep a handle on your personal 
finances, by linking the app to banks 

accounts and credit cards. From this 

‘read only’ data it presents insights 

into spending habits via a news-feed 

style stream in a bid to make it fun and 

useful. [29] 

Plum (UK)

Plum is an AI-powered Facebook 

chatbot that enables you to start saving 

small amounts of money. The chat-
bot connects your current account 
and Plum’s AI learns your spending 
habits, allowing it to automatically 
deposit small amounts of money into 
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your Plum savings account every few 
days. It was founded in 2016 by Victor 

Trokoudes and Alex Michael, who were 

part of the early teams at Transferwise 

and TIctail. 

Additionally, in October it raised 
$500,000 in a seed round led by 500 
startups microfund. The round also 

drew support from a number of entre-

preneurs, including Demetrios Zoppos, 

co-founder of One Fine Stay; and Roy 

Tuvey and Eldar Tuvey, who founded 

ScanSafe, which is now part of Cisco. [30]

Cleo (UK)

Cleo is a newcomer in the field. 
Founded in 2016, it is an artificial in-
telligence money-managing assistant 
that links up to your bank account to 
make calculations about your financ-
es, from creating a pie chart that shows 

the share of your spending falling in 

different categories (such as eating out, 

groceries and transport) to sending text 

messages about how much money  

you should ration yourself to spending 

each day. [31] It can also help you find 

better deals with banks, to stop you 

over-paying on credit cards or to get 

a better interest rate on your savings. 

It lists which bills you still have to pay 

each month too. 

This year, it’s expanded its services 
with other banks, thus it added TSB, 
TescoBank, Santander, RBS, Natwest, 
Nationwide, Metrobank, Lloyds, 
HSBC, Halifax, First direct, Coopera-
tion bank, Capital One, Barclays and is 

working to add more.

GuiaBolso (Brazil)

GuiaBolso is among the most suc-

cessful companies in Brazil that offers 
personal finance application. It came 
to the market under a doubt: the Bra-

zilians didn’t want to give a password to 

access their bank statements over the 

internet to an application in exchange 

to have automatic control of their 

accounts. 

Two years later, the dilemma between 

privacy and convenience seems to have 

fallen to the side of the application: 

GuiaBolso now has 2 million users 
and is the most downloaded finance 
app in the country, ahead of the pro-
grams of big banks. To this end, it has 

received a $17m Series C funding round 

from a new investor IFC and previous 

backers Kaszek Ventures, Ribbit Capital, 

and QED Investors. It was the first time 

that a fintech startup in the country re-

ceived investments from the institution 

focused on private sector development 

in emerging markets.

Seedly (Singapore)

Seedly is a Singapore – based person-

al finance web app that lets you keep 

track of your money. The way it works 

is quite similar to others; you upload 

your bank or credit card statements to 

the site and enter an email address. The 

team analyzes the data and then pro-

duces an infographic that presents your 

finances. Up to date, it has crossed the 
milestone of 500 users. [32] 

During this year, according to 

co-founder Kenneth Lou, there were 

many things to discuss However, it is 

still growing the daily user-base and 

also helping some customers who had 

issues with the app. Along the main 
features that have been built for the 
beta launch were: a more seamless 
bank sync to import transactions 
automatically, a 4-digit passcode lock 
for all Seedly accounts, and deleting 
transactions that do not contribute to 
the full pic. 

PiSight (Singapore)

PinSight was also founded recently in 

2015 and is based in Singapore. This 
year it launched a Pimoney, a digital 
financial assistant platform powered 
by eWise´s patented account aggre-
gation technology, Aegis. PiMoney 

helps users see an overview of their 

finances all in one place and actively 

control their monthly expenses and 

savings. Initially launched as a web 

application, PiMoney is now available 

for iOS based mobile applications with 

the Android-based mobile app expect-

ed soon. [33]

They launched the solution to cater 
for a need for an efficient personal 
finance management platform to help 
people achieve their financial goals 
without compromising online secu-
rity and data privacy. Unlike similar 

platforms that store user’s credentials 

such as bank login ID and password 

on cloud servers, the patented eWise 

technology used by PiMoney encrypts 

and stores the user’s credentials on the 

user’s chosen device. eWise is used by 

leading financial institutions including 

HSBC and WestPac.

BANK
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MoneyView (India)

Money View was founded in 2014 

by Puneet Agarwal and Sanjay Aggarwal 

to simplify financial management for 

users. The Bangalore-based startup’s 

core focus is to make financial man-
agement simple, smart and secure; 
thereby, enabling end-consumers to 
manage their day-to-day expenses 
and finances in today’s disorganized 
finance sector. The first view gives the 

consumers a single view of where their 

money is. The second component tells 

the user how much money he is spend-

ing and where. The third component 

is that the app allows the user to set a 

monthly budget, enabling real-time 

budget management.

This year, in order to facilitate investors 

to grow their money smartly, ICICI 
Prudential Mutual Fund has tied up 
with Money View to jointly launch an 
app based solution - Green account 
that will exclusively offer the compa-
ny's products.  Green Account offers 

two exclusive products Savings+ and 

Tax Saver+. Savings+ is designed to 

get users in the habit of saving money 

regularly for their short and medium 

term goals. [34]  

White label solutions for 
FinServ / PFM for enter-
prises 

GeeZeo (USA)

Geezeo is another PFM startup, quite 

similar to Meniga that offers its white 
label products to 400 financial insti-
tutions. It helps banks, credit unions 

and other financial service providers 

engage their base, leverage data, reach 

new market segments, and increase 

wallet share through its consumer and 

business PFM solutions.

In 2016, it was quite widely making new 

partnerships to offer their products. At 
first, it signed a partnership with Nym-
bus, the world’s first complete, full-

stack, API driven core banking platform. 

NYMBUS aims to be further equipped 

to provide financial institutions with all 

they need to operate efficiently, allow-

ing them to compete with the banking 

behemoths and the neobanks. [35]

At second, it signed a reseller agree-
ment with Access Softek, a mobile 
banking platform provider. [36] Through 

this agreement, Access Softek will 

offer their customers Geezeo’s proven 

Personal Financial Management (PFM) 

platform. For your information, Access 

Softek was the first to release a down-

loadable mobile banking application 

and continues to unveil cutting-edge 

industry firsts to over 400 bank and 

credit union customers.

At third, it announced a partnership 
with Malauzai, thus, Geezeo’s solu-
tions are now fully incorporated into 
Malauzai’s mobile and Internet bank-
ing SmartApps™ for community finan-

cial institutions. Six financial institutions, 

including Fort Wayne, Ind.-based Fort 

Financial Credit Union [37], have already 

signed contracts to deploy Malauzai’s 

platform with PFM.

Nexonia (Canada)

Nexonia is a Canadian provider of 

financial management solutions for 

SMEs. It was founded in 2004 as an 

expense software provider targeting 

consulting firms and now has a total of 

1200 customers. 2016 was fruitful in 
M&As. At the beginning, it acquired a 
competitor ExpenseWatch – a provid-

er of spend management solutions. [38] 

Further it merged with Tallie, the 
Accounting profession’s #1 expense 
report solution. 

The combined company is one of the 
largest and fastest growing indepen-
dent time and personal finance man-
agement platforms, giving customers 

SaaS financial management software, 

configurable integrations, and custom-

er service. The company is recognized 

as the only expense management solu-

tion in G2 Crowd’s top 25 mid-market 

software list, and was awarded with 

Industry Leader status in the Expense 

Management category. [39]

As the largest independent provider 

of time and expense management 

solutions, the combined company now 

supports unparalleled integrations with 

Intacct, NetSuite, QuickBooks, Micro-

soft, Sage, and Xero, while simultane-

ously providing a customer experience 

through their award-winning Quick-

Books integration. [40]
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Meniga (Iceland)

Meniga is an Iceland-based startup, a 
leader in white-label personal finance 
and online banking solutions. It was 

started in 2009 when 80 percent of 

Iceland’s banking system plummeted 

suddenly. It was an enormous shock, 

creating stress and tough times for 

Icelanders from high inflation, to lower 

salaries, currency devaluation, 10 per-

cent unemployment and just general 

uncertainty.

Seven years later, Meniga now has 

more than 25 percent of the country’s 

households registered in the Icelandic 

platform, which continues to be used 

for feedback and testing. [41] In 2016 
it announced it had raised a €7.3m 
($8.3m) round led by current investors 
Velocity Capital and Frumtak Ven-
tures. The funding went to further ex-

pand its white label personal finance, 

personalization and data-driven 

marketing solutions for retail banks and 

merchants, according to a statement. 

This came shortly after Meniga had 
signed a global contract by Santander 
Group Markets to deploy Personal 
Financial Management (PFM) tools to 
clients across multiple business lines 
and geographies. [42] Except Santander, 

it lists ING, Commerzbank and Intesa 

San Paulo as its clients.

TaxTim (South Africa)

TaxTim is a South African digital tax as-

sistant that assists users to file their tax 

returns through a chat-based platform, 

with virtual assistant TaxTim asking 

questions to accurately complete the 

return.  The platform is also integrated 
with the South African Revenue Ser-
vice’s (SARS) e-filing system, allowing 
users to submit their tax return direct-
ly through the platform. The start-up 

says it has helped two million people 

with their tax returns to date, since 

launching in 2011. [43]

Launched in 2011, TaxTim participat-
ed in Google’s Umbono incubator 
program, under which it received 
seed funding.  The start-up went on 

to raise two further funding rounds 

from private investors, including Justin 

Stanford of 4Di Capital [44] and Permjot 

Valia.  In January 2015, the start-up 
was selected as one of 13 to join the 
second cohort of Cape Town-based 
high growth investment company 
Knife Capital’s Grindstone accelerator 
program. [45] Also since 2014, TaxTim 

users have been able to file their returns 

directly into the South Africa Revenue 

Service (SARS). In 2015 meanwhile, it 
expanded its operations into Namib-
ia through a joint venture with PwC 
Namibia.

What’s also notable is that in the sec-

ond half of 2016, TaxTim received and 
investment from Exponential, the new 
innovation unit set up by JSE-listed 
financial services giant MMI holdings. 

According to the release, the Exponen-

tial funding has allowed founders Marc 

Sevitz and Evan Robinson to move the 

company into permanent premises and 

expanded its team to bring in expertise 

across the business areas. [46]

MoneyForward (Japan)

MoneyForward is a PFM and cloud-
based accounting software service 
that provides accounting, payroll, 
payment collection, expense report-
ing, invoicing, and financial projec-
tions among other things. [47] 

Additionally, it raised a series D round 
of funding in October for roughly 
US$11 million. Investors included 
Mizuho Capital’s fintech fund and 
Isetan Mitsukoshi Holdings. Current 

investors Fenox Venture Capital and 

Toho Bank also participated with an-

ticipation of a global expansion. Local 

banks and new business partners North 

Pacific Bank, Gunma Bank, Fukui Bank, 

and Shiga Bank got into the action as 

well. Although the amount raised was 
less than last year’s US$13.3 million [48], 
CFO Naoya Kanesaka confirmed that 
this is an up-round with a higher 
valuation.

There are a handful of such services 
like Moneytree, Zaim, and Freee in Ja-
pan, but Money Forward now has the 
backing of several financial institu-
tions and has raised a total of almost 
US$48 million at today’s rate. The 

service is currently used by four million 

individuals and over 500,000 business-

es in Japan. [49]
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Most of the leaders within the re-
mittance vertical are based in the 
US (Venmo, Dwolla, Remitly, Clearx-
Change) and UK (TransferWise, 
WorldRemit, Azimo, Revolut, Curen-
cyCloud). 

Despite the fact that France (Lydia), 

Ireland (CurrencyFair), Israel (Travel-
ersBox), South Korea (Toss), Singapore 

(Instarem, Fastacash, Kashmi), Philip-

pines (Ayannah) and other countries 

actually do have a few strong startups 

with remittance solutions, in fact, 
they are just cultivating assets to be 
sold to bigger players, like in example 

between Israeli Xoom and American 

Paypal. 

To this end, there are a couple of op-

tions for such emerging startups: 1) to 

expand its product line horizontally into 

underserved markets; 2) to compete 

with international established players. 

Remittance or acquiring startups are 
at their core very low margin busi-
nesses and as a result, must have 
exponential growth of client base (with 

a couple of other fundamental metrics) 

or have to increase margins by offering 

new complimentary products (add val-

ue). Competing by offering just quality 
is not enough.

Many startups attracted new capital 
in 2016: TransferWise - $26M (overall 

$117M, valued  $1,1B), WorldRemit 
- $45M (valued at $445,8M), Azimo - 

$15M, Revolut - $4,8M и $10M, Remitly 

- $38,5M (overall $100M), Currency-
Fair €8М and $8,8M, Toss - $23M and 

$23,7M, AirWallex - $5M, TravelerBox 

- $10M (overall $15,5M), Lydia - $7,8M. 

Compared to Venmo, which pro-
cessed $17,6B remittances in 2016, 
other players’ turnovers are much 
smaller: Toss - $1B, Revolut - $0,5B.

While big messengers and social net-

works like Facebook, KakaoTalk, Line, 

Wechat are just entering into social 

remittances market and launching 

their own products, online remittance 
startups are actively getting integrat-
ed with chat bots to do remittances: 

TransferWise and Azimo have inte-

grated with Facebook Messenger bots, 

Lydia has integrated with Slack. 

Many experiments are now done with 
AI technologies and remittances.
If previously we had seen a strong level 

of saturation in developed markets 

and companies expanded to other 

developed markets, like Transferwise 

in Canada, Japan, and the US, in 2016 

we saw a massive migration towards 
Asian countries: Azimo entered Asia, 

Worldremit entered Africa, Remitly 

entered Latin America. Emerging coun-

tries now have their regional leaders: 

Ayannah in Philippines, Red Dot in 

Myanmar. 

Except for chat bots and social net-
works integration, remittance start-
ups in 2016 started to launch compli-
mentary products that attract even 
more interest from customers: Venmo 

started integration with retail spots con-

nected to Paypal, offering them a ser-

vice to accept payment offline through 

apps. Toss launched a microlending 

and PFM app to their 4M young clients. 

Singaporean Kashmi also launched a 

PFM app and is looking into establishing 

a whole mobile bank for the youth.  

Now it’s obvious that historic giants 
see an actual shift on the market 
and try to re-think their strategy: 
Western Union, Moneygram, Xpress-
Money launched new projects for API 

integration with new players, and are 

partnering widely with banks. One of 

the largest players is out of the race and 

acquired by Ant Financial for $880M. 

The deal is a win-win situation for 

both, MoneyGram will be able to find 

its new place in a digital online world, 

Alipay will be able to deeply integrate 

its offline coverage with 350K clients in 

200 countries. 

Developing own open API integra-
tion and moving towards becoming 
a platform is becoming a strategy 

requirement for established and new 

players – American Dwolla with 650K 

clients has also shifted strategy towards 

such initiative.

Telecoms are trying to find their 
place on the market – British Lebara 

launched Lebara Money but there are 

still no results to show and thus, very 

early to valuate outcomes. A techno-

logical solution and a product that is 

loved by clients – two different things.  

Venmo (USA)

Venmo was growing tremendously 

fast and became a considerably more 

meaningful contributor to PayPal’s 

overall business in 2016. The platform 

processed $17.6 billion overall in the 

year — a vast sum. In the 4th quarter, 

it processed $5.6 billion - that's how 

much Venmo processed in the eight 

quarters through Q3 2015 combined.

What's more important, Q4 2016 
marked the product’s 14th consec-
utive quarter of more than 100% 
growth. Though year-over-year (YoY) 

growth is slowing slightly, that rate is 

so impressive that there’s limited cause 

for concern. [1] In addition, the platform 

hit both the $1 billion and $2 billion 

monthly milestones in 2016, indicating 

just how quickly transfers are growing.

Although Venmo is growing fast, it's still 

unclear if PayPal makes much money 

from the app. Earlier in 2016, PayPal 
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started generating revenue from Ven-

mo by letting merchants accept Venmo 

as a payments option. As a result, 

companies like food delivery service 

Munchery and event tickets seller Ga-

metime accept Venmo payments from 

customers who place orders through 

Venmo’s iPhone apps. For each trans-

action, merchants are charged a small 

fee. PayPal hasn't yet released informa-

tion on how much money the company 

makes from Venmo. [2]

In 2017 it plans to roll out on a “much 

broader” basis, which might include 

new markets or monetization initiatives, 

like Pay With Venmo or in-store pay-

ments. As those are realized through 

2019, the firm could begin to see major 

gains as Venmo becomes more prom-

inent, which could help it maintain its 

strong competitive stance.

What’s also interesting with Venmo, is 
that such popularity and growth have 
put Venmo under investigation by the 
Federal Trade Commission. Its parent 

company acknowledged the situation 

today in a SEC filing. [3] "On March 28th, 

2016, we received a Civil Investigative 

Demand (CID) from the Federal Trade 

Commission as part of its investigation 

to determine whether we, through our 

Venmo service, have been or are en-

gaged in deceptive or unfair practices in 

violation of the Federal Trade Commis-

sion Act," the filing reads. [4]

ClearxChange (USA)

ClearxChange is a US-based digital 

payments network, that was originally 

formed by BoA, Chase and Wells Fargo 

in 2011 to improve upon banks’ existing 

person to person payment services by 

simplifying the money transfer process, 

it was the largest financial institu-

tion-led digital payments network in 

the US. 

In January, Early Warning announced 
the completion of the acquisition 

of ClearXchange. According to the 

press release of the deal, “Integrating 

Early Warning’s industry-leading fraud 

prevention services, authentication 

capabilities, and bank network with 

the scope of ClearXchange’s digital 

payments solution will create the larg-

est, most secure real-time payments 

ecosystem in the U.S.,” – said Paul 

Finch, CEO of Early Payments. [5]  After 

the acquisition, Early warnings worked 

hard on establishing new partnerships 

for their p2p payment platform. 

Thus, at first, ClearXchange has part-
nered with First Tech Federal Credit 
Union to support its 420,000 – mem-
ber network. It became the first credit 

union to partner with the payments 

network. Using clearXchange’s service, 

the credit union now has the ability to 

extend secure P2P payment services on 

its online and mobile banking plat-

form. [6]

At second, ClearXchange has part-
nered with US Bank and Bank of 
America, so US Bank’s and BoA’s cus-

tomers can now send money to, and 

request payment from anyone across 

the country faster and in real-time, 

using the power of the ClearXchange 

network service, with just an email ad-

dress or mobile phone number.  Bank 

of America and U.S. Bank have a com-

bined reach of nearly 22 million mobile 

banking customers in the U.S. [8]

At third, ClearXchange has partnered 
with Frost Bank, to join Early Warning’s 

network to enable p2p payments. It’s 

now able to offer person-to-person 

(P2P) payments directly through its 

online and mobile banking platforms. 

The purpose if the same as for US Bank, 

BoA, Chase. [9]

At fourth, the latest was US bank that 
joined ClearXchange’s network to 
enable customers to send or receive 
real-time person-to-person (P2P) 
payments to or from customers of 

participating network banks by simply 

using the recipient’s mobile number or 

email address was Citi bank. It’ll enable 

functionality in early 2017. [10]

Dwolla (USA)

Dwolla is a bank-transfer app that 

specializes in moving money between 

bank accounts through ACH. Once all 

parties are signed up, Dwolla’s mobile 

and web apps can be used to transfer 

money in just a few steps. The app can 
be used to set up one-time, mass, or 
recurring payments securely. The plat-

form has been adopted by artists, gov-

ernments, utilities, manufacturers and 

the CME, said Milne, to do hundreds or 

even thousands of transactions.

The most important news from Dwol-
la this year was its shifted strategy, 
moving away from apps business 
onto APIs. The firm said in a statement 

that it had initially shipped its own apps 

since being founded six years ago, with 

an emphasis on building relationships 

with consumers, but Dwolla did not, in 

fact, envision becoming “Xero or Apple 

Pay.” And with the emphasis on the 
platform, the company said, APIs and 
business tools make bank transfers 
“easy to use, understand and integrate 
into software applications. Instead 
of using our mobile application or 
Dwolla.com, our partners are building 
their own.” [11]

What’s also important to know from this 

year, is that Dwolla was slapped with a 
$100,000 fine by a US watchdog for 
"deceiving" consumers about its data 
security practices. Dwolla stores per-

sonal information - including names, 

addresses, dates of birth, telephone 

numbers, Social Security numbers, 

bank account and routing numbers, 

passwords, and unique 4-digit PINs - 

for some 650,000 customers. Accord-

ing to the Consumer Financial Protec-DIRECTORY
YOUR BANK FRIEND’S BANK

$ $

$
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tion Bureau (CFPB), from December 

2010 until 2014 the firm boasted on its 

website that its data security practices 

exceeded industry standards and were 

PCI DSS compliant, with all sensitive 

information encrypted. But Dwolla's ac-

tual practices "fell far short of its claims," 

says the CFPB and "such deception 

about security and security practices is 

illegal". [12]

Remitly (USA)

Remitly is a US–based company, which 

provides an international money trans-

fer service for mobile payments and 

remittances for emerging markets and 

the unbanked. Its main competitors 
include Western Union, WorldRemit, 
and Paypal’s Xoom. In September, 

it announced that it had raised $38.5 

million, as well as its expansion to seven 

more countries in Latin America. The 

funding, which brings the total raised 

by Remitly to just under $100 million, 

comes just nine months after Remitly 

raised the same amount in a Series C 

round [13], and underscores how the 

company is trying to seize a moment of 

growth. [14]

Further, taking into account its commit-

ment in LA, Remitly formed a strategic 
partnership with UniTeller, a leader in 
international money transfer pro-
cessing. The partnership gives Remit-

ly customers more options to send 

money to over 10,000 new cash payout 

locations across Latin America. This 

brings the company’s total network in 

Latin America to over 31,000 locations, 

making it easier for customers’ loved 

ones to receive money. [15]

TransferWise (UK)

TransferWise is a special, UK-based 

money transfer service allowing indi-

viduals and businesses to send money 

abroad without hidden charges. [16] The 
company in October received a fur-
ther $26M in funding with a valuation 
at $1.1B, which brings a total raised by 
TransferWise to $117M. [17] 

What’s notable was that it expanded 
into Canada and Japan this year, 
looking to shake things up in those 
regions by beating the big banks with 
far cheaper exchange rates. [18] How-

ever, Japan represents a key market 

for TransferWise, and the company it is 

dedicated to offering people here with 

a new and fair way to transfer money 

across continents and currencies. [19] 

There are 1.31 million Japanese people 

living abroad and 2.23 million people 

from overseas who call Japan their 

home. And Japan continues to inter-

nationalize, as it evolves as one of the 

fasted-growing tourist destinations in 

Asia, aiming to grow the number of in-

ternational visitors to 40 million in 2020 

for the Tokyo Olympic Games.

Additionally, TransferWise launched 
its business in the US. US business-
es can use its new service to send 
money to over 50 countries, covering 
37 currencies, and use tools such as 
"mass pay," which lets them quickly 
make multiple payments. Companies 

can also download records to make 

accounting easier. Companies pay 1% 

on payments up to $5,000 and 0.7% on 

anything above that. [20]

Finally, it is worth mentioning, that in 

September TransferWise revealed 
the information about its expenses 
and marketing budget for the first 
time, showing it spent £12.3M on 
advertising in the year to March 31, 
2016. Accounts filed with Companies 

House show marketing expenses were 

TransferWise's biggest cost last year, 

followed by £10.6 million on "other 

expenses" and £10.4 million on staff pay 

and benefits. [21]

WorldRemit (UK)

WorldRemit was founded in 2009 in the 

UK, a provider of an online platform for 

money transfer. The company provides 

an online-only remittances platform 

based on a cashless business model 

that allows migrants and expatriates to 

send funds. Senders can use the online 

platform, also accessible via mobile 

phones and tablets, to make payments 

by debit or credit card, or via bank 

transfer. Recipients can receive funds 

via bank deposit, direct transfer to mo-

bile wallets, cash pickup or delivery, as 

well as airtime top-

up for their mobile 

phones. It com-
petes with Western 
Union, MoneyGram 
and Euronet World-
Wide. Last valua-
tion – $445.8M.

This year it contin-

ued a rapid expan-

sion, thus, at the 

very beginning of 

the year it intro-

duced its services to Nigeria, follow-

ing the moves from MoneyGram. In 

addition to its same-day bank transfer 

service, WorldRemit now allows people 

to send money to more than 140 cash 

pickup locations in Nigeria, instantly. 

People in more than 50 countries can 

use the app to send to Nigeria. Recipi-

ents can collect money instantly from 

140 branches of Skye Bank. [22]  

In terms of funding it landed $45M of 
debt round from TriplePoint Venture 
Growth BDC Corp. and Silicon Valley 

Bank, to be used to expand its business 
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both in developing markets and wealth-

ier, mature regions like the U.S. [23] Prior 
to receiving $45M of new investments 
it also partnered with MTN Group, 
and enabled customers to send money 

instantly to MTN Mobile wallets in 

Rwanda, Uganda, and Zambia. [24] 

At third, it launched instant remit-
tances to Airtel Money wallets in 
Congo DRC for any Airtel subscriber. [25] 

It launched instant money transfers 
to Airtel Money wallets in Niger for 

any Airtel subscribers in Niger. [26] It 

launched instant money transfers 
to M-Pesa wallets in Albania for any 

Vodafone subscriber. [27] It launched 

instant international remittances to 

MTN Mobile Money wallets in Cote 

D’Ivoire. [28]

At fourth, it expanded its offerings 
to include a cash pickup service in 
Haiti, [29] in Benin, the Comoros, Mali, 
Senegal, and Togo, [30] Uganda [31], and 

launched instant overseas remittances 

to Mobile Money accounts in Malawi, [32] 

Bangladesh, [33] Indonesia, [34] Ethiopia, [35] 

Jordan, Pakistan, Algeria, [36] Leba-
non, [37] and Malaysia, Thailand, and 

Vietnam. [38]

Azimo (UK) 

Azimo this year made a big milestone 

as it received a big round from Viber’s 
owner – Rakuten with a $15M round 
of strategic investment. The funding 

will be used to help Azimo integrate 

into messaging apps like Viber, but also 

to expand its services further into Asia 

from its primary base in Europe. The 

investment comes out of Rakuten’s 

FinTech Fund, which has been especial-

ly active recently, leading a $120 million 

round for Cabify and partnering [39] with 

PayPal in a $30 million investment in 

investing app Acorns. 

To date, Azimo makes most of its trans-

actions across Europe, targeting (as 

many remittance startups do) migrant 

workers who send money mostly to 

family back home. The endpoints that 

Azimo serves span 190 countries and 

80 currencies, and it says that some 

500 million people have transferred 

money through its app since it was 

founded in 2012. [40]

Additionally, Azimo established a 

uniquely valuable integration with 

Facebook Messenger to allow its users 

send money to anywhere in the world 

via Messenger. Azimo’s new integra-

tion connects senders and receivers 

through their Facebook friend list, en-

abling them to exchange details imme-

diately and links them to the Azimo app 

to make a transfer, all within a few clicks 

creating a two-way interaction, where 

the recipient is in control of entering 

their bank details or choosing one of 

over 270,000 collection points around 

the world, directly within the app. [41]

Revolut (UK)

According to market research group 

Mintel, Britons spent an estimated 

£38.2bn on overseas trips in 2015, and 

the drop in sterling to 30-year lows 

against the US dollar after the Brexit 

vote is set to make British holidaymak-

ers’ trips more expensive in their sum-

mer. (FTTimes, 7/11/16) To this end, 
startups like Revolut gain momentum, 
launched by the end of 2015, it is a 
provider of mobile foreign curren-
cy exchange service. The company 

provides a personal money cloud that 

allows users to exchange currencies at 

interbank rates, send money through 

social networks, and spend with a 

multi-currency card that is accepted 

anywhere. Its service aims to remove 

hidden banking costs.

After announcing having raised $2.3 

million this summer, the company add-
ed a couple of new investors. In total, 
the company has raised $4.8 million 
(£3.2 million) from Index Ventures, 

Balderton Capital, Seedcamp and Point 

Nine, Venrex and business angels. 

According to the company at that time, 

it had 100,000 customers who had 

transferred the equivalent of $200 mil-

lion. [42] In May, it processed $500M of 
customer money, which means that in 
just 3 months, it spent or transferred 
around $300M using Revolut cards [43] 

with 180,000 customers. 

Further in July, it raised another 
funding of $10M in Series A from 
Balderton leading the round. Out of 

the £7.75 million round, Revolut offered 

£1 million in an equity crowdfunding 

round [44] on Crowdcube. In July, the 

company had already 200,000 reg-
istered users and was adding 1,500 
users per day. By that time it has 
processed more than $500M in trans-
actions and processed over $4M in 
transactions per day. [45] 
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CurrencyFair (Ireland)

CurrencyFair is a provider of an online 

market for foreign exchange transac-

tions. The company allows individuals 

and businesses to exchange curren-

cies and send funds to bank accounts 

worldwide. 

CurrencyFair this year received two 

fundings, at first it scored a €8 ($11M) 
million from Octopus Ventures, 
with participation from Proxy Ven-
tures. [46] And at second, it closed 
a further $8.8M from existing inves-
tors Octopus ventures and FrontLine 
Ventures. Thus, the company had 

raised roughly $25 million before this 

round, and alongside this latest funding 

initiative, the company also announced 

three key new hires. 

Coming in as new CEO is Paul By-

rne, who has served as CEO for three 

different software companies over the 

past 15 years, selling two of them in the 

process. Joining Byrne at CurrencyFair 

is new CFO Ruth Fletcher and chief 

product officer Sylvie McDermott, with 

founder and former CEO Brett Meyers 

stepping into a new chief strategy offi-

cer position. [47]

Viva Republica – Toss (South Korea)

Viva Republica is notable for its product 

Toss, which is considered to be one of 

the most successful fintechs in South 

Korea. Toss was launched in Febru-

ary 2015, it allows users to send and 

receive money in a matter of seconds. It 

condensed the complex authentication 

process into three simple steps; with 

Toss, users can send money just by 

filling in the recipient’s bank account, 

transfer amount, and password. 

In April raised KRW 26.5B or about 
$23M from a consortium of the 
leading domestic VCs – KTB and 
GoodWater and Altos Ventures. [48] And 
more notable, in October it has raised 
another funding of $23.7M from exist-
ing investors, Qualcomm, Goodwater, 
Altos and KTB. [49]

In January, Toss reached $87M in ac-

cumulated transactions for the whole 

time, but has since continued to rapidly 

grow and June [50] transaction amount 

alone totalled $87M As of April 2016, 

Toss reached a total accumulated trans-

action amount of $261M, surpassing all 

competitors in the P2P transfer space. 

In October, it processed $1B in trans-

actions, and its just 18 months after 

Toss was launched. And users use Toss 

aggressively. Average transaction count 

in Toss is about 7.2 per month, which 

is more than 3x compared to average 

transaction count through banking app 

in general (2.2 per month based on last 

year statistics from BOK).

It is now at  a $3 Billion Gross Trans-
action Volume run rate market and 
has launched Toss Loans, a microloan 

service conducted through the mobile 

payments app. It also debuted Toss 

Finance Dashboard which gives con-

sumers an immediate, comprehensive 

picture of their financial situation.

Toss Loan provides microloans (up 

to $500) by acting as an intermediary 

between its users and top financial in-

stitutions. By analyzing deposit transac-

tion data, Toss becomes an additional 

source to measure and validate a user's 

credit rating. Toss Finance Dashboard 
provides users, to have a complete 
picture of their finances through a sin-
gle app. Previously, consumers had to 

download and monitor separate apps 

for each financial institution where they 

held accounts. With Toss Finance Dash-

board, users can view comprehensive 

transaction histories associated with all 

of their respective financial accounts. [51]

Kashmi (Singapore)

Kashmi is a Singapore-based provider 

of p2p mobile payments application, 

a tool which is designed as a way for 

friends to electronically exchange 

money via smartphones, after its most 

recent funding, which was SGD 0,7M 

seed round that was closed in Decem-

ber 2015, it announced that it had 
processed the S$1.5M mark in user 
transactions. 

Additionally, in Summer, Kashmi also 
said that it was launching a "Group 
Pay" function which was supposed to 
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go live in July to coincide with the last 
qualifying rounds of the Euro 2016 
football matches. This new function 

will let users collect payments from 

multiple peers in one click, Kashmi 

said. [52] 

It also has launched a ‘360-degree 
digital’ banking service, aimed at 

younger people in southeast Asia. It 

decided to go down the route of setting 

up a digital banking service after it had 

realized that the millennial audience it 

was attracting with its payments app, 

particularly those without the ease of 

access to physical banks, were being 

underserved by its traditional counter-

parts. A key differentiator in the ser-
vice will be the inclusion of financial 
literacy tools, which are automated 

tools for budgeting, savings, and group 

payments that hope to encourage 

a more responsible management of 

money. 

The main aim for2017 for Kashmi is to 

expand into the markets in South East 

Asia that are digitally engaged, such as 

The Philippines, Sri Lanka, Indonesia 

and Cambodia.

Ayannah (Singapore)

Ayannah is a Life.SREDA’s Portfolio 

company, a leading provider of digital 

financial services to the world’s emerg-

ing middle class, most of whom are 

migrants or unbanked coming from the 

base of the pyramid. For unbanked res-

idents in emerging markets, they pro-

vide accessible digital commerce and 

payment services to spur financial 

inclusion and literacy, and give access 

to products and services that improve 

the quality of life. 

In 2016, Life.SREDA’s portfolio com-
pany received the highest award at 
FF17 Semi Finals - an award by Visa 

and Next Money, where 10-15 startups 

are competing in each city to fight on 

the Finals stage in Hong Kong, received 

$2000USD and booked their place at 

the finals in Hong Kong.

In addition, Ayannah had a great 2016. 

Remittance business took off in 2H 

2016. Revenue volume grew 202x from 

July 2014 to December 2016 and 

Ayannah expects growth to continue 

accelerating over the next few quarters 

as it adds more partners and agents. 

Instarem (Singapore)

InstaRem is another solid Singa-

pore-based player, an international 

remittance payments startup, which 
claims to charge lower fees than 
banks and traditional remittance 
services like MoneyGram or Western 
Union — rate is typically less than one 

percent — while transactions are com-

pleted within one day, if not same-day.

In 2016, it raised $5 million in a round 
led by Vertex Ventures. The Series A 
investment included participation 
from Fullerton Financial Holdings, 

an investment fund that, like Vertex, is 

a subsidiary of Singapore’s sovereign 

wealth fund Temasek, and existing 

investor Global Founders Capital. [53]

Fastacash (Singapore)

At the beginning of 2016, Singa-

pore-based Fastacash and Buda-

pest-based mobile wallet provider 

Cellum announced a new strategic 

cooperation to accelerate their global 

growth. Under the new partnership, 

the two companies are set to combine 

both their service capabilities and glob-

al reach. With clients in banks, telecom-

munication operators and card scheme 

networks, Cellum is able to open new 

markets for Fastacash in Japan and 

Thailand, as well as Austria, Bulgaria 

and Hungary. It also will offer fastacash 

its PCI DSS certified white label mobile 

wallet to its banking and non-financial 

partners. 

Lastly in November, The Monetary 

Authority of Singapore (MAS) and The 

Association of Banks in Singapore (ABS) 

awarded 10 FinTech companies a total 

of S$1.15 million at the FinTech Awards. 

Between the 10 awardees, Fastacash 

was awarded a 1st place with a prize 

of S$250.000 in a category of MAS 

FintTech award (Singapore-based com-

panies of any size). [54]

AirWallex (Australia)

AirWallex is a new peer to peer solution 

for personal and business cross-bor-

der transactions. This year it was just 

launched, but already raised $5M from 
Gobi Partners, the Hong Kong-based 
investment manager of Alibaba’s ven-
ture capital fund, and a group of angel 
investors. [55] Its initial target market is 

local small businesses looking for an 

easier way to transact with clients and 
suppliers in China and Hong Kong. It 

already has relevant licenses to operate 

in China and Hong Kong. [56] 

AirWallex plans to use the funds to de-

velop its proprietary technology stack 

and roll out key features over the next 

few months, including a multi-currency 

digital wallet and APIs for e-commerce 

platforms. [57]

TravelersBox (Israel)

TravelBox is a kiosk-based Israeli start-

up, which allows travellers to convert 

leftover foreign currency into digital 

currency. It operates kiosks in airports 

throughout the world and has facilitat-

ed several million transactions to date. 

Travellers can convert foreign change 

and bills that can be deposited into a 

PayPal account, turned into gift cards 

for retailers or used to make charitable 

donations. This year it attracted $10M 

from Arbor Ventures, and existing inves-

tors as Pitango VC, IPE Ventures, Pereg 

Ventures, iAngels, and Global Blue. The 

company has raised $15.5M to date. [58]

https://www.instarem.com/
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In addition, TravelersBox announced 

a rapid expansion, with more than 40 

kiosks to be launched in Asian airports. 

Thus, the company launched new 

kiosks in Narita International Airport 

in Japan that is followed by more than 

6 other airports by the end of 2016. 

The new kiosks are joining the already 

successful operation in Manila airport 

in the Philippines.

In parallel to the geographical expe-

dition, a new series of products and 

services, tailored to the Asian market is 

launched in all of TravelersBox kiosks 

around the world. Baidu wallet is the 

first solution out of a series of offers 

that are created specifically for the 

Chinese market - the largest traveling 

population in the world. [59]

Lydia (France)

Lydia is a French payment app, quite 

similar to Venmo and lets you instant-

ly send and receive money with your 

friends without paying a fee. So far i'ts 

only available in France and has over 

500,000 users in France. By the end of 

September, it has raised a solid round of 

$7.8M from New Alpha AM and Oddo & 

Cie in order to expand to other Euro-

pean countries. Lydia plans to launch in 

the U.K., Germany and Spain during the 

first half of 2017. Lydia also has some 

ambitious goals, including reaching 3 

million users in two years.

In addition, this year Lydia also re-
vealed a Slack bot, once you install 
the bot for your Slack, it will monitor 
at-mentions and figure out if you’re 
trying to send money. For instance, 

you could say “I hope you enjoyed 

the burgers. @jordan @matt you owe 

me €10 each. cc @lydia.” Then, Jordan 

and Matt receive a notification on their 

phones asking them to confirm the 

payment. They can review and accept 

and you get back your €20. This is a 

step in the right direction for Lydia. 

Having a great app is one thing, but 
Lydia can also leverage its backend to 
integrate payment features in all sorts 
of apps, such as Slack. 

Cookies (Germany)

Cookies was a German startup, which 

only a couple of months after the 

official launch [60], announced that it 
was filing for bankruptcy. According 

to its blog post, the startup was filing 

for bankruptcy due to an argument 

between the co-founders and a lack 

of funding. This summer, around the 

product launch [61], there were a bunch 

of internal issues at the company. The 

launch was late, the company was run-

ning out of money and investment dis-

cussions weren’t going anywhere. It put 

a lot of pressure on the founding team, 

with investors urging the team to ship 

so the company could raise another 

round. And it led to a big fight between 

the co-founders.

To this end, after filing for bankrupt-

cy [62], Klarna approached the team 

behind Cookies so that they can join 

another fintech company. The entire 

Cookies team except one co-founder is 

joining Klarna, as Klarna announced [63] .

The Cookies team are staying in Berlin. 

In fact, it became Klarna’s new office in 

Berlin. The company already has many 

offices around Europe as well as in New 

York and Tel Aviv — but Klarna wasn’t 

operating in Berlin yet. Former Cookies 

employees are now working on a new 

product for Klarna. [64] 

Big players in a field

The Western Union Company (USA) 

This year Western Union continued to 

expand its digital presence in the world, 

catching the socio-economic pattern 

of going online and this year it made 

some big steps towards proving its 

commitment to invest in digital innova-

tion worldwide. This year it expanded 

its coverage, adding Ukraine, where 
it launched an online money transfer 
with PrivatBank [65] and Cuba, where it 
launched mobile and online money 
transfers [66] via the Western Union app 

and wu.com in the U.S. Western Union 

has now enabled consumers in 29 

countries to send money transfers to 

Cuba. [67] 

In addition, as part of its expansion 

strategy in Mexico, The Western Union 

Company (WU), announced an agree-
ment with Walmart de Mexico [68] y 
Centroamérica to offer international 
money transfer services under the 
Western Union, Vigo, and Orlandi 
Valuta brands throughout Mexico. 

Customers are now able to receive their 

money transfer transactions across 

1,266 Bodega Aurrera, Mi Bodega Aur-

rera, Walmart, Superama and Suburbia 

stores in all of Mexico’s 31 states and 

in Mexico City, during store hours, 365 

days a year. The companies activated 

these services by the end of 2016. [69] 

Western Union also has a Western 

Union Business Solutions, and an-

nounces enhanced capabilities to its 

WU® EDGE digital trading platform, 

including expansion of the platform’s 

fee-free network, and availability 

into seven new markets: Hong Kong, 

Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Poland 

and the Czech Republic. WU EDGE 

platform helps businesses with in-

ternational needs like: The WU EDGE 

platform unifies AP (accounts payable) 

and AR (accounts receivable) work-

flows with Electronic Invoice Present-

ment and Payment (EIPP); provides 

actionable insights to help businesses 

navigate foreign exchange risks and op-

portunities resulting from international 

payments. [70] 
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In terms of investment activities, 
WU in December announced that 
it had made a strategic investment 
in Wallerton [71], a pioneer in mobile 
wallet bill presentment and payment 
capabilities. Walletron automates 

brands’ presence in mobile wallets like 

Apple Wallet and Android Pay, pow-

ering digital engagement and serving 

billers through a unique and innovative 

bill-to-wallet solution, moBills. [72]

Lastly to mention, by the very end of 

2016, Western Union launched the first 
digital remittance service in Malaysia 
via its Maybank2u ("M2u") mobile 
banking App, that enables Maybank 

customers to transfer money to more 

than 500,000 Western Union® Agent 

locations in over 200 countries and 

territories. [73]

MoneyGram (USA)

MoneyGram is another huge player 
in the remittance sector, it has about 
350,000 outlets in retail shops, post 

offices and banks in nearly 200 coun-

tries and territories. [74] It celebrated this 

year with UK Post Office, one of its 

oldest partners a milestone in their suc-

cessful long-standing business alliance 

by marking their 20-year relationship 

and their 20-millionth money transfer 

transaction in March. [75] 

The most importantly for the industry, 

Moneygram has been acquired by Ant 

Financial for $880M, however, the deal 

is yet to be closed by the second half 

of 2017. [76]  The purchase will allow Ant 

Financial to significantly expand its 

global reach with international us-

ers. MoneyGram has roughly 350,000 

partners in over 200 countries, where it 

has a local sales force and operations. 

Leveraging this network will give Ant 

Financial massive reach to push its 

financial service offerings by integrating 

its mobile platforms and services with 

MoneyGram’s network. [77] 

This year MoneyGram had some nota-

ble partnerships made in emerging re-

gions, for example, in June it partnered 

with Mozido, provider of trusted digital 

commerce and payment solutions, to 

power international remittances for 

mobile wallet users in Sri Lanka. Mobile 

customers of Dialog, Etisalat and Hutch 

in Sri Lanka registered with eZ Cash, 

the world's first inter-operable mo-

bile money service, can now receive 

international remittances through their 

eZ Cash mobile wallet. This provides 

unprecedented convenience to the 

14 million potential subscribers of eZ 

Cash. [78]

Another partnership was with GT Bank, 
one of the leading retail banks in 
Nigeria, they announced the launch of 
MoneyGram's receive services across 
the GT Bank network. This service is 

available through MoneyGram's cash 

to account service. Customers in Nige-

ria can now receive money from friends 

and family in 129 countries directly into 

their personal GT Bank accounts within 

minutes. These funds can be accessed 

as customers would normally do on all 

deposits into their accounts either in 

person, online or through an ATM.  Re-

mittance is the second largest source 

of foreign exchange in Nigeria after 

the oil sector.  According to the World 

Bank, Nigeria accounts for around 

two-thirds of total remittance inflow to 

Sub-Saharan Africa. In 2015, an estimat-

ed $21 billion flowed into the country. [79] 

As well as WU, MG partnered with 
Walmart, to offer a new cross border 
money transfer product for Walmart 
customers sending from any U.S. 
Walmart location to any Walmart 
Mexico location. Customers can 

send money from over 4,500 Walmart 

locations in the U.S. to more than 1,250 

Walmart locations in Mexico; including 

all Bodega Aurrera, Mi Bodega Aurrera, 

and Superama locations. [80] 

Lebara (UK) 

Lebara is a mobile network business, 

which is universally recognized brand 

for the world’s migrant community 

– this year it announced the plan to 
enter the international money transfer 
market. Lebara Money is now leverag-

ing its association with Lebara Mobile 

which was built specifically to help mi-

grants get cheaper phone calls to back 

home around the globe.

As well as Transferwise, the competition 

for “Lebara Money” are incumbents 

Western Union, MoneyGram and nor-

mal banks. Lebara Money has entered 

the market with a twist however, offer-

ing both competitive FX rates, but also 

a ‘rate lock’ feature for even small sums. 

Rate locks are normally offered on large 

international transfers and therefore 

tend to be the preserve of wealthier 

clients. [81]

To this end, there are a couple of in-

teresting things about the venture. The 
first is that Lebara Money is effectively 
operating within an incubator-style 
environment provided by Lebara 
Group, an organisation that has made 

its name with international telecoms 

services. This new startup therefore has 

a robust support network sitting behind 

it.

Second, unlike other financial services 
companies, Lebara Money appears to 
see migrants as an attractive segment 
of the market to work with, rather 
than a group to be avoided. That 

partly reflects the company’s fintech 

foundations, says Selma Ribica, director 

of Lebara Money. “The risk appetite of 

traditional financial services providers 

is very low, and many are reluctant to 

work with customers for whom data 

such as a credit file doesn’t yet exist,” 

she says. “We use different types of 

technology to make decisions, which 

makes us much more agile.” [82]
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Messengers have aggregated enor-
mous audiences – 1.2B WhatsApp, 
over 1B Facebook Messenger, 858M 
Viber, 846M WeChat, 220M Line, 
158M Snapchat, 100M Telegram, 48M 
KakaoTalk, 5M Slack (its success en-

couraged WeChat and Line to launch 

their own analogues for their audi-

ence) – and they are all thinking how 

to become “more than a messenger”. 

Most of them are international, except 

for WeChat, KakaoTalk (the number of 

users outside Korea has dropped from 

10 to 6.8 million, which makes 15% of 

the audience), and Japanese Line (large 

market share in Thailand and some 

SEA countries). Two of them came to 

the stock exchange – Line in 2016 (the 

quotation is stable with approx. $7.3B 

capitalization) and Snapchat in early 

2017 (the quotation is now being “cali-

brated”, capitalization around $22B).

The Asian messengers, such as 
WeChat, KakaoTalk, and Line, are 
monetized much better than their 
American counterparts because they 
are highly diversified in terms of prod-
uct range: the application enables to 
order taxi, shop, pay bills, play games, 
make payments and transfer mon-
ey. WeChat has 846M users, 300M of 

which use WeChat Pay. The service 

earned $46M in money transfer fees, 

which allows assuming that its annual 

volume of transactions is about $550B 

(almost double the turnover of PayPal 
with its $282B). So far, the company 

has integrated with ApplePay and 

Starbucks to expand its penetration in 

China, and with Adyen to allow foreign 

customers to replenish their wallets in 

other countries in 9 more currencies. 

Unlike AliPay, which is WeChat Pay’s 

main competitor in China, the company 

has not yet started to actively expand 

abroad by investing or acquiring for-

eign fintech startups. The success of 

KaKaoWallet encouraged KakaoTalk to 

make it a separate company – in 2016 

it received its license from the regulator 

for the creation of an online bank, and 

in early 2017 AliPay invested $200M in 

it.

Such players as Facebook Messenger 
and Telegram are still actively de-
veloping chat bots and integrating 
games. Facebook Messenger now 

provides online money transfer services 

not only in the US but in Europe as well 

(the company has been licensed to 

work with e-wallets in Ireland). No news 

in this area from WhatsApp in 2016, 

except rumors from India that the com-

pany plans to launch online transfers 

there. In this country, the service has 

200M customers (over 15% of the entire 

base) – FreeCharge mobile wallet has 

integrated with the messenger. Back in 

2014, Snapchat partnered with Square 

to launch its money transfer service 

(no particular success news in this area 

though), in 2016 there were rumors 

about the launch of an online trading 

product for youngsters like Robinhood 

(again, rumors remained rumors). The 

development of neo-banks is cur-

rently seeing many mobile banks for 

“Snapchat generation”, so maybe the 

acquisition of one of them would allow 

the company to finally take on the 

financial services, as well as improve 

monetization of its customer base. In 

the American and European countries, 

startups like Transferwise, Azimo, and 

WorldRemit are more active in trans-

fers via messengers than the actual 

messengers. Most likely, they will end 

up acquired, as prattled on the market 

for two years already. This would make 

the most sense for those who definitely 

failed in this area. 

WeChat (China)

In early 2016, WeChat announced that 

it's launching a special support service 
for overseas vendors. The system 

allows Chinese users to put money 

into their WeChat Pay accounts in RMB 

(as they currently do). WeChat Pay can 

support paying vendors in nine differ-

ent foreign currencies (USD, GBP, HKD, 

JPY, CAD, EUR, AUR, NZD, and KRW). 

That way, everyone involved with 
the transaction – the Chinese tourist 

and the foreign vendor – gets to use 

a currency that they’re comfortable 

with. Adyen, the payments company 

powering global commerce for Uber, 

Facebook and Netflix amongst others, 

announced that it has added WeChat 

Pay to its portfolio of local payments 

methods. [1]

Further in the second quarter, WeChat 

announced that it's launching a new 
messenger aimed at office workers – 
and Slack’s substitution. The company 

hasn’t yet pegged a definite release 

date for Enterprise WeChat. The pro-

gram should be free, there will be both 

mobile and desktop versions, and it will 

include a number of business specific 

features. [2] 

As of late 2016, WeChat is now serving 
950 million active users worldwide  

each month having added close to 200 

million to that figure over the past year. 

More than 300 million have linked bank 

cards to WeChat Pay or QQ, another 

service through Tencent. [3]  Tencent 

said that it banked over RMB300 million 

($46 million) from bank transfer fees 

from WeChatPay, almost all of which 

came from China. Pony Ma, Tencent 

CEO, told that the company took 0.1 

percent on transactions, which means 

the service saw close to $50 billion in 

bank transfers monthly. At that same 

pace, that would mean close to $550 

billion in payments processed per 

year — that’s close to double the $282 

billion that PayPal processes a year. [4] 

Tencent’s messaging-app-cum-ev-
erything-platform also announced 
that support for WeChat Pay has been 

added to Apple’s official online stores 

in China. 

https://goo.gl/zqa7Xm
https://goo.gl/Nu1asp
https://goo.gl/Nu1asp
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Lastly, Starbucks announced that cus-
tomers in China from December could 
use WeChat Pay to buy their coffee at 
nearly 2,500 Starbucks stores across 
the country. Through a partnership 

between Starbucks and Tencent Hold-

ings Limited, the Seattle coffee giant 

became the first retail brand to have 

digital payment and gifting capabilities 

through WeChat, the popular social 

media platform in China.  

Snapсhat (USA)

At the very beginning of 2016, Snapchat 

announced that it was developing 
a service that would let users invest 
their money through the messaging 
app and have it managed by algo-
rithms. The project came at a pivotal 

time for Snapchat, but as we under-

stand, the product has never been 

publicly revealed. The firm has been 

rattled by concerns surrounding its 

ability to create a sustainable revenue 

model. This isn’t Snapchat’s first foray 

into financial services. In Nov. 2014, it 

started a money-transfer service with 

Square that lets users send money to 

each other within the app. Young peo-

ple would rather bank or invest through 

a technology company than through 

the big banks and Wall Street firms that 

serve their parents. [5]

Nonetheless, in March Snapchat raised 
$175 million in funding from Fidelity 
Investments, valuing the messaging 
company at the same $16 billion 
valuation from one year ago. Snapchat 

has now raised more than $1.2 billion 

in funding from investors including 

General Catalyst Partners, Lightspeed 

Venture Partners, Coatue Management, 

DST Global, Yahoo Inc. and Alibaba 

Group Holding Ltd. The company’s 

valuation of $16 billion last March rep-

resented a 60% bump from its previous 

round in December 2014. [6]

The company also announced a slew 
of new features as part of what it’s 
calling “Chat 2.0.” The update includes 

voice chat, video and audio notes, 

stickers, and a number of changes 

to the UI. While Snapchat was seen 

largely as an ephemeral platform for 

pre-teen communication and raunchy 

pictures that disappear in seconds, 

the changes moved the company into 

a much broader competitive space 

that includes everything from Kik and 

WhatsApp to Skype and Facetime. [7] 

Further, in the second quarter of the 

year, Snapchat raised another $1.8B 
in a Series F round. Investors in this 

round include General Atlantic, Sequoia 

Capital, T. Rowe Price, Lone Pine, Glade 

Brook Capital, IVP, Coatue Manage-

ment and Fidelity, among others. The 

deck, which dates to the end of 2015, 
notes that Snapchat’s revenues in 
2015 were $59 million (recall that 

there was no real monetization effort 

in the first part of the year, and only the 

beginnings of it in the latter part of the 

year). 

In terms of metrics, the Information re-
ported that Snapchat has 160 million 
daily users, up from 130 million at the 

end of Q1 2016, and the 150 million 

number reported in June. Revenue 

looked brighter, reaching $400 million 

in 2016, which is in line with what ana-

lysts had estimated and was reportedly 

higher than the $350 million high-bar 

set by Snap’s team internally. [8]  Addi-

tionally, it generated $149.8 million in 

revenue from the ad format 43% of its 

total US revenues in 2016. [9]

Lastly in October, Snapchat an-
nounced a pair of connected sun-
glasses called Snapchat Spectacles. 
They can record video snippets that 

automatically save to customer’s Snap-

chat Memories. The sunglasses feature 

a camera with a 115-degree lens, which 

is designed to mimic how humans 

actually see. [10]

WhatsApp (USA)

WhatsApp started the year with a 

notable announcement. Its founder 
Jan Koum announced that the service 
would no longer charge their users a 
$1 annual subscription fee in an effort 
to remove a barrier faced by some 

users who do not have a credit card to 

pay for the service. [11] He also explained 

that the app would not display any 

third-party advertisement and instead 

would bring new features such as the 

ability to communicate with business 

organizations.

Further, WhatsApp announced that 
it had reached one billion users 
worldwide, and handled more than 
100 million voice calls per day on 

its service. This is equivalent to over 

1,100 calls per second, the post adds, 

hinting that it will make calling better 

in the months to come. (The company 

was spotted [12] testing video calling this 

spring.) What’s notable is that Micro-

soft’s 12-year old Skype, says its users 

make up to 3 billion minutes of calls per 

day. [13] That’s a bigger number, but it’s 

counting talk time, not actual calls, as 

WhatsApp is doing. Microsoft also said 

at its BUILD conference this year [14] that 

the software is used by over 300 million 

users monthly. [15]

In terms of its platform support, On 
May 10, 2016, WhatsApp was intro-
duced for both Windows and Ma-
cOS operating systems. Similar to the 

WhatsApp Web format, the app, which 

will be synced with a user's mobile 

device, is available for download on the 

website. 

https://www.theinformation.com/what-matters-and-what-doesnt-in-snaps-s-1?eu=LnNubTdoGpqByB1SHHWHlg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacOS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MacOS
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Also in 2016 was very active in India, at 

first, in May FreeCharge announced 
a new feature with WhatsApp. If two 

WhatsApp users have approved a cer-

tain setting within the FreeCharge app, 

they can now transfer money to each 

other while chatting by typing “FC” after 

the amount of money. “200FC”, for ex-

ample, will transfer INR200. The feature 

is activated by tweaking certain privacy 

settings so FreeCharge can read what’s 

written in a WhatsApp message. While 

it’s something that any developer can 

include in their Android app, its adop-

tion by a payment enabler the size of 

Freecharge is what makes it exciting. [16]

Further, it announced a video calling 

feature in a global launch event in 

New Delhi. This is a big deal. Not just 

feature wise, but the fact that the global 

messaging giant chose India to launch 

this. [17]

Facebook Messenger (USA)

Facebook Messenger started the year 

with adding music with Spotify song 
sharing. Inside the Messenger “More” 

section in chat threads, all iOS and 

Android users are now able to find a 

Spotify option. Tap it and they’ll be 

shuttled into Spotify’s app where they 

can “Search for something to share.” 

Once users select a song, artist or play-

list, they are popped back to Messenger 

with the option to share the photo of 

the cover artwork. When a friend taps 

that photo, they are bounced over 

to Spotify to listen. If Messenger can 
become a richer social layer connect-
ing Spotify users, it could inspire deep 
conversations about music, boosting 

its engagement. That generates plat-

form lock-in and potential monetiza-

tion opportunities for Facebook. [18] 

In September, Facebook filled the 
biggest hole in its chatbot platform. 

Messenger bots can now accept pay-

ments natively without sending users to 

an external website, Facebook’s head 

of Messenger David Marcus announced 

onstage at TechCrunch Disrupt SF 

2016. Finally, the credit card info people 

already have stored in Facebook or 

Messenger can be used to instantly 

make purchases in bots that are part of 

the new closed beta the developers can 

apply for. Marcus also revealed that 
34,000 devs have joined the platform 
and built 30,000 bots in the April 
launch, up from over 10,000 devs in 
May and 11,000 bots in July. [19]

PayPal also deepened its relationship 
with Facebook in 2016 and became 
one of the payment options within 
Messenger, among other integrations. 

That means customers who shop via 

the growing number of chatbots from 

online merchants are now able to 

transact on Messenger using PayPal’s 

payment service. [20]

Additionally, Facebook Messenger 
launched 6-screen group video 
chat with selfie masks. Six users can 

appear in split-screen at the time and 

don Snapchat-style selfie masks, while 

50 total can listen and talk over voice 

while sending text, stickers, emojis, and 

GIFs. [21]

Paving the way for friend-to-friend 
payments to come to Facebook Mes-
senger in Europe (and after the func-

tionality debuted in the U.S. all the way 

back in March last year), Facebook has 
quietly secured an e-money license 
from the Central Bank of Ireland. 
Specifically, the license pertains to 

e-money issuing and payment services 

provision and includes credit trans-

fer, payment transactions and money 

remittance. [22]

Facebook opened analytics and Fb-
Start to developers of the 34,000 bots 
on Messenger. Facebook said it now 
lets developers track bots on its free 
analytics platform, alongside ads and 
apps. At the same time, Facebook has 

also opened up its developer program, 

FbStart, to bot developers. Both po-

tentially give bot makers more reasons 

to build and monitor how their new 

widgets are working. [23]

According to Facebook, it’s prepar-

ing to launch a new “Instant Games” 

platform that will let people play 

lightweight games against friends. [24] 

It actually launched Instant Games in 

November. Facebook hopes some 
friendly competition will get you to 
spend even more time in Messenger. 

You compete asynchronously via high 

scores instead of directly at the same 

time, so it’s convenient to try your luck 

any time. And eventually, Instant Games 

could earn Facebook ad dollars from 

developers promoting their games, or 

a cut of payments, though there are no 

in-game purchases allowed yet.

Instant Games is now on in 30 coun-
tries including the U.S., with 17 games 
from classic developers like Bandai 
Namco, Konami, and Taito as well as 
newer studios like Zynga and King. In-

stant Games are available on newer iOS 

and Android devices, and can be found 

by hitting the game controller icon in 

your Facebook Messenger threads next 

to the photos and stickers buttons. You 

can also play across platforms from 

Facebook on desktop thanks to a little 

overlaid phone screen. [25]
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Line (Japan)

At the very beginning of 2016, Line 
announced that it earned US$1.02 
billion in total annual revenue in 2015. 
Line’s 2015 revenue was up 40 percent 

from the US$656 million it earned in 

2014. Line also is developing a digital 

butler service as it bids to boost its reve-

nue with standalone apps and services. 

Part of that focus is to release apps 

and services that connect to its core 

Line service. Already it has payments, 

taxis on-demand, music and video 

streaming, and more. The initial focus 

on Thailand makes sense because it’s a 

core market where Line is as popular as 

Facebook. [26]

It achieved 218.4 million monthly active 

users (MAUs). That’s up from 215 million 

at the end of 2015. At the Line Con-
ference Tokyo 2016, top executives 
showed off stores within Line for busi-
nesses of all sizes, a mobile internet 

service, and a prepaid bank card that 

ties to Line Pay (which is a bit like Apple 

Pay). The messaging app itself gener-

ated US$275 million of the total for the 

first three months of the year, up 22 

percent from 12 months ago. [27]

In contrast, in 2017, Line posted a 
net profit of 7.56 billion yen ($66.49 
million) for the year ended Dec. 31, 
compared to a loss of 7.58 billion yen 
in the previous year. Annual operating 

profit surged 10-fold from the previous 

year to 19.90 billion yen, boosted by 

growth in ad revenues, which jumped 

more than 50 percent in the fourth 

quarter alone. Increased hiring lifted 

operating expenses as Line expanded 

its workforce, and these costs also 

capped operating profit in the fourth 

quarter. The company said it expected 
such costs would continue into the 
first quarter of 2017, although it still 

expected to post an operating profit 

during the period. [28]

Further during the first three months, 

Line revealed that it’s set to launch a 
mobile internet service using its own 
SIM cards. Called Line Mobile, it was 

launched in Japan. There is no charge 

for streaming from Line Music. The Line 

Mobile SIM gives users free access to 

the messaging app as well as to Face-

book and Twitter. Line has partnered 

with NTT Docomo’s cellular network 

for the new service. An array of plans 

was set to start at US$4.40 a month 

excluding tax. [29]

In September, after it’s been just listed 

in New York, Line saw its share price 
jump as high as 50 percent after it 
listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange in 
its native Japan. In total, the company 

raised over $1.1 billion from the dual 

listing. Line invested in international 

opportunities after it announced that 

it is backing two VC firms outside of its 

home-turf in Asia: DAG Ventures in the 

U.S. and France-based Korelya Capital. 

Line, which went public in a billion-dol-

lar dual U.S.-Japan IPO in summer 

2016, didn’t disclose its investment 

into DAG Ventures, but it did say that 

together with parent company Naver 

it will put €100 million ($112 million) 

equally into Korelya Capital’s new 

K-Fund 1. [30]

Line further diversified its business and 

focusing on social after it invested $45 
million (50 billion KRW) in Snow, a 
Snapchat clone focused on Asia. The 

deal sees Line take 25 percent equity in 

Snow. Snow made headlines in sum-

mer 2016 for racking up downloads in 

Japan, Korea, China and Southeast Asia 

with a product that looks very much 

like Snapchat. 

Telegram (Germany)

At the beginning of the year, Telegram’s 

CEO Pavel Durov revealed its metrics, 
saying that 100 million people use the 
free encrypted messaging app every 
month, up from 60 million people 
last May 2015. That growth came from 

all over the world. It’s illustrative of 

the early growth that signaled each of 

these services had mainstream appeal. 

“Every day, 350,000 new users sign up 

for Telegram,” Durov said. “And we have 

zero marketing budget.” [31]

In terms of product development, it has 
launched its own take on blogging 
platforms. That makes Telegraph an in-

teresting option for posting short notes 

or anonymized content online. These 

new features fit with Telegram’s recent 

push to develop content inside of its 
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app. The company introduced in-chat 
games [32] in October. Unlike Face-

book and others who are developing 

playable titles that open from Messen-

ger, Telegram’s games are text based 

and powered by its bot platform. [33]

Further it revealed that it had been 
powering up on the chatbot front 
with the launch of what it dubs a 
“bot-powered gaming platform” in a 
bid to try to drive more engagement 
via addictive new features. [34] Durov 

also says that they work on voice call-

ing. Telegram Messenger will be able to 

make audio calls and change themes in 

the future. 

According to Megafon, Vimpelcom 

and MTC report, Telegram takes the 
4th place in Russia in 2016 in terms of 
Daily Active Users with 7.5% of sub-
scribers, but it has the highest CAGR 

(60,5%) in comparison with WhatsApp 

(39,9%), Viber (34%) and Skype (21%). [35]

KakaoTalk (Korea)

In 2016 Kakao has added internet 
banking to its mobile platform, with 
South Korean financial regulators 
having given a preliminary OK to the 
internet-only Kakao Bank.  Kakao said 

it also is going to introduce a new, 

much more refined type of credit rating 

system that should incorporate "other 

online purchase data and possibly 

social media data". Web-based banks 

could make credit easier to access 

for individuals, startups, and small 

businesses and offer a wider range of 

customer services from existing com-

mercial banks.

In Q3 company marked the increase in 
profit of $26B. The increase happened 

in the second half of the year boosting 

the profits of the company for more 

than 130% than in the previous year. [36]

So now, Kakao Talk has 48 million 
users — it is installed on over 95% of 
smartphones in Korea — and it has 

long offered mobile payments through 

its platform. In December, the compa-

ny’s board made the decision to split its 

financial services into a new company 

which, beyond housing Kakao Pay — 

which allows over-counter payments, 

peer-to-peer transactions, bill payment, 

web banking and more — will move to 

offer financial services such as loans 

and financing. [37]

In the year ended December, its con-

solidated sales topped 1 trillion won 

($882 million) for the first time. The 

company once had 10 million monthly 

active users abroad but it now has just 

6.87 million, falling behind rivals such 

as WhatsApp of the U.S. Kakao will need 

to revamp its strategy to regain lost 

ground, particularly in Southeast Asia. [38]

Viber (Israel)

This year Viber made quite an inter-

esting move, taking into account its 

800M users, it started to compete with 

big guys like Messenger and WhatsApp 

for revenues. It launched a Public 
Accounts, a new account format for 
businesses and brands who want 

to communicate with Viber users for 

marketing, customer service — or a bit 

of both, without a user needing to add 

that account as a contact first. [39]

Further in December it moved even fur-

ther, as it announced a partnership with 

Western Union. Western Union and 
Viber have created a money transfer 
experience that started and com-
pletes within the chat interface of Viber, 

not only providing the convenience of 

never leaving the app, but also contex-

tualizing money transfer within the per-

sonal relationships it supports. Earlier 

this year, both companies announced 

Viber users in the United States could 

send money to more than 200 coun-

tries and territories worldwide. [40]
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Price comparison sites are becoming 
increasingly popular when a market 
scope of any products/services is 
formed or enters a saturation stage. 
Thus, consumers need a guide or 

conductor to the world of products and 

services. The main advantage of those 

comparison platforms in such markets 

is that they can handle a larger audi-

ence compared to any of product/ser-

vice providers listed on a comparison 

platform. However, this is also a weak 

point of such comparison platforms 

– as soon as the market reaches a sat-

uration stage and the client eventually 

finds the most suitable product/service, 

the motivation to come back on such 

comparison platforms falls sharply. 

Comparison sites can resist such 
tendency of motivation drop by 
adding new verticals and offering 
news additional services. For instance: 

neobanks and their offerings, PFM/PFP 

services, online scoring services, p2p 

lending sites etc. In addition, compar-

ison sites accumulate a big amount of 

profiles that form a consumer data – if 

they don’t actively evolve, they’ll keep 

on following a tendency of declining 

activity in comparison sites worldwide. 

In 2016, Google closed its service 
Google Compare in the UK and then in 

the US, which used to provide compar-

ison services for banking and insurance 

products. During its whole lifecycle it 

couldn’t become profitable – an exam-

ple of big corporations that can’t find 

correct approach to its offerings. 

JP Morgan Chase decided to strength-

en its positions in the auto lending 

niche by taking it wider. It has got inte-

grated with TrueCar that lets consum-

ers compare and choose auto loans, 

insurance conditions, and general deal-

ers comparison while choosing a car. 

That’s a positive respond to emerging 

risks that may be associated with a new 

market entry of a bank. 

As mentioned in the first point, price 

and loan comparison sites are still 

dominating and well developed in the 

East, due to the market’s active satura-

tion and early formation. Hong Kong-

based holding CompareAsiaGroup 

has attracted $40M in its round A from 

Goldman Sachs and others. Indian 

BankBazaar has attracted $60M in its 

round C from Amazon and others New-

ly-born projects are starting in Malaysia 

– LoanStreet, Saving Plus/ Jirnexu, 

and in Indonesia – iMoney. 

Trussle (UK)

Trussle is a London-based mort-

gage “matchmaking” service — which 

is free to the end-customer but makes 

money via a mostly flat fee from the 

mortgage provider — promises to make 

finding the best-value mortgage a 

“smarter, faster and more transparent 

process.” This startup is quite unique 
with its solution and has raised a 
£1.1M investment from some notables 

like Ed Wray, co-founder of Betfair, Dan 

Cobley, ex-Google U.K. MD, and Ian 

Hogarth, co-founder and chairman of 

Songkick. 

Checking in throughout the lifetime of 

a mortgage is key here — and in some 

ways is reminiscent of the recent crop 

of online insurance brokers [1] — since 

it has the potential for Trussle to create 

an ongoing relationship with each of its 

users, with recurring revenue to boot. [2]

The draw being that a Trussle user 
could make additional and not 
insignificant savings by switching 
mortgages more often when a better 
deal or lower interest rate becomes 
available. By some estimates, says the 

startup, U.K. homeowners are losing 

£29 billion a year by failing to re-mort-

gage and switch to lower fixed rate 

deals.

Habito (UK)

A little over two months since Trus-

sle made headlines [3] for picking up £1.1 

million in funding from big guys, we 

noticed another mortgage broker on 

the market - Habito, the U.K.’s anoth-
er first digital mortgage broker that 

offers a “fully automated” brokering ser-

vice to help you find the most suitable 

mortgage and make an application. To 
that end, to help Habito out the gate, 

the startup has raised just over £1.5 
million in seed funding led by Mosaic 

Ventures. A number of noteworthy an-

gels also participated, including Taavet 

Hinrikus, Samir Desai, Yuri Milner, Tom 
Stafford and Paul Forster.

Habito has built tech that claims to an-
alyze every mortgage on the market 
across 100 lenders to identify the best 
deal based on your individual cir-

cumstances. You’re then able to apply 

via Habito in (they claimed) under 30 

minutes. [4]
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Smava (Germany)

Smava is the up and coming peer-to-

peer lending site in Germany, despite 

being a presence in the space since 

2007. It has facilitated over €200 

million in loans, with an annual ROI for 

investors of around 6.7%. Smava has a 
couple of cool features which make it 
interesting for investors, such as the 
“bidbot” (Bietmaschine) which can be 

set to invest your money automatically 

along parameters you choose.

In addition, in Q3’16 the German mar-

ketplace lender secured a $34M fund-
ing round and, according to reports, 

the round was led by Runa Capital with 

money also coming in from mojo.capi-

tal and Verdane Capital. The round also 

included participation from their early 

stage investor Earlybird Venture Capital. 

This new injection of cash brings Sma-

va’s total haul to just over $63 million, 

according to Crunchbase.

Google Compare (US)

Google this year decided to close 
down Google Compare, its compari-

son site that served up deals for a range 

of financial products, including credit 

cards, mortgages and travel/home 

insurance policies.

In its note, Google said that the product 

has received a good level of traffic from 

users but, when it came to revenue 
and activity, it “hasn’t driven the suc-
cess we hoped for”. The search giant 

said it will be “focusing more intently” 

on its AdWords advertising platform and 

future opportunities in the ad space, 

particularly around financial services. [5]

Google Compare has been active in 

the UK since 2012, but it only began 

to come together in the U.S. last year. 

Initially known as Google Advise there, 

it started out as a tool to sell car insur-

ance [6] launched last March before the 

company added mortgages [7] to the 

stack in November.

J.P. Morgan (US)

What’s interesting, is that price compar-

ison and complimentary services in car 

industry really experienced a solid im-

provement and there were many results 

to research. For example, JP Morgan 
made an effort to distinguish itself in 
the auto lending market and launched 
a new digital offering – Chase Auto 
Direct - that lets customers shop for 
a car and secure financing on their 
computer or smartphone, potentially 
trimming some of the time spent in 
negotiations at the car dealership. [8]

Customers are able to find and figure 

out financing options for a new or used 

car and get approved for their loan 

on the bank’s website. They can also 
compare prices other consumers pay 
and are then given options among 
dealerships in the bank’s network.

According to JP, the offering will 
be powered by TrueCar, a digi-
tal-car-buying service. This is the one 

of the becoming increasingly popular 

instance of a bank partnering with a 

financial-technology firm rather than 

facing off against them. The partner-

ships often speed up processes by 

integrating new, faster technology 

and broadening digital options for the 

consumer. 

Moneysmart.sg (Singapore)

Moneysmart offers an online market-

place for financial products and ser-

vices. It operates an online search and 

shopping portal that curates and aggre-
gates more than 16 different types of 
personal financial products, including 
credit cards, insurance, and home 
loans. It also offers simplified financial 

advice to customers, and allows users 

to compare price and apply for financial 

products through the site. 

https://www.google.com/compare
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In the end of Q2’16,  MoneySmart.sg, 
which raised a US$2 million Series A 
funding last year led by SPH Media 
Fund, launched a new app Swipe avail-

able on the iOS to help consumers pick 

the right credit card for the right deals, 

thereby maximising their cashback, air 

miles, rewards points and discounts. [9] 

The app starts by prompting users to 
select the credit cards they are using. 
Then, it will display a full list of current 

credit card deals available to them – 

and the corresponding cards applicable 

to each deal. In addition, users can also 

filter credit card deals based on their 

proximity to the partnering outlets, and 

check out deals for other credit cards.

Loanstreet (Malaysia) 

Loanstreet is a Malaysian company that 

provides a loan participation platform 

that automates and standardizes the 

purchase, sale and management of 

loan participations over the life of a 

loan. In 2016, it was raising from a 
$3 million to $4 million Series A. 
Loanstreet is trying to set itself apart 

from other financial comparison sites 

like iMoney and RinggitPlus, citing its 

business model as a key differentiator 

Loanstreet helps consumers identify 

suitable financing products, but at its 

core, it is a B2B business that banking 

partners can leverage on to reach more 

consumers. [10]

In terms of business development, 

Loanstreet launched a mobile app for 

real estate loan eligibility checking 

in October 2015 and garnered 1,200 

registered real estate agents. Loanstreet 

planed to target 6,000 to 7,000 agents 

using its app by the end of 2016. Malay-

sia has about 28,000 real estate agents. 

In terms of new partnerships, in May is 

teamed up with Rate Reset, the provid-

er of Loan Reset, Acquisition and Reten-

tion Software to provide credit unions 

the opportunity to participate their Rate 

Reset loans with other credit unions. 

This partnership will create greater 
liquidity for selling credit unions and 
generate new opportunities for buyers 

to take advantage of the higher yields 

provided by Rate Reset’s technology. [11]

Saving Plus (Malaysia)

The Malaysia-based financial compar-

ison startup Saving Plus also raised a 
new funding of $3 million Series A 
round to move into new digital banking 

services. The company has also re-

named itself Jirnexu. The company 

provides better financial choices for 

consumers via banking comparison 

sites. Jirnexu operates comparison 

sites RinggitPlus in Malaysia and 

KreditGoGo in Indonesia, but now it is 

branching out into services for banks 

with XpressApply, a platform that lets 

financial institutions tap the internet 

and digital media to reach consumers.

The startup has raised $4.5 million to 

date, and it was working towards a Se-

ries B round later in 2016 that would be 

used to expand its online comparison 

sites into more countries in Southeast 

Asia, and develop other bank-focused 

products. [12]

CompareAsiaGroup (Hong Kong)

CompareAsiaGroup, aconsumer 

finance startup backed by Goldman 

Sachs, closed a $40 million Series A in 

2015, bringing its total backing so far, 

including seed funding, to $45 million.  

This year it made some organizational 
changes and appointed Sam Allen as 
its new chief executive officer. Allen 

previously worked at KKR, where he 

was a director on the private equity 

investment firm’s portfolio operations 

team. 

The company is relatively strong and 

runs sites in eight Asian countries 
(Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, 
Thailand, and Vietnam) that allow con-

sumers to compare rates and terms on 

loans, credit cards, insurance plans, and 

other financial products.  [13]

Bank Bazaar (India)

In July 2015 BankBazaar.com, a 

financial marketplace for customized 

rate quotes on loans, credit cards or 

any other personal finance products, 

raised $60M in its Series C round led 

by Amazon, with participation from 

Fidelity Growth Partners and Mousse 

Partners. It started 2016 with a strong 
strategic move and initiated its inter-
national business expansion within 
Asia with special focus on Singapore. 
In addition, with an aim to strengthen 
international presence, BankBazaar.
com subsequently focuses on other 
growth markets in Asia, including Ma-
laysia, the Philippines and the UAE.
In 2016 BankBazaar.com revealed that it 

hosts a wide range of financial products 

from over 50 public and private sector 

banks, NBFCs, and insurance compa-

nies in India, and claims it receives an 

average of 5.5 million visitors per 

month. [14]

In addition, BankBazaar, which is now 
seven-year-old announced its plans 
to go for the initial public offering 
(IPO) in 2020. It also aims to enter the 

mutual fund segment in the first quarter 

of FY2017. BankBazaar CEO Adhil Shetty 

said that the company is expecting a 

tenfold growth in the traffic.

http://www.moneysmart.sg/
https://e27.co/sg-based-finance-portal-moneysmart-sg-raises-us2m-series-20151006/
http://www.swipe.sg/
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Despite a high growth level during 

recent years and even higher future po-

tential, alternative SME-lending sector 

has not got as much press coverage. 

It offers a wide range of products for 

SMEs today, including P2B-lending, 

direct SME-lending, online factoring 

(either buying or extending a loan on 

business’s receivables on its assets, or 

reselling it to banks or other investors 

through a marketplace). 

OnDeck, Kabbage and CAN Capital 
have established an Innovative Lending 

Platform Association (ILRA) devoted to 

development of industry standards and 

services helping to set them. They have 

already devised a SMART Box - a plat-

form, which is essentially a price-com-

parison site for different SME-lending 

services. Industry consolidation and 

standardization are both a topical issue, 

and these three companies show their 

forward-thinking approach well.

Online factoring is as important for 

SMEs, many of which are affected by 

late payments on their invoices. While 

in USA this sector has already gained 

much traction, it just recently has 

awakened in other countries like Britain 

(examples are Tungsten, Platform 
Black, Due Course, Market Invoice), 

India (Kredx), Singapore (Capital 
Springboard), Australia (Waddle), UAE 

(InvoiceBazaar).

For small banks, which cannot compete 

with big ones on their own, partner-

ships with both lending and factoring 

platforms can be highly beneficial as it 

lets them allocate capital and automate 

the processes.

Online factoring is a good compli-

ment for procurement management 

systems: Taulia, Tradeshift, and even 

older players - Ariba, The Interface 

Financial Group. Procurement auto-

mation business is low-margin usually 

but these companies accumulate very 

valuable client databases, which can 

be used in partnerships and for M&A. 

The same is true for online accounting 

software, such as XERO or QuickBooks. 

The giants need to disrupt themselves 

in order not to get stall.

As often, a narrow focus can be a 

winning strategy. FastPay, working with 

digital media, is a great example.

A noteworthy idea has been imple-

mented by C2FO, a company, which 

provides algorithms, services, software 

which motivates (using discounts and 

bonus systems) your partners repay 

their liabilities earlier. The company is 

already working in 70 countries and 

have “motivated” about $1B in earlier 

repayments. Another group of firms 

work with procurement automation.

Blockchain has impressively potential 

use cases in online factoring and lend-

ing: transactions; deal storage, verifi-

cation and signature; compliance and 

counterparty due diligence.

In spite of such a great variety of oppor-

tunities, technologies and use cases, 

Asia, Australia, Near East and Africa are 

still somewhat apathetic to this industry 

and are not represented widely in the 

startup universe. 

SME-Lending

OnDeck Capital (USA)

OnDeck is one of the pioneers of online 

lending business. It uses a hybrid model 

that combines a loan marketplace with 

lending from its own balance sheet. 

Founded back in 2007, it went public at 

the end of 2014. While the company’s 

share price has fallen to $4-5 from the 

initial $20, OnDeck does not regret 

about its decision. [1] It has actually been 

quite active in 2016, signing up some 

important partnerships and launching 

some new projects.

First, and probably the most significant, 

OnDeck has partnered with JPMorgan 
Chase on providing the bank with its 
technology for online SME-lending for 
the bank’s existing business clients.
The loans are Chase-branded, and are 

being held on the bank’s balance sheet. 

JPMorgan is also setting the underwrit-

ing criteria for the loans. [2] Previously, 

the bank’s SME loans could take up to 

one month to be funded. Now they are 

received within one day. For its part, 

OnDeck is using the integration with 
Chase as a foundation for additional 
partnerships with banks, since about 

70% of the technology that it has built 

for Chase is reusable.

Also, the company is working on re-

ferral agreements with smaller banks. 

For example, under a partnership with 
Opus Bank, Irvine, Calif., the bank re-
fers small businesses that are looking 
for up to $500,000 in financing to 
OnDeck. [3] 

Another line of company’s activity has 

been directed to the industry standard-

ization. Together with its competitors 
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CAN Capital and Kabbage and in 
partnership with the Association for 
Enterprise Opportunity (AEO) On-
Deck have formed Innovative Lending 
Platform Association (ILPA) at the start 

of the year. [4] The initiative has resulted 

in the launch of a loan comparison 
tool, called SMART box. [5] The applica-

tion was developed in response to a de-

mand for a common terminology and 

standardization, so that SMEs looking 

to borrow money can easily compare 

offers with similar terms.

Not only SME borrowers experience 

better treatment from online lenders. 

To improve the reporting for institu-

tional investors, purchasing loans via 

the OnDeck Marketplace, the company 
has partnered with Orchard Platform, 
whose technology comprises investor 

dashboards, portfolio benchmarking, 

automated daily holdings reports, and 

a custom report builder for internal and 

third-party analytics. [6]

Lastly, and as importantly, OnDeck has 

received a revolving debt facility of 

$200 million from Credit Suisse, which 

it is going to use to fund more of its 

own loans, enabling it to rely less on 

outside investors. [7]  

Kabbage (USA)

Atlanta-based Kabbage is an as ma-

ture and almost as old SME-lending 

company, as the previously described 

OnDeck Capital. Kabbage has raised 
about $240 million in equity capital 
and originated over $2 billion in SME 
loans. [8] Loans by Kabbage and its 
consumer unit, Karrot, which provides 
online loans up to $35,000, are made 

by Celtic Bank, a Utah-chartered indus-

trial bank in Salt Lake City. [9]

As we mentioned earlier, Kabbage 

took part in formation of Innovative 
Lending Platform Association and in 
development of the SMART Box tool 
for SME loans comparison. Howev-

er, these are not the only company’s 

initiatives. As well as its primary com-

petitor, Kabbage has been actively 

working on partnerships, licensing its 

platform to other financial institutions. 

In 2016 Kabbage has partnered with 
Spanish Santander [10] and Canadian 
Scotiabank. [11] The banks add to the 

list of existing partners, Dutch ING, 
Australian Kikka Capital, Mastercard, 

FleetCor, Sage.
Also, Kabbage claims to be the only 
platform which has made the process 
completely automated via its com-
prehensive mobile app launched this 
year. Only Kabbage handles everything 

— including origination and underwrit-

ing or approvals — in an automated 

fashion. Kabbage competitors have a 

human intervene at some stage in the 

approval. [12] 

CAN Capital (USA)

CAN Capital is the oldest of the famous 

trio (OnDeck, Kabbage, CAN), operating 

since 1998, and is the biggest online 
lender to small businesses in the US. [13] 

CAN supplies both secured and unse-

cured loans, keeping some of them on 

its balance sheet and selling others into 

securitizations. The company funds 

much of its lending through a line of 

credit supplied by a dozen banks led 

by Wells Fargo, and including Morgan 

Stanley, Barclays, UBS, JPMorgan and 

SunTrust.

Besides the already described initiative 

to build a SMART Box loan compari-

son tool, 2016 has been a year of an 

important milestone for CAN Capital. 
In April the company announced that it 

had provided small business owners 
$6 billion in working capital since its 

founding. The firm had facilitated over 
170,000 loans to over 70,000 individ-
ual merchants, meaning that CAN had 

generated more working capital than 

any other company in the space. And 

CAN continues to grow quickly — the 

firm hit $5 billion in originations last 

May, which means it had originated 
over $1 billion in less than a year. [14]

Apart from this achievement, in 2016 

the company has been focusing more 

on internal processes, making some 

new firings and hirings [15] and prepar-

ing itself to resume the growth in loan 

originations in 2017.

RainFin (South Africa)

RainFin is a South African online lending 

platform for personal and business 

loans of up to R500,000 for a tenure 

of 1-4 years. Rainfin at the beginning 
of the year announced a partnership 
with ABSA Bank, a member of Barclays 
Africa Group Limited, to offer RainFin’s 

products to Absa customers. Although 

Absa already owned 49% equity in 

RainFin, the bank wanted to incorpo-

rate the online lending marketplace’s 

offerings into its suite of products. This 
actually allowed the bank to offer 
SMEs unsecured working capital loans 
within 48 hours after application. [16] 

However, later in November, its 
founders and management bought 
back ABSA’s 49% shareholding. [17] This 

now allows RainFin to continue using 

its technology platform to democ-

ratise lending and focus on building 
strategic partnerships with multiple 
financial institutions and wholesale 
capital providers, which is aligned to 

their growth strategy. Co-Founder and 

CEO of RainFin Sean Emery provided 

5 pieces of advice to 

FinTech startups [18] 

out there who are 

planning to potentially 

establish equity rela-

tionships with large 

incumbents.

And lastly, by the end 

of the year, RainFin 
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has added crowdfunding and lending 
options to its platform in the form 
of Business-to-Retail loans. Amounts 

of up to R10-million will be handled 

through the service. This new offering 

will allow companies of varying sizes to 

borrow from a range of sectors, such as 

the retail market, asset managers, insti-

tutional lenders, and even their existing 

customer and supplier bases. [19]

Paypal (USA)

Paypal Working Capital is Paypal’s sub-

sidiary – its SMB finance programme. 

Paypal announced that it has provid-
ed $2B of funding to 90.000 SMEs 
globally through its program. The 
milestone comes three years after 
the launch of PayPal Working Capital 
in the United States in 2013, and less 
than 12 months after the global $1bil-
lion mark was achieved in November 
2015. [20] The programme underlines 

PayPal’s commitment to democratising 

access to financial services, by offer-

ing fast, fair and flexible funding to the 

businesses that need it most.

In tandem with the numbers released 

in Summer, PayPal has also launched 

a mobile-centric website, allowing 

applicants to grab working capital loans 

on the fly, from the field and as needed. 

The maximum funding limits have been 

increased to 18 percent of the firm’s 

annual PayPal processing volume, or 

$97,000 in the U.S., with an eye on 

further boosting those ceilings on the 

heels of burgeoning demand. This is 

up from $20,000 or, alternatively, 8 

percent of annual PayPal volume and 

stems from what he termed PayPal’s 

core competencies in risk modeling 

and data analytics to help establish 

creditworthiness. Past history with the 

firm, tied to sales, is a determining fac-

tor rather than the snapshot of a credit 

score.

It’s been also confirmed that PayPal 
now enables SMBs to apply for loans 
“on the go,” with the mindset that you 
“must go where your customers are 
going,”. The loan process no longer 

should be tied to the face-to-face 

meetings, say, at a bank branch, with 

“several trips back and forth,” but can 

be done “wherever the merchant wants 

to take out a loan — they might be on 

vacation or they might be servicing a 

client.” Through the mobile applica-

tion, once user credentials are au-

thenticated, PayPal is able to populate 

the application with existing account 

information. 

Funding Circle (UK)

Funding Circle is one of the most 

successful examples of European p2p 

lending companies. Its a peer-to-peer 

lending marketplace that allows inves-

tors to lend money directly to small and 

medium-sized businesses. Founded in 

2010 in London, it offers a marketplace 

where businesses can borrow up to 

£1M (£3M for property development) 

in the UK, up to $500K in the US, and 

up to €250K in Germany, Spain and the 

Netherlands for up to 60 months. 

In 2015 it raised $150M in funding led 

by DST Global, valuing the company at 

over $1B. Running ahead of the story, 

we mention that in January 2017 it 

raised another $100M in Series F from 

Accel Partners.

Nucleus Commercial Finance (UK)

Nucleus is yet another UK-based peer 

to peer business lender that up to date 

lent nearly $480M and it claims that 

90% of this has already been paid back 

with just £5,800 incurred in bad debts. 

This year Nucleus became quite nota-

ble for processing the largest ever P2P 
loan to date following a £14.5 million 
financing [21] facility offered to UK steel 

stockholder Industrial Metal Services 

(IMS) – as it claims, however its not the 

biggest in P2P market.

According to Nucleus CEO Chirag 

Shah, the loan facility, which took less 

than 10 weeks to be completed, is 

more than four times the previous P2P 

record. Shah also believes that Nucleus 

is likely to be one of the few beneficia-

ries from the aftermath of the Brexit 

vote and the consequent contraction in 

banks’ corporate lending programs. 

In addition, Nucleus added property 

and asset to invoice and construc-

tion finance products, alongside new 

overdraft facility. It launched its new 

overdraft product, ‘Nucleus Overdraft 
ID’, for businesses looking for a guar-

anteed overdraft facility up to £100K 

along with introduced bridging loans 

and second and third charge loans as 

part of a new property finance product 

and asset finance for SMEs looking for 

capital expenditure support. [22]

Lastly, Nucleus entered into education 
sector and now offering a range of 
specialist products for the education 
sector. The education finance portfolio 

has been designed to allow education 

providers the ability to receive advances 

and secure a line of credit against their 

funding payments from the Govern-

ment. Nucleus is also offering prop-

erty and term loans, and overdrafts. It 

describes these as unique products for 

the market. With over 1,000 providers 

of vocational education alone using 

funding in excess of £1 billion. [23]
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Supply Chain, Invoices

Taulia (USA)

Taulia is one of the most promising 

financial supply chain companies. 

It aimed to go public in 2016, but 

postponed for later. Still, Taulia is one 

of those companies, that continues 

growing its top line by more than 100% 

and who reached round D funding pre-

viously, receiving strategic investments 

from banks as BBVA. 

The global demand for Taulia’s platform 

is increasing exponentially, new forms 

of partnerships prove that (SAP, RBS 

Partners, KPMG, OFS Portal, Exostar 

partners, Hanse Orga, BuyerQuest). It is 

featured in the top companies to work 

for every year. This year it was more 
concentrated on activities to maintain 
the level of its efficiency offering to 
companies. 

It is important to mention how far Taulia 

went bringing on new partnership 

towards its development and launched 

a global Partner Community, the pro-

gram that provides a hub of world-class 

enablement and collaboration tools to 

support and excite partners.

Speaking about partnerships, Taulia is 
now linked with Infosys, a global lead-

er in consulting, technology services 

and will work on providing supply chain 

finance and e-Invoicing solutions for 

the global customers of Infosys. 

Secondly, it now works with Buyer-
Quest, the next generation eProcure-

ment provider, to create an intuitive 

end-to-end platform to manage their 

entire Procure-to-Pay process. 

Thirdly, because Taulia teamed with 

Lavante, the leading provider of cloud-

based supplier management, Taulia’s 

customers are now able to fill the gaps 

in their contact database, mitigate 

supplier risk and improve compliance 

across the entire supply chain.

Fourthly, Taulia now partners with 

players that should accelerate its 

global expansion in key markets: Hanse 
Orga, a leading German software and 

consulting firm specializing in bringing 

SAP-integrated software solutions to 

more than 500 customers worldwide; 

Invarture, a French software distri-

bution company whose client base 

includes 20 of France’s top 30 compa-

nies; and Intellection, a market-leading 

provider of workflow and automation 

software in South Africa.

Lastly, it worth mentioning that Taulia 

started this year with a new funding 
E round led by Zouk Capital, and 

raised $46M, bringing total funding to 

$137M. New strategic investors and 

institutional investors joined the round, 

which included all existing institutional 

investors. 

Tungsten Corp. (UK)

Tungsten is a company founded in 2012 

by head of Duke Street Capital in order 

to create a leading online factoring 

platform. In 2013 it went public, raising 

approximately $250 million through the 

listing on LSE. [24]

Tungsten is famous for its acquisition 

activity, particularly one of a whole 

bank branch. In 2014, Tungsten was 

seeking to expand its services from be-

yond invoices, and acquired FIBI Bank, 

a unit of the First International Bank of 

Israel in the UK, for £30M. [25] Tungsten 

hoped that acquiring the bank would 

give it access to a large, cheap pool of 

deposits, enabling it to lend to more 

businesses who use its invoice financ-

ing services. However, the benefits of 

owning a bank were not enough to 

justify the high costs and complexities 

involved. [26] The regulatory burden as-

sociated with having a banking license 

meant that Tungsten had to set aside 

far more capital against its loans than 

a lender without a banking license. To 

this end, in November 2016, Tungsten 
has sold its banking arm to Wyelands 
Holding Ltd for approx. £30M. [27]

Besides FIBI Bank, the company ac-

quired OB10, the global e-Invoicing 

platform, in October 2013 for £100m [28], 

and DocuSphere, a provider of ac-

counts payable automation services, a 

year later for $7M. [29]

Today Tungsten operates in 47 coun-

tries. Its Global Network consists of 

203,000 suppliers. Company’s results 

for 2016 are impressive: £133 billion in 

transactions among Network’s mem-

bers and 16.1 million invoices delivered. 

Tungsten claims to help its clients save 

25% of AR (receivables) operating costs 

and 60% of AP (payables) 

operating costs. [30]
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Tradeshift (USA)

Tradeshift is a San Francisco-based 

provider of an online platform for busi-

ness transactions, whose customers 

include Zurich Insurance Group, NHS 

SBS, LinkedIn, SAPA, RWE, Tech Data, 

SUEZ, and Veolia. This year it received a 

big funding round and made few heavy 

initiatives worth researching. 

In terms of business metrics, Tradeshift 

by the end of this year serves more than 

850,000 users (clients’ employees) and 

has “dozens” of Fortune 500 clients. 
The company also revealed that the 

volume of transactions made on its 

platform grew 250 percent year-over-
year between 2014 and 2015.

In terms of funding, Tradeshift has 

raised in total over $200 million 
from investors like PayPal, Intuit and 
Singapore’s Scentan Ventures. This 

latest round was led by Data Collective 

(DCVC), with participation from fellow 

new investors HSBC, American Ex-

press Ventures, CreditEase and Pavilion 

Capital. The deal values the company 
at over $500 million, according to the 
Wall Street Journal. [31]

This funding follows a number of ini-

tiatives that have propelled Tradeshift’s 

advancement of the global procure-to-

pay category over the past 12 months, 

including: New customers within the 
Fortune 1000, NHS SBS, LinkedIn, 

SAPA, RWE, Eberspächer Group, Tech 

Data, SUEZ and Veolia; [32] Strategic 
partnerships with Microsoft, Xerox 

Business Services, and China-based 

Baiwang; Over 400% growth in sup-

plier accounts as a result of Tradeshift’s 

superior on-boarding methodology, 

which is 12x faster than the industry 

average and many others.

In addition, Tradeshift this year an-
nounced TradeshiftGo, a free virtual 
assistant with a conversational user 
interface that simplifies payments 
and travel booking. Go gives users at 

mid-sized companies an easier way to 

buy, while providing finance teams with 

the transparency and control they need 

for better spend management. Go also 

comes with a travel booking “skill,” en-

abled by Tradeshift’s recent acquisition 

of Hyper Travel, a chat-based travel 

assistant app. [33]

Lastly to mention, an interesting move 

from Tradeshift, it announced a part-
nership with (RED) to deliver more 
than $3 million for the Global Fund 
to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria 

by driving contributions from across its 

network. [34] The partnership will include 

a donation to the Global Fund from 

transactions as Tradeshift monetizes its 

rapidly growing network.

MarketInvoice (London)

MarketInvoice, the UK invoice finance 

platform, had met the 2016th year with 

around £13 million raised in previous 

rounds. In July it raised another £7.2M 

led by MCI Capital. Existing backer 

Northzone also participated. [35]

MarketInvoice plays a key role in the 

peer-to-peer lending space by enabling 

U.K. businesses to raise money from 

institutional investors and high net 

worth individuals by ‘selling’ outstand-

ing invoices. By the end of November 

the company announced it had funded 

£1 billion worth of invoices through its 

platform since the launch in 2011. [36] 

KredX (India)

The Bengaluru-based invoice discount 

marketplace startup KredX (formerly 

Mandii), which was founded in 2014, 

has gone through two financing 

rounds this year. It has got $750k from 
Prime Venture Partners in April [37] and 

$6.25mln in Series A from the same 
investor and Sequoia Capital in Octo-

ber  [38]. 

The startup has developed a credit risk 
assessment model and a technology 

platform for borrowers that ensures 

fast, hassle-free and secured transac-

tions. For financiers, KredX provides 

complete trade services starting from 

sourcing curated invoices to conduct-

ing due diligence using its proprietary 

credit underwriting algorithms. It also 

manages complete paperwork for the 

financier and borrowers.

By the time of the last funding, Kredx 

had enabled around 3000 transac-
tions ranging from Rs 1 lakh to Rs 1 

crore (approximately $1.5k-$150k), with 

a focus on unpaid invoices from “blue-

chip companies”. 
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Typically, KredX takes 3-4 days to go 

through documents filed by an SME 

and claims that it finds buyers for these 

unpaid invoices in 12-48 hours after 

listing them on their platform. Price of 

the invoice is decided by the SME.

Besides banks and non-banking finance 

companies, buyers for these invoices 

include wealth management firms and 

high net worth individuals (HNWIs) with 

a minimum investment size of Rs 3 lakh. 

These HNWIs typically get returns of 

12-20% in 30-90 days. [39]

Waddle (Australia)

Waddle is a Sydney-based invoice 

financing startup launched in 2015 and 

operating in Australia and New Zea-

land. It leverages deep analytics from 

accounting & banking data to provide 

automated revolving credit lines and 

works only through accounting pack-

ages. While quite young, Waddle has 
already partnered with Xero, MYOB 
and QuickBooks Online accounting 

software for integration. [40]

In January 2016 the company an-

nounced it had provided about 20 
Australian SMEs with approximately 
$1 million in financing. [41] Further gath-

ering momentum, it has raised $30 
million in debt financing. [42]  

Fastpay (USA)

Fastpay is a provider of a financial plat-

form of credit and payment solutions 

for the global digital industry, offering 

a portfolio of financial products and 

services including invoice finance and 

workflow solutions designed specifi-

cally for the digital industry. It started 
2016 very dynamically by topping $1B 
in cumulative loan volume [43] and up to 

date it has originated nearly $1.5 Billion 

(USD) in loans to digital businesses and 

has integrated with accounting soft-

ware providers, bank account moni-

toring, and all major media technology 

companies.

Further, in September Fastpay received 
a strategic investment from CITI Ven-
tures. This enables FastPay to grow the 

flexible lending and financial solutions it 

delivers globally. 

Lastly, Fastpay teamed up with Hitachi 
Capital America Corp, to provide 
liquidity to enterprise–segment 
clients within the digital economy. The 

program is designed as a differentiated 

approach to market, enabling a newly 

created product FastPay for Enterprise 
(FPE). FPE is designed to support com-

panies in the digital media sector with 

working capital loans of $10M or more. 

The facility is expected to originate over 

$100M in loans within the first year. 

The FPE Facility is supported by Hitachi 

Capital America’s Trade Finance divi-

sion. This new solution allows Buyers to 

obtain $10M or more in working capital 

with unprecedented flexibility. Until 

now, fast-growing digital media enter-

prises have struggled to find the right 

growth acceleration solutions. FastPay 

for Enterprise provides a flexible alter-

native to traditional financing and helps 

even larger digital media companies 

to avoid ownership dilution and invest 

in further growth. This new financing 
from Hitachi supplements FastPay’s 
existing facility with Wells Fargo. [44] 

BlueVine (USA)

Bluevine is a provider of an invoice 

financing platform for small businesses, 

based in Redwood City, CA and found-

ed in 2013. It integrates with accounting 

software, allowing companies to select 

the invoices they want to sell and re-

ceive funding within one business day.

This year, it started by receiving $40M 
in its series C round funding to pro-
vide credit lines for small businesses. 
The round was led by Menlo Ven-

tures, with participation from Rakuten, 
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Lightspeed and 83North. Later, in April, 

another investment was received from 

Citi Ventures to support BlueVine’s 

growth as it continues to expand into 

new market segments. [45] 

Other recent developments at Blue-

Vine include the appointment of 
former Google Capital manager Ana 
Sirbu to vice president of finance and 

strategy and the launch of Flex Cred-

it - a new product allowing small and 

medium-sized enterprises to access 

a revolving line of business credit. [46]  

The offering can bring SMEs between 

$5,000 and $30,000 in financing, the 

firm said. BlueVine is currently on track 

to fund more than $200 million in 

working capital in 2016.

Lastly, BlueVine has raised another 

funding of $49 million Series D round, 
led mostly by the same investors, 
the company announced in Dec’16. 
It brings their total financing to $113 

million, according to Crunchbase.

Hijro (alias Fluent) (USA)

Fluent is the financial operating net-

work for global commerce, founded 

in 2014, which was rebranded as Hijro 

in November. It connects banks and 

businesses on a distributed financial 

database that provides a frictionless 

operating network for large enterprises 

and their global supply chains. 

In March 2016, it unveiled its enter-
prise software platform, the Fluent 
Network, which enables real-time, 

low-cost, simple and secure invoicing 

and payments along global supply 

chains via blockchain technology for 

banks, financial institutions and global 

enterprises. 

Common supply chain finance strat-

egies include factoring and reverse 

factoring. In reverse factoring, receiv-

ables are sold to a bank at a discount 

as soon as they are approved by the 

buyer. [47] The bank then commits to pay 

the company’s invoices to the suppliers. 

Finance providers charge borrowers 

interest rates based on the time value of 

money, as well as the risk or uncertainty 

of future cash flows.

On the Fluent Network, payments are 

linked to tokenized invoices. Once the 

buyer approves the invoice, the goods 

are considered satisfactory. The invoice 

is tokenized on the Network, prevent-

ing it from being refinanced again. The 

buyer then pays the invoice directly to 

the financier. The supplier never holds 

the funds, therefore eliminating the risk 

of non-payment.

There are five main applications on the 

Fluent Network. The Global Payment 
Platform allows companies to send 

and receive payments in real-time, 

both intercompany and with their 

suppliers worldwide. The Supply Chain 
Financing Platform allows suppliers 

to participate in one-touch receivables 

financing. The Receivables Market-
place allows receivables to be sent to 

“a multi-lender marketplace where they 

can receive superior rates to tradition-

al supply chain financing programs,” 

according to the company.

Lastly, seed funding for Fluent hit 

$1.65 million, the company revealed, 

and saw participation from ff Venture 

Capital, Digital Currency Group, Draper 

Associates and several others. Follow-

ing last year’s pre-seed funding, the 

seed investment brings the total raised 

for Fluent to $2.5 million, according 

to reports. Hijro has also announced 
their relationship with, Commerce 
Bancshares (NASDAQ: CBSH), a Forbes 

Top-20 US Bank headquartered in 

Kansas City, MO, who has been partici-

pating in Hijro’s Network pilot program 

since February 2016. [48]

Capital Springboard (Singapore)

Capital Springboard is another P2P 

invoice financing platform, launched in 

Singapore in June 2016. It has claimed 
to transact over S$110 million on its 

platform during the pilot testing phase.   

Accredited Investors can open a Capital 

Springboard trading account held by 

escrow agent, Vistra Trust (Singapore) 

Pte. Limited, with a minimum invest-

ment of S$50,000 and withdraw their 

undeployed funds at any time. The 

sellers of invoices should have annual 

revenue of at least S$100,000.
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Capital Springboard claimed in Novem-

ber to have financed over 1550 invoic-
es from SMEs. These SMEs are from 

local primary sector industries such as 

engineering, consumer discretionary, 

information technology and industrials. 

Capital Springboard facilitates trade for 

SMEs by granting them access to work-

ing capital provided by investors.

Investors benefit from annualized 

returns of 11- 25 per cent depending on 

the grade of risk of the invoice, during 

a 90 day investment window. Invoice 

sizes range from a few thousand dollars 

to few hundred thousand dollars.

Invoice Bazaar (UAE)

Invoice Bazaar is a young UAE-based 

supply chain firm offering receivables 

purchase from SME suppliers. It had 

been relatively unknown in the supply 

chain world until its recent big step. 

The company has partnered with 
Advance Global Capital in November. 
As part of the partnership, AGC  has 
committed AED 4 million ($1.1 million) 
in capital as the first tranche towards 
purchase of receivables. [50] This takes 

Invoice Bazaar’s total fund raised 
including equity capital close to $3 
Million.

2016 is just its first full year of operation. 

However, the company has already 
won mandates from over 30 suppliers 
and 6 buyers. It is on track to pur-
chase receivables of $40 million and 
break even in 2016. This ensures that 

there would be no pressure to further 

liquidate equity just to meet its working 

capital needs. [51]

So, the Invoice Bazaar’s growth level 

is quite high, which proves that the 

SME-lending gap is large in UAE and is 

still to be filled by high-tech companies 

such as Invoice Bazaar.

Platform Black (UK)

Platform Black is a UK-based invoice 

financing P2P marketplace. It has 
provided over £150 million in invoice 
financing to the end of 2016.

While launched in 2012, it has gone 

through its first financing round only 

in 2016. In April the platform raised 
£5M from GLI Finance. [52] The financ-

ing round had come out right before 

the company announced its decision 
to underwrite the first 10 percent of 

every invoice auction that takes place 

on its site, meaning it will cover the first 

10% of any losses faced by an inves-

tor. [53] Adding the fact that in June 2016 

Platform Black claimed its last default 
was back in January 2015 (£65k) [54], 

the company shows a really high level 

of trustworthiness. 

To further level up the investors’ con-

fidence, the company has recently 
introduced a Credit Insurance on 
supply chain finance for funders, who 

now can be reassured that they will get 

a maximum of 90% of their funds repaid 

to them. [55] Also, in order to make the 

process more transparent for SMEs, 

Platform Black has introduced fixed 
pricing across the range of financial 

solutions. [56]

DueCourse (UK)

The Manchester-based startup DueC-

ourse provides advances for invoices 

SMEs are yet to receive. Their software 
debuted in 2015 and uses their own 
risk assessment algorithms. The com-

pany aggregates data from cloud-based 

accounting solutions used by its SME 

borrowers, like Xero and Sage, reports 

said. The repayment process is fully au-

tomated and funds are withdrawn from 

the firm’s accounts once the invoice is 

paid. [57]

The company has raised £6.25 million 
this year (a split of £1.25 equity / £5 
million debt). The split is a reflection of 

the company’s business model: rather 

than operating a peer-to-peer lending 

marketplace, DueCourse is doing the 

lending, hence its own debt-financ-

ing. [58] The business is planning to raise 
a further Series A round of £10-15 
million in funding over the next 

10 months to expand its service 

around the world. [59]
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C2FO (USA)

C2FO is a program, managed on behalf 

of a customer to help the business 

improve cash flow. Instead of borrow-

ing money from a third party or using a 

static discounting methods, C2FO gives 

suppliers the power to negotiate early 

payment in return for discounts. It now 

operates in more than 70 countries and 

processes more than $1B in early pay-

ments for suppliers each year. What’s 
important is to understand that C2FO 
is not a factoring service, nor a supply 
chain financing service. It works with a 

wide range of big players such as Toshi-

ba, KPMG, Dannon, Amazon, etc. 

This year in January it announced 
that Citi Ventures is its newest 
investor. Citi Ventures joins a list of 
C2FO investors, which has previously 

comprised of Temasek, Union Square 

Ventures, Mithril Capital, Tiger Glob-

al, Summerhill Venture Partners and 

OpenAir Equity Partners. Citi Ventures’ 

investment will support C2FO’s con-

tinued growth as it seeks to expand its 

offerings and capabilities globally. [60]

In addition, C2FO this year was again 
recognized in Forbes Fintech 50. 
Forbes selected technology com-
panies that are disrupting the way 
the world saves, invests, spends and 
borrows.  While 22 new fintech firms 

have joined this coveted list, C2FO has 

been included once again for its con-

tinued rapid growth and scale of global 

operations. [61]

Lastly, C2FO partnered with Mother-

care, the global retailer for parents and 

young children, to facilitate the accel-

erate payments. Suppliers using the 

program will benefit by reducing their 

overall cost of financing as invoice dis-

count rates are almost always lower on 

C2FO’s marketplace than the alternative 

cost of borrowing for short-term cash. 

The ability to access working capital 

based on unique cash management 

needs will allow companies to invest in 

their growth on their own terms. The 

process does not require additional 

paperwork and is run online. [62]

 

Fundbox (USA)

Fundbox focuses on B2B companies, 

providing them with credit extend 

against accounts receivable (by offering 

short-term credit in the amounts of 

outstanding invoices). The company’s 

technology uses a data-driven SMB risk 

engine to look at large numbers of data 

and risk signals in real time, develop-

ing risk profiles for individual invoices. 

After it’s latest funding, which was 
in March’15 with valuation of almost 
$320M, it kept on business and stayed 
quite private this year. 
However, few minor news worth 

mentioning. For instance, Fundbox 
launched an iOS mobile app, a tool 
that will allow existing customers to 
instantly get paid for their outstand-
ing invoices on the go. The mobile app 

offers [63] SMB owners the same features 

as the Fundbox web-based dashboard 

experience, a convenient one-click in-

voice financing solution and the ability 

to manage repayments.

In addition, Goldman Sachs has recog-
nized Fundbox Founder and CEO, Eyal 
Shinar as one of the 100 Most Intrigu-
ing Entrepreneurs of 2016. According 

to GS, under Shinar’s leadership Fund-

box has developed a tech-driven tool 

that employs advanced underwriting 

algorithms and deep learning capabili-

ties to instantly advance funds tied up in 

outstanding invoices, helping business 

owners eliminate their cash flow chal-

lenges and grow their business. [64]

Lastly, Fundbox, along with its peers 

like Basware, published a research on 

invoice payments and released its find-

ings [65]. The study, designed to better 

understand the overall financial health 

of SMBs, revealed the huge economic 

impact of unpaid invoices. Over the last 

12 months, the total amount in unpaid 

invoices across all U.S. SMBs is approxi-

mately $825 billion.

Cash flow gaps from unpaid invoices 

are often cited as the most challeng-

ing hurdle for SMBs. Looking back at 

12 months of data, Fundbox analysis 

found that 22 percent of invoices are 

unpaid at any given time. This equates 

to $84,000 per small business in unpaid 

invoices. In some cases they never 

receive payment. [66]
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Fintech for SME: payroll, 
accounting, procurement

Coupa (USA) 

According to Technavio market 

research sourced from ISI Securities 

EMIS, the global Software-as-a-Service 

(SaaS)-based market for expense man-

agement will reach $2.2 billion in 2016 

and will grow to $3.2 billion in 2018. In 

addition, IDC estimates that the market 

for supply chain management applica-

tion software, which includes software 

related to logistics, production planning 

and inventory management, will reach 

$9.5 billion in 2016 and grow to $11.3 

billion by 2019.

Coupa is a big player in this niche, a 

provider of cloud-based expense man-

agement and e-procurement solutions. 

Its platform is used for requisitions, 
expense reporting, approval manage-
ment, purchase orders, requests for 
quotes, inventory, and invoicing. The 

platform combines data from expense 

reporting systems used for employee 

expenditures and data from e-procure-

ment systems used to manage indirect 

purchases. It serves to Alder, AltaDe-

vices, Amerinet, Amex Global Busi-

ness Travel, Armstrong, Ten-X, Avalon 

Health, Box, and Pandora.

Despite the fact that It has been a slow 

year for tech IPOs, Coupa has publicly 
filed. [67] The company priced its IPO at 

$18 and saw its shares almost double 

during the first trading day, bringing the 

market capitalization to $1.2-1.4 billion. 

However, they’re still not profitable. By 

the end of July, Coupa lost $24.3 mil-

lion, which compares to a loss of $25.1 

million in the same period last year. 

Yet revenue is growing, up to $53.2 
million from $31.6 million in the same 
time frames. [68]

Basware (USA) 

Basware is one of the top 5 largest 

companies providing procurement 

solutions, that provide comprehensive 

spend management and collaborative 

business process automation solutions 

for both goods and services. This year 

was quite stable for Basware, with 

almost no change in stock price and 

market cap, which is kept on 527M EUR. 

The open networks, such as Basware’s, 

are significant enablers for the entire 

B2B commerce. Getting connected and 

networked has become a competitive 

requirement for today’s leading organi-

zations.

In terms of development, the company 

this year added two new services to the 

Basware Network. The first feature, the 
Business Directory, allows businesses 
signed up to the Basware Network 
to easily search and find any trading 
contacts, such as suppliers and cus-

tomers, and add them to their personal 

e-invoicing address book. This will 

boost further adoption of e-invoicing 

and bring greater payment 

efficiencies. [69]

The second feature is the Vendor 
Manager – a tool for larger organi-
zations to provide self-service for 

vendors to manage their own data on 

the network. Vendor data maintenance 

is a key challenge for both Accounts 

Payable and Procurement functions in 

an organization.

In addition, in March Basware acquired 
Verian, a leading cloud-based solution 

provider in the fast-growing pur-

chase-to-pay market. The acquisition 

supports Basware’s strategy to grow 

its cloud-based business revenues in 

key markets. Verian brought additional 

cloud-based customers and added 

e-procurement capabilities to Bas-

ware’s portfolio. The acquisition also 

enables Verian’s customers to leverage 

the power of the Basware Network and 

its market-leading financing services 

offering. [70]

Procurify (Canada) 

Procurify is another provider of a 

unified platform that streamlines entire 

purchasing processes. The platform 

allows approving, tracking and receiv-

ing purchase orders, provides analytical 

business spending reports and can be 

used to receive instant business opera-

tion notifications of all kinds. In 2015 it 

was quite successful having 3x growth 
of user base from over 100 countries, 

and 4x increase in new account acti-
vations per month. [71]

To this end, Procurify raised $7 million 

in a Series A round, led by Runa Capital 

and also included Point Nine Capi-

tal, Nexus Venture Partners and BDC. 

Hedgewood Inc. and Tom Williams also 

joined as investors.

Hootsuite, Berkshire Hathaway, 
Airbus, TaskUs and Vision Critical 
(to name just a few) use Procurify 
because, unlike other procure-to-pay 
solutions, it offers something more 

than spend management - its real 

promise lies in the transformation of a 

company’s Spend Culture.

Since it was founded in 2012, Procurify 

has built an innovative, culture-first 

organization that has become one of 

the most coveted startups to work at. If 

Salesforce provides visibility and analyt-

ics on dollars coming into a company, 

Procurify does the same for dollars 

going out. Approximately 125 million 

companies do not track outbound 

spend, making it a $16 Billion market 

growing at a rate of 30%. And with its 

latest raise, the ground is clear for Pro-

curify to dominate this market. [72]
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Old Guards

Ariba (USA)

The very first thing to mention about 

Ariba, is that in 2016 it celebrates its 

20th birthday. Starting from 1996 (it 

was acquired by a German giant SAP in 

2012), it has completely changed the 

way buyers and suppliers connect and 

get business done. [73] The company, for 

instance:

• Launched the first online catalog for 

procurement;

• Developed the first software to con-
duct reverse auctions;

• Created the Ariba® Network, the first 
business network that today is the 

largest, most global on the planet, 

with more than 2 million companies 

transacting nearly $1 trillion in com-

merce on an annual basis;

• Delivered comprehensive suite of 
cloud-based procurement applica-

tions ranked first among all vendors;

• Went live with Ariba Discovery™, a 

global business matching service that 

automatically connects buyer needs 

with seller capabilities; 

• Rolled out Ariba Spot Buy™, the first 

solution to combine the technology, 

content and expertise needed to gain 

visibility into unplanned buys with 

workflow capabilities to get them 

under control;

• Released AribaPay™, an electronic 
payment solution identified as the 

most Disruptive and Best B2B Inno-

vation;

• Opened its platform, allowing compa-

nies to develop and deliver new com-

merce services that drive value for 

their organizations, their customers 

and anyone connected to the Ariba 
Network, using open APIs.

Despite the fact that SAP Ariba is huge 

and already mature, this year it released 

four new products spurring innovation. 

The products offer support for guided 
buying [74], supplier management [75], 

supplier risk [76] and direct materials 
sourcing [77].

Lastly, Ariba this year made its cloud 

based procurement applications 
available in China. It now enables Chi-

nese businesses to discover, connect 

and collaborate with trading partners 

through a single digital marketplace to 

simplify business commerce.  Nowa-

days, China is experiencing growing 
demand for efficient solutions for 
businesses to better manage opera-

tions and connect with trading part-
ners. [78] Enterprises across China are 

increasingly placing digital processes 

at the core of their business. SAP Ariba 

will provide Chinese customers with 

a powerful digital platform to manage 

their commerce activities from end to 

end.

The Interface Financial Group (USA)

IFG is one of the oldest players of the 

SME supply chain finance market. It was 

founded in 1972 and has grown to one 

of the largest alternative finance com-

panies in North America, conducting 

business in USA, Canada, Singapore, 

Australia, New Zealand, UK, Ireland, 

Mexico and South Africa. While its 

younger competitors initially build their 

business on disruptive digital technolo-

gies, IFG has to undergone the transfor-

mation process of its business in order 

to stay relevant. Particularly, it launched 
invoice finance marketplace platform 
in US, Canada, and UK in 2014.

As a part of the modernization process, 

IFG has partnered Australian SME 
lending marketplace Bigstone to give 

it access to its marketplace. [79]
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The blockchain tech is very fragment-
ed and the abundance of implementa-
tion possibilities, technical complex-
ity, as well as the media hype about 
the industry make it extremely hard to 

pick the wheat from the chaff. 

Let’s first deal with cryptocurrencies, 

because it is the most popular area, 

but at the same time the least interest-

ing for real innovation (and generally 

for somebody other than the game 

players). There are over 150 cryptocur-

rencies, including 30 major ones, and 

10 currencies with the most transaction 

volumes. They are mainly mined in 

China – the four Chinese pools control 

60% of the mining (the Georgian-Amer-

ican BitFury is the largest miner outside 

China). After about 50 players have left 

the market, 50 more exchange services 

remained active, 9 of them being major 

(the three biggest are in China). 

By the way, the most popular currency 

pair is not BTC/USD but BTC/CNY (Chi-

na shows constant capacity to create 

bubbles – take the online lending mar-

ket mopping up for example, which had 

to be done by their central bank after 

a series of bankruptcies and frauds). A 

speculative topic requires the devel-

opment of speculative tools for fueling 

interest in it: such tools as high frequen-

cy trading and margin trading (with 

leverage) are actively developing, the 

derivatives (i.e. ultimately the sub-de-

rivatives) and index investment funds 

are booming. As with any pyramid, the 

profits are real, but only for those who 

bail out on time. 

E-wallets are a more interesting area, 
especially those e-wallets allowing 
to add multiple currencies (and only 

use the cryptocurrencies as a universal 

basic unit for accounting), as well as 

issuing classic bank cards (i.e. allow-

ing to pay for real goods and services 

offline using the account), for example, 

the Hong Kong Xapo (attracted a new 

round of $40M in 2016 and is actively 

expanding to Argentina and Venezue-

la) and the British Wirex. The adjacent 

industry of cryptocurrency ATMs pro-

duction (in 2016, the market consisted 

of just around 1,000 ATMs worldwide, 

most of which were manufactured by 

three companies) is rather a temporary 

PR tool than a real necessity.

ICO (initial coin offering) is a curious 
innovation on the market. It’s a blend 

of IPO (selling shares in real companies 

for cryptocurrency), crowdfunding 

(purchase of services or products of 

a company “for the future”), and P2B 

lending (lending cryptocurrencies 

to companies). The total 2016 ICOs 

accumulated $250M. The creators of 

the Ethereum protocol launched DAO 

– a software that supports technical 

implementation of a “social contract” 

for establishment and management of 

the relevant companies. The biggest 

ICO was that of The DAO (another 

company dealing with tokenization 

of houses, cars, and other property of 

participants for subsequent sharing), 

which attracted a record “investment” 

in the equivalent of about $150M from 

11K enthusiasts, $50M of which were 

eventually legally “stolen” due to an 

error in the code. 

The most interesting (and promising) 
areas in blockchain are those beyond 
the cryptocurrencies: healthcare, 
logistics, land registry, public and cor-
porate document management. Es-
tonia, which leads the implementation 

of e-government services, collaborates 

with Guardtime blockchain startup to 

create a unified base of medical records 

for people, which will be available for 

sharing by hospitals, as well as insur-

ance companies. Prescrypt (jointly with 

SNS Bank and Deloitte) in the Neth-
erlands and BitHealth in the United 
States have the same agenda. Swedish 

officials together with ChromaWay 

and a partner bank are creating a single 

registry of land plots on blockchain to 

make life easier for sellers and buyers, 

as well as banks that want to use them 

as collateral. BitFury is rolling out a 

similar pilot project in Georgia, BitLand 

is doing the same in Ghana (going to 

scale up to Nigeria and Kenya) and 

Honduras. The UAE targets to switch 

the entire state document flow over to 

blockchain by 2020. The State of Del-
aware, where many companies from 

other states and countries are regis-

tered, introduces a system for register-

ing companies, issuing stock, recording 

resolutions of the boards of directors, 

redistributing the shares upon purchase 

and sale based on the blockchain (Oto-
nomos, a Singapore based company, is 

implementing the same functionality in 

several countries). The British Everledg-
er provides tracking and provenance 

for diamonds, artworks, and expensive 

alcohol.

Looking back at the financial sector, 
all the areas beyond the payments 
and transfers are interesting, includ-
ing trade finance, collateral records, 
stock issue and trading, document 
flow between banks and their cor-
porate clients. However, in reality, 

the most activities take place either in 

money transfers or establishment of 

new standards for the banking sector 

by various associations and consortia. 

An interesting startup from Singapore, 

DaoPass, offers full identification of 

customers through partner banks in 

various countries for fintech startups, 

telcos, messengers, and e-commerce 

players. Two American companies – R3 
consortium and Digital Asset Hold-
ings – are vying for the right to become 

the “new SWIFT” for banks worldwide. 

The former unites 70 partner banks 

(however, three big names – Goldman 
Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and Santand-
er – left the consortium) owning 60% 

of shares, which were aiming at a 

$200M investment round, but ended 

up with $150M. The latter has raised 

two rounds of $7.2M and $60M and is 

more engaged in acquiring the exist-

ing blockchain projects, purchasing 

Elevance Digital Finance in 2016, after 

acquiring Blockstack.io, Bits of Proof, 
and Hyperledger. 

Ethereum is implementing many pilot 

projects with banks trying to carve out 

its niche by creating value for traditional 

giants. In the field of money transfers, 

some (like the American Circle, which 

drew another $60M in 2016 at the 

https://goo.gl/a1TmBf
https://goo.gl/QjVocH
https://goo.gl/IYINaT
https://goo.gl/IYINaT
http://daopass.com/
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estimate value of $428.3M) put more 

emphasis on the provision of services 

to retail end consumers, others (such 

as the American Ripple, which raised 

another $55M at $339M estimate 

value, and the Canadian Blockstream 

that attracted another $55M) work 

more with the partner banks to create 

a faster and cheaper money transfer 

infrastructure for them. It’s interesting 

that all three companies have been 

actively supported by Asian investors: 

the Chinese Baidu and CreditEase 

invested in Circle, the Japanese SBI 
– in Ripple, the Hong Kong Horizons 
Ventures – in Blockstream. Therefore, 

the first company is actively developing 

on the Chinese market, the second is 

growing in Japan and Southeast Asia, 

the third has not yet been seen in Asian 

expansion. 

Blockchain in finance 

Circle (USA)

Circle is founded in 2013 and provides 

a suite of online products enabling 

global digital currency. It’s products are 

designed for end-users, businesses, and 

charities, and aim to enhance online 

and in-person payment transactions, 

and privacy for consumers. The plat-

form's open standards and protocols 

for digital currency are modelled after 

Bitcoin. This year was quite notable for 

Circle as it became the most funded 

blockchain company.

In April Circle continued its expansion 
and has launched in the UK with part-
nership of Barclays Bank and e-mon-
ey license from Financial Conduct 
Authority. So in the UK consumers can 

now send and receive cross border 

payment with instant conversion 

between pound sterling and US dollars 

with zero fees. Barclays Corporate 

Banking is providing the account that 
Circle needs to store sterling for con-
sumers, and the backbone processing 

for transfers from any UK bank account 

in and out of Circle. [1]

Further it has raised $60M in capital 

from a from a syndicate of major 
Chinese investors and formed a 

new Beijing-based company, Circle 
China [2], along with IDG, Breyer Capital 

and General Catalyst Partners, the latest 

funding round saw participation from a 

powerful syndicate of Chinese inves-

tors, including Baidu, CICC ALPHA, 

China Everbright Limited, Wanxiang 

and CreditEase. Circle’s postmoney 
valuation was $428.34M and funds 
raised are expected to be used in the 
business of the sub company in China. 

Further in October Circle has been for-
mally launched in Spain and Ireland, 
so now residents from these countries 

can now connect both Spanish and 

Irish bank accounts to receive digital 

currencies. Circle said people from the 

region can send and receive payments, 

get euro support, and get a competitive 

exchange rate with zero fees. [3]

Lastly, it has launched a ‘Spark’ - an 
application designed to run on top of 
any blockchain or distributed ledger, 

stating that it could even be compatible 

with permissioned blockchain technol-

ogies such as IBM's Fabric or R3's newly 

introduced Corda system. [4] Faced with 

the prospect of competing against 

established firms such as PayPal or 

Venmo, Circle's decision to embrace a 

platform that could expand on the cur-

rent bitcoin network, as part of a way to 

include more banks and FinTech firms, 

is perhaps not surprising. In statements 

to CoinDesk, Circle spoke in similarly 

broad strokes, calling Spark a "public 

protocol and API" and an alternative 

to traditional settlement. For example, 

should Circle users want to transfer 

money to the Philippines, Circle would 

turn the original funds into bitcoin, 

which would then be sent overseas to a 

partner firm like Coins, that would then 

provide local currency.

Ripple (USA)

Ripple is a provider of a block-

chain-based virtual payment and 

currency exchange platform, founded 

in 2012 in San Francisco. At its core, 

Ripple is a real-time gross settlement 

system (RTGS), currency exchange and 

remittance network by Ripple. It is built 

upon a distributed open source Internet 

protocol, consensus ledger and native 

currency called XRP (ripples). Ripple 

purports to enable "secure, instant and 

nearly free global financial transactions 

of any size with no chargebacks." It sup-

ports tokens representing fiat currency, 

cryptocurrency, commodity or any 

other unit of value such as frequent flier 

miles or mobile minutes.

Along many, the most notable devel-

opments we’ll start with came from 

UK, where Santander announced it 
became the first UK bank to introduce 
Ripple’s technology to facilitate inter-

national payments through a new app. 

Once the app is downloaded, Santand-

er staff just need to complete their 

profile details and then they can start to 

make payments. It connects to Apple 

Pay, where users can confirm payments 

securely using Touch ID. It lets users 

transfer between £10 and £10,000 and 

payments can be made from GBP to 

EUR and USD. [5]

Secondly, SBI Ripple Asia announced 
the creation of a Japanese consor-
tium of 15 banks in a new network to 
use Ripple’s technology for payments 
and settlement. Currently, cross-bor-

der fees can run up to thousands of yen 

(or tens of dollars).  In the new setup, 

banks pay about 90% less in fees. [6] 

Prior to such joint venture between SBI 

Holdings and Ripple, in July Mizuho Fi-
nancial Group became one of the first 
Japanese banks to pilot blockchain 

technology for cross currency settle-

ment using Ripple. [7]

Thirdly, Ripple became the second 

most funded blockchain startup in 

2016, after it raised $55M in Series B 
funding with post-money vauation 
of $339M. This includes participation 

http://www.coindesk.com/tag/IBM/
http://www.coindesk.com/tag/r3cev/
http://www.coindesk.com/tag/Corda/
http://www.coindesk.com/coins-5-million-series-a-bitcoin-remittance/
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from new investors, including Standard 

Chartered, Accenture and SCB Digi-

tal Ventures, the venture arm of Siam 

Commercial Bank, and SBI Holdings. 

Additional investors participating in the 

round include Santander InnoVentures, 

the venture arms of CME Group and 

Seagate Technology. [8]

At fourth, Royal Bank of Canada 
(RBC) introduced in February a proof 
of concept (PoC) for distributed 
ledger-based remittances through 
Ripple. [9] At the same time Standard 
Chartered announced a partnership 
with Development Bank of Singapore 
(DBS) to tackle trade finance. Later, 

the Infocomm Development Authority 

of Singapore (IDA), the government’s 

IT and communications arm, joined 

them. The companies indicated that the 

proof-of-concept was moving for-

ward and that the banks were working 

toward a "full commercialization" of the 

product. 

And lastly, in terms of partnerships 
that are actually forcing a develop-
ment of a sector, Ripple teamed up 
with R3 and twelve banks belonging 
to a consortium led by R3 have started 

trialing Ripple’s native digital asset, 

XRP, to scale liquidity and reduce the 

costs and inefficiencies of cross-border 

payments. In addition to benefitting 

from liquidity efficiencies and nostro 

consolidation, banks can save up to 60 
percent in payment processing costs 
with Ripple’s solution and XRP. This 

cost-savings frees up capital to gen-

erate revenue opportunities, including 

new product offerings for high-volume, 

low-value payments and access to new 

corridors. [10]

Blockstream (Canada)

Blockstreeam is a provider of block-

chain technologies and architectures 

of trust that use blockchain principles, 

founded in 2014 in Quebec, Canada. In 

2016 it became the third most funded 

company in world after has raised $55 
million in a Series A funding round led 
by Horizons Ventures, AXA Strategic 
Ventures, and Digital Garage, joined 

by existing investors AME Cloud Ven-

tures, Blockchain Capital, Future\Per-

fect Ventures, Khosla Ventures, Mosaic 

Ventures, and Seven Seas Venture Part-

ners, brings Blockstream's total capital 

funding to $76 million. 

Blockstream also recently formed a 
strategic partnership with PwC to 

bring bring blockchain technology 

and services to companies around the 

world. [11] It provides companies access 

to the mature, tested, and secure block-

chain technology in production – the 

Bitcoin protocol extended via interop-

erable sidechains to support new ap-

plications – along with one of the most 

experienced teams in the industry. [12]

In terms of M&A in 2016, Blockstream 
acquired GreenAddress, a bitcoin 
wallet software provider based in 
Europe. [13] GreenAddress was one of 

the first wallets to deliver features like 

HD multisig, hardware wallet support, 

dynamic fees based on Core fee esti-

mation, and transaction replacement. 

The team has already started on an 

impressive line-up of new features, too, 

including a new, multi-platform wallet 

library, privacy and security enhance-

ments, and sidechain support through-

out the platform. [14]

Digital Asset Holdings (USA) 

Digital Asset, launched in 2014, is a 

software company that builds distribut-

ed, encrypted straight through pro-

cessing tools. In 2016 it went through 

two financing rounds. The first round, 

with undisclosed investors, amounted 

to $7.2m. However, the second round 

became one of the most sounding 

rounds in the whole industry for the 

whole year. Digital Asset raised $60 

million from what can be described as a 

really impressive list of investors: Gold-

man Sachs, JP Morgan, BNP Paribas, 

Citigroup, Accenture, IBM, ABN AMRO, 

to name a few. No doubt, with such 

backers the company should show a 

very solid traction.

In April 2016, the company added 
Elevance Digital Finance to its, also 
impressive, list of acquisitions (Block-
stack.io, Bits of Proof, Hyperledger). 
Elevance developed an expressive lan-

guage for financial institutions to model 

and execute agreements with certainty 

and finality. This technology comple-

ments Digital Asset's existing software 

by providing a new, verifiable way for 

parties to a transaction to independent-

ly prove updates to a distributed ledger 

while preserving data confidentiality. [15]

Later the company rolled out a block-
chain platform allowing confiden-
tial trades. The platform solves the 
privacy issue by dividing the distrib-
uted ledger of transactions into two 
components: one where participants 

can confidentially store their transac-

tions data, and another that is shared by 

all participants without the confidential 

data. Moreover, the new platform will 

form the basis of the technology that 

Digital Asset is building for financial 

institutions including Australian stock 

exchange (ASX) and US post trade ser-

vices provider the Depository Trust and 

Clearing Corporation. [16] Digital Asset 

filed a patent for this technology earlier, 

in April, with US Patent Office. [17]

https://ripple.com/files/xrp_cost_model_paper.pdf
https://ripple.com/files/xrp_cost_model_paper.pdf
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Hyperledger (USA)

Hyperledger is a blockchain project, 

initially started by the company called 
Hyper, back in 2014. The company 
was acquired by Digital Asset in June 
2015. After that Digital Asset moved the 

project to the independent Linux Foun-

dation. [18] Since then Hyperledger has 

been one of the most highly requested 

to participate in projects in the Linux 

Foundation's history. Accenture, ANZ 

Bank, Cisco, Deutsche Börse, DTCC, 

Fujitsu Limited, IBM, Intel, J.P. Morgan, 

LSE, Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, R3, 

State Street, SWIFT, VMware, and Wells 

Fargo, ABN AMRO, BNY Mellon, Con-

senSys, Digital Asset Holdings, Guard-

time, Hitachi and others. Right in the 

end of 2016 the project added another 

8 members. [19]

The project has four initial “streams”: 
Blockchain Explorer, to create a 
user-friendly web application to 
view and query blocks, transactions 
and associated data; Fabric, to create 

modular components for developing 

blockchain applications or solutions; 

Iroha, which is focused on mobile ap-

plication development; and Sawtooth 

Lake, led by Intel, involving a consensus 

algorithm that targets large distributed 

validator populations with minimal 

resource consumption. [20]

In November, a global blockchain 
consortium R3 CEV released its plat-

form Corda to the public and contrib-
uted it to the Hyperledger. [21] Corda 

joined Fabric, Intel’s Sawtooth and 

other protocols. Each runs differently, 

and while all are designed to work with 

financial transactions, each was created 

with different criteria in mind. So it's 

logical to wonder whether Hyperledger 

will apply the unification or fragmen-

tation approach to its newest submis-

sion. [22]

R3 CEV (USA)

Blockchain consortium R3 was estab-

lished in 2015 by a New York-based 

company R3 CEV LLC with the aim to 

develop a universal blockchain platform 

for financial industry, which everybody 

would be able to work with and build 

his own applications on. Initial member 

of the consortium was no other than 

the world’s top banks: Goldman Sachs, 

JP Morgan, UBS, Credit Suisse. [23] Later 

they were joined by Bank of America, 

Deutsche Bank, Morgan Stanley and 

many other financial institutions. To the 

end of 2016 members of the consor-

tium numbered at more than 70. [24]

In the second half of 2016 the com-
pany initiated its first large funding 
round. Initially it aimed to raise $200 
million from its members, but later de-

cided to reduce the number to $150m. 

This way the company gives its bank 

member a 60% equity stake. [25]

As has already been said, in November 
R3 made a decision to make its Corda 
platform open source and contrib-
ute it to the Hyperledger project. R3 

wants Corda to become the industry 

standard for the nascent technology. [26] 

Shorlty after the release of Corda R3 
gave a real-time demonstration of 
it at the ILS Bermuda Convergence 
conference. [27] This involved brokers, 

underwriters, Bank of New York Mellon, 

who are a big trustee, the Bermu-

da Monetary Authority, people from 

underwriting to operations on the 

reinsurance side, and guys from the 

advisory companies. The demonstra-

tion was displayed at a broker screen, 

an underwriter screen, and a trustee’s 

screen. They followed it through the 

process and saw the numbers change 

on everyone’s screen.

What has come as a surprise after all 

that is that the initial members of the 

consortium, mainly Goldman Sachs, 
Morgan Stanley and Santander, de-
cided to quit the consortium. [28] In a 

statement, R3 said: “As with any project 

of this scale and scope, we always ex-

pected the make-up of the consortium 

to change over time. Developing tech-

nology like this requires dedication and 

significant resources, and our diverse 

pool of members all have different 

capacities and capabilities which nat-

urally change over time.” Some people 

say Goldman was unwilling to invest 

alongside dozens of co-investors, and 

wanted more operational control.

Blockchain
in Government

Many countries are aware of the de-

mands of a new generation of people 

who are used to fast and convenient 

products. Thus, they research and 
address those issues by actively 
reforming the public service system. 

Some are mobilizing the distributed IT 

departments into single systems, the 

so-called “agencies”; others begin to 

use alternative deep data and dark an-

alytics in order to promptly analyze the 

correspondence and requests from the 

public; still others are developing new 

architectures for interaction between 

the government units; and finally the 

last, most advanced ones, of course 

apply the distributed registry (block-

chain) technology, upon which we’ll 

dwell further.

The pace at which various govern-

ment departments across the globe 

start looking at blockchain does not 

correspond to the real development 

and practical implementation of this 

technology, which is quite logical and 

understandable. The state governance 

system shall be sustained, it is an 

extremely static, inactive mechanism, 

and any implementation must prove its 

efficiency and effectiveness. In addi-

tion, not all the blockchain solutions are 

scalable enough to match the relevant 

load. Despite this, there is a number of 

really interesting projects worth men-

tioning. Let’s look at the best practices.

http://www.statetechmagazine.com/article/2016/02/illinois-cio-hardik-bhatt-explains-why-and-how-state-consolidating-its-it
http://www.statetechmagazine.com/article/2016/02/illinois-cio-hardik-bhatt-explains-why-and-how-state-consolidating-its-it
http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/dtingley/files/comparativepoliticstext.pdf
http://scholar.harvard.edu/files/dtingley/files/comparativepoliticstext.pdf
https://www-935.ibm.com/services/uk/cio/pdf/sourcing_cs_singhealth_gk12-4193-00.pdf
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From a practical standpoint, in my 

opinion, Estonia is not a global inno-

vation benchmark, but its government 
project of the unified state electronic 
system is one of the most successful 
implementations in the world. The 

project became successful thanks to a 

special infrastructure: instead of a single 

central system, a decentralized open 

system was created interconnecting 

various services and databases. This 

structure allows for an easy integration 

of new services and applications, which 

can be moved to blockchain cheaper 

and smoother than in case of the cen-

tralized operation of the government. 

Key system-wide results were as 
follows: in 2016, 94% citizens had 

electronic IDs enabling access to the 

system; 2% GDP saved on paperless 

operation of the state; 4,000 + services 

available electronically; Estonia became 

a top country across the globe in terms 

of tax collection rate and E-Economy 

Index. 

 
Healthcare
Despite the fact that electronic med-

ical records, online access to patient 

data and their modification can be 

implemented without blockchain, the 

data credibility and reliability remains 

an issue. The blockchain technology 

prevents any unauthorized modifica-

tion/access to/use of citizens’ data, 

since any such action is recorded in the 

system. 

In 2016 in the Netherlands, Prescrypt 
collaborated with SNS Bank NV and 

Deloitte to develop a blockchain 

application that made services for the 

chronically ill patients easier and more 

accessible. The concept uses iDIN 

online authentication service provided 

by banks as a means for connecting 

to blockchain. Idin ensures the same 

security and convenience as online 

banking.

In the first half of 2016 in Estonia, 
the government contracted Guard-
time to transfer the electronic health 

records of more than 1 million citizens 

to the blockchain. At the same time, 

the blockchain is being integrated into 

“e-Estonia”.  After that, it is planned to 

switch some other state systems to the 

similar blockchain infrastructure solu-

tions of the company.

In the USA, BitHealth – startup com-

pany working closely with the gov-

ernment agencies on a similar project 

– started to use blockchain technology 

in 2016 in order to provide patients with 

additional payment options for relations 

with their insurers. Although it depends 

on the market success rate of Bitcoin, 

the insurers offering this method will 

have a significant advantage over their 

competitors. 

Land cadaster 
Interesting enough is that this area of 

blockchain implementation is popu-

lar in both developed and developing 

countries. In developing countries, the 

land title is still poorly documented, 

so the owners cannot sell it, pledge as 

collateral for loans, or perform other 

transactions with the land. People suffer 

from abuse by officials of the relevant 

agencies.

The developed countries, however, are 

improving their operational processes 

to substantially reduce the transaction 

time, which often takes several months, 

to lower the risk of fraud and error in 

documents and transactions (transfer of 

rights, for example), which makes the 

process and system more reliable. This 

makes the country more attractive for 

business and investment. In Russia, the 

introduction of the blockchain provides 

the added value potential in terms of 

land tax base.

Early in 2016 in Sweden, the national 

land service announced the successful 

cooperation with a blockchain startup 

ChromaWay, a consulting firm Kai-
ros Future, and a telephony service 

provider Telia. A solution for buyers 

and sellers was developed, and their 

performance was tested with engage-

ment of third-party banks. The process 

involved five parties: a buyer, a seller, a 

real estate agent, a bank, and the public 

cadastral registration service.

In mid-2016 in Georgia, BitFury com-

pany, the National Agency of Public 

Registry of Georgia, and an economist 

Hernando de Soto announced the 

launch of a pilot project for implement-

ing the cadastral registration based on 

the blockchain. Its rollout already began 

in early 2017. This experiment is Bit-
Fury’s first experience outside mining 

and development of mining devices, in 

which the company has a successful 

track record since 2010.

Early 2016 in Ghana, Bitland project 

based on Graphene platform obtained 

an official sanction by the government 

of Ghana for compiling the land cadas-

ter based on the Bitshares blockchain, 

and released the CADASTRAL basic 

tokens. They will enable to register 

title to land, settle the land ownership 

disputes, sell and buy land. This is a 

pilot project, but Bitland plans to roll it 

out to other African countries. Nigeria 
and Kenya are the first to go. Kenya is 

especially counted on, as the people 

are better educated and the Internet 

penetration is higher.

In 2016 in Honduras, the government 

cooperated with Factom to use a 

distributed registry for the registration 

of land title in order to fight fraud. This 

initiative accounts for the particularly 

acute historical problems with land title 

in Latin America. Due to the high level 

of corruption and mismanagement by 

the government, Honduras for several 

decades now sees a conflict related to 

the property rights.

https://e-estonia.com/e-residents/press-kit/
http://cacm.acm.org/magazines/2015/6/187320-estonia/abstract
http://www.dw.com/en/digital-estonians-e-residency-as-the-way-of-the-future/a-18634797
http://www.investinestonia.com/en/about-estonia/news/article/954-estonia-ranks-1st-in-tax-competitiveness
http://www.investinestonia.com/en/about-estonia/news/article/954-estonia-ranks-1st-in-tax-competitiveness
https://news.bitcoin.com/prescrypt-blockchain-prescriptions/
https://guardtime.com/blog/estonian-ehealth-partners-guardtime-blockchain-based-transparency
https://blogs.csc.com/2015/10/30/blockchain-in-healthcare-from-theory-to-reality/
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/chromaway-swedish-land-registry-test-smart-contracts-real-estate-sales-1565904
https://www.google.ru/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwjvhpriwbrSAhWCNpoKHfuPBIMQFggcMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.forbes.com%2Fsites%2Flaurashin%2F2017%2F02%2F07%2Fthe-first-government-to-secure-land-titles-on-the-bitcoin-blockchain-expands-project%2F&usg=AFQjCNGEOAdkt5ChVfnKVmfpp_lHHOZBew&sig2=wbQwoBkYHYkVKQSb9bNtEg&cad=rjt
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rogeraitken/2016/04/05/bitlands-african-blockchain-initiative-putting-land-on-the-ledger/
http://in.reuters.com/article/usa-honduras-technology-idINKBN0O01V720150515
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Government document flow, compa-
ny registration, voting. These areas are 

most tightly linked with the information 

exchange between government agen-

cies, and therefore, the existing projects 

are aimed at reducing costs associated 

with data exchange and establishment 

of a single information storage system. 

In 2016 in the UAE, the Crown Prince 

approved the national strategy for 

full shift of the state document flow 

to blockchain protocol by 2020. The 

ultimate objective of the government 

is to launch the blockchain platform in 

other cities around the world, establish 

a single standard for “smart cities”. By 

the way, some HNWI and a number 

of major investors from the country 

are actively establishing contacts with 

Russia and showing interest in joint 

investment in blockchain with Russia’s 

European blockchain foundation.

In 2017, the State of Delaware present-

ed an initiative for automating the legal 

and operational activities of companies 

that operate in this jurisdiction, which 

is among the most attractive ones. 

The initiative is being implemented in 

partnership with Symbiont startup and 

Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP 

technology business. The system that 

is under development switches the 

company registration process over to 

the digital environment, along with the 

stock dynamics tracking and manage-

ment of shareholder communications.

In 2017 in Estonia, following almost 

18 month of collaboration between 

the Estonian government and NAS-

DAQ stock exchange in terms of the 

blockchain voting system for corporate 

shareholders, it was announced that 

the experiment succeeded and a more 

in-depth work on expanding its applica-

tion scope will continue. The launch 

of the e-voting system in Estonia was 

preceded by release of Linq blockchain 

platform for private equity market. The 

first transaction at the time was per-

formed with shares of Chain company.

Trading landscape 
Exchanges

The number of operating cryptocurren-

cy exchanges reached nearly 50 by the 
end of the year. Another almost 50 ex-
changes went out of service or were 
marked as possible scam exchang-
es. [29] The bulk of trading volume was 

concentrated, though, in a single-digit 

number of exchanges, namely Quoine, 
OkCoin, Poloniex, Bitfitnex, Kraken, 
BTC-e, Bitstamp, Huobi, BTCChina. 

Surprisingly, the most popular curren-

cy pair is not BTC/USD, but BTC/CNY. 

Chinese have shown the most interest 

in the “cryptoworld” so far. In fact, in 

the second half of 2016 a whopping 

98% of global bitcoin trading volume 

belonged to the “Big Three” Chinese 

exchanges – OKCoin, Huobi, BTCChi-
na. Similar picture was true for other 

major cryptocoins. 

This large gap in trading volume be-

tween the big three and other exchang-

es represents the popularity of the BTC/

CNY pair relative to other bitcoin pairs. 

Below is the distribution of BTC/USD 

trading volume for the second half of 

2016.

Despite seemingly outright superiority 

of China in this field, not all of it is due 

to China’s actual excellence. One of the 
reasons why the big three exchanges 
saw such a high volume was that they 
did not take any trading fees, which is 
a really attractive feature for high-fre-
quency traders and currency arbitrage 
traders. They also encouraged traders 

to generate “wash trading”. Since these 

exchanges were making money from 

account withdrawal fees, and higher 

trading volume meant lower fees for a 

trader, he could simply set up two sep-

arate accounts and move bitcoins back 

and forth with no real trading. [30]

In 2016 the global cryptocurrency 

trading system continued to evolve and 

replicate the existing financial system:

• Margin trading (trading with leverage) 

and lending (you can lend unused 

funds to other traders or borrow from 

them at a predetermined rate) ser-
vices have virtually become a must 
for any exchange which wants to 
attract traders.

• Variety of different trading orders at 
traders’ disposal expanded (e.g. Bit-
finex offers 10 order types specifying 

at what price, at what time, depending 

on what conditions, what amount 

should be traded and how much of 

the order should be opened to other 

traders). [31]

• Variety and convenience of different 
ways to deposit and withdraw funds 
from trading accounts expanded 

(credit/debit cards, e-wallets, cryp-

to-wallets).

Source: data.bitcoinity.org

http://www.coindesk.com/dubai-government-documents-blockchain-strategy-2020/
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/state-of-delaware-unveils-blockchain-initiative-to-leverage-potential-of-smart-contracts-300245870.html
http://www.nasdaq.com/article/nasdaq-successfully-completes-blockchain-test-in-estonia-20170123-00431
https://data.bitcoinity.org/markets/volume/6m?c=e&t=ae
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Top-10 Cryptocoins 
by Market Cap 
(December 25, 2016)Bitcoin $14,1B

Ripple; 
$230M

Ethereum; 
$636M

Litecoin; 
$213M

Monero; 
$131M

Ethereum 
Classic 
$96M

Dash; $69M

MaidSafeCoin; $47M

NEM; $33M

Augur; $32M

• A big step in development of crypto-

markets is the invention of futures and 

other derivative instruments based 

on cryptocoins. In 2016 a number of 
new exchanges emerged offering 
cryptoderivatives trading (BitMEX, 
Deribit, SimpleFX, Crix.io, etc.).

• Indices, an inseparable part of capital 

markets, finally were applied to 
cryptocurrencies. For instance, CRIX 
(run by a professor from Humboldt 

University Berlin, Germany, together 

with Singapore Management Uni-

versity and Singaporean blockchain 

startup CoinGecko) tracks the major 
30 cryptocurrencies. Currencies are 

included in the index based on their 

market capitalization. [32]

Regulation

In 2016, financial regulators put much 

attention to cryptocurrencies. The 
major American exchange Coinbase 
was required by IRS to provide the 
exchange users’ data, highlighting 

simmering tensions between compli-

ance and customer privacy. [33] Under 

regulations, Coinbase had to acquire a 

Bitlicense to operate.

BitLicense is the common term used 

for a business license of virtual curren-

cy activities, issued by the New York 

State Department of Financial Services 

(NYSDFS). The regulations are limited to 

activities involving New York or a New 

York resident. 

Those that reside, are located, have 
a place of business, or are conduct-
ing business in the State of New York 
count as New York Residents under 
these regulations.

Currencies

Сryptocurrencies already counted in 

hundreds. However, the number of 
those with daily trading volume being 
at least $1,000 is around 150. [34] On 

December 25, 2016 the top-10 coins by 

market capitalization were:

Investment vehicles
Some companies this year has 

not only created cryptoindi-
ces, but also established index 
investment funds to track 
them. More and more players 

attempt to expand beyond the 

cryptoworld and provide “old” 

economy investors with differ-

ent options to get exposure to 

bitcoin and other digital assets.

DLT Financial

DLT Financial launched its 

DLT10 Index (including Bit-
coin, Ethereum, Ripple, Stellar, 
Litecoin, Dogecoin, MadeSafe-
Coin, NameCoin, Factom and 
NXT) in September.

Source: data.bitcoinity.org

Data source: www.coinmarketcap.com

https://data.bitcoinity.org/markets/volume/6m?c=e&t=ae
http://coinmarketcap.com/historical/20161225/
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ICONOMI (Slovenia)

ICONOMI is based on the Ethereum 

blockchain. It launched in September 

2016, raising nearly $10 million through 

an Initial Coin Offering. [35]

The company established a passive 
CTF (Coin Traded Fund), which would 
track the index, and an active CMF 
(Coin Managed Fund), run by a team 
of professionals. Each ICONOMI 

investment fund issues its own tokens. 

CTFs are supposed to be offered to 

all major exchanges, therefore expect 

them to be found (traded) there. CMFs 

are tradable only within ICONOMI. 

ICONOMI funds are hyper-liquid and 

accessible 24/7 via the ICONOMI debit 

card when kept on the ICONOMI plat-

form. [36] Below is the composition of the 

index effective on 21 December 2016: [37]

Polychain Capital (USA)

Polychain is a digital assets hedge 

fund, backed by two marquee venture 
capital firms, Andreessen Horow-
itz and Union Square Ventures. 
Launched in September with $5 million 

from 30 investors, the San Francis-

co-based firm is headed up by Olaf 

Carlson-Wee, former Coinbase em-

ployee. He is also known for living most 

of his financial life in cryptocurrencies.

The launch of the fund investing in a 
diversified portfolio of cryptocurren-
cies signals that venture capitalists are 
taking the cryptoworld increasingly 
seriously.

Global Advisors Bitcoin Investment 
Fund (GABI) (Island of Jersey)

Unlike Polychain, Global Advisors’ 

fund invests only in bitcoin. What is 
unique about the firm, though, is that 
it was the first investment manage-
ment company received a regulatory 
approval (from the Jersey Financial 
Services Commission in 2014) for a 
bitcoin fund. [38] The company claims 

to have a high-standard professional 

approach, based on its 16-year asset 

management experience (it previous-

ly worked with commodities). [39] The 

GABI’s returns for its first 2.5 years of 

operations were -16.1%, 37.42%, 71.25% 

in 2014, 2015 and 2016 accordingly.

In 2016 the company made another 
unique step: in December it listed its 
shares on the Channel Islands Secu-
rities Exchange (CISE), again being the 

first bitcoin fund in the world in this. [40] 

GABI has also acquired XBT Provider, 
a Swedish publicly-listed company 
that launched the world's first bit-
coin-backed exchange traded notes 
(ETN). [41] GABI took over XBT's two ETN 

products called Bitcoin Tracker One 

and Bitcoin Tracker Euro. Both ETNs 

are available on the NASDAQ/OMX in 

Stockholm and are accessible in 179 

countries. The addition of the ETNs 

lifted Global Advisors' assets under 

management to $20 million.

ETN is essentially a combination of ETF 

(Exchange Traded Fund) and a bond. It 

is a debt security with a maturity date, 

backed by the credit of the issuer, and is 

designed to provide investors access to 

the returns of a market benchmark. 

Bitcoin Investment Trust by Grayscale 
Investments (USA)

Established in 2013 by Digital Curren-

cy Group, Grayscale is the investment 

community's trusted authority on digi-

tal currency investing. 

The Bitcoin Investment Trust (BIT) is 

an open-ended trust that is invested 

exclusively in bitcoin and derives its 

value solely from the price of bitcoin. 

Modeled on the popular SPDR Gold 

ETF, BIT was created for investors 

seeking exposure to bitcoin through a 

traditional investment vehicle. BIT is 
publicly quoted on OTCQX®, an over-
the-counter market, under the ticker 
GBTC. [42]

BIT’s assets are stored with Xapo, a 

bitcoin wallet and vault startup. Bitcoin 

stored in the Vaults reside on mul-

tisignature addresses, the private keys 

for which are protected by intense 

cryptographic, physical and process 

security. Xapo maintains third-party in-

surance to cover losses due to employ-

ee dishonesty or on-premises theft of 

bitcoin stored in the Vaults.

The second product launched by 
Grayscale Investments, Ethere-
um (ETC) Investment Trust, allows 
investors to gain exposure to the 
price movement of Ethereum Classic 

through the purchase of a titled securi-

ty. This product is still in development.

While BIT makes it possible for tra-

ditional investor to get exposure to 

bitcoin, the difference between the 

price of BIT shares and the value of the 

bitcoin can reach as high as 50 per cent 

of the BIT price. That’s not to mention 

an average bid/ask spread of 1.5 per-

cent and an expense ratio of 2 percent. 
This is essentially the premium, which 
investors pay for getting bitcoin 
exposure without leaving the “old” 
financial markets territory. This kind 

of situation is why people love the ETF 

(Exchange-Traded Fund) structure, with 

its creation/redemption process that 

helps keep prices and net asset values 

closer together via arbitrage. [43]

http://a16z.com/
http://a16z.com/
https://www.usv.com/
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Winklevoss Bitcoin ETF (USA)

While a bitcoin ETF would most likely 

trade at premium, it would probably 

be much less than GBTC’s and would 

steadily improve as more and more 

professional ETF market-makers get in-

volved. [44] Running slightly ahead of the 

story, we bring to notice that Grayscale 

have filed for registration of a bitcoin 

ETF in the start of 2017. [45] However, 

they are far from first to do this.

Winklevoss Capital, a family office 

founded in 2012 by twin brothers, in-

vests across many asset classes, among 

which was bitcoin. Back in 2013 they 

claimed to have amassed nearly 1% of 

all existing bitcoins. [46] Same year they 

made their first attempt to file the first 

bitcoin ETF with the SEC. And they are 

still waiting for approval. In October 

was the last time SEC declined to make 

a ruling on the bid. [47] It designated 

March 11, 2017 as the date by which it 

would either approve or disapprove the 

Winklevoss Bitcoin Trust ETF. [48]

SolidX ETF (USA)

In 2016 SolidX Partners Inc, a block-
chain tech company, was second to 
file with the SEC to launch its own ETF 
product that tracks the price of bit-
coins. ETF’s shares are supposed to list 

on the New York Stock Exchange under 

the ticker symbol XBTC upon regulatory 

approval. [49]

“The Trust will maintain crime, excess 

crime and excess vault risk insurance 

coverage underwritten by various insur-

ance carriers,” states the SolidX filing. 

This makes it different from Winklevoss 

Fund, which is not supposed to insure 

its bitcoins. [50]

Mining
In the bitcoin mining business Chinese 

pools have continued dominating 

in 2016. Throughout the year four 
world’s biggest pools (and all of them 
are Chinese), F2Pool, AntPool, BTCC, 
and BW, were keeping the combined 

market share of 60%. Georgian BitFury 

remains the biggest miner outside 

China. 

Bitmain (USA)

While long time has gone since bitcoin 

mining as a hobby for an average 

person became unprofitable, Bitmain, a 

leading bitcoin-tech company (own-

er of AntPool and BTC.com pools), 

announced in August it is going to 
release its latest bitcoin mining rig, 
which it believes will be power-
ful enough to "bring mining back 
home". [51] The new product is aimed 
to solve the noise problem by using 
new silent fans (hardware overheating 

is a vital issue in mining process, and 

fans are used for cooling). However, 

its actual profitability depends highly 

on both bitcoin and electricity prices. 

While solving for noise could be a big 

first step, it remains to be seen whether 

Bitmain can actually bring the bitcoin 

miner back home.

The company also launched its second 
mining pool BTC.com, which has al-
ready caught nearly 3.5% of the mar-
ket. [52] A unique feature of the new pool 

is that it is open-sourced to its commu-

nity of users. According to Bitmain, the 

pool is meant to enhance the stability 

of the bitcoin network and decentralize 

mining. However, it certainly does carry 

the risk that the firm will accumulate 

an even greater market share with two 

mining pool services. As mining pools 

share the reward based on pooled re-

sources, the bigger the pool, the more 

likely that a reward will be paid out. This 

results in miners joining larger pools 

because it maximizes the likelihood 

that they'll earn something for their 

efforts. [53]

Another factor, adding to the debate 

over mining consolidation is what is 

known as July’s halving – a scheduled 

network change at which the rewards 

given to bitcoin miners dropped from 

25 BTC to 12.5 BTC. [54] This made it diffi-

cult for new miners to achieve profit-

ability and may lead to further consoli-

dation by incumbent players.

Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
ICO is a form of investment, some-

where between an IPO and a Kickstart-

er, in which new blockchain ventures 

sell digital tokens to those ready to 

provide funds for the project. These 

tokens, basically, can be of three types 

– almost the same as in a traditional 

system. 

They are either a currency which can 

be used to access the product in the 

future (often called apptokens), or a 

kind of ownership – a claim over the 

project’s revenues, for instance, or, 

debt – a fixed payment to receive in 

the future. For example, the now well-

known Ethereum was created via initial 

offering of ether – its basic currency 

(apptoken).

Source: blockchain.info

https://blockchain.info/pools?timespan=4days
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Tokens which represent ownership or 

credit to the company and usually have 

a fixed amount (no mining) – that is, 

they do not work as a currency, - are 

often called cryptoassets, to distinguish 

them from cryptocurrencies.

Nearly $250 million has been raised 
through ICOs so far. [55] In 2016 ICO 

market moved into the top gear. Basic 

infrastructure was forming, which al-

lowed more and more investors follow 

and bet on promising projects – much 

like in traditional crowdfunding.

DigixDAO (Singapore)

Digix is building a platform for trading 

gold-backed tokens on the Ethereum 

blockchain. The company is based in 

Singapore, and stores physical gold for 

each token issued on Ethereum. There 

are fees charged for storage at 0.39% 

per annum, similar to Gold ETFs. How-

ever, the big advantage of Digix tokens 

over gold ETFs is its global nature and 

ability to divide the shares in order to 

facilitate micro-transactions.  The Digix 

tokens are also redeemable for gold 

bars.

In March 2016 the company became 
the first Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization successfully raised 
funds through an ICO. [57] DigixDAO 

(DGD) tokens, sold at this ICO, are 

essentially claims on the company’s 

revenue, much like shares in traditional 

sense. They will be receiving fractions 

of transaction fees on transactions of 

DGX – the gold tokens themselves.

FirstBlood (USA)

FirstBlood is an eSports project that al-

lows users to compete in online games, 

such as League of Legends, Dota 2, and 

Counter Strike: Global Offensive. [58] Play-

ers earn rewards by testing their skills in 

the games, tracked on smart contracts 

and blockchain oracles. People fund 
the eSports games in a decentralized 
method with a witness and jury sys-

tem. Furthermore, the members of the 

jury are rewarded in FirstBlood tokens 

to determine game outcomes.

In September FirstBlood experienced 
a record crowdsale day, raising $5.5 
million USD in Ether in a matter of 
minutes – a representation of how 
hungry cryptoinvestors became for 
new ICOs. The company released its al-

pha version only in December, meaning 

that investors are ready to put money 

into projects without even MVP and 

with long months until the launch.

Golem (Czech Republic)

Golem is a platform built on peer-to-

peer network, which sources comput-

ing infrastructure in a decentralized 

manner to create a global market for 

computation. [59] They call it the “world-

wide supercomputer,” to which anyone 

can contribute and from which anyone 

can buy computation. The network is 

secured by the Ethereum blockchain, 

facilitating a system of direct and trans-

parent payments between the ecosys-

tem’s three user groups: Requesters 

demanding computing resources; Pro-
viders supplying hardware infrastruc-

ture; Software developers creating 

applications which enable utilization of 

network resources. The Golem’s proj-

ect is also in an alpha stage.

In November, the company raised 
820,000 ETH (ether), an equivalent 
of more than $8.6 million, in just 29 
minutes for its Golem Network Token 

(GNT) and in so doing became the 

third largest and the second fastest ICO 

ever. [60]

The DAO
“The DAO” is the name of a particular 

DAO, conceived of and programmed by 

the team behind German startup Slock.

it – a company building “smart locks” 

that let people share their things (cars, 

boats, apartments) in a decentralized 

version of Airbnb. [61] In essence, The 
DAO was set to be a decentralized 
investment fund. Members would 
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propose different projects and vote on 

which projects and how much to invest 

in.   

Launched in April 2016, it proved to 
be popular, having raised over $150m 
via ICO from more than 11,000 enthu-
siastic members. This was the largest 

crowdfunding in history.

A few months later, in June, The DAO 
was hacked. The attacker managed to 
drain more than 3.6m ether (around 
$50m), causing the price of ether to 

drop from over $20 to under $13. The 

hack was followed by a long “fight”, 

with Ethereum developers trying to not 

let the hacker go away with the funds. 

As result, a hard fork (a significant 

change in the blockchain), has led to 

the creation of an offshoot called Ethe-

reum Classic. Some people continue 

developing this “old” version.

It is important to mention that, despite 

a popular perception, Ethereum itself 
remained safe. What appeared vulner-
able to attack is The DAO’s code.

ICO Infractructure
2016 was a significant year for the ICO 

infrastructure development. Similar 

to the traditional system, there has 

always been a demand for necessary 

platforms and services. As an ICO is 

similar to a traditional crowdfunding, 

many platforms appeared which work 

as crowdfunding platforms. Due to the 

high-risk nature of such projects there 

have been strong demand for a kind of 

ICO rating agency. Now it all is offered 

to investors.

ICORating (Russia)

ICORating launched in October as 

an independent rating agency on the 

ICO market. Using a proprietary rating 

system, they assess past, ongoing and 

future coin offerings and offer com-

prehensive research reports accompa-

nying the rating. To the end of the year 

the project still was in beta version and 

had not much ICO covered. ICORat-
ing is developing in partnership with 
Ambisafe.

Ambisafe (USA, Ukraine)

Launched in 2015, Ambisafe is a kind of 

investment banker and share registry 

for blockchain projects in one. It offers 

a complete guide and all necessary 

tools for an ICO and subsequent “in-

vestor relations”, meaning the tools of 

distribution of any rewards associated 

with tokens, for instance. [62]

It also acts as an independent escrow 

agent. This means that companies 

raising funds do not collect money di-

rectly but on a multi-sig purse that can 

only be accessed from the depositary 

agent, which in turn provides additional 

protection. Thus, the company cannot 

spend the collected money without 

the digital signing of the agent who 

checks the fulfilment of the terms. 

For exchanges ambisafe provides an 

easy way to access multiple block-
chain-based financial instruments and 
establish trading of those instruments 
on an exchange.

In September, the company an-
nounced it developed a platform 
which enables to implement ICOs in a 
semi-automated way. [63]

Wallets
All wallets are classified as either hot or 

cold. One that is connected to the in-

ternet or is online is said to be ‘hot’. On 

the other hand, ‘cold’ implies it is offline 

or disconnected from the internet. [64] 

Bitcoin wallets (as well as those for oth-

er cryptocurrencies) can be divided into 

5 basic types: desktop, mobile, online, 

hardware and paper.

Desktop wallet is the software that you 

download on your computer and use 

to perform transactions and store your 

bitcoins. This can be an original wallet, 

which contains the whole blockchain 

(100GB in the end of 2016 [65]) or a light 

version, which does not download the 

chain itself.

Mobile wallets, similarly, are wallets 

tailored for your Smartphone.

Online wallets are provided on the 

cloud by third party wallet service com-

panies. The wallets on these platforms 

are only accessible through an internet 

connection.

Hardware wallets are portable physical 

vaults - small devices that are secure for 

storage, sending and receiving transac-

tions online. They are preferred for keep 

significant quantities of bitcoins.

Paper wallets can securely hold your 

bitcoins in cold storage form for a long 

time. You can store this form of wallet it 

in a safety deposit box along with your 

other valuables. Paper, though, can be 

destroyed, torn, fade or otherwise lost. 

Unlike hardware wallets, there is no re-

covery mechanism for paper wallets. [66]
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Xapo (Hong Kong)

Xapo is a Hong Kong-based (with an 

office in Palo Alto, CA) provider of a 

mobile bitcoin wallet, a deep cold 

storage vault and a bitcoin debit card, 

backed by $40 million Series A invest-

ment from Benchmark, Index Ventures, 

Digital Currency Group and some other 

investors.  Xapo’s debit card works ex-

actly as a traditional card. It is linked to 

your Xapo bitcoin wallet, and can have 

one of the three spending currencies: 

USD, EUR, GBP. 

There is a number of things Xapo 

is famous for. First, its CEO Wenc-
es Casares has been appointed to 
PayPal’s board of directors in January 
to help the payment giant with its 
forward-looking initiatives. [67]

Second, when in summer of 2016 Ar-

gentina’s government prohibited credit 

card companies from doing business 

with Uber, Xapo, a bitcoin wallet, 
allowed Uber drivers to accept Xapo 
card payments. [68]

In August the company entered 
economically-depressed Venezuela, 
where bitcoin was rapidly gaining 
popularity. [69]

Remaining one of the highest-profile 

wallets in 2016, the company, though, 

had to face some problems this year 

when the buyer of the previous Wences 

Casares’s business, LifeLock, suit him 

once again. According to Lifelock, both 

Casares and former Xapo CFO, Cynthia 

McAdam, withheld intellectual property 

and Bitcoin integration software for 

Lemon when it was acquired by Life-

lock in 2013. [70] 

TREZOR (Czech Republic)

TREZOR is the famous hardware bitcoin 

wallet, develop by SatoshiLabs. It is an 

isolated environment for offline trans-

action signing and using a small display 

you can visually verify the transaction 

contents. It keeps private keys on its 

device and signs transactions through 

hooking up via USB. So, you will need 

another wallet on your phone or desk-

top.

In May 2016 Trezor developers 
announced they are going to add 
Ethereum  to the wallet’s available cur-

rencies. [71] Currently it can store Bitcoin, 

Litecoin, Namecoin, Dogecoin, Dash 

and Testnet.  [72]

In 2017 the company is going to re-
lease a major update – a new version 
of Trezor, with many new features 
built-in. These include a micro-SD 

card, a considerably faster processor 

and a feature called TREZOR Core - a 

collection of tools that will enable 

a wider community to take part in 

programming and contributing to the 

code. [73]

Also, Trezor has integrated with Bit-
stamp, one of the leading cryptocur-
rency exchanges. Users can now store 
funds directly to a TREZOR wallet 
without leaving the Bitstamp website. 
Embedded TREZOR accounts allow 

users to withdraw acquired BTC to a 

TREZOR device in only a few clicks. [74]

Debit Cards 
While in 2015 a bitcoin debit card was 

a kind of exotic, in 2016 it no more did 

come as a surprise to anyone familiar 

with bitcoin. The number of companies 

offering bitcoin debit cards has grown 

considerably. While the majority of 

offers were still limited to USD, EUR or 

GBP cards linked to your bitcoin wallet, 

some companies introduced new 

combinations, adding either alternative 

cryptocurrencies or fiat currencies.

Wirex (UK)

Wirex was launched in 2014 as a 

personal banking platform combining 

blockchain technology and traditional 

finance. In 2015 it raised nearly $186K in 

equity crowdfunding. [75]

The company debuted its first Bitcoin 
debit card in July 2016, to allow the 
growing Bitcoin userbase to transact 
in any Visa or Mastercard-supported 

stores, retail outlets, and e-commerce 

platforms. [76]
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Later, in September, it successful-
ly integrated the API of the instant 
cryptocurrency exchange ShapeShift 
to enable its users to fund their cards 
with Ethereum, Monero, Litecoin, and 
12 more alternative cryptocurrencies, 
in addition to bitcoin. Some new fea-

tures also support banking operations 

and the purchase of Bitcoin through 

mainstream payment service providers 

like PayPal.

ATMs
Coin ATM Radar is an all-in-one infor-

mational website about bitcoin ATM 

and similar services. It provides us with 

a comprehensive global map, trends 

research and guidance on how to start 

a bitcoin ATM business, what producers 

are there, etc. [77]

USA clearly dominates the bitcoin ATM 

industry. Europe also has a developed 

ATM network. Other regions are lagging 

far behind.

In 2016 the total number of bitcoin 

ATMs worldwide continued its steady 

3-year growth, meaning that the 

demand for cryptocurrency is still not 

satisfied.

The ATM-production market is high-

ly consolidated with almost 80% of 

production belonging to just three 

companies.

Bitcoin ATM market share by Manufacturer

Bitcoin ATMs number
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Online insurance technologies are 
one of the fastest growing verticals 
in financial technology, which will 
undoubtedly segregate as a separate 
industry within 1 or 2 years. The key 

countries of its development include 

the United States (Lemonade, Oscar, 
Zebra, Quartet, Metromile, Slice, 
Stride, PolicyGenius, Bunker) and 

Germany (FriendSurance, Finance-
Fox, Clark). Other countries like the 

United Kingdom (Trov, FitSense), 

France (Alan), Poland (DocPlanner), 

India (CoverFox), China (PingAn Good 
Dooctor, Huize Insurance) cannot 

impress with a huge number of new 

players yet. 

At the same time, the Chinese insur-
ance companies (PingAn) and Hong 
Kong investors (Horizon Ventures) 
are way ahead of any other players in 
terms of practical results. As always, 

the focus of American and Chinese 

players is limited to their own markets 

(Lemonade and Metromile target to 

cover the entire country in 2017), and 

only the European businesses address 

the scalability (FriendSurance and Trov 

have entered the Australian market, 

FinanceFox expanded to Switzerland 

and Austria, DocPlanner is present on 

25 markets). 

As in any emerging industry, a rather 
substantial market share in online 
insurance belongs to the services 
organized as product and price aggre-
gators or brokers (Zebra, PolicyGen-
ius, Bunker, FinanceFox, Alan, Cov-
erFox). Herewith, like in the financial 

technology area in general, such 

services will initially attract very large 

customer audiences, and then die off 

quickly enough as more players come 

to the market creating added value for 

customers and retaining them for long 

with more fleshed-out service offers. 

Alternatively, they will have to migrate 

quickly to the complementary areas in 

order to survive and retain their audi-

ence. Like Oscar Health, for example, 

which is actively developing in the area 

of online medical appointments and 

telehealth, and opened its own clinic in 

Brooklyn (to increase customer loyalty 

through more integrated services, and 

consequently boost the profitability 

per customer), while actively working 

with smaller employers from the target 

audience standpoint.

Overall, the active focus on work with 
small businesses rather than major 
companies is trending due to the 
growth of the gig economy (freelanc-

ers, employees and customers of the 

intermediary marketplaces and on-de-

mand services). Slice, Stride, Bunker, 
and CoverFox offer their services to a 

new type of the employees (and their 

customers) like Uber, which did not 

exist before.  The actual “on demand” 

approach affects the way startups mon-

etize – Metromile and Slice charge 

only for use (pay-per-use) without 

selling expensive and “long” insurance 

plans in advance.

Another very interesting area is also 
a consequence of a larger overall 
economic trend – P2P insurance. The 

services such as Lemonade and Friend-
Surance offer you to create groups 

of people whose behavior you know 

and whom you trust, and insure each 

other within small pools of people. If 

an insured event does not occur, the 

participants get a refund (minus the 

platform fee). 

The rapid growth of online consumer 
lending creates a demand for online 
insurers for electronics, sports gear, 
or musical instruments (such as Trov). 
The sales of fitness trackers and use of 

fitness applications induces the emer-

gence of startups engaged in aggrega-

tion and analytics of such information 

on your physical activity (like FitSense). 

The innovation in the field of artificial 

intelligence and chat bots facilitates the 

creation of services, which offer their 

own products (Clark) or predict the 

critical situations (Quartet). 

Insurtech and healthtech are rap-
idly converging, which is logical. 
The insurance giant PingAn started a 

separate company providing services 

of online medical appointments and 

telehealth, called PingAn Good Doctor 

(77M customers and 250,000 doctors 

already joined the platform). Quartet 
allows you to consult the community 

of therapists, as well as automatical-

ly analyze your symptoms through 

algorithms. DocPlanner and Doctoralia 

also enable online medical appoint-

ments – the former has 8M customers 

in 25 countries, the latter has 9M in 20. 

The on-the-go services are beginning 
to consolidate through acquisitions – 

DocPlanner acquired Doctoralia, and 

Metromile purchased Mosaic Insur-
ance in order to improve their practice 

of customer risk assessment.    

The area is drawing the attention of 
investors – and we should give credit 

to the insurtech businesses, which are 

far more active than the banks once 

were in financial technology: appar-

ently, a bad experience of the latter 

allowed the former to learn a lesson 

that the global change should not be 

resisted or ignored. PingAn Good Doc-
tor attracted a huge round of $500M 

(at $3B estimated value), Metromile 

– $191.5M, Oscar – $150M (at $3B esti-

mated value), Quartet – $40M, Lemon-
ade – $34M ($60M total), FinanceFox 

($5.5M and $28M), Huize Insurance 

– $30.8M, Zebra – $17M ($21M total), 

Trov – $25.5M, DocPlanner – $20M 

($34M total), FriendSurance – $15.3M, 

PolicyGenius – $15M ($21M total), 

Clarck – €13.2M, Alan – €13M, Slice 

– $3.9M, Bunker – $2M, and FitSense 

– £0.3M.

Lemonade (USA)

Lemonade is an American P2P insur-

ance provider for renters and home-

owners’ insurance founded in 2015. 

It's an interesting concept, as it uses 

the giveback collected from each peer 

group to pay for the group's claims, giv-
ing back any leftover money to their 
common cause, and uses reinsurance 
to cover for cases where the group's 

claims exceed what's left in the pool. In 

its primary strategy aimed to penetrate 

https://goo.gl/0gPU9W
https://goo.gl/ZGMkj7
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all states in the US in 2017. 

In 2016, at the very beginning of the 

year, it made few senior changes within 

its team, announced a new CIO -  Ty 

Sagalow, a 25-year senior executive 

with American International Group 

(AIG); a new CCO – William Latza, 

a partner from  Stroock & Stroock & 

Levan LLP [1], and three other seasoned 

insurance executives — Robert Giur-

lando and James Hageman from ACE 

Insurance and Ron Topping, also from 

AIG. [2]

Another notable event was its expan-

sion. After it has launched a full stack 

insurance carrier in the state of New 

York, by the end of 2016, it received all 
the licenses in 46 states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia to offer insurance to 
97% of US citizens. In September Lem-

onade revealed its early numbers [3] after 

its New York opening in a message 

from co-founder Shai Wininger. It said 
it sold 142 policies and generated 
$14,300 in gross written premium in 

its first 48 hours.
Additionally, prior to that, it announced 
a $34 million B round of funding. The 

latest round was led by General Catalyst 

with participation from GV (formerly 

Google Ventures), Thrive Capital and 

Tusk Ventures, as well as existing inves-

tors Aleph, Sequoia, and XL Innovate. 

This brings Lemonade’s total funding to 

date to $60 million. [4]

Oscar (USA)

Oscar is an American insurance tech 

shark in the field, founded in 2012. It is 

an insurance provider, that targets quite 

wide but specific array of audience, 

individuals, but not only employers, 

healthy people with lower risk and 

costs like new families, millennials, 

freelancer, etc. Its offerings are tre-
mendous, providing plans, providing 
doctors info and locations, telemedi-
cine, behavior-based-technology. Its 

primary strategy up to date to attack the 

B2B market with deals, direct sales to 

companies to provide insurance to the 

target employers and to expand into 

markets such as home insurance, car 

insurance, etc.

The most notable news was its huge 
round of $150M raised from Fidelity 
and others valued at $3B. [5] Despite 

this, Oscar continued to lose tens of 

millions of dollars ($45M) in the third 

quarter [6] as the company had to re-
think its strategy and stop operations 
in New Jersey and Dallas-Fort Worth 
by the beginning of 2017. The move 
came as the company refocused its 
strategy towards small employers. [7]

In terms of business development, it 
has also opened its first members’ 

clinic, in downtown Brooklyn, in 
collaboration with Mount Sinai. The 

health center will initially be staffed by 

a primary-care physician, a nurse prac-

titioner, a behavioral health specialist 

and a medical assistant. By delivering 

health care directly to the consumer, 

Oscar hopes to improve its members' 

experience and forge tighter relation-

ships with the providers in its network, 

said Oscar's chief executive, Mario 

Schlosser. At the same time, the ap-

proach could also lower medical costs 

that have contributed to the insurer's 

financial losses. [8]

The Zebra (USA)

The Zebra is the USA’s largest quote 
comparison website for car insurance 

with total funding over $21 million, 

which provides the comparison of 

quotes from over 200 trusted insur-
ance companies based on customers’ 
options in all the USA’s states and saves 

drivers hundreds of dollars per year.

At the beginning of the year it was suc-
cessful landing $17 million in Series 

A funding with investment from Mark 

Cuban, Mike Maples Jr. (of Twitter and 

Lyft), Simon Nixon (of Moneysuper-

market), Silverton Partners, and new 

investors Daher Capital and Ballast 

Point Ventures. According to their press 

release, The Zebra planned to use the 

capital to enhance its product offering, 

strengthen partnerships with insur-
ance carriers, and expand its quickly 
growing team. [9]

The Zebra has a really “star team”: in 

January 2017 its founders, Adam Lyons 
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and Joshua Dziabiak, were named to 
the 2017 Forbes “30 Under 30” list in 
the Consumer Tech category. CEO 

Adam Lyons was also named a finalist 

for the EY Entrepreneur Of The Year 

2016 Award in the Central Texas region. 

Lyons is the youngest among the group 

of finalists for this award. [10] 

In terms of organizational changes and 

achievements, The Zebra announced 
Brett Little as Executive Vice President 
of Finance & Administration. Little 

brings more than 20 years’ finance 

experience from Match.com, Trave-

locity, and AppFolio, and will oversee 

The Zebra’s financial, legal, and human 

resources operations. Later, in Sep-

tember the Zebra hunted on Steve 
Beard, who has 25 years of experience 
driving optimization. Now, he is the 

new Vice President of Sales Operations. 

Beard’s extensive experience in leading 

agent teams and working with carriers 

to grow profitably will help propel The 

Zebra forward as a multi-channel insur-

ance resource and destination for to-

day’s consumers. During last year, The 
Zebra repeatedly won several awards, 
including “Top Workplace” award based 

on employee feedback about culture 

and optimism for company’s future, 

sense of connection and collaboration, 

and opportunities for the business. [11]

In terms of new product development, 

in June it introduced «Ask an Agent» 
service, a free online communi-
ty, where drivers can ask questions 

regarding all things car insurance and 

receive fast, personalized responses 

and unbiased, one-on-one advice from 

a licensed insurance agent. [12] 

Quartet (USA)

Quartet is a NY-based, platform that 
makes it easier for primary care doc-
tors and mental healthcare profes-
sionals, like therapists, to work togeth-

er. Many psychological conditions have 

physical symptoms (and vice versa), 

but they can be difficult to identify if a 

patient’s providers don’t communicate. 

Quartet’s data scientists create algo-

rithms that help doctors figure out if a 

patient is at risk for another health issue. 

Then they get a referral to a provider in 

Quartet’s network or its online cogni-

tive behavioral therapy and consulta-

tion tools. 

Being very bright at its core offering, 

in 2016 Quartet Health raised a $40 
million Series B led by GV (formerly 

Google Ventures). Existing investors 

Oak HC/FT Partners, F-Prime Capi-

tal Partners, and Polaris Partners also 

returned for the round. [13]

Then, the company established several 

partnerships, including Highmark Inc. 
and Premera Blue Cross companies. 
At first, In March, Quartet and High-

mark Inc., among the ten largest health 

insurers in the United States and the 

fourth largest Blue Cross and Blue 

Shield-affiliated company, announced a 

collaboration to provide enhanced care 

for individuals with behavioural health 

needs. [14] 

Further in October, Quartet announced 

the partnership with Premera Blue 

Cross, the largest health plan in the Pa-

cific Northwest. This collaboration will 

deliver integrated behavioral healthcare 

to individuals across Washington State. 

“We are excited to partner with such 

a market-leading innovator to bring 

Quartet’s services to the state of Wash-

ington”, said Arun Gupta. [15]  Through 
its partnership with Quartet, Premera 
Blue Cross expects to improve access 
to appropriate care for its members 
living with anxiety, depression, addic-
tion, and other mental health condi-
tions. [16]

What’s also important is a set of 

milestones achieved during the year 

of Quartet: it was Ranked in the top 
100 of Modern Healthcare’s list of Best 

Places to Work in Healthcare for 2016. [17] 

In August, Patrick Kennedy, a former 

Congressman and member of one of 

the country's most famous political 

families, joined the board of technology 

startup Quartet Health. [18] Lastly, Quar-

tet's team has more than doubled in 
size, and New York headquarters have 

moved into a new bigger space.

Metromile (USA)

Metromile is an SF-based usage-based 

pay-per-mile insurance solution for 

car owners. It’s a device for OBD-II 
(all cars in the US have this port from 
1996) that connects to cars and col-
lects and analyzes information from 
OBD-II adapter. It keeps track of trips, 

monitors car’s health and geo-loca-

tion, and gets a diagnosis of your car’s 

running condition.

This year in September, it land-
ed $191.5 million [19] in funding for its 
pay-per-mile insurance. The funding, 

which is “primarily equity,” according 
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to CEO Dan Preston, will be used to 

acquire insurance carrier Mosaic Insur-

ance for underwriting of its policies. 

Funds will also be used to build out 

the platform and to expand into more 

states. [20] The funding is a surprising 
and large boost for the company 
that has been around since 2011 but 

has seemingly only raised $14 million 

before now [21].

Straight after funding, Metromile ac-
quired licenses to operate in all 50 
U.S. states although it’s currently 
only underwriting policies in four: 
New Jersey, Oregon, Pennsylvania and 

Virginia. With the funding, that under-

writing will expand to California, Illinois 

and Washington, and beyond. [22]

Also, notable was its new partnership 
with The Annex, a culture-driven 
advertising agency with a focus on 
the millennial market, to tap into the 

urban millennial mindset and to create 

a campaign that educates these drivers 

that pay-per-mile is the right fit for their 

lifestyle. [23]

Slice (USA)

Slice is an on-demand insurance 
platform, which allows participants to 
purchase insurance when they need 
it, with a tap. Its first product launched 

on the platform was a proprietary pay-

per-use policy for Uber and Lyft drivers 

that covers the driver from the time 

they turn on the rideshare app until they 

turn it off. 

This year it was quite successful attract-

ing new capital. At first, it announced 
that it had secured USD$3.9 million in 
seed funding led by Horizons Ven-

tures and XL Innovate. [24] And secondly, 

in October Slice with Munich R/ HSB 

Ventures, the corporate venture capital 

arm of Munich Re, announced their 

partnership focused on the support and 

growth of Slice’s upcoming product 

launch in the US. 

As previously reported, Munich Re’s 

Digital Partners group is working with 

Slice to provide the backing for Slice’s 

on-demand insurance products glob-

ally. [25]

PolicyGenius (USA)

PolicyGenius is a digital insurance 
broker, which focus on life, long-

term disability, health, renters, and pet 

insurance with quotes from 25-rated 
insurance companies. The company 

was founded by a former McKinsey 

consultant who had worked with the 

insurance industry in 2014. PolicyGen-

ius already reached 1M+ users in 2016, 
according to chief executive Jennifer 

Fitzgerald.

At the begging of the year, PolicyGenius 

closed a $15 million Series B funding 
round led by Revolution Ventures. 
Since launch, PolicyGenius has raised 

more than $21 million in venture cap-

ital funding and has experienced 20 
percent month-over-month growth 
in sales. 

The company used its Series A funding 

to expand marketing efforts and target 

new channels, growing its user base by 

several hundred thousand. [26] The team 

will use the new influx of Series B fund-

ing to expand the company’s product 

lines and accelerate its growth in the 

U.S. insurance market.

Bunker (USA)

Bunker is a contract related insurance 

marketplace, which helps enterprises 
to understand better how to link in-

surance requirements for independent 

contractors, suppliers, and partners 

to the actual financial exposure, and 

makes it easier to fulfill those require-

ments affordably. 

Prior to revealing its first product in 

summer, it announced its $2 mil-
lion seed funding round.  The round 
was co-led by Comcast Ventures and 
Route 66 Ventures. Insurance carriers 
Hiscox and American Family Ventures 
also participated in the round. [27] 

One area of initial focus of Bunker is 

1099 or 'gig' economy.  As more busi-
nesses leverage contingent staffing 
models, the need to manage the asso-
ciated risk is growing.  A recent study 

conducted by Fieldglass, in partnership 

with Ardent Partners, showed that 

nearly 35% of today's total workforce 
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is comprised of non-employee work-

ers.  It further found that 95% of busi-

nesses now view this new workforce as 

a key element to running a successful 

business. [28]

FriendSurance (Germany)

FriendSurance is a Berlin-based P2P 

insurance independent broker, focused 

on home contents, private liability, 

legal expenses. Policy owners with the 

same insurance type form small groups. 

A part of their premiums is paid into a 

cashback pool. If no claims are sub-

mitted, the members of the group get 

some of their money back at the end 

of the year. In the case of claims, the 

cashback decreases for everyone. Small 

claims are settled with the money in the 

pool.

At the beginning of the year in March, it 

closed its latest funding round and col-
lected $15,3M from various investors, 
which is the second biggest invest-
ment in the P2P insurance segment. 
The financing round was led by Hong 

Kong-based Horizons Ventures, which 

already invested in FriendSurance in 

2014. The round was completed by 

strategic investors and business angels 

from Asia and the USA. [29]

Lastly, it has expanded to Australia, to 
offer its P2P products and cash-back 
bonuses. It went through a license 
agreement with FriendSurance Aus-
tralia; and with Ellerston Ventures, 
the venture capital arm of Ellerston 
Capital, as its primary financial backer. 

The insurance and finance industry 

expert said the Berlin-based disruptor is 

looking forward to bringing to Austra-

lian customers the average 33% annual 

claims reward in property lines enjoyed 

by their German customers. [30]

FinanceFox (Germany)

FinanceFox is an online insurance bro-

ker, that is based in Berlin, Zurich, and 

Barcelona, operating with 200 insur-
ance companies of the platform. It lets 

customers store of all of their insurance 

policies in a single app, through which 

they can also file and manage insur-

ance claims. The user appoints Finance 

Fox to be its personal broker so that the 

company can represent the user in any 

insurance matter.

This year, FinanceFox had two financing 

rounds, first in January, it has raised a 
$5.5 million round of funding led by 
Salesforce Ventures, with participation 

from AngelList, Idinvest, Seedcamp, 

and Speedinvest. The new capital was 

used to expand its marketing and sales 

activities in Switzerland and Germany 

as well as enter new markets. [31]

Second, in September, it has raised 
$28M – the largest InsurTech round in 
Europe to date – led by Target Global 
and Horizons Ventures. This funding 

was supposed to help further expand 

its product, marketing efforts, as well 

as enter new markets - for example, 

Austria in Q4/2016. [32] 

Clark (Germany)

Clark is another Berlin-based insurance 

technology, which is a digital aggre-

gator of insurance products. It uses 

algorithms to analyze their customers’ 

insurance situation and automatically 

proposes optimization opportunities. 

Since the start of the year, Clark claims 

to have increased the volume of its 

managed insurance premiums five-fold, 

to 30M Euros. This year, it closed €13.2 
million in Series A funding, made up 
of both equity and media-for-equity 
financing. 

FinLeap invested “several million Euros” 

once again, while additional investors 

include yabeo Capital, Kulczyk Invest-

ments, HitFox, TA Ventures, Tenderloin 

Ventures, along with various unnamed 

business angels. Media investment, will 
mostly be in the form of TV advertis-
ing but will also include some online 
and print, comes from SevenVentures 

(the venture arm of the ProSieben-

Sat.1 Group), Axel Springer, and media 

investor GMPVC. The split between 

equity financing and media-for-equity 

financing is roughly 75 per cent to 25 

per cent. [33]

Trov (UK)

Trov is a UK-based on-demand insur-

ance provider with a focus on segments 

like electronics,  sports equipment, 

musical instruments, etc. Trov is not an 

insurer but an appointed representative. 

They bring in users and act as a broker 

for their local partners who provide the 

balance sheet risk and heavy regulatory 

cover. Trov itself takes no balance sheet 

risk, with the claims handled by the 

partners’ balance sheet.

At first, it raised a Series C round of 
$25.5M, [34] from Oak HC/FT and joined 
by Australian insurer Suncorp Group, 
insurance technology provider Guide-

wire, and Anthemis Group. The service 

went live in Australia in May in a part-
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nership with a new investor Suncorp. [35] 

At second, after Australia it launched 
in the UK in partnership with AXA 
an on-demand, mobile first service 
aimed at millennials. AXA teamed up 

with Trov in order to provide underwrit-

ing for them. Trov launched in Britain 

for iPhone and Android. Customers 

were initially able to insurer consumer 

electronics such as phones and laptops, 

as well as camera equipment. [36]

Lastly, it appointed Neil Sands, former 
Salesforce Chief Experience Officer, 
as Head of Global Partnerships, to be 

responsible for the expansion of Trov’s 

non-insurance partner eco-system: 

creating engagement with points of 

sale (POS), as well as developing other 

types of retail and brand partnerships. [37]

FitSense (UK)

FitSense is a London-based platform as 

a service, which allows insurance com-

panies to integrate data from mobile 

and wearable devices to gather action-

able insights and provide more per-

sonalized insurance policies. It has two 

sides of the business: data aggregation 
platform and platform that evaluates 
risk rating of customers.
This year, FitSense was chosen to take 
part in Startupbootcamp’s 2016 In-
surtech Accelerator program, and are 

now seeking funding to close a £300k 

seed round. With this investment the 

company aims to become the premier 

wearable & mobile analytics provider to 

insurance companies with a user base 

of 1 million within 2 years. [38] Addi-
tionally, FitSense, was named one of 
three winners of the inaugural Global 
FinTech Hackcelerator. 

Alan (France)

Alan is a Paris-based health insurance 

company, founded in 2016, targeting 

small companies and startups at first. 

This year, just after the launch it raised 
a $13M from CNP Assurances, Pow-
er Financial, Partech Ventures and 
business angels. Alan isn’t just a fancy 

front-end or a broker for Axa or Allianz. 

The startup manages everything. It has 

worked with regulators to become an 

official health insurance company.

Alan plans to add a map with doctors 
and prices around you so that you can 
know for sure that you’re fully cov-
ered. It could also be a good oppor-

tunity to integrate with other services, 

such as Doctolib so that you can book 

an appointment from Alan’s dashboard. 

And why not work with Payfit as well 

to make it easier to sign up to the two 

services. [39]

DocPlanner (Poland)

DocPlanner is an online booking plat-

form for healthcare appointments, it 

has raised a $20 million Series C round, 
and at the same time is announcing 
a merger with its competitor Spain’s 
Doctoralia. [40]

The new funding, which was led by 
Target Global, was supposed to be 

used for further international expansion 

and development of the company’s 

online practice management software 

solution. ENERN Investments and EBRD 

also participated, bringing total funding 

raised by DocPlanner to $34 million.

DocPlanner said prior to the merger 
it attracted 8 million unique users 
each month, with 90 percent coming 

from Europe. While Europe is clearly its 

strongest market, the company said it 

was in 25 countries last year, including 

some in Asia and South America. Doc-

toralia, meanwhile, had more than 9 

million unique users every month, with 

traffic mostly coming from Spain, Brazil 

and Mexico. It's active in 20 countries 

though. [41]
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CoverFox (India)

Coverfox is another online insurance 
comparer and provider with 25 insur-
ers and 100+ products on its platform, 

based in India. The start-up offers insur-

ance comparison plans, buying services 

and insurance adviser assistance in 

domains such as Health, Automobile, 

Travel and Home, and by the end of 

2016 it handled 30,000-35,000 policies 

per month across all verticals. [42]

In 2016 Coverfox was quite successful 

establishing several new partnerships in 

order to promote its service and extend 

the product offering. In April 2016, 

Coverfox.com partnered with public 
sector company, The Oriental Insur-

ance Company to facilitate the public 

sector undertaking's comprehensive 

motor insurance product for both four 

and two wheelers, online. Through this 
partnership, Coverfox.com became 
the first to offer the Public-Sector 
Undertaking's (PSU's). [43]

Further it partnered with Uber India as 
a broker on record for the ride-hailing 

app’s drivers. Coverfox provides assis-

tance in insurance policy purchases and 

facilitates car insurance solutions for 

Uber’s driver partners as a part of the 

latter’s reward-oriented program Uber-

CLUB. Uber in this partnership is able to 

get a significant discount (up to 30%) on 

insurance rates via this partnership. [44] 

Lastly, just by the end of 2016, Cover-

fox.com launched #GiftOfInsurance 
campaign for creating awareness about 

the significance of insurance in the life 

of our trusted companions - a house 

help, chauffeur, security guard, cleaner, 

cook, which intend to encourage peo-
ple [45] to make a significant difference 

in the lives of people who usually lack 

awareness and proper education to buy 

insurance for themselves.  

Ping An Good Doctor (China)

Ping An Good Doctor is among the 

most successful Insurance tech in Chi-

na, which is a healthcare and medical 
service app offering text, photo, voice 

and video consultation for preventive 

nursery care, guidance for doctor’s 

visits, post-diagnosis services, chron-

ic disease management, medication 

alerts, etc.

It provides online and offline medical 
services (including appointment book-

ing, chronic disease management), 

health-by-mall and assistance with 

medical insurance (including payment 

and cost control). Up to now, the 

platform has accumulated 77 million 
registered users, and the number of 

daily consultations has been as high as 
250,000.

In June, Ping An secured a $500 mil-
lion Series A funding. The round of 

financing was made by both interna-
tional and Chinese investors, including 

several well-known international pri-

vate equity funds, Chinese state-owned 

enterprises on the Fortune 500 list, 

finance corporations as well as internet 

companies. [46] 

In May 2016 Ping An Good Doctor 

was valued at USD$3 billion, which 

broke two records: one record was the 
largest amount of fundraising through 
a single round by an online healthcare 

startup all over the world, and another 

was the maximum estimated value 
after an A round of financing. Ping An 

Good Doctor is the largest unicorn in 

the Chinese healthcare industry.  [47]

Huize Insurance (China)

Huize is a Chinese aggregator of travel, 

life, property, health and casualty 

insurance providers, offers a platform 
that connects to the internal system 
of more than sixty insurance compa-
nies, allowing consumers to compare 

and purchase among more than 700 

insurance products according to their 

different risk preferences and obtain 

electronic insurance after payment.

This year in March Huize.com also 
completed a RMB200 million ($30.79 
million) round of Series B funding 
from Beijing Wanrong Times Capi-
tal and Shenzhen CDF-Capital. Hina 

Group acted as exclusive financial 

advisor to the deal, according to a 

statement on its website. Huize chief 

executive officer Ma Cunjun said the 

financing would be used to optimize 

the existing business, enhance re-

search capacity, and accelerate market 

rollout. [48]
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The beginning of the year is usually 

the time to predict key trends for the 

year to come, and so it goes with the 

insurtech sector as well. Most lists focus 

on the latest sexy technologies and 

applications, but after a year, we find 

these have hardly gained any traction, 

so cannot really be considered “trends”. 

To call something a key trend, new 

and innovative isn’t enough. It requires 

adoption at scale. We therefore decided 

to take a different approach, resulting in 

quite a different kind of list.

Being consultants for several blue chip 

insurers, speaking at conferences and 

attending boardroom meetings, we 

meet insurance executives on a daily 

basis. Consequently, we have a fairly 

good idea about what’s at the top of 

their agenda, as well as the pace in 

which change will take place, and in 

turn what insurtech solutions are most 

likely to fit into those plans. These 

insights resulted in our Top 10 Insurtech 

Trends for 2017, illustrated by some 

awesome insurtechs that joined us at 

the previous DIA event.

Trend 1 (continued)

Massive cost savers in claims, 
opratios and customer acquisition

Already a major trend of course, but 

one that will gain even more impor-

tance in 2017.

Quite a few insurers face combined 

ratios that are close to 100, or even 

exceed that number. Digitalising current 

processes is absolutely necessary, for 

operational excellence and to cut costs. 

Digital transformation of insurance 

carriers started in 2015, really took off in 

2016, and will be mainstream by 2017 

and beyond. Virtually every insurer, big 

or small, that takes itself seriously will 

continue to look for ways to operate 

more efficiently in every major part of 

the costs column: in claims expenses, 

costs of operations and customer ac-

quisition costs. Technology purchases 

and investments by insurance carriers 

will further explode in these areas, as 

will the number and growth of in-

surtechs that cater to that need.

With OutShared's CynoClaim solution 

more than 60 percent of all claims can 

be managed automatically, resulting 

in lower costs as well as increased 

customer satisfaction. Results of the 

first implementations: up to 50 percent 

decrease in costs, 40 percent increase 

in customer satisfaction. The solution 

takes 6 to 9 months to implement, 

whether it is from scratch or a migra-

tion of established operations to the 

platform, which is quite spectacular 

in the insurance industry. Check out 

http://bit.ly/2hOW1Vw 

The top 10 insurtech trends for 2017 
that set the digital insurance agenda

Discount code

Pleased to announce that, Life.SREDA offers special discounts for 
DIA (Digital Insurance Agenda), the two day conference connect-

ing insurance executives to insurtech leaders. With 50 insurtechs 

on stage and 550 attendees from 36 countries present at the pre-

vious edition, DIA was immediately coined ‘the must see event’ for 

insurtech and innovation in insurance. 

DIA Amsterdam will take place on 10 and 11 May 2017. Life.SREDA 

relations enjoy a special 200 euro additional discount. You can use 

the discount code DIA2017LIFESREDA200 during the registration 

process to redeem this offer.

Check http://www.digitalinsuranceagenda.com/dia-amsterdam 

to get a good impression of what to expect.

To warm up please find attached THE TOP 10 INSURTECH TRENDS 

FOR 2017 by Roger Peverelli and Reggy de Feniks.

By Roger Peverelli and Reggy de Feniks

DIA2017LIFESREDA200

http://bit.ly/2hOW1Vw 
http://www.digitalinsuranceagenda.com/dia-amsterdam/
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Trend 2

A new face on digital transforma-
tion: engagement innovation 

At the end of the day, digitalised pro-

cesses and a lower cost base are table 

stakes. It is simply not enough to stay 

in sync with fast changing customer 

behaviour, new market dynamics and 

increasing competitiveness. No insurer 

ever succeeded in turning operational 

excellence into a competitive advan-

tage that is sustainable over the long 

term, and that is something really 

differentiating. More and more carriers 

realize that engagement innovation is 

the next level of digital transformation. 

From a customer point of view this is 

not about a new lipstick or a nose job 

but about a real makeover. Engagement 

innovation not only includes custom-

er experience, but customer-centric 

products, new added value services 

and new business models as well. 

Insurtechs that really innovate custom-

er engagement for incumbents have a 

great 2017 ahead.

Amodo connects insurance companies 

with the new generation of customers. 

With Amodo’s connected custom-

er suite, insurers leverage on digital 

channels and connected devices such 

as smartphones, connected cars and 

wearables to acquire and engage new 

customers.

Amodo collects data from smartphones 

and a number of different connected 

consumer devices in order to build ho-

listic customer profiles, providing better 

insights into customer risk exposure 

and customer product needs. Following 

the analysis, risk prevention programs, 

individual pricing as well as person-

alized and “on the spot” insurance 

products can be placed on the market, 

increasing the customer’s loyalty and 

customer lifetime. 

Trend 3

Next level data analytics capabil-
ities and AI; to really unlock the 
potential of IoT

Many insurance carriers have started 

IoT initiatives in the last few years. In 

particular, in car insurance it is already 

becoming mainstream, with Italy 

leading the pack. Home insurance is 

lagging and health and life insurance 

is even more behind.  All pilots and 

experiments have taught insurers that 

they lack the right data management 

capabilities to cope with all these new 

data streams. Not just to deal with the 

volume and new data sets, but more 

importantly to turn this data into new 

insights, and to turn these insights into 

relevant and distinctive value prop-

ositions and customer engagement.  

Insurtechs that operate in the advanced 

analytics space, machine learning and 

artificial intelligence hold the keys to 

unlock the potential of IoT.

2016 DIAmond Award winner BigML 

has built a machine learning platform 

that democratizes advanced analytics 

for companies of all sizes. You don't 

have to be a PhD to use its collection of 

scalable and proven algorithms thanks 

to an intuitive web interface and end-

to-end automation. Check http://bit.

ly/2iai2gq 

Trend 4

Addressing the privacy concerns

To many consumers big data equals 

big brother, and insurers that think of 

using personal data are not immediate-

ly trusted. Quite understandable. Most 

data initiatives of insurers are about 

sophisticated pricing and risk reduc-

tion really. Cost savers for the insurer. 

However, the added value of current 

initiatives for customers is limited. A 

chance on a lower premium, that's it.  

To really reap the benefits of connected 

devices and the data that comes with 

it, insurers need to tackle these data 

privacy concerns. On the one hand, in-

surers need to give more than they take. 

Much more added value, relative to the 

personal data used. On the other hand, 

insurers need to empower customers 

to manage their own data. Because at 

the end of the day, it is their data.  Ex-

pect fast growth of insurtechs that help 

insurers to cope with privacy issues.

Traity (another 2016 DIAmond Award 

winner) enables consumers to own 

their own reputation. Traity uses all 

sorts of new data sources, such as 

Facebook, AirBnB and Linkedin, to help 

customers to prove their trustwor-

thiness. Munich Re's legal protection 

brand DAS has partnered with Traity 

to offer new kinds of services. Check 

http://bit.ly/2hlOFrm 

http://bit.ly/2iai2gq  
http://bit.ly/2iai2gq  
http://bit.ly/2hlOFrm 
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Trend 6

The marketplace model will find 
its way to insurance

Marketplaces; we already see the model 

emerging in banking, and insurance will 

follow fast. Virtually every insurer offers 

a suite of its own products. Everything 

is developed in-house. More and more 

carriers realise that you simply cannot 

be the best at everything, and that 

resources are too scarce to keep up 

with every new development or cater 

to each specific segment. In the mar-

ketplace model, the insurers basically 

give their customers  access to third 

parties with the best products, the most 

pleasant customer experience and the 

lowest costs. The market place business 

model cuts both ways. Customers get 

continuous access to the best products 

and services in the market. And costs 

can be kept at a minimum through 

connecting (or disconnecting) parties 

almost in real time to key in on new 

customer wishes and anticipate other 

market developments.  In 2017 we will 

witness all sorts of partnerships be-

tween insurtechs and incumbents that 

fit the marketplace model.

AXA teamed up with the much praised 

2016 DIAmond Award winner Trōv to 

target UK millennials. Trōv offers cus-

tomized home insurances by allowing 

coverage of individual key items rather 

than a one-size-fits-all coverage set 

with average amounts. Check http://bit.

ly/2gGwiBK 

Trend 7

Open architecture

A new ecosystem emerges. With parties 

who capture data (think connected 

devices suppliers), and parties that de-

velop new value propositions based on 

the data. Insurers will have to cooper-

Trend 5

Contextual pull platforms

Markets have shifted from push to pull.  

But so far most insurers have made 

hardly any adjustments to their custom-

er engagement strategies and required 

capabilities. In 2017 we will see the shift 

to pull platforms, as part of the shift to 

engagement innovation. Whereas push 

is about force-feeding products to the 

customer, pull is about understand-

ing and solving the need behind the 

insurance solution and being present in 

that context. Risk considerations made 

by customers usually don’t take place at 

the office of an insurance broker. Insur-

ers need to be present in the context of 

daily life, specific life events and deci-

sions, and offer new services on top of 

the traditional products. Insurtechs that 

provide a platform or give access to 

these broader contexts and ecosystems 

help insurers to become much more 

a part of customer’s lives, be part of 

the ecosystem in that context and add 

much more value to customers.

VitalHealth Software, founded among 

others by Mayo Clinic, has developed 

e-health solutions, in particular for 

people with chronic diseases such 

as diabetes, cancer and Alzheimer’s. 

Features include all sorts of remote ser-

vices for patients, insurers and care pro-

viders collaborating in health networks, 

access to protocol-driven disease 

management support.  All seamless-

ly integrated with electronic health 

records. VitalHealth Software is used 

by insurers that are looking to improve 

care as well as reduce costs at the same 

time. Among other OSDE, the largest 

health insurer in Argentina and Chunyu 

Yisheng Mobile Health, a fast-growing 

Chinese eHealth pioneer with around 

100 million registered users that is 

closely linked to People’s Insurance 

Company of China (PICC).

ate even more than they are currently 

doing with other companies that are 

part of the ecosystem. When an insurer 

wants to seize these opportunities in 

a structural way, then it is no longer 

only about efficiently and effectively 

organizing business processes , but it is 

also about easy ways to facilitate inter-

actions between possibly very different 

users who are dealing with each other 

in one way or another. 

Again, banking is ahead of insurance. 

For our new book, ‘Reinventing Cus-

tomer Engagement. The next level of 

digital transformation for banks and 

insurers’, we spoke to many executives 

in banking as well. German Fidor Bank 

has set up an open API architecture 

called fidorOS, enabling fintechs to 

develop financial services themselves 

on top of an existing legacy system. 

Citi says that ‘any financial institution 

that doesn’t want to rapidly lose market 

share, needs to start working in a more 

open architecture structure.’

The Backbase omnichannel platform is 

based on open architecture principles. 

It leverages existing policy adminis-

tration systems capabilities and adds 

a modern customer experience layer 

on top. Creating direct-to-consumer 

portals and giving the opportunity to 

integrate best of breed apps as well as 

improving agent and employee portals. 

Swiss Re, Hiscox and Legal & General 

are some of the insurers that use the 

Backbase platform. Check http://bit.

ly/2hlZWZ2 

Trend 8  

Blockchain will come out of the 
experimentation stage

When Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley 

and Banco Santander decided to leave 

the R3 Blockchain Group many thought 

this was proof that blockchain technol-

http://bit.ly/2gGwiBK  
http://bit.ly/2gGwiBK  
http://bit.ly/2hlZWZ2  
http://bit.ly/2hlZWZ2  
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ogy apparently was not as promising as 

initially expected. The contrary is true. 

It is not uncommon to join a consor-

tium to speed up the learning curve, 

and then drop out and use the newly 

acquired knowledge to build your 

own plans and gain some competitive 

advantage. Especially with a technology 

as powerful as blockchain. We believe 

a similar scenario will not take place in 

the B3i initiative launched by AEGON, 

Allianz, Munich Re, Swiss Re and Zurich. 

Thinking cooperation and ecosystems 

are just much more in the veins of 

the insurance industry. Plus there are 

plenty of use cases that cut both ways: 

improve operational excellence and 

cost efficiency as well as customer 

engagement. Which is good news for 

the insurtech forerunners in blockchain 

technology.

Everledger tackles the diamond indus-

try’s expensive fraud and theft problem. 

The company provides an immutable 

ledger for diamond ownership and 

related transaction history verification 

for insurance companies, and uses 

blockchain technology to continuously 

track objects. Everledger has partnered 

with all institutions across the diamond 

value chain, including insurers, law 

enforcement agencies and diamond 

certification houses across the world. 

Through Everledger’s API, each of them 

can access and supply data around 

the status of a stone, including police 

reports and insurance claims. Check 

http://bit.ly/2ialGHp 

Trend 9

Use of algorithms for front-liner 
empowerment

Algorithms that are displacing human 

advisers generate headlines. Robo ad-

vice will for sure impact the labor mar-

ket’s landscape. For a costs perspective 

this may seem attractive. But from a 

customer engagement perspective 

this may be different. To relate to their 

customers, financial institutions need to 

build in emotion. Humans inject emo-

tion, empathy, passion, creativity, and 

can deviate from the procedure if need-

ed. Banks and insurers need to create 

a similar connection digitally. With 

so many people working at financial 

institutions there is also an opportunity 

to create the best of both worlds. We 

see the first insurers that deploy robo 

advice to empower human front-liners. 

This is resulting in better conversations, 

higher conversion and finally, greater 

solutions for customers.

AdviceRobo provides insurers with 

preventive solutions combining data 

from structured and unstructured 

sources and machine learning to score 

and predict risk behavior of consumers. 

For instance predictions on default, 

bad debt, prepayments and customer 

churn. Predictions are actionable be-

cause they’re on an individual customer 

level and support front-liners while 

speaking to customers.

Trend 10

Symbiotic relationship with in-
surtechs

Relationships between insurers and 

insurtechs will become much more 

intense. All the examples included in 

the previous nine trends make this quite 

clear. Insurers will also look for ways to 

learn much more from the insurtechs 

they are investing in. Whether it is about 

specific capabilities or concrete instru-

ments they can use in the incumbent 

organization, or whether it is about the 

culture at insurtechs and the way of 

working. We see an increasing num-

ber of insurers that are now using lean 

startup methodologies and who have 

created in-house accelerators and 

incubators to accelerate innovation in 

the mothership.

The Aviva Digital Garages in London 

and Singapore are perfect examples. 

They are not idea labs, but the place 

where Aviva runs its digital businesses. 

Varying from MyAviva to some of the 

startups Aviva Ventures invests in – all 

under one roof to build an ecosystem 

and create synergies on multiple levels.

This Top 10 of Insurtech trends that we 

will witness in 2017 sets the stage for 

the Digital Insurance Agenda. It rein-

forces the need to connect insurance 

executives with insurtech leaders which 

is basically our mission. It helps us to 

create an agenda for DIA 2017 Amster-

dam that is in sync with what insurers 

need and what the latest technologies 

can provide.

DIA Amsterdam will take place on 10 

and 11 May 2017. Check http://www.

digitalinsuranceagenda.com/dia-am-

sterdam/ to get a good impression of 

what to expect.

DIA Amsterdam will take place on 10 

and 11 May 2017. Life.SREDA relations 

enjoy a special 200 euro additional 

discount. You can use the discount 

code during the registration process to 

redeem this offer.

DIA2017LIFESREDA200

http://bit.ly/2ialGHp
http://www.digitalinsuranceagenda.com/dia-amsterdam/
http://www.digitalinsuranceagenda.com/dia-amsterdam/
http://www.digitalinsuranceagenda.com/dia-amsterdam/
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With no doubts, 2016 was a year of 

disruption in banking and became 

tangible. Solid initiatives from Ameri-

can, European, Asian and even African 

banks have been taken and certainly 

this shows no sign of stopping in the 

following year, with new and existing 

technologies allowing institutions to 

ultimately offer more unique banking 

experiences. 

American banks have successfully 

passed through the stage of rejection 

and disregard to fintech and are getting 

more and more active investing in start-

ups, building open APIs and platforms for 

third party developers. Their European 

peers are following closely but are still 

at the stage of investigation and strategy 

formation. They are launching and part-

nering with accelerators and hackathons 

(«too many innovation labs, too few in-

novations»). Asian banks are for now just 

announcing their ambitious plans rather 

than implementing them. Even African 

and Australian ones seem to be more 

determined comparative to them. 

In general, banks tend to make a fuss 

over themselves and their innovative 

ambitions, while later it appears to be 

difficult to find any information on 

results of these projects. Think, for 

instance, of Goldman Sachs’s digital 

bank launch in April and online-lending 

platform launch this fall. Another ex-

ample is a Unicredit €200mln venture 

fund, which has been silent since its 

launch.

The field of interest of banks is still lim-

ited. The majority of projects and deals 

come from investing (online trading, 

robo-advisory, wealth management, 

PFM, PFP), online-lending and block-

chain. Mobile remittances, wallets, 

and banking apps are somewhat less 

prominent. However, there is an inter-

esting tendency of launching digital 

banks by big traditional banks: GSbank 

by Goldman Sachs in the US, digibank 

(now in India and soon in Indonesia) by 

Singaporean DBS, ACCESS OnlineSM 

(in Indonesia) by JP Morgan. Morgan 

has also outpaced Bank of America 

and Wells Fargo with its mobile app in 

the US and hired Alex Sion from Moven 

as a mobile app business CEO. Howev-

er, a major number of fintech areas is 

still waiting in the wings. A particularly 

strong potential is hidden in the con-

cept of open APIs and bank-as-a-ser-

vice platforms for fintech startups.

So far, we have identified 7 different 

banking strategies towards working 

with financial technology startups. 

Internal R & D – BANKS CREATE THEIR OWN SOLUTIONS

MOST RECENT EXAMPLES CASE STUDY

An AI chatbot will be available to answer 
queries and help mobile users make  
smarter spending and saving decisions.

Facial recognition technology for  
opening accounts and ID verification

Within its internal lab it launched a service to enable busi-
ness customers to open an account via facial recognition  
technology;

• Works through utilising facial tracking technology to 
capture an initial selfie of a customer than process it 
through internal channels;

• The “selfie” is matched with a photo from a passport or 
driving license.

KEY THEMES

Big Data. Analyze customer data
Artificial Intelligence (AI). For operational assistance, cus-
tomer handling, leveraging IBM’s Watson
Wealth Management. Household budget and asset portfo-
lio advisory service
Settlement Services. Mobile settlement and digital wallet
Security. Fraud detection, biometric authentication
Robot. “Nao” – humanoid robot capable of engaging in 
conversation in 19 languages to offer products best suited 
to customers
Blockchain Technology. Participation in consortiums and 
establishment of technological standarts

A Clearing and Settlement Mechanism 
based on the Ethereum DLT and smart 
contract platform

A data lab “The Hive” opened in Dublin  
to analyze the vast troves of financial data

Issuing mini-bonds by private companies 
on the bank’s blockchain platform;  
Other pilot blockchain projects

My Rules Credit Card is built by custom-
ers independently putting together the 
features like the grace period, rate, design, 
etc.

KBC Innovation: digital signing; KBC 
Payment Button – superfast web shop 
payment method  

Innovation Board developing many ser-
vices among which are mPOS, PFM app, 
wallet, crowdfunding, app for kids

A R&D unit for Wealth Management, 
Blockchain, AI, Settlement and Security.

In-app card replacement tracker; Touch 
ID authentication service; Australian 
branch going completely cashless
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Q3’16 -
present

(Digital Bank, JP)

2008

Q4’12
(online-only retail bank, NL)

• CheBanca! is the digital first bank launched in 2008 by 
an investment bank Mediobanca.

• Mediobanca provides merchant bank services in Italy 
and had never had a retail bank before. 

• CheBanca! operates online as a direct bank, but also 
has branches.

Services:   Products:
Retail banking  Current / saving accounts
Online brokerage  Debit, credit cards
Insurance  Consumer, mortgage loans

CHEBANCA’S ASSET BREAKDOWN ‘16

Q4’13

(mobile digital bank, FR)

2009

(online savings (AM) bank, FR)

by Q1’17

(smartphone-only bank, IT)

2008
(digital bank, IT)

Q1’15 – 
Q4’17

To invest £1 billion in digital 
banking capability 

In process
To turn into totally digital, all 

products and services, 100,000> 
employees working digitally

Transforming – LAUNCHING BANKING OFFERINGS UNDER SEPARATE BRAND  

 12 m tied deposits
 Other deposits
 Current accounts
 Indirect deposits

2013 201620152014

MOST RECENT EXAMPLES CASE STUDY

Acquisitions – SAVING TIME AND EFFORTS

MOST RECENT EXAMPLES CASE STUDY

$117M

(Digital bank, US)

      

$1M
(Digital bank, US)

• In Nov’16, South Africa’s Standard Bank has acquired 
Firepay, the company behind mobile payments solution 
SnapScan.

• In 2014, Firepay launched mobile payment service using 
QR codes - SnapScan in partnership with Standard Bank.

• Firepay team’s technology platform already enables 
payments for several clients, including WeChat and 
Masterpass

KEY RESULTS

• Servicing more than 32 000 physical and online mer-
chants;

• Standard Bank with operations in 20 sub-Saharan African 
countries has hopes this move will advance its efforts 

to be a universal bank in Africa.

Undis-
closed sum

(Digital bank, RU)

$275M
(Digital WM, US)

Undis-
closed sum

(Digital retirement savings, US)

Undis-
closed sum (Mobile payments)

Undis-
closed sum

(Payment & loyalty tech, UK)

Undis-
closed sum

 
(Digital bank, South Africa)
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Hubs / Labs – INTERNAL INNOVATION UNIT WITH ORGANIZATIONAL DECOUPLING  

MOST RECENT EXAMPLES CASE STUDY

“Rise” in New York, a physical space and 
virtual global community for fintech

• Kotak is a Private sector bank in Bengaluru, India;
• Aims to explore the best technology that could have 

an impact on its operations;
• Bank formed a seven-member core team and is now 

working with an startups from: machine learning, 
artificial intelligence, biometric, analytics and iris scan-
ning arena.

• In order to keep the engagement, bank have under-
taken various initiatives like organizing ‘hackathons’, 
ideation contests, dedicated funds to invest in start-
ups, and starting incubation centre.

KEY RESULTS

• Kotak has selected startups that are based out of Ben-
galuru, two are headquartered in United States and 
one belongs to Australia.

• Made equity investments in these, and plans its further 
integration

”Alfa-lab”. Developing new digital solu-
tion for the Bank

Partners with Liberté Living Lab (social 
innovations) & FinTech innovation lab 
(mentorship program)

Tokyo Finlab, Building relationships with 
startups

”Innovation lab”, Singapore. Accelerat-
ing innovation and facilitate collabora-
tion with Fintech

Innovation lab, Palo Alto & London, 
evaluating emerging technologies and 
applying them 

Thought Factory, Axis Bank Innovation 
Lab. To collaborating with the startup 
ecosystem 

Banco do Brasil Advanced Laboratory, 
Palo Alto

“Innovation lab”, Silicon Valley. Devel-
oping new financial technologies and 
working with Local Startups

Digital Factory, Toronto.  Delivering 
digital innovations and solutions to its 
customers

“Innovation lab”, Silicon Valley. Devel-
oping new financial technologies and 
working with Local Startups

AK BARS Digital Technology. Penetra-
tion time reduction and creating FT 
services

Accelerate / Incubate  – СOOPERATION WITH STARTUPS IN EARLY STAGES

MOST RECENT EXAMPLES CASE STUDY

New Zealand

NZ’s first fintech accelerator partnering 
with Xero, Callaghan Innovation and 
Creative HQ                     

DBS Accelerator:
• Access to a co-working space
• 12-week program in Hong Kong
• Access to DBS and NEST network
• Introduction to quality global investors
• Bank’s resources, techn and services
• Guidance and support from industry experts

Terms and conditions:
• Startups are in the seed or pre-A stages
• Technology-focused, innovative
• From anywhere all over the world
• Nest get the right to invest in a company
• No business plan needed

KEY RESULTS

• 10 Alumni from 2015

• 7 Residents in 2016

USA, GB, 
South Africa,

The Barclays Accelerator is a 13-week 
program powered by Techstars, held in 
New York, London, Cape Town

Hong Kong

12-week mentor-driven programme, 
powered by NEST, for up to eight startups

USA

An accelerator jointly run by Silicon Valley 
Bank and MasterCard

Belgium

The ING FinTech Village is powered by 
ING Belgium iwith ING Luxembourg, ING 
Netherlands, the ING Group

South Africa

Standard Bank’s proprietary incubator and 
co-working space

USA

A hands-on program for startups creating 
solutions for financial firms and  
enterprises

Germany

The partnership between Main Incubator 
and Commerzbank

India

In-house incubator and accelerator  
programs
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Partnership – WITH FOCUS IN ADDITIONAL REVENUES FOR BUSINESS UNIT

MOST RECENT EXAMPLES CASE STUDY

Automotive pricing and 
information website for car 

buyers and dealers 

• A strategic agreement with PayPal will enable Citi card 
members to use their Citi Cards with PayPal online, 
in-app and stores; 

• Citi is the first global bank to partner with PayPal to 
tokenize cards is the first global bank to partner with 
PayPal to tokenize card for customers wishing to use 
PayPal for in-store purchases, across Mastercard and 
Visa portfolios in the U.S.; 

• This agreement gives PayPal and Citi the ability to 
leverage each other’s core assets to create better pay-
ment experiences that add value to the lives of consum-
ers and merchants 

KEY RESULTS

• The collaboration starts in Q1 2017 
• This follows a number of enhancements to Citi card-

members’ mobile experience, including Citi Mobile 
Appand global launch of Citi Pay

Offering investing advice 
and data-driven recom-

mendation 

Provides an online pay-
ment system and mobile 

payments 

Online wealth manage-
ment platform 

P2P payments, provides 
making payments via the 

social networks 

Offering clients delivery, 
chatbot and deposit auc-

tioning servicing 

P2P-lending. Enables local 
SMEs to borrow short-

terms bus. Loans 

Offering its clients access 
to equity crowdfunding 

opportunities 

Social trading and multi 
asset brokerage company 

Provides direct financing 
to SMEs 

M-POS, Sweden, allows to 
accept card payments with 

smartphone

Investments  – TO ASSESS AND ACCESS NEW GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

MOST RECENT EXAMPLES CASE STUDY

                    

KEY RESULTS

• Has its own $100 mln 

tech investment fund;

• Is the biggest bank in 

Spain;

• Is one of the world's most 

active banks in terms of 

fintech innovation, invest-

ments and partnerships;

• The investment allows 

the bank to keep up with 

developments in the 

blockchain space.

$4 mln

In May 2016 Ripple announced Santander to be the first 
bank to introduce Ripple's blockchain technology to facil-

itate international payments through a new app.

• In a San-Francisco-based 

blockchain technology 

company;

• Develops real-time pay-

ments, retail remittances 

and corporate disburse-

ment solutions;

• Raised total $93.6 million.

$128 mln

$27 mln

$5 mln

$100 mln

$4 mln

$60 mln

$19.67 mln

$7 mln
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Barclays Bank (UK)

Barclays this year proved its profes-

sional approach towards working with 

financial technology startups and ex-

panding its services. Barclays had many 

results to mention so let's divide Bar-

clays’ progress in 2016 into 3 sections: 

new services launched, its venture 
investments, and its new innovation 
instruments that were launched.

In terms of new services, Barclays 

launched 3 products this year that 

brought our attention. First, is an Iden-
tity Service business to provide online 
credentials for consumers to access 
government services. Barclays is one 

of a group of nine companies certified 

by Gov.UK.Verify to supply and manage 

public IDs for services such as viewing 

a driving licence, completing a self-as-

sessment tax return online or claiming a 

rural payment. [1]

Second, It launched a new online 
direct investing service designed to 

help customers create a personalised 

financial plan and work towards their 

goals with the support of a range of 

tools and content.

Third, Barclays Bank launched con-
tactless cash machines in branches 
across the country, enabling custom-
ers to withdraw up to £100 by tapping 
their mobile phone or debit cards at 
the terminal. [2] The service is initially 

being piloted in the North before rolling 

out to over 180 Barclays branches in 

the New Year. It also means customers 

will be better protected from distraction 

fraud – where con artists watch people 

enter their PIN and then distract the 

customer while stealing their card.

In terms of venture activity this year, 

Barclays started partnership with 
Circle – which enables sterling, dollar 
and bitcoin money transfers [3] across 

popular messaging platforms and other 

media, with the latest round of $50M. 

Also, Barclays provided a £1M loan to 
help the Manchester fintech compa-
ny AccessPay explore further growth 
opportunities. [4] Access Systems (UK) 

Ltd, trading as AccessPay, provides a 

cloud-based connectivity layer between 

a business finance systems, their banks 

and all of the major UK and International 

payment networks such as BACS, SWIFT, 

SEPA, Faster Payments & Direct Debit. 

In terms of Innovation activities Barclays 

this year launched 3 fintech hubs and 

ran one hackathon. In fact, Barclays is 

not opening new ones from the scratch, 
but expands its Rise network physi-
cal fintech hubs to the Indian city of 
Mumbai [5], providing facilities for local 

entrepreneurs seeking to shape the fu-

ture of financial services, and to Vilnius, 
Lithuania with the same purpose. [6] 

Lastly, in summer 2016, Barclays 
launched Financial Wings, an online 
personal finance hub designed to give 
people the knowledge and confi-
dence to take control of their money 
and build the skills required to bolster 
their financial health. [7] The research 

carried out by Barclays showed that 

only 44 percent of customers felt 

knowledgeable about financial issues, 

with as many as 20 percents openly ad-

mitting to finding the topic overwhelm-

ing and confusing. 

HSBC (UK)

Another bank that went comprehensive 

towards creating links with financial 

technologies sphere was HSBC. We saw 

HSBC introduced some new products/

features, opened an innovation lab, and 

made some solid investments in fintech 

companies. 

Starting from the features it launched, 

In July it launched a new tool that 
enables treasurers to automate the 
allocation and investment of excess 
cash [8] – Liquidity Investment Solutions 

(LIS). That would give Corporate and 

Institutional clients the ability to invest 

and redeem their excess cash across an 

array of investment options, including a 

choice of asset managers. 

In terms of mobile banking, in the UK, 

HSBC prepared for the roll out of 
voice and fingerprint recognition.
The launch of biometric technology for 

HSBC and first direct is supported by 

new online consumer research findings 

from YouGov which reveal over a third 

(37%) of consumers agree traditional 

passwords have become an outdated 

security measure. [9]

In addition to its internal product devel-

opments, we saw three investments 
in Xenomorph, Tradeshift and Kyriba 
Corp. Kyriba is a cloud treasury solu-

tion, which has raised $23M in Series 

D [10], Xenomorph is a provider of data 

management technology to banks with 

undisclosed amount [11], and Tradeshift is 

a supply chain finance company, which 

has received $75M in Series D. [12]

Lastly, HSBC’s moved towards aca-

demic and research and uplifting its 

technology capability by establishing 

a fintech R&D lab in collaboration with 

Hong Kong Applied Science and Tech-
nology Research Institute Company 
Limited (Astri) [13]. The lab is expected 

to explore opportunities for innovation 

across a broad spectrum of emerging 

technologies, including artificial intel-

ligence, biometrics, cybersecurity, big 

data, and blockchain. 
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Lloyds (UK)

Lloyds keeps pace with its peers being 

an active fintech player, despite the 

hard year for the bank. The bank has 

partnered with a number of startups, 

launched some new products and add-

ed features to existing ones.

Lloyds partnered with two of this 
year’s alumni of the StartupBoot-
camp accelerator (which was backed 

by Lloyds among other banks). It is 

going to test MoBILLity’s chat-based 
service for saving money on recur-
ring bill payments through customer 
trials and run a pilot of Enterprise 
Bot’s white label AI-powered virtual 
assistant, which is claimed to reduce 

call centre costs by 85% and custom-

er wait-times by 90%. [14] The bank 

has also launched a fintech startup 
mentoring scheme based on collab-

orations with accelerators Innovate 

Finance and Startupbootcamp. [15]

Lloyds was also active in its proprietary 

development. This year it added a 
touch ID authentication feature to its 
mobile-banking app, which is ranked 

among the best in Europe. [16]

Lloyds is also famous for its internal 

payment inventions. For example, the 

bank is contemplating the introduc-

tion of advanced mobile order and 
pay at its in-house catering points 
following a pilot trial with UK startup 
WoraPay. The project allows staff-

ers to buy food and drink and pay in 

advance with their mobile using their 

existing payment cards. The refresh-

ments are ready for pickup when the 

user arrives at the counter, without 

having to queue. [17]

Bank of America (USA)

Bank of America this year rolled out 

some new features to their existing 

products and expanded services and 

announced a plan to build its own 
robo-advisor platform. [18] Bank of 

America is following in the footsteps 

of Capital One Financial, which rolled 

out a robo-advisor in June, and BBVA 

Compass Bancshares and U.S. Bancorp, 

each of those announced a partnership 

with the robo-provider Future Advisor 

this year. The online brokerages Fidelity 

Investments, Charles Schwab and 

E-Trade have launched robo advisers 

recently, too. They in some ways are 

catching up to a trend set by Wealth-

front and Betterment, which founded 

the robo movement in 2008.

It announced plans for an online ser-
vice and app called Merrill Edge Guid-
ed Investing, which like other robo 

advisers will query customers about 

their age, income, risk tolerance as well 

as their investment goals and time hori-

zon. A basket of exchange-traded funds 

tailored to the answers would then be 

recommended. It will be billed as a 

low-cost way of investing modest sums 

such as funds in old 401(k) accounts.

Another project by Bank of America was 

within a plan to add a truly differentiated 

offering that could provide a gateway 

for clients to reach their dispersed con-

sumer and employee population with 

a diversity of payment options. To this 

end, BoA has entered into a strategic 
partnership with digital payments firm 
ModoPayments that will give the bank 
access to Modo’s digital payments 
hub. The Dallas-based firm’s payments 
hub, known as COIN, is designed to 
power digital payments from any two 
sources without either party having to 
modify their payments systems.  [19]

Lastly, what we found particularly 

interesting was the launch of Bank of 

America’s Erica, an AI chatbot that is 
available to answer queries and help 
the bank’s million of mobile app users 
make smarter spending and saving 
decisions. [20] Erica is expected to be 

rolled out next year to the 21 million 

users of the bank’s mobile app, provid-

ing a personal financial coach capable 

of answering queries 24/7 and also 

nudging users to improve their financial 

management skills.

Goldman Sachs
The investment banking behemoth 

was active in harnessing fintech this 

year, mainly through acquisitions and 

investments. It also announced plans to 

launch some new products.

In 2016, Goldman Sachs acquired 
Honest Dollar, a 401(k) retirement 

plans service, which provides retention 

tool and a gap-fill for contractors who 

want access to retirement benefits that 

are traditionally reserved for full-time 

employees. [21]

Further, GS invested in a number 
of startups, including Momo (Viet-

nam-based e-Wallet and payments 

app) [22] in a $28mln round, Axoni 
(blockchain-tech company building 

software for capital markets process-

es) [23] in a $18mln round, a $100mln 
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credit facility to Fundation Group LLC 

(online business lender) [24], to name a 

few.

The bank announced a launch of a GS 
Bank [25] – online bank for non-HNWI 

it had built from previously acquired 
GE Capital Bank [26]. The plan was to 

allow clients to deposit their money 

at Goldman starting from as much as 

$1. However, since then Goldman has 

been silent about the project.

Another area of the bank’s activity is 

online-lending. In autumn Goldman 
rolled out its consumer-lending plat-
form called Markus. [27] The technology 

is provided by Infosys. [28] While some 

industry experts take the initiative with 

skepticism [29], Fitch rating agency has 

endorsed it. [30]

Speaking about blockchain, while Gold-

man was increasingly active in filing 
proprietary tech patents this year [31], 
its leave from the R3 consortium was 
a surprise for the industry. [32] However, 

the bank is not going to slow down its 

work on the technology R&D.

As a culmination of such a productive 

year and a testimony to the increased 

importance the technology is playing 

in the financial services industry, in 

December the bank announced that 
R. Martin Chavez, chief information 
officer, will become the bank’s new 
finance chief. [33]

JP Morgan (USA)

JP Morgan this year crossed a solid 

milestone in a global banking industry 

as became the bank with the most 

monthly active users of its mobile 
app with nearly 25 million active 
mobile customers, followed by Bank 
of America with 20 million customers 
and Wells Fargo with 18 million. For 

these banks, the widespread adoption 

of mobile banking couldn’t come soon 

enough. The importance of this trend 

can’t be overstated, as it suggests that 

banks aren’t about to be displaced by 

upstart fintech companies anytime 

soon. [34]

In addition to many other banks, 

including ANZ Bank, JP this year also 

followed the trend of recruiting digital 

professionals for leading its business 

units. In the case of JP, they hired 
Moven Co-Founder Alex Sion as 
Banking, Fintech Converge, to lead its 
mobile apps. The move is an example 

of how banks are looking to fintech en-

trepreneurs to bring innovation in, and 

it illustrates the emphasis and impor-

tance banks are putting on their mobile 

channels. [35]

JP this year also worked with venture 
instruments and launched In-Resi-
dence Program for FinTech Startups [36] 

aiming to get financial technology 

startups to come together with its 

company so that they can brainstorm 

ideas that will help to change the 

industry, enabling banks to work faster 

and safer.

In terms of launching new products, in 
2016, JP Morgan launched Indonesia 
Virtual Banks, offered via the J.P. Mor-
gan ACCESS® OnlineSM, the virtual 
branch. It is a fully integrated platform 

that provides a comprehensive suite of 

banking services that can be securely 

accessed from desktops and mobile 

devices. The number of clients in India 

using the service has been growing 

rapidly and the bank is expecting strong 

interest in Indonesia as well. [37] 

Wells Fargo (USA)

Wells Fargo this year joined the com-

pany of Banks partnering with startups 

and became the latest example of 

traditional wealth management firm 

to partner in this case – with San 
Francisco-based wealth manage-
ment technology startup SigFig [38] on 

a digital advisory service. Wells Fargo 

continues to invest in Technology that 

serves the evolving needs of clients and 

advisors, and with SigFig it plans to step 

forward in delivering financial advice to 

the next generation of investors.

The partnership with SigFig puts Wells 

Fargo alongside Bank of America Corp.’s 

Merrill Lynch and UBS Group AG, two 

other big brokerage firms that have 

recently added digital investment advice 

offerings to their lineups. UBS said in 

May it was also partnering with SigFig, 

while Bank of America said it would 

launch a robo adviser under its online 

brokerage Merrill Edge next year. [39]

BNY Mellon (USA)

In conjunction with the Singapore Fin-

tech Festival, which was hosted in the 

beginning of November, BNY Mellon 
launched its 8th Innovation Center 
within a global network and now 

joins an established network of seven 

locations globally, including Pune, the 

first Center established in 2014, Silicon 

Valley, Jersey City, Chennai, London, 

Pittsburgh, and Central New York. It 

is designed to facilitate collaboration 

with fintechs and clients in Asia for 

the creation of data – driven market 

solutions.  [40]

With more than $30.5 trillion assets 

under custody and $1.7 trillion assets 

under management, BNY Mellon has 

access to an extensive wealth of data 

and is uniquely placed to leverage this 

on its digital ecosystem, NEXEN. This 

ecosystem consolidates solutions from 

http://aspectventures.com/
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BNY Mellon, select third parties and 

clients globally onto a single platform. 

Through NEXEN and its network of 

innovation centers worldwide, BNY 

Mellon is already in talks with more than 

300 global fintech startups globally.

First National Bank (USA)

First National Bank, a division of First 

National of Nebraska, the largest pri-

vately owned banking company in the 

United States became the first bank in 

2013 to host a hackathon among all 

the American Banker, and in 2016 it 
once again hosted its highly regarded 
CodeOne Hackathon. [41]

The bank-sponsored hackathon began 

in the mid-November. Fifteen teams 

of three programmers, designers, and 

idea gurus each has taken over the First 

National Tower Wintergarden through-

out the 48-hour period, focused on 

developing ideas to improve the bank’s 

customer experience. [42] 

BBVA (Spain)

This year, BBVA had the most dynamic 

traction with venture instruments. From 
a very beginning of year, we saw a 
shutting down its in-house venture 
arm, BBVA Ventures and putting all of 
it into a new VC called Propel Venture 
Partners, [43] based in San Francisco and 

London. BBVA will be a limited partner 

in Propel, a fintech VC that will focus 

on payments, credit, insurance, wealth 

management, e-commerce, security, 

and compliance. 

Later on, it moved into an acquisition 

phase and made another M&A play, ac-
quired an online only bank for entre-
preneurs – Holvi. Despite the fact that 

the deal terms have not been disclosed, 

we estimate it around $100M. Holvi is 

one of the league of startups that has 

been building a range of services for 

businesses to run their own financial 

operations and their own banking on-

line. Its products include an online sales 

platform, an invoicing platform, and a 

cash flow tracker. [44]

In summer, we saw the first invest-
ment from Propel Venture partners 
that went into a retirement indus-
try to a Guideline Technologies. 

Guideline has completed a $7 million 

Series A round of financing. Propel 

Venture Partners led the investment 

round, with participation from existing 

investors, including NEA and Lerer 

Hippeau Ventures. Guideline is the first 

and only 100% automatically managed 

401(k) offering that does not charge or 

benefit from asset-based investment 

fees. 

In October, Propel made its’ second 
investment in Hixme - a $14.1m 
(€13m) Series ‘B’ investment round, 
which takes total funding for Hixme to 

$26.6m (€25m). The core Hixme prod-

uct is the Workplace Market, which 

uses technology to recommend 

tailored healthcare plans for individual 

employees, which they can then keep 

when they move to a new job. Hixme 

will be using the additional funding to 

extend its’ reach to employers across 

America and to promote its’ Work-

place Bundle. The Bundle is a package 

of services designed to help anyone 

using their medical insurance. [45]

Deutsche Bank (Germany) 

Deutsche Bank has shown quite a 

comprehensive approach towards 

creating harmonic synergies, taking 

into account its integration format 

with fintechs. From a very beginning 
of 2016, it backed two accelerators: 
StartupBootcamp Fintech New York [46] 

and Axel Springer Plug and Play [47], and 
opened two innovation labs: one in 

Silicon Valley to evaluate emerging 

technologies from Silicon Valley [48] and 

another one in Dublin, with plans to 

add an additional 125 technology and 

operational roles [49].

• With StartupBootcamp it has formed 

a partnership aiming to advise its par-

ticipants with other VCs and law firms. 

Startupbootcamp FinTech will provide 

a three-month intensive program to 

emerging companies at its New York 

office. 

• 

• With Plug & Play it has partnered to se-

lect, develop, and finance up-and-com-

ing technology companies from sectors 

such as banking and insurance. In its 

role as a financial institution, Deutsche 

Bank will be an exclusive Axel Springer 

Plug and Play partner.

• In Silicon Valley lab it hopes to en-

able the Bank to evaluate emerging 

technologies from Silicon Valley and 

apply them to enhance its products, 

services, and internal processes. It 

will also further strengthen the bank’s 

ability to innovate, while deepening its 

relationships with startups.

• In Dublin lab, it plans to create a 

further 125 Technology and Oper-

ations roles in Dublin supporting 

its Global Markets and Corporate & 

Investment Banking divisions. And 

become a global centre of excellence 

for the Bank employing data science, 

visualisation, analytics and technology 

specialists.

In addition, some other news that 

brought our attention were: Deutsche 
Bank’s former co – chief executive 
joined the online lender SoFi that 

became quite suddenly for bank and 

obvious for industry, and, DB rolled 
out a new banking app, which is just 
awesome [50]
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ABN Amro (Netherlands) 

ABN Amro this year was also notable 

in fintech, launching new digital-only 

products, making significant steps in 

blockchain area and backing a Startup-

Bootcamp accelerator (more on that 

later). The most notable, in our opinion 

was a launch of Tikkie app, that uses 

messaging service WhatsApp as a pay-
ments request channel, and enables 

users to select a person from their 

WhatsApp contacts to send a payment 

request alongside a one-click link to the 

Dutch online payment service iDeal. 

Funds transferred over iDeal are auto-

matically credited to the customer’s 

current account. [51]

Further in 2016, Holland FinTech and 
Linux Foundation ran the first-ever 
Hyperledger hackathon, inviting cod-

ers to develop new financial applica-

tions capable of running on distributed 

ledgers. [52] As a result of its commitment 

to research and explore blockchain, 

ABN teamed up with Dutch university 
TU Delft to develop what it calls “more 
complex” blockchain applications that 
can deal with large amounts of data. [53]

Lastly, what’s been also notable, is 
that ABN became the first major 
dutch bank to enable clients to make 
payments, save and invest in a single 
app. [54] Another new feature allows 

clients to freeze their debit card and 

request a replacement card via the 

app. In the past, this was only possible 

by telephone or via Internet Bank-

ing. Despite the fact that many banks 

already run their own mobile banks, 

like JP with 25 million active monthly 

users, Bank of America with 20 million 

and Wells Fargo with 18 million active 

monthly users, it’s still a big step in 

Netherlands.

Unicredit (Italy)

Unicredit this year is just entering fintech 

investments and has committed ap-
proximately €200m to invest in fintech 
companies worldwide. [55] The bank 

has signed a partnership with Anthemis 

Group, a London, UK and NYC-based 

venture capital and advisory firm that 

focuses exclusively on fintech. Accord-

ing to the bank, Unicredit aims to invest 

in fintech companies in order to turn a 

threat into an opportunity, enriching the 

business proposition and speeding up the 

digital evolution program of the group. 

UniCredit aims to invest through two 

dedicated vehicles, as follows: a €175m 
equity fund focused on established 
startups and follow-on investments, 
and a $25m fund investing in early 
stage startups, where the bank will act 
as an anchor investor. In December 

2015 digital financial services investment 

and advisory firm Anthemis Group was in 

the process of raising a $100 million ven-

ture capital fund to back fintech startups. 

ING Group (Netherlands) 

ING started this year by participating in 
a Series B $160 million (RMB1 billion) 
fundraising in the three-year-old 
online marketplace WeLab along-
side Malaysian Government [56] fund 

Khazanah Nasional Berhad and China’s 

state-owned Guangdong Technology 

Financial Group (GTFG). For ING, the 

investment aligns with its strategy to 

increase the pace of innovation by work-

ing with both dedicated internal teams 

and with external partners and startups.

Later in August, , ING  selected four 
external startups from a field of 98 
applications with two in-house teams 

selected from an innovation bootcamp 

for its global accelerator program.

Also, ING joined a set of banks, which 

launched their own personal financial 

advisors along with Barclays and Bank 

of America, to provide customers 
in Spain and the Netherlands with 
a ‘financial advisor in your pocket’ 
through the launch of a new mobile 
app dubbed My Money Coach. [57]

Lastly, the bank took part in launch-
ing StartupBootcamp, an accelerator 

purely backed by big banks. Startup-
bootcamp is a combined fintech and 
cybersecurity accelerator program 
in Amsterdam backed by Rabobank, 
ING, ABN Amro, SNS Bank, PwC, NN 
Group, Delta Lloyd, and Athlon. For 

the Amsterdam gig, Startupbootcamp 

looked for companies focusing on ar-

eas such as blockchain, P2P payments, 

compliance/KYC as well as cyber secu-

rity related areas including fraud detec-

tion, cloud security, and encryption. [58] 

To kick off, prospective applicants were 

invited to present their ideas at a series 

of ‘FastTrack' days between August and 

November 2016 in cities around the 

world, including Amsterdam, London, 

Berlin, Paris, Tel Aviv, Moscow, and 

Madrid. 

BNP Paribas (France) 

Despite the socialistic and quite bu-

reaucratic environment for startups and 

financial innovations, there are orga-

nizations attempting to break through 

this setup. BNP Paribas in 2016 tried to 

confirm once again its commitment to 

the distributed ledger movement and 

made some quite strong milestones in 

blockchain development. In this field, 

we can take out the following cases.

At first, the big thing happened when 

BNP Paribas with Deloitte and Bank of 
Ireland had completed a joint proof-
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of-concept trial, which demonstrat-
ed how financial institutions could 
combine the technology with their 
existing systems [59] to provide new cli-

ent experience and regulatory oversight 

at a lower cost. The trial combined data 

from multiple systems across Bank 

of Ireland’s Global Markets division 

and associated functions to form an 

immutable, distributed, searchable 

repository of information across the 

full trade cycle. Browser-based views 

were developed for clients, relationship 

managers, and regulator, to provide 

enhanced views of trade position with 

the ability to conduct near real-time 

auditing. 

At second, BNP has entered into a 
‘co-development mode’ with its 
corporate clients, [60] including Solvay, 

Sucafina, Pacorini Group and the DFDS 

Group, to pilot a number of blockchain 

applications for transaction banking, 

after embarking on a collaborative 

process during its ‘Blockchain Bizhack-

athon’ earlier this year.

At third, BNP started expanding its 
blockchain platform towards crowd-
funding platforms usage. The bank 

started to work with renewable energy 

crowdfunding specialists Lendosphere, 

Enerfip and Lumo on a distributed led-

ger project that will register all minibo-

nds issued via the platform and record 

all related transactions and changes of 

ownership. 

Apart from BNP’s blockchain move-

ments, there were quite a few others 

to mention. For example, BNP in the 

beginning of 2016 opened its L’Atelier 

BNP Paribas accelerator and picked 
eight fintech startups to take part in a 
four-month program [61].  . In addition, 
it opened a 5000 square foot ‘Inno-
vation Zone’ on the 30th floor of its 
Manhattan HQ [62]. Lastly, it invested in 
PayCar, a fintech startup for purchas-
ing second-hand cars that emerged 
from its accelerator [63].

Societe Generale (France)

SocGen this year was quite innovative 

and active. At first, it opened the new 

technology hub that symbolizes its 
digital transformation. The Dunes, a 

new 126,000 m2 building complex in 

Val-de-Fontenay where 5,000 Socie-

te Generale employees working in 

technology will be based, is at the heart 

of the Group’s digital transformation. 

Its digital focus will be seen in the tools 

and services deployed there and in the 

open and collaborative working meth-

ods adopted. 

At second, Societe Generale Group 
acquired a stake in the share capital 
of TagPay, a French FinTech specialised 

in mobile digital banking. TagPay is 

currently being rolled out in several of 

the Group’s African subsidiaries: a mo-

bile recovery solution implemented by 

Manko in Senegal, merchant payments 

in Ivory Coast tested at Shell service 

stations. TagPay is a Core Banking 

System built around the mobile phone, 

from basic feature phones to smart-

phones.

Nordea Bank (Sweden) 

Amidst the financial market transforma-

tion in Finland and the Nordic countries, 

Nordea in cooperation with the central 

securities depository Euroclear Finland 

and the Finnish software company 
Futurice launched an equity-based on-
line crowdfunding platform, matching 
entrepreneurs seeking to finance with 
investors. [64] Crowdfunding is growing 

in popularity in Finland as an alternative 

source of finance, with EUR85m raised 

in 2015, up EUR30m in the previous 

year.

Further, it decided to round it up and 

launched an accelerator program in a 

field within emerging technologies like 

cognitive computing, artificial intelli-

gence in banking and financial usage 

of blockchain technology. So now, 

Nordea is scouting for a new cohort of 

startups to join the second round of its 

program in Stockholm. [65]

Another interesting result of the year is 

that Nordea has committed to boosting 

IT spending by 30-35% over the next 

four-to-five years, moving all accounts 
across to the new core platform, 
consolidating its existing data ware-
houses [66] and implementing a unified 

payments hub capable of handling 

domestic, international and Sepa pay-

ments. In other words, it has set a new 

digital group to become more flexible 

and oversee the transformation.

Idea Bank (Poland) 

Idea Bank, a Poland’s most innova-

tive bank supporting the country’s 

dynamic and vibrant entrepreneurial 

culture, started turning branches into 
office space for SMB’s. With branches 

becoming increasingly irrelevant in a 

mobile age, in 2016 the bank began 
refreshing some of its sites, offer-
ing firms free access to co-working 
space, conference rooms, Wi-Fi, office 
facilities, and beverages. [67]

The plan took hold, a survey of 230 

clients shows that only a fifth of visitors 

are using Idea Hubs the same way they 

would use a typical bank branch. The 

remaining 81% consider them a place 

to work, conduct business meetings, 

attend workshops and training sessions, 

or engage in networking activities.
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DBS (Singapore)

Southeast Asia’s leading lender DBS 

worked quite deeply with financial 

technology sector and there are three 

main milestones determined:

AAt first, in the beginning of 2016, DBS 
committed S$10 million ($7.1 million) 
to Singapore’s startup ecosystem over 
the next five years, and a bulk of this 
amount is slated to go into programs 
run by the bank such as its partnerships 

with local accelerators and incubators. 

One such initiative is DBS HotSpot, a 

pre-accelerator program created by the 

bank, where very early stage startups 

can develop their ideas, through a 

S$25,000 entrepreneur award, along 

with workspace, and access to industry 

mentors, the company highlighted in 

a statement today. Earlier in 2015, DBS 

had announced that it had partnered 

with Hong Kong’s NESTto establish a 

new accelerator, called DBS Accelera-

tor.

At second, DBS Bank has signed 
cross-referral agreements with 
peer-to-peer (p2p) lending platforms 
Funding Societies and Moolah-
Sense. [68]  Under the partnership, DBS 

refers some of the smaller businesses 

that it is unable to lend to, to Funding 

Societies and MoolahSense, said the 

bank in a statement. In return, the p2p 

lending platforms will refer borrowers 

who have completed two successful 

rounds of fundraising to DBS for larger 

commercial loans and other financial 

solutions such as cash management. 

Quite a unique approach that we also 

noticed from Russian Alfa Bank and its 

Potok program [69].

At third, DBS in April has taken a 
minority stake in Kasisto, a personal 
assistant that helps customers with 
their banking. [70] The strategic invest-

ment comes after several large technol-

ogy companies such as Facebook Inc. 

and Microsoft Corp. have signaled they 

think artificially intelligent bots present 

the future of customer service. Kasisto 

aims to specialize in financial services, 

and Chief Executive Zor Gorelov said 

the company has seen more interest 

from banks, which know they have to 

provide service on these platforms.

Later DBS launched a digibank based 
on the Kosisto technology in India [71] 

(the first mobile-only bank in the coun-

try) where it attracted over 250,000 
clients within the first four months. 

They also announced plans to launch 
in Indonesia. [72]

OCBC (Singapore)

OCBC this year started a new business 

unit to drive its partnership with finan-

cial technology startups and launched 
its new “innovation center”, called The 
Open Vault. [73] The Open Vault at OCBC 

will bring in fintech startups to use the 

bank’s database and interfaces to test 

and develop new ideas into solutions. 

It will focus on wealth management, 

credit and financing, insurance, cyber 

security and artificial intelligence.

The Open Vault is interested in five 
areas: wealth management, credit and 
financing, insurance, cyber security, 
and artificial intelligence – particularly 

in regard to data analysis and automat-

ed advisory services. The center will be 

housed in a dedicated 2,400-square-

foot space located on Singapore’s New 

Bridge Road.  [74]

Meanwhile, OCBC also became the 

first bank in Asia to enable voice trans-

actions via Apple’s Virtual assistant Siri 

and in-app with iMessage. The Siri 
and iMessage services for OCBC’s 
Pay Anyone P2P mobile app are 
available to customers using iPhone 
devices running the iOS10 soft-
ware.  [75]In order to send money using 

Siri, users simply need to instruct the 

virtual agent with a voice command 

indicating whom from their contact 

list to send money to, and the amount 

to send. On iMessage, the ability to 

send payments operates in-app via the 

conversation screen with no interrup-

tion to the group chat.

UOB (Singapore)

UOB’s most notable steps this year we 

can round up only in venture activities 

including accelerator moves and ven-

ture funding. . At the very beginning, 
UOB committed $1M to Asian fintech 
accelerator program for 30 startups 
that it launched as a joint venture 
with Infocomm Investments. The par-

ticipants will be exclusively mentored 

by financial institution experts and 

successful entrepreneurs. They will also 

be given the opportunity to connect 

with potential investors with the aim of 

taking their business ideas to market. [76]

In the field of venture investments, 

we saw that UOB invested $10M in 
Israeli equity crowdfunding platform 
OurCrowd to extend financing to 
SMEs in South East Asia. The deal is 

yet another example of global banks 

working with alternative financial plat-

forms to nurture and fund the startup 

economy. [77] 
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Bank Mandiri (Indonesia) 

Bank Mandiri, a state-owned bank of 

Indonesia, has launched a VC firm 
Mandiri Capital Indonesia and aims to 
eye investments in the fintech space [78] 

with its initial capital of close to $37 

million ( Rp500 billion). The firm had 

earlier indicated that it would target the 

payments space in Indonesia particular-

ly given the transactions that are taking 

place through e-commerce and a 

variety of technology-enabled services 

like ride-hailing apps. 

New venture capital firm was launched 
to provide alternative financing for 
the country’s potential startup busi-
nesses. For the first phase, Bank Mandiri 

has injected fresh capital worth Rp 350 

billion (US$25.2 million) into MCI and 

controls 99 percent of the company’s 

equity, while the remaining 1 percent is 

held by its securities subsidiary Mandiri 

Sekuritas. Bank Mandiri is committed to 

increasing the company’s total capital 

to Rp 500 billion. 

Maybank (Malaysia) 

Maybank currently has the highest dig-
itally engaged customer base, logging 
in and transacting far more than its 
peers. Maybank is the leading mobile 

banking provider in the country with 

62% of all mobile banking transactions 

in the Malaysian market performed via 

the Maybank2u App.

This year, Malayan Banking Bhd 
(Maybank) teamed up with Malaysian 
Global Innovation and Creativity Cen-
tre (MaGIC) to boost startups in the 

financial services industry in ASEAN [79]. 

Maybank said it would also act as an 

advisory partner to MaGIC’s Accelerator 

Programmes and Academy to build via-

ble propositions in the regional financial 

services industry.

 

MaGIC Chief Executive Officer, Cheryl 

Yeoh, said this partnership would help 

in boosting the development of start-

ups and social enterprise initiatives not 

only in Malaysia but also in the region.

In addition, Maybank announced the 
launch of the first digital remittance 
service in Malaysia with Western Union 
via Maybank2U – mobile banking app. 
The mobile App service enables May-

bank customers to transfer money to 

more than 500,000* Western Union® 

Agent locations in over 200* countries 

and territories. The money transfer 

service which is available 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week including public 

holidays, allows customers to transfer 

up to RM10,000 in a day. [8]

China Bank Savings (China) 

China Bank Savings (CBS) this year also 
moved into partnering with fintechs 
and signed with PLDT unit Voyager 
Innovations to service loans through 
Lendr, the Chinese first online mar-

ketplace platform for consumer loans. 

CBS is the first thrift bank to join the fast 

expanding partners for Lendr, which 

was initially introduced in April. 

In a statement, the CBS said that Len-
dr would offer convenient, transpar-
ent, fast and secure service through a 
marketplace that provides an all-in-one 

account and multiple loan options, de-

livered straight to the mobile device. 

Lendr is a fully digital, multi-channel, 
telco and bank agnostic solution 
that financial institutions and credit 

providers can use to reach consumers 

planning to avail of loans. [81]

Airtel Bank (India) 

India is still quite special. 47% of Indi-

ans still don’t have bank accounts, and 

around 78% of the adult population 

owns a mobile phone of some type. This 

has created a certain opportunity to a 

telco company Airtel that has offered 
yet another avenue toward cashless 
happiness, involving its subsidiary 
Airtel Payments Bank and your smart-
phone. The payments bank has gone live 

in India’s largest state Rajasthan. Anyone 

with an Aadhaar card (India’s national ID 

card) can open a bank account on the 

spot at one of 10,000 Airtel retail outlets, 

which double as Airtel Bank hubs. [82]

The bank account gives users access 

to digital banking services, which Airtel 

says will be accepted by a number of 

merchants in Rajasthan (Airtel aims 

to get 100,000 partner merchants by 

the end of this year.) Through the bank 

doesn’t offer an ATM or debit card facil-

ity (that’s one less place to stand in line 

at) at the moment, customers will also 

be able to deposit and withdraw funds 

from Airtel Bank points.

Users will be able to make money trans-

fers over the phone or from the Airtel 

Money app, where they will also be able 

to check account balances and access 

other services. Customers with Airtel 

numbers gain access to free money 

transfers to Airtel numbers that also 

have accounts with the bank; existing 

Airtel mobile numbers will double as 

account numbers.
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State Bank of India (India) 

State bank of India decided to go an-

other way, they launched formation 
of Intech, an initiative to team up with 
startups to create financial technol-
ogy (FinTech) solutions for banks. [83] 

Intech will be based within SBI’s startup 

bank InCube where interested startups 

with knowledge on financial sector 

problems will be given access to SBI’s 

Application Programme Interface (APIs) 

to experiment. 

SBI’s current focus is to offer ser-

vices rather than loans to startups. 

Highlighting financing is not the only 

requirement of startups, Bhattacha-

rya said financial management advice 

and understanding how to manage 

companies is very crucial for startups, 

which SBI aims to offer through InCube.

Mizuho Financial Group (Japan) 

Despite Mizuho’s strong position in 

consumer technology, Japan has 

lagged behind its global peers in har-

nessing the so-called “fintech” wave 

of digital disruption in banking. How-

ever, Mizuho’s president Yasuhiro Sato 

shapes a bank strategy with plans to 
build the next generation of consumer 
lending on smartphone services using 
“big data” analysis to manage credit 
risk and include peer-to-peer lending 
and investment “robo-advisers” and 
acquisition in the US. [84]

However, Mizuho was quite successful 

in blockchain this year, for instance, 
Mizuho and Fujitsu carried out a 
trial using blockchain technology to 
streamline cross-border securities 
transaction settlements. The partners 

built a blockchain-forming system in 

Fujitsu’s cloud environment, recording 

all the information from a confirmation 

as one linked block. In the system, con-

tinuously generated blocks containing 

trade information were chronologically 

linked as blockchain, becoming infor-

mation that could not be tampered. [85]

In addition, Mizuho became one of 
the latest banks to set up an innova-
tion lab to nurture a fintech ecosys-
tem and build up relationships with 
startups. [86] The lab will be based at 

Tokyo Finolab, a fintech centre in the 

financial district backed by real estate 

giant Mitsubishi Estate and advertising 

firm Dentsu. 

The Siam Commercial Bank, Kasikorn-
Bank, Bangkok Bank (Thailand) 

Over the last two to three years, the 

APAC countries have been witnessing 

lot of interest and some action from the 

venture capital industry who are keen 

to tap the technology startups in the 

region.  [87] The ecosystem is maturing to 

make way for individual investors some 

of who are setting up their own funds 

to invest in startups. 

To this end, right in the beginning 

of 2016, we had three news: The 
Siam Commercial Bank along with 
Kasikornbank (Kbank) and Bangkok 
Bank (BBL) all opened their venture 

arms to invest in financial technologies 

and sized at around $40-$60M. [88]

Apart from venture capital funds, there 

is a spate of corporate funds from the 

houses of telecom majors while the 

banking sector is also treading this 

space, particularly the developments in 

fintech, with interest. All the big three 

telcom operators in Thailand have 

launched the corporate venture capital 

units, including InVent by Intouch Hold-

ings, DTAC Accelerate and True Incube 

by True Corp.

As mentioned above, Siam Commercial 

Bank (SCB) has launched a $50-million 

fund to invest in financial technology 

startups through its newly-formed sub-

sidiary Digital Ventures. The fund size is 

significant given that the overall venture 

capital financing activity in Thailand is 

estimated to be in the region of $80 

million. It also worth mentioning that 
Digital Ventures also entered an MOU 
with Life.SREDA. This collaboration 

with Life.SREDA will strategically benefit 

Digital Ventures in research, investment 

and improving its financial services. [89]

ANZ Banking Group (Australia) 

Anz this year was among those trend-

setters in recruiting digitally minded 

outsiders to drive transformation and in 

spring 2016 appointed Maile Carnegie, 

Google’s head of Australian operations 

as the bank’s head of digital. [90] ANZ 

launched its mobile wallet technol-

ogy in the early 2016, after five years 

of development that first included a 

mobile-phone sleeve with contactless 

payment capabilities, and by 2015 shift-

ed to a strategy built on Android’s NFC 

capabilities. The final version, ANZ’s 

Mobile Pay wallet91, was launched in 

February 2016.

In addition, in 2016 ANZ launched 

a new mobile payment service for 
Android smartphones, ANZ Mobile 
Pay, as the country’s biggest banks 
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boycotted the iOS and Apple Pay [92] 

and launched a new credit card that 
gives customers a complimentary 
return flight within Australia and two 

complimentary lounge passes each 

year, and no overseas transaction fees 

on purchases – ANZ Rewards Travel 
Adventures card. [93] It also offers a great 

rewards program and a range of other 

benefits, including uncapped rewards 

points so customers can get the most 

out of every dollar they spend. 

In a field of blockchain implementa-

tion and executing ANZ also had some 

positive results. ANZ with Wells Fargo 

built a shared distributed ledger 
platform prototype for correspondent 
banking payment reconciliation and 
settlement. [94] The two banks delivered 

a proof of concept, creating a shared 

distributed ledger platform they say 

demonstrated the potential to improve 

the efficiency and speed of cross-bor-

der correspondent banking payment 

reconciliation and settlement, while 

operating in parallel with existing infra-

structure.

Lastly, ANZ became one more bank to 

open an innovation lab. ANZ with DBS 

set up to explore the future of finan-

cial services in the Asia Pacific region. 
Located at the Sandcrawler Building in 

Fusionopolis, DBS DAX is a 16,000 sq ft 

innovation space that has project pods 

and spaces, journey rooms, co-working 

spaces for up to 100 people as well as 

an auditorium and cafe. [95]

Africa’s First National bank (Africa)

Africa’s FNB this year made steps not 

exactly into financial technology sector 

but close and launched own-branded 

mobile phones. In fact, this move to 
launch its phones – The ConeXis X1 
and A1 is very logical, due to Afri-
ca’s socio demographic conditions. 
Phones will be sold at 380 branches 

around South Africa from 2017, with the 

FNB app pre-installed, in a move that 

“fully integrates banking and customer 

mobility”. [96]

Made by Chinese firm ZTE, the cheaper 

A1 model is aimed at FNB Easy Account 

holders while the more expensive X1 

– with higher specs and more airtime 

minutes and data – is being pitched to 

Gold and Premium customers. 

KiwiBank (New Zealand) 

Kiwibank this year launched New 
Zealand’s first fintech accelerator 
partnering with Xero, Callaghan Inno-
vation and Creative HQ. Based in Wel-

lington, the program will initially fund 

and support eight Kiwi fintech startups 

to build, launch and expand products 

into global markets. The 14-week men-

tor-intensive program is based on the 

accelerator model developed by Tech-

Stars in the United States and deployed 

by Barclays Bank. [98] Kiwibank chief 

executive Paul Brock points to a March 

PwC report which estimates that 83% of 

financial services companies surveyed 

believed their business was at risk of 

disruption from fintech companies. 

Sberbank (Russia)

Sberbank is not only the biggest, but 

also one of the most active Russian 

banks in terms of fintech innovation. 

This year the bank’s initiatives and proj-

ects received a wide news coverage.

First, in 2016 Sberbank announced the 
launch of its second 10-year venture 
fund ($200-250mln). A significant part 

of the funds is to go to fintech compa-

nies, as it has been with the first fund. [99]

Second, Sberbank and the Linux Foun-
dation entered into an agreement on 
the bank’s participation in the Hyper-
ledger Project, a non-profit blockchain 

consortium, established in 2015 by the 

Foundation in partnership with Deut-

sche Boerse, LSE, IBM, Cisco and Intel 

(later more world leading banks entered 

the project). Sberbank will have a “dedi-

cated team” of developers working with 

Hyperledger. [100]

At the national level, Sberbank part-
nered with the Federal Anti-Monopoly 
Service (FAS) on the project – dubbed 
Digital Ecosystem – to build a pilot 

program testing how the decentral-
ized nature of blockchain technology 
can be utilized to aid the exchange of 
sensitive documents. [101]

Third, Sberbank was actively partner-
ing with Russian fintech accelerators 
(HSE{Pro}Fintech [102], The Internet 
Initiatives Development Fund [103]) and 
universities (Master’s program in 
fintech in collaboration with Russian 
Academy of National Economy and 
Public Administration, RANEPA [104]).

Fourth, Sberbank was the first Russian 

bank to introduce Apple Pay to its 

clients. [105]

Finally, at the end of the year the super-

visory committee of Sberbank agreed 
with a plan to transform the bank into 
an open-source financial ecosystem 
by 2018. The bank plans to assign a 

current COO of ING Netherland, Bart 

Schlatmann, as a manager of the trans-

formation. [106] 

Islamic Banks in Fintech 
Another interesting news came from 

a group of six Malaysian Islamic banks, 

including Affin Islamic Bank, Bank 
Islam Malaysia, Bank Muamalat 
Malaysia, Maybank Islamic, Bank 
Kerjasama Rakyat Malaysia and Bank 
Simpanan Nasional, which launched a 
sharia-compliant investment platform 

that could shift the role of Islamic lend-

ers to investment intermediaries from 

credit providers currently.

The Investment Account Platform 
(IAP) will serve as a central market-
place to finance small and medi-
um-sized businesses, with the Malay-
sian government backing the scheme 

with an initial 150 million ringgit in 

funds. Under the government’s Islamic 

Financial Services Act 2013, Islamic 

banks had to segregate Islamic deposits 

from investment accounts by July of 

last year, prompting them to diversify 

the financial products offered to cus-

tomers. [107]

With elements of crowdfunding and 
microfinancing, the IAP could raise 
the profile of Islamic banks as invest-
ment houses, complementing their 

existing credit intermediation activities.
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The rapid development of fintech 
startups in 2016 brought many lead-
ing players like Dwolla, Kantox, Cur-
rencyCloud, Braintree, OnDeck and 
others to integrate with each other 
via open APIs. This is very reasonable: 

why should one develop a product 

from a scratch, while the competitive 

advantage is totally different and this 

can be done by offering a product 

from another company? On the other 

hand, plenty of connections with new 

services and obsolete custom backend 

forced banks to use automated external 

integrations via its API. In countries 

where such banks don’t exist (the ones 

that are open to integration with fintech 

startups), or there are startups that want 

quick scaling by connecting to many 

banks in different countries, Bank-as-a-

service technologies start to emerge. 

Big banks that realized the emergence 
of such platforms and fintech start-
ups with well-written open APIs are 
feeling a certain threat, so they have 

started to promote an idea of Bank-

as-a-platform, when bank is not only 

limited to tech landing for startups but 

is also the last mile seller of a startup's 

product to its clients (example: ABN 

Amro, Sberbank and others). The core 

motivation for banks is to keep the last 

mile in-house, to deal with customers 

on banks' behalf, rather than on start-

ups'. In China, BaaP strategy is pursued 

by AliPay and WeChat.

The historical origin of Bank-as-a-
service is the USA. Such players as The 

Bancorp, CBW Bank have historically 

been active in hosting American fintech 

startups. New players like BBVA are just 

entering the niche to stand along the 

established peers. What’s interesting is 

that in core markets for BBVA like Spain 

it acts as BaaP, while in other markets 

where it’s present the strategy is linked 

to BaaS. Disadvantages of current 
Chinese and American BaaS platforms 
include the fact that they don't pro-
vide an international boost yet. There 

are 50 countries in Europe, Asia in-

cludes 58 countries, Africa includes 54 

countries, and the Middle East includes 

19 countries.

Europe is currently the region with a 
very balanced and mature BaaS mar-
ket. Government support with com-

prehensive support that it provides to 

startups, on the one side, and financial 

institutions, on the other, coupled with 

the market saturation with established 

players, on the one hand, and raise of 

other professionals, on the other. 

The largest player in Europe is Wire-
card with the capitalization of €5B. It 
operates in most European countries 
and has even opened an office in 
Singapore to actively expand to Asia 
and the Middle East. In every country 

where Wirecard is present, it aims to 

get a license but some markets force it 

to partner with banks (so it becomes a 

BaaP solution for such bank). It current-

ly provides different types of infrastruc-

ture for N26, Curve, Monzo, Transfer-
To, Loot, Revolut and others, but in 

quantitative metrics and volumes, it lags 

behind its American peers. Wirecard’s 

current main business is to partner with 

traditional players that are stepping up 

digital: TMT, retailers, banks. According 

to their own observation, the market 

is still very young and it can handle 

3-4 more huge international players. 

Actually, more and more competitors 

emerge: SolarisBank (Germany), IBan-
First (France), UAccount (UK).

The Asian, African and Middle Eastern 
markets don’t have examples of such 
platforms, except for Singapore with 
BAASIS. In case they don’t emerge, 

its infrastructural unreadiness will kill 

fintech undertakings and hopes of 

Singapore, Hong Kong, Seoul, Tokyo to 

become fintech hubs.  BAASIS business 

model focuses on building a platform in 

ASEAN region and is especially inter-

esting because it doesn’t aim to obtain 

all licenses from markets of operations, 

but BAASIS chooses a single partnering 

bank in each territory. This gives the 

traditional bank an option to lend its 

infrastructure like Amazon does with its 

Amazon Web Services. 

Traditional core banking providers for 
financial institutions like Swiss Cre-
alogix and Malaysian SilverLake also 
see a potential working with non-tra-
ditional players and partnering with 

them and are trying to find a niche to 

get closer with BaaS platforms. (So far, 

they have just been providing services 

to upgrade bank’s systems to be able to 

implement BaaP widgets.)

Wirecard (Germany)

Wirecard this year had a tremendous 

amount of news and notable results to 

become a sort of global benchmark for 

the industry. Starting with its M&A ac-

tivities, this year it acquired two online 

payment companies. First, is a Brazilian 

company Moip, a fast growing internet 

payment service provider on the Brazil-

ian market that was founded eight years 

ago and has developed a payment 

platform for small and medium-sized 

retailers over the last few years and 

focuses, in particular, on marketplaces 

and companies with direct sales with 

its innovative end-to-end solutions. [1] 

Second, it acquired a Romanian Provus 

Group, Romania’s leading payment 

processing and technological service 

provider that supports companies 

in outsourcing acquiring and card 

processing, e-commerce payment 

transactions and point-of-sale (POS) 

operations. [2] 
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IIn terms of partnerships, this year it 

teamed up with many FinTech com-

panies, providing them with various 

services, for instance, it partnered with 
Curve to introduce its new payment 
solution and to support the card and 

smartphone app ensuring global usage 

of the Curve card and bank-level secu-

rity protection. [3] 

Paygoo, which has recently launched 

its first prepaid reloadable MasterCard 

following the previous launch of its 

MasterCard Gift Card program, has se-
lected Wirecard as their prepaid card 
issuer. The new Paygoo Reload Mas-
terCard targets foreign workers and 

the unbanked and has initially launched 

successfully in Norway. An imminent 

launch in Sweden will soon follow to 

secure wide reach and adoption across 

the Nordics. [4]

Monzo, which has recently launched its 

general spend MasterCard prepaid debit 

card program in the UK, has partnered 
with Wirecard to provide a physical 
MasterCard prepaid debit card linked 
to the banking app. The card allows 

users to load money onto the card and 

to spend it in retail and online shops as 

well as at ATMs. The Mondo card also 

works with Near-Field-Communica-

tion (NFC) technology at contactless 

terminals. [5] Wirecard also provides 

infrastructure for Revolut. [6]

Wirecard and Future Finance, an Irish 

company that announced the launch 

of a new student financing model to 

the German market, have partnered to 
provide the business with its banking 
license in Germany and to assume the 

account management. [7] 

Fundflow and Wirecard have part-
nered to launch an invoice discount-
ing platform in Germany. Small and 

medium size businesses as well as 

Freelancers can sell their outstanding 

invoices on. Fundflow then enables the 

refinancing with institutional investors. 

Wirecard Bank provide their German 

banking license and handle the pay-

ment process. [8] 

Transferto, a leading cross-border 

B2B mobile payments network, and 

Wirecard have teamed up to offer a 

white-label mobile-to-mobile remit-
tance service. By leveraging Wirecard 

and TransferTo expertise, Mobile Money 

Operators can offer a remittance ser-

vice under their trusted and recognized 

brand. [9]

SolarisBank (Germany)

This year Solaris crossed a big mile-

stone, as it was granted a full German 

banking license. [10] From now Solaris-

Bank is looking to partner with e-com-

merce business and fintech startups by 

offering them integration of banking 

services via a modular platform spe-

cifically designed to meet the needs of 

digital-first companies. [11]

In summer, it broadened its prod-

uct portfolio with the addition of its 

“Rapid Credit” module and acquired 

AutoScout24, Europe’s largest online 

marketplace for cars, and it became the 

first company in the SolarisBank partner 

network to offer the innovative near 

instant credit options to its custom-

ers. The new 'Rapid Credit' module 

enables users of Europe’s automobile 

marketplace to secure financing for a 

used automobile within minutes. The 

application is completely digital, mobile 

and paperless. [12]

What’s also important to mention about 

Solarisbank’s development is that it has 

entered into a strategic agreement with 

Mastercard to use its global infrastruc-

ture to develop new payments modules 

for digital startups. In a first step, the 

Debit MasterCard - combining a debit 

card and credit card in a single prod-

uct - will be brought to the SolarisBank 

platform. [13] 

This year Finleap 
raised a big funding 

of €21 million from 

original investor 

HitFox Group along 

with institutional investors from the 

insurance industry, including Hannover 

Re, the third largest worldwide rein-

surer with a post-money valuation of 

€121 million (based on a €100 million 

pre-money valuation). [14]

Its products include Savedo, a market-

place for investment products; Fin-

Reach, a software-company that has 

created an automated account switch-

ing kit; Valendo, an asset-based lender; 

Pair Finance, an online debt collector; 

and zinsbaustein.de, a digital platform 

for real estate investments. To that end, 

each newly formed FinLeap startup typ-

ically receives seed investment of be-

tween €500,000 and €5 million. [15]

In terms of product development, Fin-

leap this year established a joint venture 

with Talanx to create ElinVar. Under the 

name Elinvar, the startup offers asset 

managers an opportunity to have an 

integrated solution through which they 
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can also offer their asset management 

expertise digitally – under their own 

brand and with their own corporate de-

sign. Elinvar will be fully licensed by the 

Federal Financial Supervisory Authority 

(Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistung-

saufsicht) and, will significantly simplify 

cooperation for all partners. [16]

And secondly, it expanded its ecosys-

tem offering by investing in Billmelat-

er [17], a company which enables the dig-

ital media industry to get faster access 

to their media revenues and Clark, the 

insurance-robo-advisor. [18]

IbanFirst (France)

IbanFirst is a recently rebranded fintech 

company that was founded in 2013. 

The startup was previously known 

as FX4BIZ, a sort of TransferWise for 

business transactions. [19] This year it 

pivoted the strategy and raised €10 Mil-

lions, and announced the next growth 

phase in Banking-as-a-service mode. 

With BaaS,  IbanFirst  aims to  bring  

together  all  Fintech  companies under  

one  single  web  platform to provide 

the day to day financial services an SME 

would need, without having to go to  

a  bank  or being  charged  extensive  

costs for it.  

Regulated and already licensed by  

the  Belgium  National  Bank,  with  

licenses  passported  across Europe,  

IbanFirst  enables  SMEs  to  access  in  

a  few  clicks,  once  they  sign  up  for  

the  Iban account,  a  complete  set  

of  financial  services  in  BaaS  mode 

including  credit,  internation-

al payments  and investment  

services.  IbanFirst has already 

signed partnerships with the 

Fintech Younited Credit.  In 

the coming months, more 

services such as invoicing, 

startup incorporation, and oth-

ers will be added. [20]

UAccount (UK)

UAccount has also just entered the 

BaaS market of startups, and pivoted 

from Ffrees’s parent company. It has 

developed one of the UK’s first Bank-

ing-as-a-Service (BaaS) platforms, 

which has been covertly built in the 

Digital Technology Park in Sheffield 

over the past 3 years.

The services-based platform acts as 

an orchestration piece, using APIs to 
intermediate between consumers and 
banking services providers (such as 

BIN sponsors, agency banks, account 

processors, card issuers, Vocalink 

access and so on); it paves the way for 

banking and financial product providers 

such as credit and other lending provid-

ers, current account and money man-

agement tools, to interface program-

matically to a core current account.

The aim of BaaS technology is to 

act as the facilitator of an open data, 

disaggregated set of banking services 

which are not dependent on one single 

banking provider. It anticipates a PSD2 

compliant environment where users 

can eventually consume services from 

whatever provider they choose without 

necessarily being tied to a bank. [21]

Bancorp (USA)

Bancorp started this year with the com-
pletion of the acquisition of Security 
Bank of California. It was finally ap-

proved by Security’s shareholders at the 

special meeting. The value of the total 

deal consideration was approximately 

$120.2 million, which includes approx-

imately $788.1 thousand of aggregate 

cash consideration to the holders of 

Security stock options. [22] This combi-

nation created the potential for future 

growth and expansion. 

Further in August, it announced that it 
had entered into a securities pur-
chase agreement with certain insti-
tutional and accredited investors to 
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which the Bank sold 7,560,000 of the 

BanCorp’s common stock, par value 

$1.00 per share, at a purchase price of 

$4.50 per share, and 40,000 shares of 

a new series of preferred stock, Series 

C mandatorily convertible cumulative 

non-voting perpetual preferred stock, 

par value $0.01 per share, at a purchase 

price of $1,000 per share in a private 

placement for total gross consideration 

of approximately $74 million. 

It also sold $65 millions of mostly 
commercial real estate loans from 
its discontinued loan portfolio. The 

sale reduced The Bancorp’s discontin-

ued commercial loan portfolio, net of 

marks, from $400 million at June 30, 

2016 to approximately $335 million, a 

decrease of 16%, at August 22, 2016. 

This transaction shows certain progress 

towards the exit of its discontinued loan 

portfolio. It further plans to restructure 

the balance sheet with its other busi-

ness lines. [23]

What’s also important for the corpo-

ration is that it implemented Phase 
1 of cost reduction plan designed to 
streamline business lines and corpo-
rate functions. The second phase will 

entail a close examination and identifi-

cation of potential cost saving oppor-

tunities within the company’s supply 

chain network. [24]

Lastly, it entered the innovation 
sphere with creation of a new, fully 
dedicated fintech innovation studio 

– Cube8 – Where powerful ideas incu-

bate. Set apart from the daily business 

operations of The Bancorp, Cube8 is a 

space where The Bancorp will explore 

unconventional–even radical–ideas in 

financial technologies to inspire chang-

es or new opportunities that could 

enhance the organization’s business 

strategies, contribute to operational 

efficiency, and generate incremental 

revenue. [25]

10x Future Technologies (UK) 

10x Future Technologies is the start-
up founded by former Barclays CEO 
Antony Jenkins, building a digital core 
banking platform for Virgin Money. 

The platform will help the provider 

of savings, mortgages, credit cards, 

current accounts, pensions, invest-

ment and protection products to offer 

customers services that are even better, 

faster and more cost-efficient. As re-

ported earlier this year, Virgin Money 

was in system selection mode for the 

new core and digital channels software. 

It is understood Virgin Money evaluated 

traditional software vendors such as 

Temenos and Fiserv (the incumbent 

tech provider).  

10x Future Technologies’ digital banking 

platform will combine sophisticated 
software applications with the 
security of an advanced and 
safe cloud infrastructure. It will 

enable financial services pro-

viders to unify their often-wide 

array of complex data platforms 

into a single, lean infrastruc-

ture. 10x Future Technologies’ 

platform will feature capabilities 

covering banking process auto-

mation, compliance reporting, security 

and analytics, all enabled by leading 

technologies. 

10x Future Technologies’ API brings 
legacy systems together into a single 
secure network, which will allow Virgin 

Money to pull together all the rele-

vant data about a customer – such as 

existing finances, lifestyle preferences 

and risk tolerance – to find them the 

best product such as a mortgage in a 

fraction of the time it currently takes.

CBW Bank (USA)

CBW Bank is special, it was originally 

founded in 1892 in Weir, Kansas. In 

2009, it was acquired by its current 

management team from Google. Its 

capabilities are driven by APIs. This 

enables the bank to rapidly construct a 
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diverse range of business and con-

sumer products while maintaining tight 

compliance oversight. Additionally, 

CBW Bank has published its APIs, 
becoming the first bank in the U.S. to 
do so, allowing fintech startups and 

progressive financial institutions to use 

its API-enabled platform to validate 

new, innovative services and products 

while ensuring compliance.

To this end, CBW in 2016 was named 
the “Most Innovative Communi-
ty-Based Banking Organization” 

by BAI in this year’s Global Banking 

Innovation Awards. Additionally, the 

bank was recognized as a finalist in the 

“Innovation in Payments” category. 

It also received several other recent 

accolades, including recognition 
by financial services research firm 
Celent as a 2016 Model Bank and was 

honored by Bank Technology News for 
completing one of the Top 10 Com-
munity Bank IT Projects. Ramamurthi 

also received various awards for leading 

CBW’s initiative in transforming the pay-

ments process. Earlier this year, he was 

named one of American Banker’s 2016 
Digital Bankers of the Year and was 
also named in Bank Innovation’s 2016 
Innovators to Watch. [26]

Crealogix (USA)

Crealogix is a Zurich-based core bank-

ing provider to financial institutions and 

financial services companies. In January 

2016, it teamed up with HPE (Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise) to cooperate 
more intensively in sales in the future 
to distribute digital products together. 
HPE provides application services and 

a core banking system. Now HPE wants 

to expand the offer by a flexible front 

end to provide banks with an integrated 

end-to-end solution in the future. That 

was Crealogix. With the joint "out-of-

the-box" solution, banks could get 

a solution that can be implemented 

quickly, according to Crealogix. A 

module concept is to be used, which 

is to be expanded with functionalities 

from other sources. Customers also get 

everything from one source. [27]

Further in February, it’s subsidiary Elaxy 
Financial Software & Solutions was 
planing to roll out a hybrid consulting 
platform at Bankhaus August Lenz 
in Germany. The solution, developed 

in nine months, is ready for MiFID II 

(markets in financial instruments di-

rective) and PRIIP (packaged retail and 

insurance-based investment products) 

regulations. [28] It is also integrated into 
the bank’s online banking system and 
personal finance management (PFM) 
solution ‘€inBlick’ – both developed 
by Elaxy.

Additionally, in terms of new products 

launched, Crealogix digital banking hub 

has got equipped with additional mod-

ules for online customer management: 

the strategic partner, Basler unblu, has 

been able to seamlessly integrate its 

Collaboration Suite. [29] The Unblu suite 
includes chat, co-browsing, video 
chat and document sharing. The 

British can use the modules for cus-

tomers' on boarding, for support, and 

via co-browsing the bank adviser can 

accompany an end customer through 

the website as through a shop.

Competition & Markets Authority (UK)

In 2016, CMA implemented a wide 

range package of reforms [30] that 

required: banks to implement Open 

Banking by early 2018, to acceler-

ate technological change in the UK 

retail banking sector; Required banks 

to publish trustworthy and objective 

information on quality of service on 

their websites and in branches, so that 

customers can see how their own bank 

shapes up; Required banks to send 

out suitable periodic and event-based 

‘prompts’ such as on the closure of a 

local branch or an increase in charges, 

to remind their customers to review 

whether they are getting the best value 

and switch banks if not. The CMA has 

also introduced specific measures to 

benefit unarranged overdraft users, 

who make up around 25% of all per-

sonal current account customers, and 

small businesses. [31]

However, the report was viewed with 

some disdain by fintech community 

and new entrants, who bemoaned 

the failure of the watchdog to impose 

tougher sanctions to break the stran-

glehold of the UK's top banks. In its 
final order CMA set out the timetable 
for introducing key advances such as 
open banking, the monthly maximum 

unarranged overdraft charge, standard-

ized business current account opening 

procedures, and banks having to pub-

lish service quality statistics. [32]



In the end of 2015 DG FISMA of Europe-

an Commission revised own Directive   

ayment Services giving every member 

state of EU two years to incorporate the 

PSD2 into respective national laws and 

regulations. PSD2 revision was created 

to drive competition and foster inno-

vation by lower entry barriers for new 

payment service providers and online 

account information service provid-

ers. 

PSD2 introduces two types of 
entities to the financial industry: 
PISP and AISP:

• AISP (Account Information Service 

Provider) - service providers with 

access to the account information 

of bank customers. Example fintech 

verticals: Mobile Only Banks, Personal 

Finance Management Robo Advisors, 

Accounting. 

• PISP (Payment Initiation Service 

Provider) - service providers initiat-

ing a payment on behalf of the user. 

Example fintech verticals: P2P transfer, 

Direct Debit, Acquiring.

For banks, new directive poses substan-

tial economic challenges in many ways. 

For those acting as payment proces-

sors, PSD2 mandates even broader 

transparency and information require-

ments. Payment processing bank might 

also face extensive competition from 

new PISPs, which will offer services at 

reduced costs.

Now every bank should allow access to 

third parties via APIs to initiate pay-

ments directly from bank accounts. 

And access must be given on the same 

terms as if to the account owner. If the 

owner can initiate a payment at zero 

cost, then so must a third party.

What does PSD2 means to banks and fintech startups?

• Transparency of Payment Services
Explicit information on the terms and 

conditions of the service should be 

provided upfront when the payment 

is initiated and the payer should agree 

to the terms before the payment is 

executed. 

After transaction the payer’s bank 

should provide the transaction 

amount, all charges payable by the 

payer with breakdown, actual ex-

change rate, date of receipt of pay-

ment order and the debit value date.

• Payments coverage
Scope of applicability of “one-leg-out” 

(OLO) payments is widened and now 

includes transactions in any currency. 

Now they apply to payments from/to 

all of the 28 EEA countries plus Ice-

land, Liechtenstein and Norway. 

Banks are still allowed to charge 

from the payment amount for OLO 

payments. 

• Payment Initiation Services
The market is now open for Third Par-

ty Providers (TPPs), offering Payment 

Initiation Services (PIS), which means 

a service to initiate a payment at the 

request of the user with respect to a 

payment account held at another pay-

ment service provider. 

They (PISPs) are now allowed to 

communicate securely with the Cus-

tomer’s bank and seek information 

required for payment initiation. As an 

example, e-Commerce and m-Com-

merce companies can now access 

customer information to execute pay-

ment transactions without entering 

into two-side agreements with the Ac-

count Servicing Bank. These providers 

will be registered and supervised to 

enhance customer protection.

European Commission believes 

customers will have easier access to 

products from competitors for finan-

cial services and might be provided 

with better quality services.

Another big and interesting change 

made by the new directive for Third 

Party Providers who can offer Account 

Information Services (AIS) and Pay-

ment Initiation Services (PIS). Account 

Servicing Banks are mandated to pro-

vide such information to these TPPs 

without any bilateral agreements. Two 

major themes should be highlighted:

• Access to Accounts (XS2A)
AISP services which aggregate infor-

mation on one or several accounts 

held with one or several account-ser-

vicing banks and display information 

to the account owner in a consolidat-

ed way. Banks have to provide open 

access to account information to all 

authorized TPPs, requesting account 

information via standard APIs.

• Customer Authentication 
   and Security

Now banks obliged to provide access 

to account and balance information 

freely to TPPs via APIs and transmit it 

securely to prevent fraud and illegal 

use of sensitive and personal data. 

PSD2 enforces requirements for 

strong (2-factor) customer authenti-

cation. 

Banks will face increased costs in 

implementing APIs for providing now 

mandated access.

PSD2 has a number of impacts on banks providing payment services:

Altogether PSD2 looks like banks have many obligations, but 

the trick is - every account servicing and payment service 

providing bank is at the same time PISP and AISP, which bring 

bank ability it has never had before. Every bank given the 

authorization from the existing customer is now able to get 

access to every other customer’s account in every bank across 

EEA to offer new competitive financial products. It is a chal-

lenge to increase bank’s revenue they have never faced before. 

Also, it presents marvelous opportunities to banks to extend 

their reach by providing new payment services to merchants 

to directly transfer funds from the customer accounts, disin-

termediating the card schemes and associated fees. 
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